
has been achieved The request for biological monitoring and

mitigation should be denied for the procedural reason that it was

raised so late in the CAO proceedings Substantively there is no

need for any biological monitoring because the testing conducted

has shown no adverse biological impacts at copper concentrations

over four times higher than the current cleanup level For the

same reason there is no need for any onsite mitigation To the

extent the EHC contention contemplates offsite mitigation it

lacks legal authority

II FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL RISTORY

This CAO concerns the discharge of copper concentrate by

Paco Terminals Inc from Pacos operation at the Port Districts

National City Marine Terminal NCMT Paco conducted bulk

copper concentrate unloading storage and loading operation from

early 1979 through late 1986 Port Districts Response in Oppo

sition to the Request of Paco Terminals Inc to Add the Port

District as Responsible Party under Cleanup and Abatement Order

85-91 Ex CAO Add No Finding The Regional

Board issued an NPDES permit to Paco in November 1979 CAO

Finding Il The Regional Board renewed Pacos NPDES permit in

November 1984 Id
In December 1985 the Regional Board issued Cleanup and

Abatement Order No 85-91 to Paco Terminals The CAO charged

Pacos operation with copper contamination of the sediments near

the NCMT

In November 1987 the Regional Board issued Addendum No

to the CAO which among other things established cleanup level
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for copper within the sediment of 1000 ppm CAO Add No

Directive The decision to set the cleanup level at 1000 ppm

was based on incomplete scientific data and inadequate analysis of

the available data See Section III.B infra It was also

based on economic considerations which led Paco and the Regional

Board Staff to believe that cleanup to the 1000 ppm level would

be economically and technically feasible See Section III.C

infra

In February 1989 the Regional Board adopted Addendum

No to the CAO which added the Port District as responsible

party to the CAO In August 1989 the State Board by 3-2 vote

affirmed the Regional Boards decision in Addendum No for the

reason that the Port District owned the land on which Paco

operated San Diego Unified Port District SWRCB No WQ 8912
After the State Board decision in 1989 the Port District

concentrated its efforts on abating any risk of continuing dis

charge from the site To date the Port District has spent over

$1.5 million on landside remediation.3 Because the Port District

had had no involvement in the development of the 1000 ppm sedi

ment cleanup level or the economic or scientific feasibility

studies supporting that cleanup level it did not interfere with

Pacos activities with respect to sediment cleanup

3me Port Districts written testimony to the Regional
Board dated November 22 1991 estimated this figure as $1.3
million Port District Testimony 11/22/91 at However those

figures were reviewed for depositions noticed by Paco in late

December 1991 for insurance litigation pending in Alabama and

were found to slightly exceed $1.5 million Hopkins Decl
Ex
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In early 1990 the Port District was invited by Hon Harry

Mccue Magistrate of the United States District Court for the

Southern District of California to participate in settlement dis

cuss ions of various federal court lawsuits concerning the cleanup

problem The settlement discussions had initially involved only

federal lawsuit filed by Paco against all of the mining companies

that had shipped copper to Pacos facility and against the manu

facturer hired by Paco to construct custom-designed clamshell

bucket Paco used to load the copper which malfunctioned The

settlement discussions were expanded to include later case Paco

had filed against the Port District in which the Port District

counterclaiined against Paco Also attending those settlement

conferences were representatives of the regulatory agencies

involved in the cleanup including the Regional Board EPA and DHS

staff Port District January 31 1990 Progress Report to

Regional Board at

In late 1989 the primary focus of the discussions before

Magistrate Mccue was the feasibility of Pacos plan for ocean dis

posal of the sediment subject to the CAO At that time available

ocean disposal sites had been temporarily closed and it was not

clear when or if any would reopen to accept the sediment After

several inquiries from Magistrate NcCue EPA Staff eventually

conceded that even if the sites reopened EPA would be extremely

unlikely to authorize ocean disposal of sediment subject to

cleanup and abatement order irrespective of the outcome of bio

assay toxicity and risk assessment studies on the sediment

Based on this information the Port District and Paco were unable
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to continue to pursue ocean disposal as viable remediation

alternative Id
Magistrate McCue suggested that Paco discontinue such

studies designed to obtain EPA clearance for ocean disposal in

favor of devising an alternative remediation plan that would be

more likely to succeed Magistrate McCue convened working

group as subgroup of the settlement conferences charged with

devising an alternative reinediation strategy The members of the

working group included representatives of Paco the Port District

one of the mining companies and the Regional Board Staff Port

District April 30 1990 Progress Report to Regional Board at

The working group meetings resulted in the development of

the so-called mining company option which involves shipping the

sediments back to one of the mining companies for recycling and

reclaiming the valuable copper from the sediments In 1990 and

1991 additional testing and feasibility studies were conducted

which enabled the mining company to determine that the mining

company option is technically feasible

Having developed technically feasible remediation

alternative Magistrate McCues settlement discussions then turned

to the issue of economic feasibility Economic feasibility for

the project was seriously threatened by Pacos having filed for

bankruptcy protection in August 1990 Port District November

1990 Progress Report to Regional Board at Although after

several months Paco eventually withdrew its bankruptcy petition

its financial condition remains concern

10
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Magistrate McCue suggested adding the parties insurance

carriers to the process In August 1991 the Port District moved

for stay of state court insurance litigation commenced by Paco

in which the Port District had intervened and successfully

requested the state court judge presiding over that litigation to

stay all proceedings and to refer all parties to Magistrate McCue

for settlement conferences Port District November 22 1991

Testimony to Regional Board at 25
In January 1991 the Regional Board issued Addendum No

to the CAO Directive No of Addendum No required the

parties to present and analyze new remedial action alternatives in

light of the unavailability of ocean disposal It also allowed

the responsible parties to develop additional technical informa

tion to support less stringent sediment copper cleanup objective

that would protect the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

On August 1991 the Port District and Paco submitted

report entitled Remedial Action Alternatives for National City

Marine Terminal the Woodward-Clyde Report The Woodward-Clyde

Report included several significant findings and conclusions in

support of increasing the cleanup level for copper from 1000 ppm

dry weight to 4000 ppm dry weight Those are listed in

Addendum No Findings 10aCl The biological studies are

set out in Section of the Woodward-Clyde Report the risk

assessment studies are reported in Section 34

4me report consists of two volumes the Final Report and
Appendices The title of the report is Remedial Action Alterna
tives for National City Marine Terminal Prepared for San Diego
Unified Port District by Woodward-Clyde Consultants The second
volume is entitled Final Report Appendices The Woodward-Clyde

footnote continued
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The Executive Summary of the Woodward-Clyde Report states

The risk assessment concludes the 1000 mg
Cu/kg remediation objective for the sediments in
the vicinity of the N24T established by the Water
Quality Control Board San Diego Region is highly
protective of aquatic life and other designated
beneficial uses of San Diego Bay Further it is
likely that remediation objective considerably
above that concentration would protect the desig
nated beneficial uses of the Bay and would be
consistent with the intent of the San Diego Basin
Plan and the California Ocean Plan This is
because the copper ore concentrate consists of
form of copper cupric iron sulfide that is highly
insoluble in anoxic oxygenfree sediments such as
those beneath the thin oxidized layer at the sedi
ment surface in the vicinity of the NcMT In
addition variety of precipitation complexation
and sorption reactions cause copper to be converted
to non-toxic forms in both anoxic and oxic oxygen
containing waters rendering the copper non
available and non-toxic to aquatic life in
sediments and marine water

Woodward-clyde Report at ES 23
The Regional Board set hearing for December 1991 on

the issues of remediation plan deadlines and cleanup level In

written testimony submitted on November 22 1991 the Port

District requested that the cleanup level for copper be increased

from 1000 ppm to 4000 ppm based on the findings and conclusion

contained in the Woodward-Clyde Report.5 The evidence submitted

established that the copper in the sediment at the NMT site is

stable highly insoluble and thus largely unavailable to aquatic

life It was also found to be non-toxic at the highest level

footnote continued from previous page
Report is dated July 26 1991 and was submitted to the Regional
Board on August 1991 The Woodward-Clyde Report is incorpor
ated herein by reference

5me Port Districts November 22 1991 written testimony
part of the Regional Board record is incorporated herein by
reference
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tested up to 18755 ppm The evidence established that the

existing 1000 ppm cleanup level was overly protective of the

aquatic life and the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay and that

significantly higher cleanup level would not adversely affect the

aquatic life of the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay As

result at the hearing the Regional Board Staff stipulated that

there would be no adverse biological impact to San Diego Bay at

4000 ppm cleanup level or higher Hearing Tr at 57
In addition the evidence submitted on December

established that cleanup level more stringent than 4000 ppm

would jeopardize the mining company option Port District

November 22 1991 Testimony at 34 12-17 Ex App The

evidence also established that the mining company option while

not yet finalized presented the only available and practicable

alternative for complying with the CAOs current completion

deadline of April 1993 Port District November 22 1991

Testimony at 25-27

As result of this evidence the Regional Board on

December 1991 adopted Addendum No to the CAO which raised

the cleanup level from 1000 ppm to 4000 ppm copper and which

maintained the current April 1993 deadline for completing the

cleanup

Since the adoption of Addendum No significant progress

has been made in implementing the mining company option to accom

plish the cleanup In 1992 discussions between Port District and

mining company technical personnel have resulted in the develop

ment of specific plan to implement the mining company option

13
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Hopkins Deci 3-4 Ex However it is the Port

Districts understanding that these plans are dependent upon main

taining the current 4000 ppm cleanup level Id at The

mining company has notified the Port District that the mining

company option will require the construction of certain capital

improvements at the plant to handle the sediment 14 at

It is the Port Districts understanding that the specifications of

these improvements and other logistical and technical considera

tions for the project depend upon the volume of the sediment to

be shipped and processed and on the copper content of the sedi

ment changing the cleanup level back to the former 1000 ppm

level would so greatly increase the overall quantity of sediment

and decrease the amount of recoverable copper that it would

require at least reinventing the project which would be fatal

to compliance with the current April 1993 completion deadline in

the CAO More significantly those changes could render the

entire project technically infeasible

Also in 1992 the parties to Magistrate McCuess

settlement conferences Paco the Port District the mining

companies and the insurance companies have circulated drafts of

settlement agreement that would resolve all litigation and would

create mechanism for accomplishing the mining company option and

for funding the cleanup However all recent drafts of that set

tlement agreement now almost in final form are contingent upon

maintaining the current 4000 ppm cleanup level It is the Port

Districts belief that the mining company option may only be

accomplished as part of the overall settlement agreement Thus

14
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the mining company option the only available cleanup methodology

currently developed is contingent on maintaining the 4000 ppm

cleanup level for economic and practical reasons as veil as for

the technical reasons discussed above Hopkins Deci

Ex

111 ARGUMENT

Introduction

The arguments presented by the Petitioners in support of

their various contentions overlap This submission viii refute

the Petitioners supporting arguments in the following format

The former 1000 ppm cleanup level was not based

on sound scientific data it therefore does not establish

the maximum level that will protect the beneficial uses of

San Diego Bay and should not be reinstated

The Regional Board may consider economic and

practical factors in determining the cleanup level

There is no factual basis for concluding that

copper concentrations in the sediment of 4000 ppm or the

difference between concentrations of 1000 ppm and 4000

ppm will contribute to exceeding the water column

objectives of the EBE Plan

The numerical water quality objectives of the EBE

Plan do not apply to this CAO involving sediment cleanup

the 4000 ppm cleanup level complies with EBE Plan require

ments because that cleanup level has no adverse impacts on

beneficial uses

15
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The Regional Board decision setting the cleanup

level properly and lawfully considered the practical consid

eration that the viability of the mining company option for

cleaning up this site depended upon raising the cleanup

level and

There is no factual or legal foundation for

requiring biological monitoring or mitigation program as

part of this CAO

The Former 1000 ppm Cleanup Level was Based on
Incomplete and Inadequate Scientific Evaluation
Which is Disproved by the Current Scientific
Information

Petitioners maintain that it was error for the Regional

Board to change the 1000 ppm remediation objective adopted in

November 1987 and contend that the former 1000 ppm cleanup

level is the legally established maximum allowable level to

protect the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay However that

remediation objective was based on incomplete or inadequate

scientific data which is disproved by the current information.6

6The current data is contained in number of sources
which are part of the Regional Board record or have been otherwise
submitted to this Board all of which are incorporated herein by
reference including Sections and of the Woodward-Clyde
Report which includes biological toxicity and risk assessment
studies conducted by Dr Fred Lee and Dr Anne JonesLee as
subcontractor to Woodward-Clyde Lee and Jones 1991 and which
were incorporated into the Woodward-Clyde Report the Port
Districts written direct testimony for the December 1991
hearing submitted on November 22 1991 which includes discussions
of scientific issues incorporating the work of Dr Jean Nichols of
WoodwardClyde and Dr Lee and Dr JonesLee the oral hearing
testimony submitted on behalf of the Port District in particular
that of Dr Nichols and that of Dr Lee and Dr JonesLee con
tained in the December 1991 hearing transcript and summarized
in Appendix to Exhibit hereto consisting of selected over
heads prepared for use at the Regional Board December 1991

hearing supplemental written testimony prepared by Dr Lee and

footnote continued
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Although the Port District was not party to the CAO in

November 1987 the Port District had the opportunity to review

the Regional Board Staffs technical decision making process

regarding the establishment of the 1000 ppm cleanup standard

during depositions of Greg Peters David Barker and Lance McMahan

conducted by insurance company lawyers in the state court

insurance litigation commenced by Paco in which the Port District

intervened Those depositions included questions concerning

Regional Board Biologist Greg Peters June 30 1987 memorandum to

the Paco Terminals file and to Lance McMahan and David Barker

also of the Regional Board Staff Ex concerning the 1987

decision to set the cleanup level at 1000 ppm Based on those

depositions the fourpage handwritten Peters memorandum summa

rizes the Regional Board Staffs complete biological analysis

supporting the 1000 ppm cleanup level.7

footnote continued from previous page
Dr Jones-Lee for the December 1991 hearing which addresses
issues raised in written submissions following the filing of the
Port Districts written testimony on November 22 1991 Ex
Appendix and the Comments of Dr Lee and Dr Jones-Lee to the
EHC Petition Ex hereto

7Exliibit hereto is the Peters Memorandum in its
entirety Exhibits hereto constitute portions of the depo
sition testimonies of Greg Peters David Barker and Lance McMahan
respectively of the Regional Board Staff related to the setting
of the cleanup level in 1987 David Barker was unable to identify
any other biological information supporting the cleanup level
Barker Tr 225 line 14 through 226 line 16 Ex
Moreover as of the date of Mr Peters deposition July 24
1991 Mr Peters was not aware of any better or more reliable
information on the biological effects of the copper concentrate on
marine organisms of the type that might be found in San Diego Bay
Peters Tr 57 lines 1014 Ex The responsible parties
submitted the results of the aquatic chemistry bioassay toxicity
and risk assessment studies to the Regional Board Staff shortly
thereafter on August 1991
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The key reason the Regional Board Staff adopted the 1000

ppm cleanup level in 1987 appeared to be that the Staff found

based upon work done by Pacos consultant Westec positive

correlation between copper content in the sediment and copper

found in the interstitial water in the sediment Peters Memo

randum Ex pp 34 However upon review of the information

compiled by Pacos consultant Drs Lee and JonesLee found that

the analytical procedure used did not distinguish between soluble

and particulate forms of copper Ex App at 11-12

Because the form of copper at the site is highly insoluble this

incorrect methodology resulted in an inaccurate exaggeration of

the amount of soluble and potentially toxic copper in the

interstitial water of this sediment Lee and Jones Comments at

6-7 11-12 Ex Lee and Jones Supplemental Testimony at 11

12 Ex App

The analytical error was then compounded by using

improper statistical analyses that involved the arbitrary removal

of data points the utilization of which establishes that there

is no statistically relevant correlation between interstitial

water concentrations and sediment concentrations Lee and Jones

Supplemental Testimony at 1416 Ex App

Further even if the measurement had been correct

interstitial water concentrations of heavy metals in anoxic

sediments should not be used as basis for judging the availa

bility of copper to oxygen-dependent benthic organisms Various

chemical reactions occur in sediments that tend to make the

copper and other heavy metals in interstitial waters nontoxic to

18
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the aquatic life upon exposure to dissolved oxygen Port

District November 22 1991 Testimony at 17 Woodward-Clyde Report

at ES 2-3 quoted above

The Peters Memorandum also shows that the 1000 ppm

cleanup level was recommended to guard against potential but

unknown problems that might be caused by the copper in the sedi

ment Peters Memorandum at 1-2 Ex The evidence submitted

has disproved those potential problems primarily because the

copper in the sediment has been shown to be nontoxic up to the

highest concentrations tested Woodward-Clyde Report Sections

2.0 and 3.0 The aquatic chemistry bioassay toxicity and risk

assessment studies are summarized in the Port Districts

November 22 1991 Testimony at l2_21.8

Another concern expressed in the Peters Memorandum

supporting the 1000 ppm cleanup level was concern that if the

copper were ultimately shown to be toxic which has now been

shown not to be true possible extension of the copper plume

through migration posed an environmental threat to additional

areas of San Diego Bay Peters Memorandum at 23 Ex
Peters Tr at 44 lines 5-23 Ex Now lab testing supports

that the copper concentrate in the sediment is nontoxic at

least up to 18755 ppm Moreover the recent studies reported in

the Woodward-Clyde Report show no evidence that the sediment is

moving laterally The copper appears to be moving deeper into

8The Peters Memorandum is replete with such references as

to what might occur In this regard the Peters Memorandum is

similar to the contentions in the EHC Petition which present
shotgun approach to possible scenarios which might occur See
Section infra The current evidence is sufficient to address
all of these concerns
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the sediment because it is more dense than the rest of the

sediment As result any migration that is occurring is only

making the copper less bioavailable not more Port District

November 22 1991 Testimony at 6-7 Woodward-Clyde Report

Section 7.1.1

The Regional Board Properly Considered Economic and
Practical Factors in Changing the Cleanup Level From
1000 ppm to 4000 ppm

The EHC contends that it was improper for the Regional

Board to consider economic or practical factors in changing the

cleanup level from 1000 ppm to 4000 ppm The EHC is incorrect

The Regional Boards 1987 decision adopting the previous

1000 ppm cleanup level was itself based in part on economic

considerations Finding 24 to Addendum to the CAO contains an

analysis of cost and feasibility considerations for five differ

ent options at each of three cleanup levels The total cost

estimate for cleanup to 1000 ppm based on ocean disposal was

less than $500000 Id The current estimated cost of remedi

ating the sediment to the 4000 ppm cleanup level through the

mining company option is estimated to exceed $4 million.9

Just as economic factors were properly included in the

analysis in setting the original cleanup level in 1987 they were

also properly included in the analysis in December 1991 The

Water Code authorizes the Regional Board and the State Board to

9At the Regional Board hearing on December the Port
District estimated that meeting 4000 ppm cleanup level would
cost approximately $2.5 million However that estimate was based
on removing shipping and recycling 5000 cu yds of sediment
Current estimations including normal overdredge factors and addi
tional overdredging needed to reach sediments which exceed the

4000 ppm level call for removing shipping and recycling about

10000 cu yds of sediment Hopkins Decl Ex
20
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consider economic factors in water quality determination Water

Code 13000 In addition Regional Boards must take economic

considerations into account in establishing water quality ob

jectives Water Code 13241 The importance of considering

economic impacts was also recognized by the State Board in

Environmental Health Coalition SWRCB Order No WQ 9110

The Regional Board and State Board Should Not Take
Into Account Imaginary and Unlikely Contingencies
Posed by Petitioners in Determining the Cleanup
Level

Like the Regional Board analysis in 1987 the Petitions

present variety of possible scenarios unsupported by any

evidence to support their contentions that the 4000 ppm cleanup

level poses some threat to San Diego Bay The current evidence

establishes beyond any doubt that the 4000 ppm cleanup level is

highly conservative and protective of all beneficial uses of San

Diego Bay In fact the Regional Board Staff stipulated at the

December hearing that there would be no adverse biological

impact to San Diego Bay at 4000 ppm cleanup level or higher

Hearing Tr at 57

For example the EHC Petition questions whether the

current cleanup level is inappropriate because it could cause

potential difficulties under possible future scenarios involving

future maintenance dredging at the site prop wash or changes in

pH salinity or water temperature There is no evidence that any

of these future contingencies cited by the Petitions would

increase any risk of adverse impacts on the beneficial uses of San

Diego Bay
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As is explained in Exhibit increases in water

temperature would not increase the bioavailability or toxicity of

the copper located in the sediment Lee and Jones Comments

at 8-9 Ex Any increase in pH or salinity would also not be

expected to increase the coppers bioavailability or toxicity.10

Prop wash and dredging activities apparently are concern

to the Petitioners because they might stir up the sediment and

make the copper more bioavailable However prop wash and

dredging activities cannot be expected to stir up sediments to

greater extent than the sediments exist in bioassay and bio

toxicity testing elutriates That testing has shown no adverse

biological impacts at levels higher than 18000 ppm far above the

Regional Boards 4000 ppm cleanup level Summary of Bioassay

and Toxicity Tests Ex App at 2122 Port District

November 22 1991 Testimony at 1217
Finally the EHC Petition expresses concern that if the

cleanup is required only to the 4000 ppm level maintenance

dredge spoils may not be easily disposable That contention is

also unsupportable The bioassay and toxicity tests show no

results incompatible with ocean disposal at levels much higher

than the 4000 ppm cleanup level Id The 4000 ppm cleanup

level would also accommodate ordinary landfill disposal of

remaining sediments because that cleanup level is lower than the

California Title 22 limit Lee and Jones Comments at 910

10Moreover any substantial change in pH which is not
anticipated in any event would have many other much more serious
biological impacts than increasing copper availability Lee and
Jones Comments at Ex
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Ex Port District November 22 1991 Testimony at 12 Thus

there is no reason to believe that disposal of dredge spoils after

this cleanup to 4000 ppm would be any more problematic than

disposal of dredge spoils after cleanup to the former level of

1000 ppm advocated by the Petitioners

The EHC Petition also questions whether the constituent

metals of the copper concentrate mercury lead zinc silver and

arsenic may have an adverse impact on the Bay That question is

also answered by the existing test results The bioassays and

toxicity tests conducted on these sediments have shown that any

contaminants present in the sediments at the site whether from

the copper itself other constituents in the copper concentrate

or from other sources are nontoxic to the variety of organisms

including sensitive life stages of those organisms that have

been tested Lee and Jones Comments at Ex Similarly

the benthic community diversity studies have shown that any

differences or similarities between organism assemblages at the

site were not related to the amount of copper concentrate in the

sediments therefore they are also not associated with the other

constituents derived from the copper ore concentrate that are also

in the sediment Id
The 4000 ppm Cleanup Level Does Not Contribute to

Violation of the EBE Water Quality Objective for
Copper

The EHC contends that the Regional Board is precluded from

raising the cleanup standard from 1000 ppm to 4000 ppm because

the difference will contribute to violation of the EBE Plans

water quality objective for copper From the technical
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information available there is no relationship expected or found

between the concentrations of copper in the sediments at the site

and the concentrations of copper in the water column over those

sediments Moreover there is certainly no basis for any conten

tion that any difference between 4000 ppm and 1000 ppm in the

sediments would make any difference in any contribution of the

copper in these sediments to any copper in the water column

The EHCs contention is based on faulty scientific

analysis The EHC bases its contention on attempts to derive

water column concentrations from interstitial water concentrations

and/or from elutriate concentrations This approach used to

develop and interpret the interstitial water data is technically

invalid Any correlation between the interstitial water concen

trations and water column concentrations for copper is so low that

statistically it is virtually irrelevant Lee and Jones Comments

at 6-7 Lee and Jones Supplemental Testimony at 14-16 Ex
App Similarly sediment elutriates used for toxicity testing

do not provide any reliable estimate of water column

concentrations for copper or for other metals Lee and Jones

Comments at Ex Lee and Jones Supplemental Testimony at

1619 Ex App

comparison of data from the site also shows that there

is no statistically relevant correlation between concentrations of

copper in the sediment and concentrations in the water column

The EHC apparently assumes that the copper concentrations reported

in few samples of NMT area water in 1986 properly describe the

current water column concentrations That sparse data cannot be
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considered sufficient or reliable for making that assessment in

1986 It certainly cannot be considered reliable for making that

assessment today Finally it cannot be considered reliable in

making any assessment based on the water column concentrations

that would be achieved after cleanup to 4000 ppm Lee and Jones

Comments at 4-5 Ex Lee and Jones Supplemental Testimony

at 9-11 Ex App

This low correlation between sediment copper levels and

water column copper levels is likely attributable in large part

to the form of the copper utilized in Pacos operation and to its

peculiar aquatic chemistry The copper ore concentrate transfer

red at the NCNT was reportedly composed of finely divided cupric

ferrous sulfide CuFeS2 which is highly insoluble in anoxic

oxygen-free sediments such as those beneath the thin oxidized

layer at the sediment surface at the NcMT That form of copper

as it would exist in the sediments is one of the most stable and

insoluble forms of copper Woodward-Clyde Report at ES 23
quoted above Port District November 22 1991 Testimony at 17
Therefore it would be highly unlikely to be dispersed into the

water column

This lack of solubility and therefore lack of

transferability to the water column is also demonstrated by the

mussel watch data For example the copper concentrations in body

tissues in two species of mussels including one living on the

piling at the NCNT are very similar to the concentrations of the

same types of mussels from the NPDES control area off Chula Vista

Port District November 22 1991 Testimony at 1516
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All of this evidence refutes the EHCs unsupported

contention that changing the cleanup level from 1000 ppm to

4000 ppm would somehow contribute to violation of the EBE Plan

water quality objective for copper

The Numerical Water Quality Objectives of the EBE
Plan Do Not Apply to This CAO Involving Sediment
Cleanup the 000 ppm Cleanup Level Complies with
EBE Plan Requirements Because it Has No Adverse
Impacts on Beneficial Uses

Even if this Board finds despite the evidence that there

is some factual basis for determining that the difference between

the 4000 ppm cleanup level and the 1000 ppm cleanup level could

contribute to violation of the EBE Plans water quality objec

tive that numerical objective is nevertheless inapplicable to

this determination concerning the appropriate cleanup level The

EBE Plan is not designed to regulate existing sediment contami

nation Rather the EBE Plan is prospective Its numerical

objectives are designed for setting standards for effluent

limitations for permitted discharges of waste into enclosed bays

and estuaries EBE Plan at

Sediment quality is addressed in the EBE Plan only with

respect to the narrative objectives and not the numerical objec

tives of the plan The narrative objectives section states

The concentration of toxic pollutants in the
sediments shall not adversely affect

beneficial uses

EBE Plan

The evidence previously discussed clearly establishes that

the 4000 ppm cleanup level would not adversely affect any benef

cial uses of San Diego Bay All of the aquatic chemistry bio
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assay toxicity and risk assessment studies submitted establish

that there are no adverse biological effects caused by the copper

concentrate in the sediment at levels much higher than the 4000

ppm cleanup level adopted by the Regional Board Summary of

Bioassay and Toxicity Tests Ex App at 2122 Port

District November 22 1991 Testimony at 1217 Again the

Regional Board so stipulated at the hearing

The natural occurrence of the mussel Mytilus edulis at the

site is particularly compelling evidence supporting the conclusion

that there is no adverse impact to any beneficial uses of San

Diego Bay from the copper concentrations in the sediment Embryos

of this species have been found by the EPA to be the most acutely

sensitive to copper of all the marine organisms it evaluated

This species presently occurs naturally of the NCMT in an area in

which the sediments contained some of the highest concentrations

of copper Port District November 22 1991 Testimony at 1516
The word sediment also appears in the EBE Plan in the

definition of objectionable bottom deposits which in turn are

used in defining standards for determining mixing zones Again

however there are no numerical sediment standards set in this

context Objectionable bottom deposits are defined as

accumulation of materials or substances on
or near the bottom of water body which create
conditions that adversely impact aquatic life
human health beneficial uses or aesthetics

EBE Plan Appendix at 1-2 The evidence establishes that the

copper in the sediments at the NMT does not have any adverse

impact on aquatic life human health beneficial uses or

aesthetics
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As previously discussed this lack of adverse impact is

most likely attributable to the particular form of the copper

handled by Paco which is now located in the sediments off the

NCMT This form of copper is much less bioavailable and

therefore much less toxic than other sources of copper in San

Diego Bay such as copper originating from anti-foulant paint

which is designed to be bioavailable and toxic Port District

November 22 199 Testimony at 17
The overall water quality regulating scheme in California

also supports that the EBE Plan does not regulate sediment

quality In 1989 Water Code 13391.5 was passed defining sedi

ment quality objectives Those objectives are defined as levels

which will support the reasonable protection of beneficial uses

of water or other prevention of nuisances Water Code 13393

provides that standards should be based on among other things

bioassays and adequately protecting the most sensitive aquatic

organisms The bioassay and toxicity studies as reported in the

Woodward-Clyde Report and the other evidentiary submissions

supporting the change in the cleanup level all establish that

sediment cleanup level of 4000 ppm and much higher will

protect these most sensitive aquatic organisms The summary of

toxicity test results Ex App at 21-22 establishes that

there was no significant difference in the response of test

organisms subjected to concentrations much higher than 4000 ppm

up to the highest levels tested Also the natural occurrence of

Mytilus edulis at the site supports the contention that copper
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concentrations much higher than 4000 ppm are protective of the

most sensitive aquatic organisms

Thus the EBE Plans water quality objective should not be

applied to this CAO regarding sediment cleanup.11

The Mining Company Option is Contingent on Maintaining
the Current 4000 ppm Cleanup Level

Other than the Port Districts completion of landside

remediation the most significant progress in this case has been

made in the settlement conferences being held before Magistrate

McCue which have resulted in the development of the mining

company option Now after almost two years of additional chem

ical and toxicity tests for the mine dredging tests dewatering

tests transportation feasibility analysis and other tests the

mining company option appears to be technically and financially

feasible As result compliance with the 4000 ppm cleanup

level prior to the April 1993 deadline is within our grasp

However if the cleanup level is changed from 4000 ppm back to

1000 ppm the mining company option would not be financially or

technologically feasible At the very best substantially more

time would be lost in redeveloping the mining company option for

the different cleanup level At worst the cleanup might not be

11Even if this Board should find that the EBE Plans
numerical water quality objectives apply to the copper content in
these sediments the Regional Boards 4000 ppm cleanup level
should nevertheless be upheld The aquatic chemistry bioassay
and toxicity testing submitted by the parties constitute substan
tial compliance with the requirement for developing site-specific
standards as contemplated by the EBE Plan The site-specific
bioassay and toxicity testing performed conclusively established
that there are no adverse biological effects at copper concentra
tions much higher than 4000 ppm up to over 18755 ppm the
highest level tested
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completed at all for the lack of technical or financial means to

accomplish it

As previously described the mining company option is the

basis for cooperative agreement reached in conferences before

Magistrate Mccue involving Paco the Port District all of the

mining companies the manufacturer of the clamshell bucket that

failed during Pacos loading operations and insurance companies

for various parties There is presently circulating among all of

those participants draft settlement agreement almost in final

form that will accomplish the cleanup pursuant to the mining

company option Hopkins Decl Ex
However that agreement is contingent upon maintaining the

current 4000 ppm cleanup level because the mining company option

itself is dependent upon that cleanup level Id Changing the

cleanup level would affect two critical factors on which the

mining company option is dependent the volume of material and

the copper concentration of the material Changing either factor

seriously jeopardizes the settlement and the mining company

option

After the Regional Boards decision to change the cleanup

level to 4000 ppm technical meetings between the Port District

and the mining company resulted in the development of method for

handling and recycling the anticipated volume of copper 10000

cu yds that will need to be dredged to reach the 4000 ppm

cleanup level To obtain this capacity the mining company has

stated that it will need to construct significant capital

improvements at the expense of the project The Port Districts
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understanding is that this equipment is designed to handle the

anticipated volume of the sediment Hopkins Decl Ex
If the cleanup level is changed back to 1000 ppm the

volume of sediment will more than double In addition the copper

that may be reclaimed from the sediment in the recycling process

will be dramatically reduced Both of these fundamental changes

would require return to the drawing board for determining

whether and under what circumstances the mining company option

could be used for the remediation project Also of course

changing the cleanup level will increase the cost of the cleanup

by approximately $3.5 million Hearing Tr at 16
Therefore for technical as well as financial reasons the

draft settlement agreements reached among all the parties to

accomplish the cleanup are explicitly contingent upon maintaining

the current 4000 ppm cleanup level Hopkins Dec
Ex The Regional Boards approval on December of the

mining company option as the recommended remedial action plan and

raising the cleanup level to 4000 ppm recognized that the

cleanup would be much more likely to be achieved at that level

Hearing Tr at 93 Comments of Board Member Stockwell

The decision for the Regional Board obviously was made

easier by the fact that there is no environmental difference

between cleanup at 1000 ppm and 4000 ppm Moreover it was

also explicitly recognized by at least one Regional Board member

that the 4000 ppm cleanup level should still be sufficiently

punitive to satisfy all interested parties because the total

remediation cost at that level would be approximately $5.5
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million including landside remediation.12 Hearing Tr at 91-92

Comments of Board Member Arant

The EHCs Requests for Biological Monitoring
and Mitigation Programs Should be Denied for
Both Procedural and Substantive Reasons

Procedurally the EHC request for an ongoing biological

monitoring and mitigation program should be denied because it was

raised so late in this proceeding The EHC first raised this

request in its November 26 written submission only few days

before the December 1991 The requests were properly denied by

the Regional Board

The concept of biological effects monitoring and

mitigation had not been raised previously in any proceedings

related to this CAO dating back to December 1985 The EHCs

raising it now smacks of trying to exact an extra pound of flesh

from the responsible parties in exchange for raising the cleanup

level This tendency of EHC was recognized by the Regional Board

in reaching its decision to raise the cleanup level Hearing Tr

at 91-92 Comments of Board Member Arant

Substantively the request for onsite monitoring or

mitigation should be denied because there is no evidence that the

copper in the sediment has caused any significant biological

impact that would require monitoring or mitigation As has been

discussed the biological evidence establishes that there are no

12The EHC Petition suggests that punitive steps are
appropriate here because of the high value of the copper shipped
through Pacos facility The Port District however was compen
sated only on the basis of wharfage fees and square foot rent paid
by Paco not based or related to the value of the copper shipped
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adverse biological effects at cleanup level of 4000 ppm or

higher

The ENC request for on-site mitigation to restore the area

of the cleanup should be denied The only reason for any such

restoration would be that the remediation activities themselves

would cause harm to the significant benthic and aquatic community

that could be disturbed by the remediation activity The Wood-

ward-Clyde Report refutes that contention in its recommendation

of clamshell dredging for the remediation program.13 Woodward

Clyde Report Section 6.1

Finally to the extent that the EHC contention contem

plates off-site mitigation it lacks legal authority There is no

statutory regulatory or decisional authority for the Regional

Board to require off-site mitigation as part of cleanup and

abatement order Even if there were legal authority offsite

mitigation would not be appropriate in this case where there is

no evidence that the unauthorized discharges caused any signifi

cant biological harm

IV CONCLUSION THE REGIONAL BOARDS DECISION IN ADDENDUM NO
TO RAISE TEE CLEANUP LEVEL PROM 1000 ppm TO 4000 ppm
SHOULD BE APPIRXED

The parties have at long last determined an economically

and technologically feasible means of accomplishing the cleanup

13The EHCs request for on-site mitigation after the
cleanup raises one valid point however There currently exists
significant benthic and aquatic community at the site The EHCs
request for mitigating the area after dredging suggests that
no-action alternative would be the best means of protecting
those communities and the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay
Therefore the Port District requests that if the cleanup level
is to be changed at all it should be increased to allow higher
concentrations of copper within the sediment or changed to no-
action alternative
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through the mining company option However that feasibility is

contingent on the 4000 ppm cleanup level While economic feasi

bility should not come at the expense of environmental quality

that would not be the case here The evidence is clear that there

is no environmental advantage to be gained from reimposing the

former 1000 ppm cleanup level Therefore the Petitions should

be denied and the Regional Boards 4000 ppm cleanup level should

be affirmed In the alternative if the cleanup level is changed

at all it should be made less restrictive because the evidence

clearly establishes that greater concentrations of copper are not

harmful to the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

June ____ 1992 Respectfully Submitted

David Hopkins
HILLYER IRWIN
Counsel to San Diego Unified

Port District
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Comments on

Environmental Health Coalition Petition for Review

by State Water Resources Control Board

of Regional Water Quality Control Board San Diego Regions
Adoption of Cleanup and Abatement Order 85-91 Addendum No

on December 1991 Submitted to State Water Resources

Control Board January 1992

Fred Lee Ph.D and Anne Jones-Lee Ph.D
Fred Lee Associates

ElMaceroCA 95618

May 28 1992

On January 1992 the Environmental Health Coalition EHC filed petition with the

State Water Resources Control Board State Board to review the San Diego Regional Water

Quality Control Boards Regional Boards adoption of Addendum No of Clean-up and

Abatement Order No 85-91 on December 1991 for the copper-contaminated sediments near

the National City Marine Terminal NCMT The EHC petition alleged that the Regional Board

inappropriately adopted the 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up objective for those sediments We
Drs Lee and Jones-Lee conducted the risk assessment studies that supported the clean-up

objective adopted and submit these comments to address the technical issues raised by EHC in

its petition

OVERALL EVALUATION

The EHC petition is without technical merit The 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up

objective originally proposed by the Regional Board and now supported by the EHC in its

petition was based on technically improper assessment of unreliable information The adoption
of the 1000 mg CU/kg dry wt objective would cause significant waste of public and private
funds without improvement in water quality beyond that which could be achieved by the 4000
mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up objective It is our conclusion that the Regional Boards adoption
of the 4000 mg Cu/kg clean-up objective is technically appropriate protective of the beneficial

uses of the waters of San Diego Bay and cost-effective in addressing the copper-contaminated

sediment in the NCMT area The results of toxicity tests conducted on sediments containing as

much as 18000 mg CU/kg dry wt the highest concentration tested showed that copper in those

sediments was not toxic to the sensitive organisms tested On the basis of the risk assessment

we conducted and the written and oral testimony presented by the Port to the Regional Board

at the December 1991 hearing the Regional Board staff stipulated at that hearing that there

would be no biological effects that would result from clean-up objective of 4000 mg CU/kg
dry wt or higher Hearing Transcript page 57
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BACKGROUND

In the spring of 1991 the San Diego Unified Port District Port and Paco Terminals
selected us to conduct an aquatic life and public health risk assessment of the copper-
contaminated sediments in the NCMT area That risk assessment Lee and Jones-Lee 1991
was incorporated into the report entitled Remedial Action Alternatives for National City
Marine Terminal WCC 1991 submitted by the parties on August 1991 pursuant to

Directive of Addendum No to Clean-up and Abatement Order No 85-91 That risk

assessment was based on the results of studies that had already been conducted on those

sediments and their impacts on water quality information from the literature and studies to

evaluate the reliability of previous studies and current conditions in the NCMT area Particular

emphasis was given to whether the 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt objective initially selected by the

Regional Board would be protective of the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay Through an
integrated evaluation of aquatic chemistry and aquatic toxicology information pertinent to the

potential water quality impact of the copper in the NCMT-area sediment we concluded in the

risk assessment that

the 1000mg Cu/kg clean-up objective was based on inappropriate interpretation and use

of inadequate and unreliable data collected as part of previously conducted studies at the

site

the copper in the sediment in the NCMT area was not toxic to sensitive aquatic

organisms tested

organisms known to be particularly sensitive to copper toxicity live in areas of the
NCMT area in which the sediments contain some of the highest concentrations of copper
measured

from technical perspective the clean-up objective could be raised to at least 18000 mg
CU/kg dry wt the highest level tested and still protect beneficial uses of the Bay

the numbers and types of organisms in the NCMT area of San Diego Bay appear to be
unaffected by the copper presently in the NCMT-area sediments

We recommended to the Port and to the Regional Board that the clean-up objective be raised to

4000 mg CU/kg That value was based on the finding of no toxicity associated with sediments

containing substantially higher concentrations of copper and the fact that the selection of

higher objective could prompt criticism that Department of Health Services Title 22 materials

classification levels were being exceeded

We testified on the aquatic toxicity water quality and aquatic chemistry issues of the

NCMT-area copper-contaminated sediment before the Regional Board on December 1991
We also prepared the water quality portion of the Ports written testimony submitted on
November 22 1991 for that hearing Included herewith as Appendix are copies of
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transparencies given to the Regional Board members at that hearing they summarize the key
technical issues of our testimony Included as Appendix is Supplemental Testimony we
prepared after the November 22 1991 submission and before the Regional Boards December

1991 hearing to address technical aspects of Tentative Addendum No and to address

written comments by the Environmental Health Coalition in letter to the Regional Board dated

November26 1991

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON EHC PFITrION

Page paragraph

EHC stated

This cleanup level mg Cu/kg is violation of both Regional Board Order

85-91 Addendum Directive and causes water quality standard violation

under the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries Plan adopted by the State Water
Resources Control Board

As discussed below EHCs allegations of violations of the Order and of state standards

objectives are unfounded they also incorrectly imply that the so-called violations represent an

impairment of designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay The risk assessment studies that

we conducted demonstrated that such an implication is inappropriate and is contrary to the

technical information that has been obtained regarding the impact of the copper-contaminated
sediments in the NCMT area on various aspects of water quality in San Diego Bay This point
is discussed further below

Page Issues

EHC listed seven reasons that it claimed forms the foundation for its allegation that the

Regional Board acted improperly in adopting Addendum No of Order 85-91 The succeeding
five pages of the petition provided discussion of each of the reasons The technical aspects
of those EHC contentions reasons and associated discussion are reviewed by number
below

EHC Contention The criteria required to be met under Directive of Addendum of
Order 85-91 were not met by the dischargers thus the cleanup level should not have been

changed

In its discussion the EHC noted the requirement of Addendum No that an alternative

clean-up strategy be in compliance with the California Water Quality Control Plan for Enclosed

Bays and Estuaries of California and cited the numeric one-hour average concentration
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objective for copper of 2.9 ig/L The EHC argument was

The dischargers did no demonstrate that cleanup level other than 1CW ppm
met the water quality standard for copper requiid in the EBE Bays
and Estuaries plan In fact the evidence available at the hearing showed that

the new cleanup level well sic exceed the 2.9 ppb copper level Please see

discussion under issue Allowing RPs parties to advocate for
new cleanup level violates Directive of Addendum

EHC did not specify what evidence was presented that it believed to show that 4000 mg
Cu/kg dry wt clean-up level would result in an exceedance of the copper objective However
the evidence presented in EHCs issue no cited as providing the evidence was
reference to information that had been presented by the Regional Board staff in its Tentative

Addendum No Finding no 14 As matter of record after reviewing the full technical

information on the matter of the water quality significance of the copper-contaminated sediments

in the NCMT area the Regional Board justifiably did not accept as technically valid any of

Finding no 14 in Tentative Addendum No or in the Errata Sheet No for Tentative

Addendum No in its December 1991 decision Hearing Transcript page 94 Addendum No
to Cleanup and Abatement Order No 85-91 sent December 16 1991 Fhat notwithstanding

the technical issues pertinent to that now-deleted unjustified Finding and technical

documentation that refutes that Finding are discussed
specifically and in detail in Appendix

pp 11 to 20 and in broader perspective by Lee and Jones-Lee 1991 incorporated into WCC
1991 It is also noteworthy that Tentative Addendum No as well as the final Addendum
No acknowledged and did not challenge the results of the Lee and Jones-Lee 1991 risk

assessment submitted to the Regional Board as WCC 1991 that showed that the copper in the

NCMT-area sediments in concentrations greater than 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt was not having
an adverse impact on the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay In fact the Regional Board staff

stipulated at the December 1991 hearing that copper concentrations higher than 4000 mg
Cu/kg dry wt in the NCMT-area sediments were not having adverse biological effects Hearing
Transcript page 57

Key facts of the matter are as follows The overriding criterion governing the clean-up
objective should be the protection of the designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay The
4000 mg CU/kg dry wt clean-up objective meets that requirement

The EHC allegation in its contention no is not supported by the technical information

available First the numeric water quality objectives only have
applicability to the watercolumn

not to sediments or their interstitial waters contrary to the evidence cited by EHC from
Tentative Addendum No Second by its citation the EHC assumes that the copper
concentrations reported in few samples of NCMT-area water in 1986 properly describe the

current watercolumn concentrations As discussed in detail in Appendix pp.9 to 11 those
data cannot be considered sufficient or necessarily reliable for making that assessment in 1986
much less today The evidence relative to the concentrations of available copper in the

watercolumn today indicates that the organisms whose
sensitivity to copper was the foundation
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of the US EPA criterion for copper equivalent to the numeric objective Myrilus edulis live

naturallYintheNCMTareaandinfactwereharvestedaspartoftheWCCl991studyfrom
an area at the pierface of the NCMT at which the highest concentrations of sediment-associated

copper in the area have been found It is therefore apparent that whatever the concentration of

available forms of copper in the watercolumn today it is not sufficient to prevent the existence

of that organism see Lee and Jones-Lee 1991 WCC 1991 for further discussion

The EHC referred to the tables of data of copper concentrations in elutriates of NCMT
area sediment as providing evidence of exceedance of the 2.9 Cu/L objective in San Diego
Bay By its statements EHC is asserting that sediment elutriates being used for toxicity tests

provide reliable estimate of concentrations of copper in the NCMT-arca watercolumn As
discussed in Appendix pp 16 to 18 laboratory tests of this type cannot be used to infer

concentrations of contaminants in watercolumn We have published extensively on this topic
and can state without reservation that EHCs use of concentrations of contaminant in an
elutriate bioassay to infer violation of watercolumn water quality objective near the NCMT
is inappropriate

The EHC allegation implies that since the numeric water quality objective is allegedly

violated an adverse impact to beneficial uses of the Bay is occurring Toxicity tests conducted

on NCMT-area sediments using sensitive test organisms at sensitive life-stages have shown that

the sediments do not cause toxicity to those test organisms under test conditions more severe

than would be expected in the watercolumn Further the mussel Mynlur edulis which has been

reported by the US EPA to be the most acutely sensitive to copper in the embryo stage has been
found to be developing naturally in an area of the NCMT in which the sediments contain some
of the highest concentrations of copper measured It is evident that the copper in the NCMT
area watercolumn irrespective of the sources is not sufficient to preclude the existence of this

highly copper-sensitive organism

The EHC allegation draws unjustifiable and undocumented conclusions about the

relationship between the copper ore concentrate in the sediment and the concentration of copper
in the overlying water in the NCMT area and contends that clean-up objective of 1000 mg
Cu/kg dry wt is needed in order to meet the numeric water quality objective From the

technical information available however there is no relationship expected or found between the

concentrations of copper in the NCMT-area sediments and the concentrations in the watercolumn

overlying those sediments There is no justification to claim that removal sediment containing

more than 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt is needed in order to protect beneficial uses of the waters

of the Bay or that such removal will have any influence on the concentrations of copper in the

watercolumn

The EHC allegation draws the unjustifiable and undocumented conclusion that copper
clean-up objective of 4000 mg CU/kg dry wt would not comply with the Enclosed Bays and
Estuaries Plan requirement to protect beneficial uses of the Bay To the contrary the technical

information available and presented in the risk assessment and testimony of the Port indicates

that clean-up objective of more than 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt would protect the beneficial uses
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of the Bay in accord with the Bays and Estuaries Plan as well as State Water Resources Control

Board Resolution No 68-16 Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Quality of
Waters in California and the U.S Environmental Protection Agencys Antidegradation Policy

In conclusion the technical information clearly shows that clean-up objective of 4000
mg Cu/kg dry wt for the NCMT-area sediments will be protective of beneficial uses of San
Diego Bay

EHC Contention The new cleanup level of 4W ppm is known to contribute to water

quality standard violation in San Diego Bay for Copper in violation of the standard of 2.9 ppb
required in the EBE Plan

That claim of the EHC is without any technical foundation The only supporting
information provided by the EHC was quotation from Finding no 14 of the Tentative Addendum
No which as discussed above was justifiably not supported by the Regional Board in its

review of the matter on December 1991 The technical aspects of that Finding are discussed

in detail in Appendix pp 11 to 22

The unfounded claims of EHC regarding exceedances of water quality objectives
associated with 4000 mg Cu/kg clean-up objective for the NCMT-area sediments were
addressed above and in Appendix

EHC has reiterated the unjustifiable conclusion put forth in the Tentative Addendum No
that the copper ore concentrate currently in the NCMT-area sediments contributes

substantially
to the copper concentrations measured in samples of the watercolumn and interstitial water in

the NCMT area However from the technical information available including data on copper
concentrations in the watercolumn prior to the operations of Paco and copper concentrations in

other areas of the Bay we have concluded that the copper in the sediment in the NCMT area

is not major factor in controlling the concentration of copper in the watercolumn Our position
on this issue was supported by the Regional Board in its justified dismissal of Finding no 14

of Tentative Addendum No

Tentative Addendum No ls claims cited as support by EHC for its position relied on

inappropriate interpretation of statistical analyses and data manipulation to infer relationship
between the concentrations of copper in sediment and those in the associated interstitial water
As discussed in Appendix the approach that was used in the development and interpretation
of the interstitial water data that served as basis for the EHC claim was not technically valid

Inappropriate analytical procedures were used in the analysis of interstitial water copper and the

processing of data inappropriately eliminated key data points in order to try to force

relationship between copper concentrations in the sediment and in the interstitial water

proper examination of the data available on the copper concentrations in those sediments and in

the associated interstitial waters shows that there is no relationship between the two As
discussed in Appendix there is no reliable technical information that supports the

validity of
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or need for 1000 mg Cu/kg clean-up objective

Tentative Addendum No used the chemical composition of toxicity test elutriates to

drawn technically invalid conclusions regarding expected characteristics of the watercolumn and
interstitial water in the NCMT area While those invalid conclusions were justifiably dismissed

by the Regional Board in its final Addendum No.7 they were repeated by EHC as supporting
evidence for its claim that the copper-contaminated sediments in the NCMT area are contributing

to violation of the states objectives and of the lawfulness of the 1000 mg Cu/kg clean-up

objective First as discussed in Appendix pp 16 to 19 it is inappropriate to use

concentrations of copper measured in laboratory elutriates used for toxicity testing to draw

inference about the concentrations of copper that could be present in the watercolumn or

interstitial waters Second again as discussed in Appendix and contrary to the EHCs
parroting of inappropriate claims made in Tentative Addendum No.7 there are inadequate data

upon which to develop any reliable relationship between the concentration of copper in elutriates

developed in the WCC 1991 work and the concentration of copper in the associated sediment
The data that are available show that there is no meaningful statistically valid relationship
between the two parameters Contrary to the claim by EHC the copper concentrations

measured in bioassay elutriates do not reveal what concentration of copper in sedimeiu causes

the elutriate copper to be over 2.9 ppb Even if
statistically reliable relationship could be

developed it would be meaningless for establishing clean-up level for NCMT-area sediment

contaminated with copper

Appendix pp 21 and 22 discusses the technical aspects and implications of the

inclusion of San Diego Bay on lists of waterbodies with impaired water quality The inclusion

of the NCMT area of San Diego Bay on any list of waterbodies with impaired water quality
is an artifact of the manner in which waterbodies are listed waterbodies are considered to be

impaired if numeric objective is exceeded Thus EHCs argument here merely duplicates

its arguments regarding the alleged exceedance of the 2.9 CulL numeric standard itself

In the April 1991 Plan the State Board recognized the unnecessarily restrictive nature

of the objectives and that there would be situations in which objectives would be exceeded i.e
technical violations would occur without an associated impairment of beneficial uses of the

waterbody The removal of sediments to achieve clean-up objective of 1000 mg CU/kg in the

NCMT area cannot be assumed to provide any significantly greater ability to prevent technical

violations of the copper objective than clean-up objective of 4000 mg CU/kg dry wt

Therefore contrary to the EHC contention study results have not shown that the NCMT
area sediments are contributing to violation of water quality in San Diego Bay and will

continue unless cleaned up to minimum of 1CI ppm standard as claimed by EHC
Moreover both the existing chemical and biological/toxicological data and the aquatic chemistry

and toxicology of copper indicate that the copper ore concentrate-contaminated sediment in the

NCMT area is not adversely affecting beneficial uses of San Diego Bay
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EHC Contention The cleanup level of 1CX ppm originally set by the Regional Board was
lawful and provided the minimum of protection necessaly for the public and resources of the

Bay

As we discussed in the risk assessment incorporated into WCC 1991 in the Ports
November 22 1991 written testimony to the Regional Board and in Appendix the 1000 mg
Cu/kg clean-up objective was not developed on the basis of credible data and analysis

In support of its contention no EHC raised the questions

Nhat are the effects of the constituent metals in the copper such as mercury
lead zinc silver and arsenic These constituents of this copper product listed in

Addendwn Directive having sic on the bay What conditions in the

future such as changes mpH i.e what the Bay became more acidic changes
in temperature El Nina conditions changes in salinity in Bay water /iaure
increased discharges of reclaimed or saltier water could cause dferent
environmental chemistry than currently exists and miglu cause the copper to be
more soluble and thus more biologically available

With respect to the first question about the potential impact of other contaminants in the

copper ore concentrate the bioassays that have been conducted showed that whatever the

contaminants in the NCMT-area sediments and whether those contaminants are from the copper
ore concentrate or from other sources there is no toxicity to variety of sensitive test organisms
and sensitive life-stages of organisms that have been tested see Lee and Jones-Lee 1991 WCC
1991 Further benthic community diversity studies reported on by Lee and Jones-Lee 1991
and WCC 1991 showed that whatever chemical contaminants were present in the NCMT-area
sediment from whatever sources the differences and similarities between organism assemblages
in that area are not related to the amount of copper in the sediments and are therefore not

associated with other contaminants derived from the copper ore concentrate

The remaining questions posed in the EHC statement comprised shotgun listing of
scenarios and concerns that reflected lack of understanding of the Bay system and the

environmental chemistry of copper Pertinent issues and facts of the environmental chemistry
behavior and toxicology of sediment-associated copper in bay system such as San Diego Bay
were addressed in detail by Lee and Jones-Lee 1991 and in the risk assessment section of WCC
1991 Marine systems are well-buffered with respect to pH Therefore the pH of marine
system cannot be reasonably expected to change to such an extent as to induce significant

increases in the
solubility of the sediment-associated copper in the NCMT area Because the

chronic safe concentrations of copper are about the same in freshwater and marine systems
significant permanent alteration in salinity would be expected to affect organisms and organism
assemblages directly more than through an increased

availability of copper to them

It would take catastrophic event to change the pH or salinity of the San Diego Bay
sufficiently to cause significant differences in the

availability of sediment-associated copper in
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the NCMT area The type of event or occurrence that would be required to cause such change
e.g earthquake to reshape the Bay would be expected to have impacts immensely more far-

reaching than would occur with increased availability of the sediment-associated copper

Changes in temperature such as those associated with El Nifio conditions as raised by
EHC would not affect the availability of the sediment-associated copper in the NCMT area
Studies of the behavior of copper in ambient waters that have temperatures significantly different

from those of San Diego Bay have shown that temperature is not significant factor controlling

copper availability in aquatic systems

In summary there is no technical or water quality significance that can be ascribed to

the 1000 mg Cu/kg clean-up objective proposed by the Regional Board staff for the NCMT-area
sediments it certainly cannot be claimed that that objective provides the minimum ofprotection

necessary for the public and resources of the Bay as claimed by EHC The information

collected on the toxicity of the NCMT-area sediments and on the numbers and types of
organisms present shows that the NCMT-area sediments contaminated with copper are not

adversely affecting beneficial uses of San Diego Bay While the copper-contaminated sediment
near the NCMT may be in one area contrary to the assertion of EHC that fact is insufficient

reason to waste funds in removal of materials that are not causing adverse impacts on beneficial

uses of the Bay.1

EHC Contention The cleanup level of 4XX has no basis or rationale in biological impacts
or water quality standards

As noted above in Appendix and in previous submissions that have become part of
the record on this matter that fact is not disputed The 4000 mg Cu/kg clean-up objective was
suggested based on the finding of no toxicity associated with sediments containing

substantially higher concentrations of copper and practical considerations

If the clean-up objective for the NCMT-area copper-contaminated sediment were to be

developed based on removal of sediment containing copper in concentrations known to cause

water quality impact it would be expected that no sediment removal would be required This
could be justified on the basis that organisms recognized by the US EPA to be among the most

acutely sensitive to copper are known to exist in the areas containing the highest concentrations

of copper found in the NCMT area and based on the surveys that showed that the populations
of organisms in the NCMT area are not related to the concentrations of copper in the sediment
At most biological effects-based clean-up objective could be established at 18000 mg Cu/kg
since toxicity tests of NCMT-area sediment containing that level of copper the highest level

At the December 1991 hearing the EHC argued for an even lower
clean-up objective of 390

mg Cu/kg dry wt on the basis of the use of that value as an apparent effects threshold value
in Puget Sound WA As discussed by Lee and Jones-Lee 1992 and briefly reviewed in

Appendix the EHC position on that matter is without technical validity
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tested showed no toxicity to sensitive marine organisms Therefore from biological effects

perspective the clean-up objective of 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt developed for expedience is

factor of 4.5 below levels that are known to cause no toxicity to sensitive aquatic life in

laboratory tests of the NCMT-area sediments

In summary contention has no relevance to the acceptability of the 4000 mg Cu/kg
clean-up level recommended by the Regional Board

EHC Contention The claim that the Regional Board can allow for economic impact under
the Federal Anti-degradation policy is misapplied

The discussion of contention provided by EHC is predicated on the presumption that

the sediment-associated copper in the NCMT area is responsible for impainnent of beneficial

uses of San Diego Bay That presumption has been demonstrated to be unreliable see Lee and

Jones-Lee 1991 WCC 1991 December 1991 testimony of Jones Appendix and the

discussion above The focus of the State Board should be on the establishment of course of
action to protect beneficial uses of San Diego Bay The fact that an RP or the San Diego
Unified Port District may have reserve funds is no justification for the spending of those funds

on removing sediment that is not causing water quality problem As noted in the Brief ified

herewith the Ports available funds are fully committed to environmental clean-up and capital

improvement projects

The EHC made the following statement in its discussion of its contention

Given that the Bay has been identified as having limited assimilative capacity for

copper the result of leaving large reservoir of copper that is leaching into the

watercolumn could prohibit future inportant economic development if future

dischargers were forced to reduce copper in their discharges to accommodate
continued copper loading from the Paco terminals site

Contrary to that statement there is no reservoir of copper in the NCMT-area sediment that is

leaching into the watercolumn as claimed by EHC It appears that EHC is not distinguishing
between the particulate forms of copper that could potentially cause technical violations of an

objective and the leaching of soluble-available forms of copper Not only does the evidence

not support the EHC claim that there is significant leaching of soluble forms of copper from

sediments in the NCMT area but also the evidence is strongly contrary to that claim

EHC Contention The issue ofwhereflsture dredge spoils will go from maintenance dredging
and at whose cost was not addressed by the Regional Boards Order

The evaluation of the disposal alternatives available for the sediments dredged from any
particular site is made based on the results of elutriate test bioassays of the sediments and the
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nature of open-water or other disposal sites Elutriate test bioassays on NCMT-area sediments

containing as much as 18000 mg Cu/kg were conducted using variety of sensitive test

organisms in the risk assessment study of the NCMT-area sediments Lee and Jones-Lee 1991
WCC 1991 While the sediments tested were not being evaluated for the purpose of assessing
their suitability for open-water disposal the results of those toxicity tests showed that elutriates

of even the most heavily contaminated sediments tested up to 18000 mg Cu/kg the highest

concentration evaluated were not toxic in the test systems The clean-up objective supported

by the Regional Board and now being reviewed by the State Board however is not 18000 mg
Cu/kg it is 4000 mg CU/kg

As discussed by US EPA and US COE 1991 Section 103 of Public Law 92-532 the
Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 regulating ocean disposal of dredged
sediments

prohibits dumping of certain constituents as other than trace conwininants unless

they are rapidly rendered hanniess This is key section of the regulations

TRACE CONTAMINAIVTS ARE NOT DEFINEI iN TERMS OF NUMERICAL
CHEYfICAL LIMITS BUT RATHER IN TERMS OF PERSISTENCE TOXICITY
AND BJOACCUMULATION THAT WILL NOT CAUSE AN UNACCEPTABLE
ADVERSE 1MPACTAFERDUMPING This is expressed in regulatory language
in paragraphs 227.6b and ofPL 92-532

Lee and Jones-Lee 1991 pp 46 to 50 provided additional discussion of the potential impacts
of dredging and disposal of sediment dredged from the NCMT area on aquatic life It is clear

from the work that has been done that because the sediments are not toxic they could be
considered suitable for ocean disposal In our opinion the presence of copper in those

sediments at concentrations of 4000 mg Cu/kg should have no impact on future maintenance

dredging of the NCMT area

EHC Contention mitigation monitoring plan requested by Environmental Health Coalition

was not required by the Regional Board to mitigate the damage that was done by the RP during
the time the copper was spilled

Once again in an attempt to support its contention the EHC has reported its conjectures
as fact in statements such as

The spill of the copper has resulted in degradation of the Bay

Even though the copper has been lying the sic bottom of the Bay for years it

undoubtedly contributed to negative effects on the benthic ljfe in the bottom of the

Bay when it was dumped Since this was illegal dumping the biological effects

were not being tested for but should be mitigated for nonetheless

As discussed elsewhere such statements represent unfounded speculations by EHC that are

11
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contrary to the technical information that is available The form of copper in the copper ore

concentrate transferred from the NCMT chalcopyrite is well-known to be one of the most
insoluble least available forms of copper Contrary to the statements made by EHC in its

discussion of this contention no adverse impacts of copper on aquatic life would have been

expected to occur as result of the introduction into the sediments of the copper ore concentrate

Conclusions

The Conclusions presented on page of the EHC petition continue to present incorrect

assessments of the technical information available on the impacts of the copper-contaminated
sediment in the NCMT area

SUMMARY

There is no technical justification for requiring clean-up objective of 1000 mg Cu/kg
clean-up objective of 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt has been demonstrated to be protective of the

beneficial uses of the San Diego Bay and is expected to be able to be implemented within the

timeframe set forth by the Regional Board

Questions on these comments can be addressed to the authors

REFERENCES
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Aquatic Life Risk Assessment

Copper-Contaminated Sediments near

National City Marine Terminal

Fred Lee Ph.D and Anne Jones Ph.D

Areas of Expertise

Aquatic Biology/Toxicology

Aquatic Chemistry

Environmental Engineering

Public Health

30/1 yrs Experience Evaluating the

Significance of Chemical
Contaminants in Sediments
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Risk Assessment

Selective Sequential Testing and Evaluation of

Aquatic Chemistry Chemical Nature Fate and

Transport of Contaminants of Concern and

Their Aquatic Toxicology Impact in

Tiered Framework of Increasing Sophistication

of Specificity

Yield Assessment of

Adverse Impacts That the Given Situation Has
on Designated Beneficial Uses

Degree of Contaminant Control Needed to

Protect Designated Beneficial Uses

Evaluate Improvement in Water Quality That
Could Be Achieved as Result of

Implementing Various Contaminant Control

Approaches

Chemical Contaminants Exist in Aquatic Systems in

Variety of Forms Only Some of Which Are Toxic

Available to Adversely Affect Aquatic Life
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Summaryof Results of Lee Jones
Risk Assessment Study

Findings

NCMT-Area Sediments Contain Copper to 50000
mg Cu/kg dry wt at 2-3 ft deep

Toxicity Tests with NCMT-Area Sediments

Containing 8000 mg Cu/kg dry wt Did Not

Adversely Affect Sensitive Test Organisms

Overall Different Types of Organisms Tested

Considered 14 Response Parameters

Shrimp Flat Fish Sea Urchin Eggs Embryos
Clams Worms Types of Amphipods Fish

Larvae Pacific Oyster Embryos/Larvae

Embryos of Pacific Oyster Reported by US
EPA to Be One of the Most Sensitive

Organisms/Stages to Copper in Salt Water

Myti/us edulis mussel Occurs Naturally in Area of

NCMT in Which Sediments Contain Some of

Highest Concentrations of Copper Reported
US EPA Found That Embryos of Mytilus edulis

Were the Most Acutely Sensitive to Copper of

the Marine Organisms It Evaluated

Sensitivity of Mytilus edu/is Basis for US EPA
Water Quality Criterion for Copper
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Summary of Findings

Dr Fred Lee and Dr Anne Jones

Risk Assessment Conclusions

Copper Ore Concentrate Now in NCMT-Area
Sediments Is Non-Toxic and NotAvailable

Copper in NCMT-Area Sediments Is Not

Having an Adverse Impact on Beneficial

Uses of San Diego Bay

1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt Clean-Up Objective
Based on Inappropriate Interpretation and
Use of Unreliable Data

Clean-Up Objective Could Be Raisedand Still

Protect Beneficial Uses of San Diego Bay
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Tentative Addendum No
Released by Regional Board Staff

November 27 1991

Demonstrates Significant Technical Problems with Support
of 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt Clean-Up Objective

Relies on Assumptions Demonstrated to Be Inappropriate
or Invalid

Assumes Violation of Numeric Water Quality

Objective for Copper 2.9 pg CulL Caused by
NCMT-Area Sediment Not Valid

Assumes Violation of Numeric Water Quality

Objective in NCMT Area Impairing Beneficial Uses

Sport and Commercial Fisheries Not Valid

Assumes That Clean-Up Objective for NCMT-Area
Sediments of 4000 or 6000 mg Cu/kg dry wt
Would Not Protect Beneficial Uses of San Diego

Bay Not Supported by the Existing Data

Used Inappropriate Data and Statistical

Manipulations to Try to Show Relationship
between Copper Concentrations in Sediment and
Interstitial Water

Used That Relationship in Establishment of Clean
Up Objective

continues
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Tentative Addendum No Relies on Assumptions
Demonstrated to Be Inappropriate or Invalid continued

Assumes Equilibrium Partitioning Approach
Provides Valid Assessments and Is Applicable to

Copper Not Correct

Assumes Numeric Water Quality Objectives

Applicable to Interstitial Water Not Valid

Assumes Concentrations of Copper in Elutriate

Can Estimate Concentrations of Copper in

Watercolumn and Interstitial Water Not Valid

It draws the unjustifiable and undocumented
conclusion that copper clean-up objective of

4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt would not comply with

the Bays and Estuaries Plan requirement to

protect beneficial uses of the Bay

It draws unjustifiable and undocumented
conclusions about the relationship between the

copper ore concentrate in the sediment and the

concentration of copper in the overlying water in

the NCMT area and contends that clean-up

objective of 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt is needed in

order to meet the numeric water quality

objective
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Conclusion

Tentative Addendum No Does Not Provide Valid

Technical Support for 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt
Clean-Up Level

Tentative Addendum No Does Not Provide Valid

Technical Refutation of Validity of 4000 mg Cu/kg
dry wt or Other Clean-Up Level 1000 mg Cu/kg
dry wt

1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt Clean-Up Objective Overly
Conservative for Protection of Water
Quality/Beneficial Uses

Clean-Up Objective Can Be Raised Considerably
Above 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt without Impairment
of Beneficial Uses of San Diego Bay
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Tentative Addendum No

Assumes violation of numeric water quality objective
for copper caused by NCMT-area sediment

There is no evidence that copper from the copper ore

concentrate now associated with the NCMT-area
sediments is in fact contributing to so-called

violations of the objective for copper
Concentrations in watercolumn near NCMT before

Paco operations were about the same as they were in

1986

Concentrations in watercolumn near NCMT consistent

with concentrations found at other locations in San

Diego Bay

Assumes violation of numeric water quality objective
in NCMT area impairing beneficial uses sport and
commercial fisheries

Numeric objective based on available forms of

chemical applied to total concentration

NC MT-area sediment-associated copper unavailable to

adversely affect aquatic life demonstrated through

toxicity tests assemblages of organisms existence of

sensitive mussels in NCMT-area with elevated

concentration of copper in sediment

Assumes that clean-up objective for NCMT-area
sediments of 4000 or 6000 mg Cu/kg dry wt would
not protect beneficial uses of.San Diego Bay

After extensive study and review no demonstrated
adverse impact currently occurring due to existing

copper ore cofltamination of NCMT-area sediments

continues
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Tentative Addendum No contd

Used inappropriate data and statistical manipulations to

try to show relationship between copper concentrations

in sediment and interstitial water

Procedures to separate soluble copper component of

interstitial overestimated soluble fraction judged
unreliable in US EPA review Ankley et al 1991
Regression between copper concentration in sediment

and in associated interstitial water unreliable

Inappropriate elimination of data points

Regression r2 0.14 or 0.35

Cupric ferrous sulfide highly insoluble stable in anoxic

sediments

Assumes equilibrium partitioning approach provides valid

assessments and is applicable to copper
Based on environmental chemistry of copper cannot

assume equilibrium

Acid volatile sulfide normalization not appropriate

especially for this system due to analytical

considerations

Assumes numeric water quality objectives are applicable

to interstitial water

US EPA finding Further research is required to extend

existing knowledge of pore waters suitability for

evaluating sediment toxicity

Other considerations exert control over impacts of

contaminants in interstitial water on aquatic life D.O
organism defenses e.g tubes

continues
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Tentative Addendum No contd

Assumes concentrations of copper in elutriate can
estimate concentrations of copper in watercolumn and

interstitial water

Elutriate tests not developed for estimating

composition of interstitial water US EPA also

published conclusion that elutriates cannot be used for

that purpose
Elutriate concentrations not applicable to watercofumn

concentrations because they do not consider site-

specific dilution

It draws the unjustifiable and undocumented conclusion

that copper clean-up objective of 4000 mg Cu/kg dry
wt would not comply with the Bays and Estuaries Plan

requirement to protect beneficial uses of the Bay
The technical information available and presented in

the risk assessment and testimony of the Port

indicates that clean-up objective of more than 4000
mg Cu/kg dry wt would protect the beneficial uses of

the Bay in accord with the Bays and Estuaries Plan as

well as State Water Resources Control Board
Resolution No 68-1 Statement of Policy with

Respect to Maintaining High Quality of Waters in

California and the U.S Environmental Protection

Agencys Antidegradation Policy

continues
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Tentative Addendum No contd

It draws unjustifiable and undocumented conclusions

about the relationship between the copper ore

concentrate in the sediment and the concentration of

copper in the overlying water in the NCMT area and
contends that clean-up objective of 000 mg Cu/kg
dry wt is needed in order to meet the numeric water

quality objective

From the information available there is no relationship

expected for found between the concentrations of

copper in the NCMT-area sediments and the

concentrations in the watercolumn overlying those
sediments

There is no justification to claim that removal sediment

containing more than 000 mg Cu/kg dry wt is

needed in order to protect beneficial uses of the

waters of the Bay or that such removal will have any
influence on the concentrations of copper in the

watercolumn
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Summary Testimony of

Fred Lee Ph.D and Anne Jones Ph.D
Fred Lee Associates

El Macero CA

Dr Fred Lee and Dr JR Anne Jones Lee and

Jones were contracted by the Port of San Diego

through Woodward-Clyde Consultants WCC to

conduct water quality risk assessment for the

copper ore concentrate present in the sediments near
the National City Marine Terminal NCMT

The Lee and Jones report of the results of the risk

assessment were submitted by WCC to Port and to San

Diego Regional Board last August

Objectives

Investigate Whether Copper Ore-Contaminated

Sediments near NCMT Is Adversely Affecting
Beneficial Uses of San Diego Bay

Evaluate Whether Attaining the Water Quality
Control Board Order No 85-91 Remediation

Objective of 000 mg Cu/kg dry wt Would Be
Protective of Beneficial Uses of San Diego Bay

Examine Existing and New Information for

Implications for Impact on Beneficial Uses of San
Diego Bay from Higher Remediation Objective

12
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Risk Assessment Study

Approach

Synthesis Evaluation of

Information Generated from Previous

Studies Augmented by

Results of Summer 991 Investigation

13
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Facts Demonstrated by Data and

Aquatic Chemistry and Toxicology of Copper

Addition of Copper in NCMT-Area Sediments Has Not

Significantly Changed the Concentrations in Overlying

Water Concentrations about the Same Before

Introduction and 1986

Copper in San Diego Bay Water Was above Current

Objective Prior to NCMT Copper Ore Transfer

Operations

No Evidence That Copper in NCMT-Area Sediments is

Contributing Significantly to Copper in Watercolumn or

Interstitial Water

Toxicity Tests of Sensitive Organisms/Life Stages
Showed No Toxicity Associated with Copper
Contamination of NCMT-Area Sediments

Sediments Containing as Much as 8750 mg Cu/kg

dry wt Tested

14
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Copper Ore Concentrate as

Source of Copper

Copper Exists in Variety of Chemical Forms Only
Some of Which Are Available-Toxic to Aquatic Life

Copper Introduced into NCMT Area from Transfer of

Copper Ore Concentrate

Finely Divided Ore Cupric Ferrous SulfIde

Cupric Ferrous Sulfide as Would Exist in

Sediments

One of the Most Stable Insoluble and Thus
Unavailable Forms of Copper

In Contrast with Other Forms of Copper Introduced

into San Diego Bay

Copper-Based Anti-Fouling Paints Applied to Hulls

of Ships Used at Electric Generating Stations

Purpose for Application and Use Is to Kill and

Repel Aquatic Life

Expected to Initially Have Greater Availability to

Aquatic Life Than Copper in an Ore

Availability of Copper Derived from Other

Sources May Be Significantly Different from That

Derived from Copper Ore Concentrate

15
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Remediation Objective of 1000 mg/kg
Technical Considerations

Technical Basis

Equilibrium Partitioning Approach with

WESTEC Estimates of Interstitial Water
Concentration of Soluble Copper

Basis Not Technically Valid

Procedures Used by WESTEC to Separate Soluble

Copper Component of Interstitial Water Overestimate

Soluble Fraction

Filtration Method Can Allow Passage of Appreciable

Amounts of Particulate Non-Toxic Forms of Copper
and Inclusion in Measurements of Soluble Copper

Equilibrium Partitioning Approach Not Demonstrated to Be

Applicable to Heavy Metals Such as Copper in This Type
of Sediment

Based on Chemistry of Copper Approach Would Not Be

Expected to Be Appropriate for Copper in San Diego
Bay Sediment

Water Quality Criterion and Objective Values Not

Appropriate for Judging Significance of Interstitial Water

Copper

Sensitivity and Significance of Organisms
Dissolved Oxygen

Relationship between Interstitial Water Copper and

Sediment Copper Not Highly Significant best r20.35
Some Soluble Species of Copper Are Not Available-Toxic

16
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Remediation Objective 1000 mg Cu/kg
Consistent with Objectives of Ocean Plan

and Enclosed Bays and Estuaries Plan

Intent of Ocean Plan Objectives
to ensure the reasonable protection of

beneficial uses and the prevention of

nuisance

Intent of Enclosed Bays and Estuaries Plan

Objectives

to ensure the reasonable protection of

beneficial uses and the prevention of

nuisance

17
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California Water Quality Objective

Equivalent to US EPA Water Quality Criterion

US EPA Criterion Concentration That Would Not Cause

Lethality to Embryo of Mussel Mytilus edulis Would Not

Cause Chronic Toxicity

Myti/us edu/is Live Naturally in NCMT Area and Were

Harvested as Part of Study from Area at NCMT Pierface at

Which Highest Concentrations of Sediment-Associated

Copper in Area Have Been Found

18
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Although Quite Limited the Ben thic Community
Found near the Paco Terminal Pier Provides Evidence

That Some B/va/via Moiosks sic Bivalve Molluscs
Like Clams Mussels Have Become Established on
Sediment Which Is .. Quite High in Copper Ore
These Adult and Juvenile Forms of Mussels in an

Area Where They Would Have Had sic to Settle

Out of the Water Column So It Did Provide

In formation That This Wasn Severely Toxic

Otherwise These Very Sensitive Stages of These

Organ/sims sic Organisms Wouldnt Have Been

Able to Settle Out and Live and Mature into Adult

Forms
Deposition of Greg Peters

July 24 1991
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Water Quality Significance of

Potential Spreading of Copper Ore Concentrate

in San Diego Bay

Evidence does not indicate substantial spreading

Even if copper ore concentrate-contaminated

sediment spreading occurred further into San Diego

Bay there would not likely be adverse impact on

water quality

Concern would be the oxidizing environment

Oxidizing environment occurred during toxicity

testing that showed no toxicity

20
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StMMARY OF TOXICny TEST RESULTS
NCMT-ARL SEDIMENTS

Organism Type Name
Response

shrimp Acanthoinysis The 4-day survival in 100% elutriaxe from sediments

containing 1520 and 6067 mg Culkg dry wt was not

statistically different from that in the control no copper
added tests

flat fish Cithariehthys The 4-day survival in 100% elutiiare from sediments

sdgmaeus containing 1520 and 6067 mg Cu/kg dry wt was not

statistically different from that in the control no copper
added tests

sea urchin Strongylocentrotus The percent of fertilization of eggs in 100% elutriate

from sediments containing 1520 and 6067 mg Cu/kg dry
Wt was not statistically different from that in the

control no copper added tests

The percent of the fertilized eggs that exhibited normal

development in 100% eluniate from selinints containing

1520 and 6067 mgCu/kg dry wt was not statistically

different from that in the control no copper added tests

clam Macoma nasuta The 10-day survival in sediments containing 1520 and

6067 mg Cu/kg dry wt was not statistically different

from that in the reference sediments

worm Neanthes The 10-day survival in sediments containing 1520 and

arenaceodentata 6067 mg Culkg dry wt was not statistically different

from that.in the reference sediments

amphipod Grandidiereiia The 10-day survival in sediments containing 1520 and

japonica 6067 nig Cu/kg dry wt was not statistically different

from that in the reference sediments

The organisms exposed for 10 days to sediments

containing 1520 and 6067 mg Cu/kg dry wt exhibited

reburial behavior not statistically different from that

exhibited by organisms exposed to the reference

sediments

fish larvae Menidia beryllina The 7-day survival in 100% elutiiate from sediments

containing as much as 18755 mg Cu/kg dry wt was not

statistically different from that in the reference site tests
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Organism Type Name
Restonse

The growth of test organisms in elutiaxe from sediments

containing as much as 18755 mg Culkg dry wt was not

statistically different from that found in tests with

reference site sediments

oyster
larvae Crassostrea The survival of oyster larvae in eiuiate from iiimants

gigas cont2ining as much as 18333 mg Cu/kg dry wt was not

statistically different from that found in the control tests

The incidence of larval abnonnalities in oyster larvae

after exposure to e1utT42t from sints containing as

much as 18333 mg Cu/kg dry wt was not itrfiy
different than that found in the control no copper
added tests

amphipod Rhepoxynius Mortality statistimlly grenter than the controls was found

in tests of sediments from all sites evajuated irrespective

of copper concentration in the sediment Mortailty
from sediments cont2illing 18333 mg Cu/kg me as

from sediments cont2hlfng 122 mg Ca/kg The

significance of this finding is discussed in this section

The reburial of surviving àrganisms exposed to 18333

mg Cu/kg was not staticafly fferent from that of

those exposed to 122 mg Cu/kg or from that of controL
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Appendix

Supplemental Testimony of

Fred Lee Ph.D and Anne Jones-Lee Ph.D
for the December 1991 Hearing of

California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Diego Region

Regarding NCMT Clean-Up and Abatement Order No 85-91

Regarding Tentative Addendwn No

Summary

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Diego Region Regional

Board selected clean-up objective of 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt for the copper ore concentrate-

contaminated sediments in the vicinity of the National City Marine Terminal NCvfl That

objective was developed based on very limited information on the role of the copper ore

concentrate in the sediment in contributing copper to the interstitial water of the sediments of

that region Addendum No to the Clean-Up and Abatement Order No 85-91 allows the

development of an alternative clean-up objective to protect the designated beneficial uses of San

Diego Bay That Addendum specified that risk assessment be conducted to support the

alternative clean-up objective

In the summer of 1991 we Drs Lee and Jones-Lee worked through Woodward-Clyde
Consultants under contract with the San Diego Unified Port District Port to conduct an aquatic

life risk assessment of the copper-contaminated sediment in the vicinity of the NCMT From

that study we concluded

based on detailed review of the aquatic chemistry of copper in the NCMT-area sediments

and the results of aquatic organism toxicity tests on those sediments containing as much as

about 18000 mg Cu/kg dry wt using sensitive organisms/life-stages that the copper in the

those sediments is not available and is not toxic

that the copper-contaminated sediments in the vicinity of the NCMT are not adversely

affecting beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

that the 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt objective would be protective of the beneficial uses of San

Diego Bay and that that clean-up objective could be raised considerably and still protect the

designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay and

that the 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt objective was based on inappropriate interpretation and use

This supplemental written testimony was prepared before the December 1991 Regional Board

hearing in response to issues raised in the Regional Board stairs Tentative Addendum No.7
Errata Sheet No for Tentative Addendum No and written comments from the

Environmental Health Coalition All of those documents were issued after the Ports written

testimony had been submitted While some of the points raised herein were made at the

December 1991 hearing many were not because of the severe time constraints
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of inadequate and unreliable data

In November 1991 the Regional Board announced that hearing would be held on

December 1991 for the Regional Board to consider whether the 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt

clean-up objective should be modified Submission of testimony was required by November 22
1991

We submitted testimony to the Port regarding the impacts of the NCMT-area copper-

contaminated sediments on water quality that was incorporated into the Ports testimony that

was submitted on November 22 1991 That information served as basis for the Ports

recommending that the clean-up objective be raised to 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt That clean-up

objective was recommended based on

the fact that sediments containing copper in excess of that amount may be subjected to DHS
Title 22 requirements governing hazardous wastes

the finding of the risk assessment that there is no evidence that the NCMT-area sediments

that contain copper in excess of 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt are having an adverse impact on

beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

the finding of the risk assessment that achieving 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt objective would

be protective of the designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

the fact that 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up objective could be readily implemented

without further study of potential water quality impacts and

the fact that 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt objective would save several million dollars in

public and private funds associated with the removal of sediments that while contaminated

with copper are not toxic to aquatic life

Tentative Addendum No to Clean-Up and Abatement Order No 85-9 was issued on

November 27 1991 That Tentative Addendum acknowledged and did not challenge the finding

of our risk assessment that the copper in the NCMT-area sediments in concentrations greater

than 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt was not having an adverse impact on the beneficial uses of San

Diego Bay It did however reaffirm the 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up objective based on

the position that the copper in the watercolumn above the NCMT-area sediment and in the

associated interstitial water was above the 2.9 ig CulL numeric water quality objective

applicable to the waters of San Diego Bay adopted by the State Board in April 1991 Tentative

Addendum No also claimed that the copper measured in the watercolumn above the NCMT
area sediments and in samples of interstitial water was derived from the copper ore

concentrate associated with the sediments

We have reviewed the technical assessment presented in Tentative Addendum No we
conclude that Tentative Addendum No provided an inappropriate assessment of the technical
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information available in an attempt to support the previously adopted clean-up objective This

supplemental testimony discusses in detail those areas of Tentative Addendum that are of

particular concern Specifically Tentative Addendum No

incorrectly assumed that the current numeric water quality objectives are appropriate for

application to interstitial water The numeric water quality objectives only have applicability

to the watercolwnn not to sediments or their interstitial waters

unjustifiably assumed that the copper concentrations measured by WESTEC in few

samples of NCMT-area water in 1986 properly describe the current watercolumn

concentrations The measurements of soluble copper in the NCMT-area water by

WFSTEC likely overestimated the amount of copper potentially available to cause toxicity

to aquatic lfr The WESTEC study program ws insufficient to draw any reliable

conclusions about relations/up between the concentrations of copper in the sediment and

those in the interstitial water or the overlying water about the sediment as source of

copper in the watercolumn near the NCMT or about the comparative concentrations of

copper that might occur in the watercolwnn the clean-up objective were 1XY mg Cu/kg

or 4WO mg Cu/kg Even if the WESTEC data properly described the concentrations of

available forms of copper in the watercolumn in 1986 there is no technical basis upon

which to assume that those measurements properly describe the current watercolumn

concentrations Based on the nature of chalcopyrite the principal form of copper in the

copper ore concentrate and the aquatic chemistry of copper there is no technical reason

to believe that there would be relationship between the concentration of copper in the

sediment in the vicinity of the NCMT and the concentrations of available copper in the

watercolwnn at that site

incorrectly implied that if the numeric water quality objective is exceeded an adverse

impact to beneficial uses of the Bay results Toxicity tests conducted on NCMT-area

sediments using sensitive test organisms at sensitive life-stages have shown that the

sediments do not cause toxicity to those test organisms under test conditions more severe

than would be expected in the watercolumn Further the mussel Mytilus edulis which has

been reported by the US EPA to be the most acutely sensitive to copper in the embryo stage

has been found to be developing naturally in an area of the NCMT in which the sediments

contain some of the highest concentrations of copper It is evident that the copper in the

NCMT-area watercolumn irrespective of the sources is not sufficient to preclude the

existence of this highly copper-sensitive organism

unjustifiably concluded that the copper ore concentrate currently in the NCMT-area

sediments contributes substantially to the copper concentrations measured in samples of the

watercolumn and interstitial water in the NCMT area From the infoimadon available

including data on copper concentrations in the watercolwnn prior to the operations of Paco

and on copper concentrations in other areas of the Bay we conclude that the copper in the

sediment in the NCMT area is not major factor in controlling the concentration of copper

in the watercolumn
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unjustiflably and unsupportedly concluded that copper clean-up objective of 4000 mg
Cu/kg dry wt would not comply with the Bays and Estuaries Plan requirement to protect

beneficial uses of the Bay To the contrwy the technical information available and

presented in the risk assessment and in testimony of the Port indicates that clean-up

objective of more than 4XX ing Cu/kg dry wt would protect the beneficial uses of the Bay
in accord with the Bays and Ectuaries Plan as well as State Water Resources Control Board

Resolution No 68-16 Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Quality of

Waters in Calfontia and the U.S Environmental Protection Agencys Antidegradation

Policy

unjustifiably and unsupportedly concluded that there is positive cause-and-effect

relationship between the concentration of copper ore concentrate in the sediment and the

concentration of copper in the overlying water in the NCMT area and contended that

clean-up objective of 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt is needed in order to meet the numeric water

quality objective From the information available there is no relationship expected or

found between the concentrations of copper in the NCMT-area sediments and the

concentrations in the watercolwnn overlying those sediments There is no justification to

claim that removal of sediment containing more than 10Y mg Cu/kg dry wt is needed in

order to protect beneficial uses of the waters of the Bay or that such removal will have any

influence on the concentrations of copper in the watercolumn

relied on inappropriate interpretation of statistical analyses and data manipulation to infer

cause-and-effect relationship between the concentrations of copper in sediment and those

in the associated interstitial water proper examination of the data available on the

copper concentrations in those sediments and in the associated interstitial waters shows that

there is no relationship between the two

made improper extrapolations from the chemical composition of toxicity test elutriates to

draw technically invalid conclusions regarding expected characteristics of the watercolumn

and interstitial water in the NCMT area Concentrations of copper measured in laboratory

elutriates used for toxicity testing cannot be used to draw meaningfid inference about the

concentrations of copper that could be present in the watercolumn or interstitial waters

unsupportedly and improperly concluded that high levels of copper in the San Diego Bay
waters have caused San Diego Bay to have impaired water quality that is manifested as

impaired ocean commercial and sport fishing shellfish harvesting and marine habitat and

that the copper ore concentrate now associated with the NCMT-area sediments is responsible

for exceedance of the numeric water quality objective for copper As discussed above it

is technically unjustified and inappropriate to suggest that the presence of the copper ore

concentrate in the NCMT-area sediment is causing the so-called impaired water quality

detemined based on exceedance of numeric water quality objectives It is also highly

inappropriate to conclude as the Regional Board staff has apparently done that an

e.rceedance of nwneric water quality objective represents an inipairment of designated

beneficial uses of San Diego Bay that is adversely affecting ocean commercial and sport
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fishing shellfish harvesting and marine habitat There is no evidence nor would it be

expected that the copper ore concentrate is having an adverse impact on ocean

commercial and sport fishing shellfish harvesting and marine habitat The available data

for copper concentrations in the watercolwnn of San Diego Bay show that in general the

concentrations of copper have not been significantly changed as result of the presence of

copper ore concentrate in the NCMT-area sediments

incorrectly concluded that copper from the copper ore in the NCMT-area sediment is

leading to violations of the copper water quality objective and that the concentrations of

copper in the sediment should therefore be curtailed to the maximum extent practicable

There is no evidence that copper from the copper ore concentrate now associated with the

NCMT-area sediments is in fact contributing to so-called violations of the water quality

objective for copper Further there is substantial evidence that there is no relationship

between the copper concentrations in the watercolwnn or interstitial water or sediment

elutriates and the concentrations of copper in the associated sediments Therefore it is

inappropriate to conclude that achieving XX mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up level will have

any significantly dfferent impact on achieving the 2.9 zg CulL objective than would

achieving 41J mg Cu/kg dr.y wt or 6KX nzg Cu/kg dry wt or some other clean-up

objective

The Environmental Health Coalition has suggested that clean-up objective of 390 mg
Cu/kg dry wt be used for the NCMT-area sediments That group made number of

inaccurate statements regarding the validity of such clean-up objective However the

approach by which the 390 mg Cu/kg dry wt value was developed i.e sediment toxicity

tests applied to the NCMT area would lead to clean-up objective for the NCMT-area

sediments in excess of 18XX mg Cu/kg dry wt

We therefore conclude that the position of the Regional Board staff as presented in

Tentative Addendum No is not justified based on the technical information available and that

4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up objective would be protective of the designated beneficial

uses of San Diego Bay
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Introduction

On November 22 1991 written direct testimony was submitted to the California

Regional Water Quality Control Board San Diego Region by David Hopkins Esq of Hillyer

and Irwin on behalf of the Unified Port District of San Diego Port in the matter of the

December 1991 hearing on NCMT Clean-Up and Abatement Order No 85-91 The elements

of that testimony regarding the risk assessment that we Drs Fred Lee and Anne Jones-Lee
conducted in the spring of 1991 through Woodward-Clyde Consultants were developed from

input provided by us The risk assessment and related investigation had been undertaken on

behalf of the Port pursuant to Directive of Addendum No That Directive stipulated the

technical foundation required for the support of an alternative clean-up strategy that could be

developed by the Port and Paco The technical foundation was to include the following

The proposed copper concentration to be attained in the contaminated sediment in

San Diego Bay will no alter the water quality of San Diego Bay to degree which

unreasonably affects the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay Using biological and
chemical information risk assessment should be peifonned to evaluate any

beneficial uses of San Diego Bay are being adversely affected and if so what

cleanup level would be expected to protect the beneficial uses
The proposed copper concentration to be attained in the contaminated sediments in

San Diego Bay will comply with State Water Resources Control Board Resolution

No 68-16 Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Quality of Waters

in Caljfornia and the U.S Environmental Protection Agencys Antidegrada4ion

Policy contained in 40 CFR 131.12
The proposed copper concentration to be attained in the contaminated sediment in

San Diego Bay will comply with State Water Resources Control Boards Water

Quality Control Policy for the Enclosed Bays and Ectuaries of Caljfornia May
1974 and upon its adoption by the State Board the Water Quality Control Plan

for Enclosed Bays and Ectuaries of Caljfornia

The findings and directives of Cleanup and Abatement Order No 85-91 will be modified

to reflect any necessaiy changes based on information submitted under this Directive

The risk assessment conducted and the conclusions drawn from it are in full compliance
with the stipulations in the Directive of Addendum No cited above Our review of the

development of the 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up objective showed it to have been developed
on the basis of inappropriate analysis and interpretation of the technical information available

Based on our review of the existing technical information and the additional information

developed in the spring/summer 1991 for the risk assessment we concluded that the clean-up

objective could be raised considerably and still protect the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay
We supported clean-up level of 4000 mg CU/kg dry wt as conservative protective value

that could be implemented within the time constraints imposed on the Port by the Regional
Board The Ports written direct testimony submitted to the Regional Board by Hopkins
reflected these findings and conclusions
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On November 27 1991 the Regional Board staff issued Tentative Addendum No to

Cleanup and Abatement Order No 85-91 after consideration of the Woodward-Clyde report

of the risk assessment and the written direct testimony submitted by the Port Subsequently but

in advance of the December 1991 hearing the Regional Board staff issued Errata Sheet No
for Addendum No to Cleanup and Abatement Order No 85-91 Further the

Environmental Health Coalition EHC submitted letter dated November 26 1991 in response

to the Regional Boards announcement of hearing on December 1991 to consider the

findings of the Ports remedial action alternatives report and the modification of the 1000 mg
Cu/kg clean-up objective We have reviewed Tentative Addendum No and its Errata Sheet

No as well as the letter submitted by the EHC and have developed this supplemental

testimony in response to the technical aspects of those documents

Tentative Addendum Item

Item stated Directive Addendum No of the Clean-Up and Abatement Order

85-9 provided that the regional Board would amend the findings and directives of Cleanup and

Abatement Order No 85-91 to reflect any necessary changes based on infonnation submitted

under Directive As noted above the risk assessment conducted in the spring of 1991 and

recommendations for revision of the clean-up level met the conditions outhned in Directive

However the Regional Board staff has declined to support the alternative clean-up level

developed pursuant to Directive and supported by the risk assessment

Tentative Addendum Item

There are two Item 7s this comment addresses the first one

As noted in Item after issuance of Addendum No the State Water Resources

Control Board adopted the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries Plan Plan in April 1991 The numeric

objective contained in the Bays and Estuaries Plan was cited in Tentative Addendum No Item

as being 2.9 jg CulL As discussed below the Regional Board staff concluded in

subsequent section of the Tentative Addendum that the clean-up level it had adopted should not

be increased because data on the concentration of copper in the watercolumn in the vicinity of

the NCMT exceeded the 2.9 Cu/L numeric objective The staff contended that that

exceedance was due to the presence of the copper ore concentrate in the sediments and that data

showed exceedance of that numeric water quality objective in the interstitial waters of the region

as well The staff did not contend in the Tentative Addendum that the exceedance of the water

quality objective represents an impairment of the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

As discussed below even if the copper in the NCMT-area sediments were to have

contributed to technical violation of the current numeric water quality objective such

technical violation cannot be presumed to represent an impainnent of the beneficial uses of San

Diego Bay
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As discussed in our risk assessment of the NCMT-area sediments in WCC 1991 it is

well-known that chemical contaminants exist in aquatic systems in variety of forms only some
of which are available-toxic to aquatic life It is also well-known that this consideration is

especially important with regard to sediment-associated contaminants since most sediment-

associated contaminants are not toxic to aquatic life

The position of the Regional Board staff expressed in Item is that the current numeric

water quality objective for copper has apparently been violated in the watercolumn near the

NCMT That position is based on mechanical comparison of copper concentrations measured

in 1986 with the numeric objective rather than on an assessment of the potential impact of that

contaminant on beneficial uses of the Bay and without regard for the information presented in

the risk assessment that demonstrates the lack of toxicity and impact of the sediment-associated

copper in the NCMT area As discussed below it is highly inappropriate to base the clean-up

objective for the NCMT-area sediment on numeric water quality objective when there is

substantial evidence that the exceedance of the objective if real is not adversely affecting the

beneficial uses of the waterbody Further even if the exceedance of the objective were found

to be adverse which is not the case it would be highly inappropriate to assume that the

exceedance is due to copper ore concentrate in the NCMT-area sediments

The April 1991 Enclosed Bays and Estuaries Plan stated with regard to the Water Quality

Objectives This chapter sets forth limits or levels of water quality characteristics for enclosed

bays and estuaries to ensure the reasonable protection of beneficial uses and the prevention of
nuisance The discharge of waste shall not cause violation of the narrative objectives of this

plan In the narrative water quality objectives in that Plan it is stated The concentrations

of toxic pollutants in the water column sediments or biota shall not adversely affect beneficial

uses Clearly the intent and focus of the institution of water quality objectives is to protect

beneficial uses The fact that the Plan provides for development of site-specific water quality

objectives by Regional Boards for situations in which the numeric water quality objectives are

found to be inappropriate is recognition that the attainment of the numeric objective is not

always the ultimate goal Rather the ultimate goal is to protect the beneficial uses of the waters

of the state without unnecessary expenditures for contaminant control

Tentative Addendum Item 14

In Item 14 the Regional Board staff stated that the 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up

objective should not be raised However in the five numbered subsections that were offered

in support of its position no technical basis was provided for the Board staffs contention that

4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up level would not be protective Furthermore the analysis

offered in support of the Regional Board staffs position contained technically inappropriate

assessments of the infonnation presented in the Woodward-Clyde report the Ports November

22 1991 written testimony and other sources
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Item 14a There are three statements made in Item 14a each of which contained technically

inappropriate assessments

The first statement was isting infonnation indicates that copper concentrations in both the

water column and interstitial waters within the NCMT study wa ceed the applicable copper
water quality objectiw contained in the Bays and Euuaries Plan

Regarding the Copper Concentrations in the Watercolumn

The only data for the copper concentrations in the watercolumn in the NCMT area known
to us that the Regional Board staff could have used to compare with the water quality objective

were the few data derived from WESTEC 1986a studies in 1986 we are aware of no more-

recent data on copper concentrations in the watercolumn near the NCMT The risk assessment

reported in WCC 1991 addressed the technical aspects and water quality significance of the

watercolumn copper concentrations reported by WESTEC 1986a and the concentrations of

copper found in the vicinity of the NCMT and other areas of the Bay even before the Paco

operations at the NCMT Some of the key elements of the technical discussion provided in the

risk assessment were summarized by the Regional Board staff in Tentative Addendum No
Items 9e 9f 9g and 9h Key points each discussed in our risk assessment regarding the

concentrations of copper in the watercolumn are noted below

WESTEC 1986a reported that concentrations of total copper in the waters to

above the sediment surface at high and low tides in an area where the sediment copper
concentration was elevated 19800 mg Cu/kg dry wt were to 33 ig CulL wsolublen

copper concentrations were between CulL and ig CulL Krett 1979 reported

that the concentrations of to copper in the surface water at the nearby Navy Pier

between June 1978 and July 1979 ranged from about 2.1 to 22.6 zg Cu/L however as

we discussed in depth in the risk assessment portion of WCC 1991 the method of

analysis used in that study would have underestimated the actual amount of total copper
Therefore based on the data available it may be concluded that the copper
concentrations in the vicinity of the NCMT were about the same in the late 1970s prior

to the copper ore transfer operations as they were in 1986

ii The concentrations of copper found in the vicinity of the NCMT in 1986 were in accord

with what has been reported for other parts of San Diego Bay at the same earlier and

later time periods

lii For the reasons discussed in detail in the risk assessment because of the
analytical

procedures used the measurements of wsolublev available copper made by WESTEC
1986a likely overestimated the amount of copper in true solution and potentially

available to cause toxicity to aquatic life

iv Even if the WESTEC data were representative of the truly soluble concentrations of

copper in the NCMT area it would be unlikely that that exceedance of the objective
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would result in an adverse impact on the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay That is

because of the
likely presence of soluble but non-toxic copper complexes of the type

discussed in the risk assessment report copper reacts with organics and some inorganics

to form soluble complexes that are measured as soluble copper but that are not toxic

The US EPA reported that the embryos of the blue mussel Mytilus edidis were the most

sensitive organism/stage to copper of all the saltwater species for which acute toxicity

data were available and considered in the development of its marine water quality

criterion It was on the basis of the
toxicity of copper to Mytilus edidLc embryos that the

criterion value of 2.9 Cu/L was developed Mytilus edidLc live naturally in the

NCMT area and in fact were harvested as part of the 1991 risk assessment study from

an area at the pierface of the NCMT at which the highest concentrations of sediment-

associated copper in the area have been found It is therefore apparent that whatever the

concentration of available forms of copper in the watercolumn in 1986 or now it is

not sufficient to prevent the existence of that most sensitive organism

vi It is technically inappropriate to mechanically compare the numeric water quality

objective equivalent to the US EPA criterion with the total concentrations of copper in

the watercolumn or with the concentration of the fraction reported by WESTEC as

soluble for the purpose of assessing whether there is an impairment of the beneficial

uses of the waters The reasons for this are discussed in the risk assessment but
briefly

it is because the criteria values were based on the coppers being in 100% available

forms copper exists in aquatic systems in variety of forms only some of which are

available to adversely affect aquatic life some forms of soluble copper are not

available to adversely affect aquatic life particulate forms of copper are not available

to adversely affect aquatic life total copper and the fraction reported by WESTEC
as soluble are unreliable measures of the copper available to adversely affect aquatic

life and an aquatic organism most sensitive to copper Mytilus edulis occurs

naturally in an area at the pierface of the NCMT at which the highest concentrations of

sediment-associated copper in the area have been found

vii Even if the water quality objective were currently exceeded in the watercolumn in the

NCMT area and even if the exceedance could have been attributed to the copper ore

concentrate in the sediment which it cannot because the copper concentrations were
about the same in 1986 as they had been in 1978-79 these conditions would be

reflective of the current situation in which as much as 50000 mg Cu/kg dry wt are

present in the bedded sediment not the conditions that would be present after remediation

to 4000 mg Cu/kg From technical perspective even if the current conditions resulted

in an exceedance of the water quality objective it cannot be concluded that removal of

sediments containing 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt will also result in exceedance of the

numeric objective and that removal of the additional sediments containing between 1000
and 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt would result in compliance Based on the information

available it appears that the concentration of copper in the Bay waters is not dependent
on the copper concentrations in the sediment at the NCMT This is because the
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sediment-associated copper in the NCMT area contaminated by copper ore concentrate

is in largely unavailable forms This point is discussed further in another section of this

supplemental testimony

Regarding the Concentrations of Copper in Interstitial Water

There is no requirement in the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries Plan for meeting numeric

water quality objectives in interstitial water This was confirmed by Carison of the State

Water Resources Control Board staff Carison 1991 As discussed in the risk assessment

report the concentration of parameter measured in interstitial water is significantly

controlled by the approaches used to collect the sediment separate the interstitial water from the

sediment and maintain appropriate redox conditions during sample handling Very few

measurements of concentrations of chemicals in interstitial water can be considered to be

reliable assessments of the concentrations that actually exist in the interstitial water of bedded

sediments This fact has been reiterated recently by the US EPA Ankley et al 1991 in the

draft report Sediment Toxicity Identification Evaluation Phase Characterization Phase

Identification and Phase Ill Confirmation Modifications of Effluent Procedures There it

is stated Regardless of the aqueous fraction interstitial-pore water used in she TIE

identification evaluation the extraction method will strongly influence chemical composition and

toxicity of the test sample Ankley et al 1991 also concluded Further research is required

to extend existing knowledge of pore water suitability for evaluating sediment toxicity

The information characterizing interstitial water copper concentrations in the NCMT
area was developed by WESTEC l986b 1987 technical aspects of the use of those data in

assessing the risk of the sediment-associated copper were discussed at length in the risk

assessment report and summarized in the Ports November 22 1991 written testimony Some

of the key elements of the technical discussion provided in the risk assessment were summarized

by the Regional Board staff in Tentative Addendum No Item 9i Key points each discussed

in our risk assessment regarding reported concentrations of copper in the NCMT-area interstitial

water and their significance are noted below

WESTEC 1986b 1987 reported concentrations of soluble copper in interstitial

water samples that ranged from to 480 tg Cu/L in areas of the NCMT where

sediments were reported to contain total copper between about 13000 and 23900 mg
Cu/kg dry wt According to Peters 1987 1991 the Regional Board staff used the

equilibrium partitioning approach and those estimates of interstitial water concentrations

of soluble copper in its development of the remediation objective of 1000 mg Cu/kg

dry wt for the NCMT-area sediments The technical inadequacies of that approach were

discussed at length in the risk assessment WCC 1991 That approach is technically

unreliable for number of reasons which include the fact that the equilibrium partitioning

approach has not been demonstrated to be applicable to heavy metals such as copper and

that there is variety of reasons related to the chemistry of copper that that approach

would not be appropriate for copper such as that the fundamental assumption of

11
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equilibrium between the forms in solution in the interstitial water and the solid phases

in the sediment would almost never be achieved

ii It is not technically justifiable to apply the water quality criteria or state water quality

objectives to the interstitial waters for the purpose of judging the protection of aquatic

life-related beneficial uses of the water As noted above this was recently also discussed

by Ankley et al 1991

iii The procedures used by WESTEC to separate the soluble copper component from the

interstitial water likely resulted in higher values than the actual concentration of soluble

forms in the interstitial water Problems noted in the risk assessment and discussed

recently by the US EPA Ankley et 1991 associated with making an appropriate

assessment of the chemical composition of interstitial waters were discussed earlier in this

supplemental testimony

iv Even if the sampling and analysis protocol used by WESTEC for the interstitial waters

properly determined the amount of soluble copper in the interstitial waters of the bedded

sediments there are soluble species of copper that are not available to adversely affect

aquatic life Thus the concentration of soluble copper could overestimate the amount

of available copper

Since the reported concentrations of soluble copper in the NCMT-area interstitial water

likely included some non-soluble forms as well as non-toxic soluble forms the

remediation objective selected 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt is likely to be more

conservative than intended That conclusion was noted by the Regional Board staff in

Tentative Addendum No Item 9i

Therefore comparison of interstitial water concentrations as reported by WESTEC with the

numeric water quality objective for copper adopted in April 1991 is not germane to the

assessment of the impact that the copper ore concentrate-contaminated sediment may have on

water quality in San Diego Bay Furthermore that comparison has no technical relevance to

judging the appropriateness or protectiveness of clean-up objective of 4000 mg Cu/kg dry wt

Item 14a continued with the second statement While other sources may also be

contributing to copper concentrations in the affected area it is clear that copper ore in the

sediment is contributing to copper levels in the water colwnn and interstitial water

From our review of the existing data as part of the conduct of the risk assessment we
concluded that there is no evidence that the copper ore in the sediments near the NCMT is

contributing to the copper levels found in the watercolumn in the vicinity of the NCMT The

technical aspects and significance of the concentrations of copper reported in the watercolumn

in the NCMT area in 1986 were discussed above

12
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In addition as discussed in detail with regard to Tentative Addendum No Item 14b
there is no evidence that the copper ore in the sediment is contributing to the copper
concentrations reported for the interstitial waters Based on the aqueous environmental

chemistry of copper the copper ore concentrate would not be expected to contribute copper

substantially to the interstitial waters As discussed in detail in the risk assessment it is evident

from our review of the literature and from our own substantial experience with sediment-

associated contaminants including copper and our expertise in aquatic chemistry that copper
in the form of the finely divided cupric ferrous sulfide that comprises the copper ore concentrate

in the anoxic sediment near the NCMT is one of the most stable insoluble forms of copper
That means that the copper in that form does not readily go into solution i.e does not tend to

leach into surrounding water The risk assessment report also addressed mechanisms by which

copper that could be slowly oxidized and solubilized under oxic conditions can be readily

removed from solution by precipitation and sorption reactions This expected behavior is

substantiated by the data reported by WESTEC 1986b 1987 As discussed with regard to the

Tentative Addendum Item 14b below both of the WES1EC investigations clearly indicated that

there is no relationship between sediment copper concentrations and the measured concentrations

of copper in the associated interstitial water Finally other sources such as anti-foulant

paints contribute what would be expected to be at least initially more readily available forms

of copper to the sediments

The third statement of Item 14a was The proposed increose in the copper cleanup level

over Xx mg/kg does not comply with the Bays and Ectuaries Plan because it appears that the

copper ore sediments are substantially contributing to copper levels in the imerstial sic water
and water column

First no proposal has been made for clean-up level of over 4000 mg Culkg
Second this statement is non sequitur As discussed above the data offer no indication that

the copper ore in the sediments is contributing much less
substantially contributing to the

copper levels in either the interstitial water or the watercolumn To the contrary the data

demonstrate the lack of relationship between the copper concentrations in the sediment and

those reported for the associated interstitial water As discussed in the risk assessment and in

the Ports testimony it is apparent that the copper concentrations measured in 1986 in the

watercolumn in an area near the NCMT that contained elevated concentrations of copper in the

sediment were similar to those in other areas of the Bay even prior to the copper ore

concentrate transfer operations at the NCMT

There is no technical basis provided in Tentative Addendum No for the conclusion

drawn by the Regional Board staff that clean-up level of 4000 mg/kg dry wt would create

non-compliance with the Bays and Estuaries Plans numeric or narrative objectives To the

contrary it is clear from the risk assessment that toxicity test results indicate that even the most
contaminated sediments tested were not toxic and that there were no differences in other

response parameters evaluated between the NCMT sediment areas contaminated with copper and

areas of low sediment copper The only thing that can be said to be elevated as result of the

copper ore concentrate in the sediments is the total copper concentration in the sediment The
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conclusion made in Tentative Addendum No Item 14a that based on the copper

concentrations in the watercolumn and in the interstitial water The proposed increase in the

copper cleanup level over 4000 mg/kg does not comply with the Bays and Estuaries Plan

because it appears that the copper ore sediments are substantially contributing to copper levels

in the interstial sic water and water column is without technical foundation

Item 14b Referring to the so-called regression analysis between concentrations of copper in

NCMT-area sediment and copper concentrations in the associated interstitial water reported in

the WESTEC 1987 report Item 14b stated

The regression line indicates that sediment copper concentration of 7XX
mg/kg may be expected to produce an interstitial water copper concentration of

about 50 1igJL Although the relationship between the sediment and the

interstitial water level is quite variable core samples containing the highest

sediment copper concentrations consistently had detectable levels of copper in the

interstitial water greater than 20 ig/L while the less contaninated sediment

frequently had interstitial water levels which were below this detection limit

It is clear from those statements that the so-called regression between interstitial water copper

and sediment copper developed by WESTEC continues to be used as key support for the 1000

mg Cu/kg clean-up level However the analysis reflected by the Regional Board staffs

statement contains number of significant technical deficiencies which are briefly discussed

below

The technical deficiencies in the determination and assessment of concentrations of

copper in the interstitial water by WESTEC were discussed above and are thus not

repeated here

ii The so-called regression developed by WESTEC 1987 and referred to in Item 14b

is appended to this supplemental testimony as Exhibit The lower graph in Exhibit

labeled as Figure II is the regression to which the statements of the Board staff refer

The lower graph labeled Figure II was developed from the upper graph labeled Figure

by removing two points from the correlation and associated statistics Examination of

the WESTEC 1987 report that provided those relationships reveals that those two points

were simply dropped because each point was considered an aberrant value because it

was so d7erent from the other values which suggests the sample may have been

contaminated It is technically unjustifiable and inappropriate to simply exclude and

disregard data on the basis that they do not fit preconceived notion of what the

relationship should be and then simply assume that the samples must have been

contaminated There must be rigorous and compelling technical justification for

eliminating data from consideration If quality control and sample handling technique

was so poor that the only evidence of contamination comes when points are so

different from other values that appear to represent positive relationship all of the
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data must be suspect The fact is that based on the environmental chemistry of sediment-

associated copper and on the sampling and analytical procedures used for interstitial

water analysis as discussed previously the scatter shown in Figure of Exhibit

would indeed be expected Since the justification given by WESTEC 1987 for the

exclusion of the two points in question was technically inadequate it must be assumed

that the relationship shown in Figure in Exhibit is the more reliable It is clear that

there is no significant relationship between the concentration of copper in the sediment

and that in the associated interstitial water demonstrated by that figure

Even if it were assumed that Figure II in Exhibit were the more appropriate that

correlation also does not demonstrate reliable much less predictive relationship

between concentrations of copper in the sediment and those in the associated interstitial

water An correlation value of 0.59 was presented for the better adjusted

relationship Figure II in Exhibit WESTEC claimed that that indicated significant

relationship between the interstitial water copper concentration and the copper

concentration in the sediment However it is the r2 value the coefficient of

determination rather than the value that should be used to judge the degree of

relationship between the two The r2 value is measure of the strength of the

relationship or the proportion of the variation in the interstitial water concentration in

this case that is explained or accounted for by in this case the concentration of copper

in the sediment Based on the value presented the value for that relationship is

0.35 which means that 65% of the variation is not explained by the sediment-associated

copper relationship with an r2 value of 0.35 is clearly very poor relationship

An unfortunate aspect of mechanical application of statistics that is apparently

demonstrated here is that numbers and relationships can be demonstrated to have some

statistical significance that is an artifact of mathematical manipulation rather than

indicative of environmental quality significance It is clear that the WESTEC 1987 data

show that there was no relationship between copper measured in the sediments and the

copper measured in the interstitial water If the two data points had not been eliminated

as should have been the case and the strength of the correlation presented in Figure

of Exhibit is examined it is found that the r2 value of that correlation is 0.14
clearly indicative of no relationship lack of relationship between the concentration

of copper in NCMT-area sediment and the associated interstitial water had also been

demonstrated in the preliminary Phase investigation that WESTEC 1986b reported

iv The Regional Board staff incorrectly assumed that the ability to draw line-of-best-fit

what was called regression line through body of points and develop statistics for

that line establishes cause-and-effect relationship Such statistics cannot be used to

determine or substantiate cause-and-effect To develop such conclusions is misuse of

statistics and can as it did in this case lead to erroneous conclusions

On the basis of Figure II shown in Exhibit WESTEC 1987 made the prediction that

the copper concentration in sediment that would be associated with an interstitial water
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concentration of 50 CulL would be 7050 mg Cu/kg dry wt Despite the fact that

apparently statistical operations could be used to demonstrate some significance of that

prediction at 1% confidence level that prediction is no more reliable than the

relationship upon which it was developed Based on the WESTEC data presented in that

figure sediments containing as much as about 13000 mg Cu/kg dry wt had associated

with them interstitial water that contained less than 50 ig Cu/L No environmental

quality significance can be ascribed to that concentration of copper in the sediment The

reason that reference was made in Tentative Addendum No Item 14b to that estimate

made by WESTEC was not made clear by the Board staff

vi Even if the relationships shown in Exhibit were reliable and predictive and

demonstrated to be based on cause-and-effect relationship which they are not there

is no known environmental quality significance that can be ascribed to the concentrations

of copper in the interstitial water This point was discussed previously in this

supplemental testimony There it was noted that as recently as August 1991 the US
EPA reported Ankley et al 1991 Further research is required to extend existing

knowledge of pore waters suitability for evaluating sediment toxicity

Item 14c Item 14c addressed inferences made by the Regional Board staff regarding the oyster

larvae elutriates

Item 14c began Additional evidence is provided by the copper concentrations found

within the elutriates which were prepared for the oyster larvae toxicity tests as reported

in the Wood wa rd-Clyde report It was not made clear what those results provided

evidence of it is presumed that the Regional Board staff sought to derive evidence

to support its claim that the water quality objectives were not being met based on the

results of chemical analyses of elutriates from the oyster larvae toxicity tests That

ambiguity and the succeeding statements in that item and Item 14d represent additional

technical problems with the manner in which the data from the 1991 risk assessment

study have been used in the development of Tentative Addendum No

ii Item 14c continued with the statement plot of the total sediment copper concentration

dry weight versus the resulting concentration found within the elwriate preparations

reveals that the copper ore clearly contributes to the copper found within these

elutriates That statement is simply not technically founded First there are inadequate

data upon which to define any reliable relationship between the concentration of acid-

soluble copper essentially the form measured in the elutriate and the total concentration

of copper in the sediment from which the elutriate was derived If line-of-best-fit were

mechanically derived for the data the correlation coefficient would be 0.24 and the

r2 value would be 0.06 Therefore the plot cannot be considered to illustrate

meaningful relationship between the copper whatever the source in the sediment and the

acid-soluble copper concentrations in the elutriates it certainly cannot be said to reveal

that the copper ore clearly
contributes to the copper found within these elutriates
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iii Because the density of cupric ferrous sulfide the material composing the copper ore

concentrate is substantially greater than that of sea water as noted in the risk assessment

report and reiterated in Tentative Addendum No Item 9c the copper-ore-concentrate-

derived copper that may have been suspended into the elutriate during the elutriation

mixing would most likely have settled quickly during the quiescent settling period

Because of the highly insoluble nature of the cupric ferrous sulfide it is unlikely that the

short duration of mixing of the sediment and water during elutriation would have caused

the dissolution of much of the copper from that matrix It has already been demonstrated

that there was no relationship between the total copper concentration in the sediment and

the concentration of copper in interstitial water of the sediment that would be contributed

to the elutriate during elutriation

iv Even if the sediment-associated copper ore were contributing all of the copper measured

in the elutriate it is clear from the toxicity tests conducted on the elutriate that the

copper in the elutriate was not available Not only were the embryo/larval oysters not

affected by the levels of copper present in those elutriates but also the fish larvae

Menidia belyllina exposed to elutriates of sediments that contained even higher

concentrations of copper did not exhibit toxicity Based on the concentrations of copper
measured in the oyster larvae toxicity test elutriates the EC5O concentration that causes

50% of the test organisms to show developmental abnormalities for the elutriate with

the highest copper concentration was 52 ig CulL in contrast the reference toxicant

test with the same type of organism using copper sulfate readily available copper
resulted in an EC5O of 16.5 ig CulL If only one-third of the copper measured in the

elutriates were available half of the test organisms would have been developmentally

affected as it was none of the test organisms was affected Similarly the NOEC no
observed effects concentration in the reference toxicant test with available copper was

10 CulL in the elutriate with the highest copper concentration the NOEC was 52
CulL This indicates that less than 20% of the copper in that elutriate was available

Clearly the real issue to be addressed is not the concentration of copper in the elutriate

but rather whether or not the copper adversely affects aquatic life It is for this reason

that the attempts being made to try to mechanically equate water quality protection with

the achievement of particular concentration of parameter in matrix are unreliable

Item 141 Item 141 continued the Regional Board staffs examination of the concentrations of

copper in the elutriates used for the oyster larvae toxicity tests That item also contained

technically inappropriate analysis of the information provided by the risk assessment study

The first statement in Item 141 was The method used to measure the copper

concentrations contained within these elutriates the acid soluble method is the same

method which is prescribed within the Endosed Bays and Euuaries Plan to determine

compliance with receiving water objectives That statement is neither correct nor

relevant First the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries Plan adopted in April 1991 states

Aquatic 4fe water quality objectives for cadnziunz chroiniwn copper lead nickel
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silver and zinc are based on the acid soluble fraction Compliance with these objectives

shall be determined using the total recoverable method or method approved by the State

Boards ecutive Director and EPA added We are not supporting the

application of the water quality objectives to the total recoverable forms of contaminants

but do note the discrepancy evident in what has been claimed in Tentative Addendum

No Second that issue aside there is no relevance in comparison between analytical

methods used for or concentrations of copper in objectives and elutriates of the type

developed in the risk assessment study referred to in Item 144 This point is discussed

further below

ii Item 144 continued and concluded with the statement Although the copper

concentrations which are present within the elutriates may or may not reflect the

concentrations which could be expected to occur within the water colwnn near the tested

sediments sic they do indicate the relative level of copper which might be expected to

occur within the interstitial water in these sediments

That statement is not correct Concentrations of parameters in elutriates cannot be used

assess or draw any reliable conclusions or inferences about the concentrations of those

parameters in interstitial water or in the watercolumn near the sediments During the

1970s we conducted more than million dollars of research for the Corps of Engineers

developing and evaluating the use of the elutriate test for aquatic sediments That

procedure was never intended nor is it reliable to be used for making conjectures about

the concentrations of chemicals much less their potential impact in interstitial water

The US EPA has recently published paper that reaffirmed the fact that elutriates cannot

be used to judge interstitial water contaminant concentrations Ankley et al 1991 It

is obvious that elutriates cannot be used to estimate watercolumn concentrations since the

dilution that occurs in the watercolumn must be known on site-specific basis such

information cannot be established without substantial additional study Finally even if

elutriates could be used to assess the concentrations of chemicals in the watercolumn or

interstitial water it still does not address the issue of the appropriateness of 4000 mg
Cu/kg clean-up level which is the issue under review

Item 14e Item 14e is statement of support and exculpation of the Regional Board staffs

previously recommended clean-up objective of 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt

This item stated Cleanup of the sediment to this level will markedly reduce any

contributions of copper to the water column and interstitial water from the copper ore That

statement is predicated on the assumption that the copper ore concentrate now associated with

the NCMT-area sediment is now contributing copper to the watercolumn and interstitial water

in amounts that are adversely affecting water quality There is no technical support for the

contention that the copper ore concentrate now associated with the sediment is responsible for

or contributing to the concentrations of copper in either the interstitial water or in the

watercolumn The risk assessment study and our technical testimony have not only revealed that
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the sediment-associated copper as it exists now in the NCMT-area sediments is not having

demonstrable adverse impact on water quality-beneficial uses of San Diego Bay but also that

there is no relationship between the amount of copper in the sediment and the concentrations of

copper in either the interstitial water or the watercolumn Those findings are supported by the

environmental chemistry and toxicology of copper

Item 14e continued with reference to the 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up level it is

also clear from the Wood ward-Clyde report that the cleanup level will be protective of the

designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay That statement is misleading because it ignores

the fact that the risk assessment and our technical testimony presented through the Port indicate

that achievement of that level is not necessary to protect the designated beneficial uses of the

Bay Thus while the 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt level is protective it is overly protective and

hence requires unjustified expenditures for unnecessary remediation Our technical testimony

presented by the Port supported by the results of our risk assessment indicates that 4000 mg
Cu/kg dry wt or even much higher clean-up level for the NCMT-area copper-contaminated

sediments would also be protective of the designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

Comments on Material in Errata Sheet No
to Tentative Addendum No

Item

Item in the errata sheet added another Finding to Tentative Addendum No that

requires comment The new item 14 stated

San Diego Bay is listed in the State Boards WQ4 Water Quality

Assessment as having impaired water quality due to high levels of four

poliwams copper mercury tributyltin TBT and polychiorinated biphenyls

PCB

It further stated

The beneficial uses that are considered impaired are ocean commercial and sport

fishing shellfish harvesting and marine habitat

Review of the 1990 Water Quality Assessment shows that impaired use may be assessed

based on demonstrations of adverse impacts on aquatic life or the wholesomeness of aquatic

organisms for use as food or if numerical measurement exceeds specified criterion or

objective As discussed previously in this supplemental testimony the overall goal for water

quality evaluation and management programs at both the federal and state levels is the protection

of the designated beneficial uses of waters without unnecessary expenditure for unjustified

remediation The use of exceedances of numeric water quality objectives in the judgement

of an impact on beneficial uses must be considered in light of that goal
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It is well-recognized in the technical community that in order for chemical to adversely

affect an aquatic organism the organism must be exposed to sufficiently high concentrations of

available formsof the chemical for sufficient duration to be harmed the critical concentration

duration of exposure relationship depends on the type and stage of the organism and the

concentration forms and nature of the chemical As discussed above the numeric water

quality objectives are applied to total concentrations of chemicals irrespective of their availability

or of the duration of organism exposure as such they cannot be directly related to beneficial

use impairment Where no data exist regarding the impacts or lack of impacts of chemical or

other condition on aquatic life or beneficial uses of water the objectives can and should be

used to indicate potential problems that should be investigated further However where reliable

data exist on the impacts of chemical contaminants on aquatic life such as toxicity tests

organism assemblages etc that information should be considered more reliable for assessing

the impacts than mechanical comparison of total concentrations with objectives We believe that

it was in this context that the 1990 Water Quality Assessment included comparison with numeric

objectives as an indication of water quality impairment

In the case of the NCMT-area sediment contamination with copper ore concentrate both

the existing chemical and biological/toxicological data and the aquatic chemistry and toxicology

of copper indicate that the copper ore concentrate-contaminated sediment in the area of the

NCMT is not adversely affecting beneficial uses of San Diego Bay As discussed above it is

certainly inappropriate to link the presence of the copper ore concentrate in the NCMT-area

sediment with the so-called impaired water quality determined based on exceedance of numeric

water quality objectives It is also highly inappropriate to conclude as the Regional Board staff

has apparently done that an exceedance of numeric water quality objective represents an

impairment of designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay that is adversely affecting ocean

commercial and sport fishing shellfish harvesting and marine habitat There is no evidence

nor would it be expected that the copper ore concentrate is having an adverse impact on ocean

commercial and sport fishing shellfish harvesting and marine habitat

Item

The new Finding l4e contended that since the copper concentration in the ambient

water of San Diego Bay exceeds the numeric water quality objective of 2.9 ig CulL the waters

of the Bay have no assimilative capacity for copper The new Finding 14f contended that

the copper ore concentrate in the NCMT-area sediment is contributing to the exceedance of the

numeric water quality objective for copper expressed in the Enclosed Bays and Estuaries Plan

in the watercolumn and interstitial water As discussed in detail elsewhere in this supplemental

testimony the Regional Board staff has assumed without technical foundation and in some cases

based on inadequate or erroneous interpretation of data that the copper ore concentrate now

associated with the NCMT-area sediments is responsible for an exceedance of the numeric

objective That is highly inappropriate assumption and an assumption that is contrary to the

substantial amount of data that have been generated regarding the impact of the copper ore

concentrate-contaminated sediments on beneficial uses of San Diego Bay The available data for
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copper concentrations in the watercolumn of San Diego Bay show that in general the

concentrations of copper have not been significantly changed as result of the presence of

copper ore concentrate in the NCMT-area sediments

The new Finding 14f also contended Contributions of copper from the copper ore

leading to violations of the copper water quality objective should be curtailed to the minuun
extent practicable There is no evidence that copper from the copper ore concentrate now

associated with the NCMT-area sediments is in fact contributing to so-called violations of the

objective for copper Further there is substantial evidence that there is no relationship between

the copper concentrations in the watercolumn or interstitial water or sediment elutriates and

the concentrations of copper in the associated sediments Therefore it is inappropriate to

conclude that achieving 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up level will have any significantly

different impact on the violations of the 2.9 ig CulL objective than would achieving 4000

mg Cu/kg dry wt or 6000 mg Cu/kg dry wt or some other clean-up objective

Environmental Health Coalition Position

November 26 1991 letter from Hunter of the Environmental Health Coalition

EHC to Chairman Badger of the Regional Board outlined an indication of the EHC position

on the issue of the Pace Terminal clean-up level In that letter Ms Hunter quoted from two

EHC documents One was letter to the Regional Board staff prepared in November 1990

The excerpt from that letter stated in part The 1XXppm was set as the cleanup level because

Regional Board staff determined that XX ppm was the highest level allowable which would

be expected to preserve the beneficial uses of the Bay and comply with the Ocean Plan As

discussed in the risk assessment as well as elsewhere in this supplemental testimony the EHCs
description of the basis for the selection of the 1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up objective is

inaccurate and misleading

In her November 26 1991 letter Ms Hunter also quoted from April 1991 EHC

testimony before the San Diego Unified Port Commission That quotation stated in substantive

part The Cleanup level adopted by the Puget Sound Sediment Standards is 390 ppm for copper

which they have determined is the level above which there are always deleterious effects on

marine ltfe observed Should there be an effort to change the cleanup level at Paco Temunals

to one higher than 1CXppm EHC will advocate for the Puget Sound cleanup level of 390

ppm The EHC has mis-stated the facts regarding the validity of the 390 mg Cu/kg dry wt
value That value was derived from the Long and Morgan 1990 report and represents their

50-percentile ER-M value and has been applied as an apparent effects threshold AET
We have discussed in detail the technical aspects mis-use and appropriate use of the

information provided by Long and Morgan 1990 Lee and Jones-Lee 1992 An application

of an ER-M value or an AET approach for clean-up objective for NCMT-area sediments is

unreliable and not technical defensible Fundamental technical deficiencies include the

following The approach is based on the assumption of relationship between the bulk chemical

composition of sediment and the toxicity of the sediment to aquatic life relationship that has
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been demonstrated to not exist for heavy metals and many other chemical contaminants The

approach inappropriately uses co-occurrence of conditions as though they were cause-and-effect

relationships For example it assumes that the co-occurrence of laboratory toxicity associated

with sediment and the presence of particular concentration of chemical in that sediment

indicates that the toxicity is caused by that contaminant it makes that assumption for every

measured chemical contaminant in that sediment Each of the factors upon which the AET is

based can vary significantly without reflecting in any way on the impacts that the contaminants

present in sediment have on the beneficial uses of the waterbody in which the sediments are

located The numbers and types of organisms present in sediment depend on variety of often

ill-defined physical factors not related to the chemical contaminant characteristics of the

sediment In addition the approach is dependent upon having truly appropriate reference site

which exists only in theory The toxicity tests used by US EPA Region for the development

of AET values for Puget Sound were conducted on sediment extracts using the Microtox

procedure an approach that is known to be unreliable for environmental samples

AET values developed for Puget Sound even if appropriate for that location cannot be

directly transposed to the San Diego Bay system While the approach itself is unreliable if

California regulatory agencies were to use the site-specific AET approach for the NCMT-area

sediments the clean-up objective that would result would be more than 18000 mg Cu/kg That

is because the site-specific testing of those sediments that would form the basis for the AEF
value has shown that NCMT-area sediments containing as much as 18000 mg Cu/kg the

highest concentration tested have shown no impact on sensitive aquatic organisms organisms

sensitive to copper have been found living associated with NCMT-area sediments containing

copper above that level and the numbers and types of aquatic organisms in the copper-

contaminated NCMT-area sediments were similar to those found outside of that area Now in

its position the EHC is no longer recommending the Puget Sound AET value but is attempting

to convince the State Board that the Regional Boards original clean-up objective of 1000 mg
Cu/kg has technical validity As discussed previously that clean-up objective was based on

inappropriately conducted analysis and interpretation of data It is clear that the EHC position

in the matter of the clean-up objective for the NCMT-area sediments is not technically valid

Conclusions

It is concluded that there is no technical justification for suggesting the need to impose

1000 mg Cu/kg dry wt clean-up objective for the NCMT-area sediments The recommended

alternative clean-up objective of 4000 mg CU/kg dry wt will be protective of beneficial uses

of San Diego Bay and will minimize unnecessary expenditures for removal of copper-

contaminated sediments that are not adversely affecting beneficial uses of the Bay we would

be happy to meet with the Board staff and others to answer any questions or discuss any of these

issues
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Exhibit

Relationship between Copper Concentrations in

Interstitial Water and in Sediment near NCMT
from WESTEC 1987 WCC 1991
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Participant in workshop devoted to modeling of

Service
the effect of instream flow on water quality

US Environmental Protection Agency Advisor on measurement of available phosphorus
in domestic wastewater treatment plant effluents

Fort Collins Colorado
Advisor on impact of wastewater discharges on
water quality in the Poudre River

Platte River Power Authority Advisor on water quality management in cooling
water impoundment

Northwest Colorado Council of Governments Advisor on development of
eutrophication study

program for Dillon reservoir

State of Colorado Department of Health Advisor on PL 92-500 Section 314-A lake

classification studies
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Denver Regional Council of Governments

Pueblo Area Counci of Governments

Cities of Fort Collins and Loveland Colorado

Governor Larnm Colorado Lowry Hazardous
Waste Disposal Task Force

Attorney General State of New York

Longmont Colorado

Colorado Springs Colorado

US Environmental Protection Agency

US Army Corps of Engineers Norfolk District

US Army Corps of Engineers Rock Island District

Brush Colorado

US Environmental Protection Agency

Colorado Department of Health Water
Quality

Dominican Republic

Ministry of Public Works of Argentina

US Environmental Protection Agency

Advisor on water quality studies

Conduct study on impact of Pueblos

wastewaters on Arkansas River water quality

Evaluate water quality impacts of chlorine and
ammonia in domestic wastewaters

Evaluate environmental impact of hazardous

waste disposal at Lowry disposal site Denver
Colorado

Advise on procedures for long term Storage of

hazardous wastes

Advise on domestic wastewater impact on water

quality in the St Vram River

Advise on impact of domestic wastewater

discharge on water quality in Fountain Creek

Evaluation of National Eutrophication Survey
results

Advise on environmental impact of dredging
sediment

containing kepone and other

contaminants

Develop water quality monitoring program for

dredging North Landing River channel

Advise on impacts of chemical contaminants in

upper Mississippi River sediments on water

quality aspects of dredged sediment disposal

Advise on impact of location of hazardous waste

disposal site in watershed for domestic water

supply

Review draft water quality criteria document for

ammonia

Member bioassay guidelines committee Division

Advise on water quality in proposed domestic
water supply reservoir

Advise on modeling of eutrophication in Argentine
lakes and reservoirs and on approaches for

establishing water quality criteria and standards

Peer reviewer site-specific water quality criteria

guidelines
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National Oceanic Atmospherj Administhn

US Environmental Protection Agency

US AID and Jordanian National Planning Council

Olathe Kansas

US EPA US COE API and CMA

South African Water Research Commission

Government of Swaziland US AID

US Environmental Protection Agency

Pan American Health Organation World Health

Brazos River
Authority

US Congress Office of Technology Assessment

Michigan Toxic Substance Control Commission

California State Water
Quality Control Board

US Army Construction Engineering Research

Texas
Legislative Council Joint House Senate

Hazardous Waste Committee

State of Texas Comptrollers Office

Participant in Workshop on development of

meaningful measures of marine pollution impacts

Develop guidance document for implementing
ammonia water quality criteria in

permitted
discharges

Evaluate proposed water quality and
development of monitoring program for Jordan

Development of water quality management
program for Lake Otathe

Member
planning committee US EPA Corps of

Engineers Chemical Manufacturers Association
and American Petroleum

Institute Sponsored
workshop on Hazard AssessmentTechniques for

Contaminants in Aquatic Sediments

Advise on application of OECD
eutrophicatjon

study results to South African impoundments

Evaluate
safety of use of household bleaches for

home water supply disinfection

Peer reviewer for lead and chromium ambient
water

quality criteria

Advise government of Argentina on water quality
management in impoundment

Evaluation of therapeutic value of Stovall Hot
Wells water

Review draft
report on inadequacies of federal

legislation governing land disposal of hazardous
waste

Advise on adequacy of Michigan legislation

governing land disposal of waste

Review proposed regulations for land disposal of
waste

Advise on studies and the development of control
Laboratory program for Fort DDg New Jersey
groundwater contamination problems

Advise on hazardous waste management
approaches for the state of Texas

Advise on hazardous waste taxation
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United Nations Water Power Research Station at Advise on water quality management for
Poona India

hydropower developments and for nearshore and
marine waters

Canadian River Municipal Water Authority Advise on methods for the control of fresh water

sponge growth in transmission ünes and THM
control

Tunisian Ministry of National Economy Advise on the development of water quality

mansgemert programs for Tunisian industry

Argentine Ministry of Public Health and Social Advise on approaches for developing water
Affairs

quality criteria and standards management of

water quality in Argentine reservoirs and
hazardous waste management

The State of New Jersey Dept of Treasury Review qualifications of consulting engineering
firms for work in hazardous substance waste

management

Liberty State Park Commission New Jersey Review water quality problems associated with

Port Uberte NJ development

State of California Water Resources Control Assist in development of long-range strategy for
Board

managing Californias groundwater quality

Governors Panel on Water Qualrty of New Jersey Co-chairman and advise on evaluation of water
Coastal Waters quality conditions and trends in

New Jersey coastal waters

State of Vermont Department of Water Resources Advise on developing revised phosphorus
Environmental

Engineering management strategy
for Lake Champlain

US Army Construction Engineering Research Advise on the use of landfill leachate recycle for

Laboratory leachate treatment and disposal

Scotland and Robson Counties City of Evaluate the potential public heath and water
Laurinburg NC

quality impacts of proposed hazardous waste

treatment facility on the Lumber River

Wayne County IL
Evaluate the potential environmental problems of

proposed sanitary landfill

Newark Watershed Conservation and Evaluate the environmental and public health
Development Corporation aspects of an open-burning open-detonation

hazardous waste treatment
facility

Foundation de LEau France
Impact of detergent phosphate bans on water

quality

US Environmental Protection Agency Reviewer of US EPA draft document on domestic

wastewater dechlorination
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Green Pond Lake End Board NJ

NY Academy of Sciences Public Policy Program

USSR Academy of Sciences

National Water Well Association

US Environmental Protection Agency

Ebasco-Envirosphere Rem Ill

NJ Department of Environmental Protection

San Gabriel Basin Main Watermaster

North Carolina Attorney General

Department of Health Booton Township NJ

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

Port of Oakland CA

City of Sacramento CA

Advise on Green Pond Lake water
quality

management 1987

Advise on management of PCBs in the Hudson
River system 1988

Advise on water quality management programs
for Volga River system May 1987-

Review content of workshops and short courses
1987

Reviewer of Office of Toxic Substances/Test
Rules Development Branch documents for

evaluation of public health and environmental

impact of new chemicals

Advise on work plan for Solvent Savers Site and

Niagara County NY Refuse landfill 1988-89

Member of NJ DEP Thermal Discharge Evaluation

Committee 1989

Advise on groundwater quality impacts of

proposed landfill expansion 1989-

Advise on appropriate degree of treatment of

hazardous waste treatment facilities wastewater

discharges on public health and environmental

quality 1988-89

Advise on evaluation of
potential impact of

development of lakes watershed with septic

tank wastewater disposal systems on lake water

quality 1989

Recommend revised California regulations

governing landfllling of solid wastes as part of

revisions of Subchapter 151990-

Review potential public health and environmental

problems of San Diego County Department of

Public Works proposed North County Class Ill

landfills 1990-

Assist in litigation on the Azusa landfill expion
1990-

Advise on management of Contaminated dredged
Sediments 1990

Advise on adequacy of hazardous chemical

clean-up as part of redevelopment of the
Southern Pacific Railyard site 1990-
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California Regional Water
Quality Control Board Review potentiaJ public health and environmental

San Franclaco Region aspects of the proposed
Apanolio Canyon landfill July 1990

City of Pittsburg CA
Review potential publlc health and environmental

aspects of the proposed Keller Canyon Landfill

August 1990-
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EXAMPLES OF
INDUSTRL CONSULTING EXPERIENCE

FIRM OR AGENCY PE OF ACTIVrrY

Commonwealth Edison Company Acvise on effect of thermal discharge of nuclear
electric

generating station on water quality in

Lake Michigan

N.E tssacson Associates
Evaluate potential water quality in proposed
impoundment of land development Evaluate
effect of septic tank wastewater disposal system
on surface and groundwater quality

Wisconsin Electric Power Company Advise on study of effect of thermal discharges of

thermal electric generating station on water
quality

James Lonsdorf Attorney Evaluate effect of
sanitary landfill drainage on

groundwater quality

United Engineers
Design study program and model for Chlorine

persistence in thermal discharge plume in

Delaware River
estuary

Inland Steel Development Corporation Evaluate potential effects of land development on
water quality in Lake Monroe md

Reserve Mining Company Advise on analytical methods sampling program
and procedures for the study of the effect of

taconite talngs on water quality

Procter Gamble Company Review studies on NTA and other compounds
potential effect on environmental

quality

Automated Environmental Systems Member of Board of Directors 1970-71

Bear Creek Mining Kennecott Copper Advise on water quality impact of proposedCorporation
copper mirnng activity

WAPORA US Army Corps of Engineers Evaluate potential for eutrophication in proposed
impoundment on the upper Delaware River

Inland Steel Corporation
Assist in evaluation of environmental impact of

companys wastewater discharge

Hooker Chemical Company Advise on the use of hazard assessment
approach for evaluating the water

quality
significance of chemical contaminants

Mission
Viejo Development Advise on water quality impacts of potential

WaStewater discharges
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Outboard Marine Corporation

Amoco Oil Company

Allied Chemical Company

Appalachian Timber Services Inc

DuPont

Rupp

Stauffer Chemical Company

Technical Testing Laboratories Inc

Neville Chemical Co

Adolph Coors Company

Grinneli Fire Protection Systems Inc

Mobil Chemical Pasadena Texas

Nekoosa Edwards Inc

iS Steel Corporation

Monsanto Chemical Company

Foley and Lardner Attorneys

Gould Inc

Illinois Petroleum Council

Advise on water quality significance of PCSs in

sediments

Investigate environmental significance of gasoline

spill

Advise on approaches that should be used to

evaluate the environmental impact of

Contaminants in solid wastes

Advise on impact of phenolics copper chromium
solid waste on surface and groundwater quality

Advise on approach to assess environmental
hazard of chemical railroad car spills

Advise on land development in wetlands area in

Minnesota

Advise on aquatic toxicity facility and program
development

Advise on water quality impact of chemical waste

disposal on groundwater quality

Advise on litigation of hazardous waste disposal
on contamination of municipal water supply well

Evaluate water quality impacts of industrial

wastewater discharges

Evaluate performance of
plating waste treatment

plant and develop approach for management of

hazardous wastes

Evaluate impact of ammonia discharges on water

quality in Houston Ship Channel

Advise on water quality management program for

companys water supply

Advise on environmental impact of wastewaters
on water

quality

Advise on environmental impact of products

Consultant environmental impact of paper mill

discharges

Advise on environmental impact of plating wastes
on fresh water clams

Advise on water quality standards for cyanide
and metal cyanide complexes
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FMC
Corporation

Zlrnpro Inc

laIff Engineers

Acme Brick Company

Foett
Publishing Company

El Ps NatijraJ Gas Company

Genesis
II Inc

Procter Gamble Company Japan

King Industries

Cotter Company

Allied Chemical Company

ldarado
Mining Co Telluride CO

Kratt Foods Inc Northbrook IL

Trammel Crow Inc Dallas TX

Zukowskj Rogers Flood Esqs Crystal Lake
IL

US EPA Washington DC

Advise on impact of detergent phosphate on
water quality

Advise on potential areas for business expansion

Advise on Water quality in Town Lake in DallasTexas

Advise on environmental impact of land disposal
of chemical wastes

Technical consultant for book entitled Water

Evaluate environmental impact of dredgingchannel in Matagor Bay Texas

Advise on technical aspects of new product
development

Evaluate significance of detergent as cause of
water pollution problems in Japan

Advise on environmental impact of dredgingNorwalk Connecticut Harbor channel on water
quality

Advise on adequacy of domestic water treatment
plant operations

Advise on water
quality significance of ammonia

Advise on water
quality impact of heavy metal

mine tailings and drainage

Advise on impact of wastewater ammonia andBOD
discharges on

receiving water
quality in

Lakeland Florida

Advise on water
quality management in Crystal

Lake West Orange NJ

Develop water quality management program for
new office complex

Assist in
evaluating environniental impact of

proposed sarutary andfiil

Reviewer for Toxic Substancescrest Rules
Development Branch documer for evaluation of
public health and

environmental impact of new
chemicals
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Ebasco-Envirosphere Rem III Advise on work plan for Solvent Savers Site and

Niagara County NY Refuse site review CIC

Edison NJ Site PCB and Dioxin remediation

rewrite Brick Township Phase Rl/FS report
Pearch Water Site PCB Treatabllity Studies

develop Rl/FS investigation guidance manual
1988-89

Unilever RD Headquarters The Netherlands Evaluate impact of phosphate on water quality in

lakes arid reservoirs

Bogorad Review potential water quality in proposed
hydropower impoundment

IBM Corporation Review long-range management strategy for

hazardous wastes

PSEG Public Service Energy and Gas Advise on managng gasification residues and
other areas of water quality management

McHenry County Defenders IL Review potential water quality problems

assocated with siting new sanitary landfill

Schmeltzer Aptaker and Shepard Attorneys Advise on water quality problems associated with

Washington DC
disposal of industrial waste in sanitary landfill

Walsh Attorney and Kelly Advise on the impact of land development on
water quality in Lake Tahoe CA/NV 1989

Sturbridge Lakes NJ Advise on water quality management for

Sturbridge Lakes 1989

CP Chemical Seawaren NJ Advise on control of toxicity in hazardous waste

treatment facilitys wastewater discharges 1989

Exxon Research Engineering Co Annadale NJ Evaluate potential for algal bloom development as

result of use of bioremediation nutrients on oil

spifl beach residues in Prince William Sound
Alaska 1989

Delta Wetlands Lafayette CA Evaluate potential water quality-trihalomethane

formation potential irt proposed water supply

storage reservoirs in Sacramento and San

Joaquin River Delta 1989

Dart and Kraft Inc Northbrook IL Evaluate impact of phosphorus from wastewaters

on receiving water quality

Evaluate impact of wastewater discharges on

receiving water quality Meirose MN

Newport City Development Jersey City NJ Advise on remediatiori of coal tar waste sites

CDM Inc Edison NJ Review Superfund Rl/FS for Ft Dcc landfill
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Yellow Ribbon Panel Vernon NJ

Orbe Nugent and Coffins Attorneys Ridgewood
NJ

Wyman-Gordon Co North Graton MA

Save Cur Shcres Neptune NJ

Levy Angstreich Attorneys Cherry Hill NJ

General Foods Inc White Plains NY

Simpson Paper Co Anderson CA

Hancock Rothert Bunshoft Attorneys San

Francisco CA

Adve on the public heath and erwironmentaj

hazards of disposal of radium waste near Vernon

Advise on hnpact of landfill on surface and

groundwater quality

Adve on water treatment system for high purity

argon recovery

Advise on sanitary quality of New Jersey coastal

waters

Advise on public health impact of hazardous

waste landfill on nearby residents

Evaluate potential aquatic rde toxicity of animal fat

residues ki industrial wastewater discharges to

Boston Harbor 1989

Evaluate appropriate wastewater discharges for

dioxins 1990-

Assist in tigation on the environmental impact of

waste water discharges to coastal waters of

Northern California 1990-

Assist in Aerojet litigation on TCE contamination

of groundwater 1990-

ti
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Member Task Force Committee on
Radioactivity fri

Drinking Water 1987-Member Natural Resources Committee Greater Sacramento Chamber of Commerce 1990-Member Air and Waste Committee and Water Resources Committee California Chamber of Commerce1990-

HONORS AND AWARDS
Elected member of the following

Siema Xi

Delta Omega Honorary Public Health Scholastic
Society

Phi Lambda Upsilon Horioraiy Chemistry SCholastic Society
Diplomate American Academy of Environmentaj Engineers

Tied for first place for best paper presented at the Fifth Annual ASTM Aquatic Toxicofrgy meeting inPhiladelphia PA October 1980

JAWWA paper selected by the Resources Division of the AWWA as the best paper published in the Journalduring the year 1986

US Representative World Federation of
Engineering Organizations First World Congress on Engineeringand the Environment Buenos Aires Argentina November 1981

Received Certificate of Appreciation from the Corps of Engineers for work on the Dredged MaterialResearch Program 1978

Received Certificate of Appreciation from the Lubbock County Water Control and Improvement District Nofor work in Water
Quality Management of Buffalo

Springs Lake 1982

RESEARCH INTERESTS

Chemical and biological water quality aspects of surface and groundwater Supplies

Chemistry and
biochemistry of municipal and industrial water and

wastewatertreatjnent

Chemical aspects of water pollution control in surface and groundwater rivers lakes estuaries and theoceans

Sources significance and fate of chemical contaminants in the environment

Implementation of environmental research results into public policy

Development of hazard assessment approach for assessing enonmental impact of chemicals

Development of technically valid economical and
environmentally protective approaches for managementof solid and hazardous wastes
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FRED LEES UNVERSTY GRADUATE LEVEL TEACHING PERJENCE

Taught Recently

Aquatic Chemistzy Miriteq based

Impact of Contaminants on Water Quality Water Quality Modeling

PhysicaVChemloajTrent of Water Wastes and Leachates

Solid Hazardous Waste Generation Treatment and Disposal

Hazardous Waste Management Engineering

Applied Umnology and Oceanography

Water Wastewater Analysis

Water Quality Field Study Methodology

Special Topics in Sofld Hazardous Waste Management

Unit Processes of Waxer and Wastewater Treatment Laboratory

Advanced Water Quality Modeling

Hazardous Waste Management Engineering

Taught Previously

Estuarine Marine Chemistry

Coastal and Estuarine Processes Field Course

Applied Radiochemistry Radioactive Waste Problems Management

Advanced Techniques of Water Wastewater Analysis

Introduction to Environmental Engineering

Colloidal Chemistry of Water Wastes
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.1

ENViRONMENTAL IMPACT OF

DREDGING AND DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL AND

RELATED PAPERS AND REPORTS

Prepared by Fred Lee Anne Jones and their assocares

278 Lee and Jones P. Evaluation of Water Quality Aspects of Sediment-Assocaed
Contaminants Presented at Western Dredging Association Pacific Chapter Meeting Ventura CA
August 1990 Outline of Presentation

269 Lee and Jones A. Water Quality Significance of Contaminants Associated with Sediments
An Overview IN Fate and Effects of Sediment-Bound Chemicals in Aguatc Sediments Pergamon
Press Emsford NY pp 1-34 1987

271 Jones and Lee Toxicity of U.S Waterway Sediments with Particular Reference to the
New York Harbor Area in Chemical and Biological Characteration of Sludges Sediments Dredge
Spoils and Drilling Muds ASTM STP 976 PP 403-17 ASTM Philadelphia PA 1988

266 Lee and Jones Assessing the Potential Water Quality Hazards Caused by Disposal of

Radium-Containing Waste Solids by Soil Blending Proc NWWA Conference Radon Radium and
Other Radioactivity in Ground Water Lewis Publishers Inc Chelsea MI pp 511-5201987

250 Lee and Jones Evaluating the Water Quality Significance of Dredged Sediments
Dredging and Dredged Material Disposal Proc ASCE Conference pp 1050-61 1984

268 Lee and Jones P. Assessment of the Degree of Treatment Required for Toxic Wastewater
Effluents Proc mt Cont on Innovative Biolocical Treatment of Toxic Wastewaters US Army
Construction Engineering Research Laboratoiy Champaign IL pp 652.677 1987

262 Lee and Jones P. Water Quality Hazard Assessment for Domestic Wastewaters
Environmental Hazard Assessment of Effluents Pergamon Press New York pp 228-2461986

227 Lee and Jones Water Quality Aspects of Dredged Material Disposal in the Gulf of Mexico
near Galveston Texas IN Proceedings of the 14th Dredging Seminar CDS Report No 263 Center
for Dredging Studies Texas AM University College Station TX pp 234-3001982

238 Lee and Jones Evaluation of Potential Water Quality Problems Associated with Highway
Excavation and Fill IN Leachate Terrain Analysis National Academy of Sciences Transportation
Research Board Record 892 pp 1-7 1982

155 Saleh Lee and Butler Kepone and Other Selected Hydrocarbon Pesticides and
PCB Behavior during Hydraulic Dredging of the James River near Hopewell Wginia Jour Env
Science Health fl261 -2941978

180 Lee Jones and Past
Availability of Phosphorus to Phytoplankron and Its Implication

for Phosphorus Management Strategies Phosohorus Management Strategies for Lakes Ann
Arbor Press pp 259-303 1980
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195 Lee and Jones Application of Hazard AssessmentApproach for Evaluation of Potential
Eonmentaj Sçnitlcance of Contaminants Present in North Landing River Sediments upon Open
Water Disposal at Dredged Sediment Proc cDlo Dominion University/Norfolk District Corps of

Engineers symposium Dredging Technology Vital Role in Port Development August 1981

205 Jones and Lee The Significance of Dredging and Dredged Material Disposal as Source
of Nitrogen and Phosphorus for Estuarine WatersIN Estuaries and Nutiierts Humana Press Clifton
NJ pp 517-5301981

209 Jones Manaru and Lee F. Evaluation of the Significance of Sediment-Associated
C.rzaminanzs to Water Cuaky Published in Proc of Am Water Resources Assoc Symposium
Utilizing Scientific Information in Environmental Quarrtv Planning AWRA Minneapolis MN pp 34-45
1981

217 Lee and Jones Discussion ot Dredged Material Evaluations Correlation between
Chemical and Biological Evaluation Procedures Journ Water Pollut Control Fed 4o6-7 982

218 Lee and Jones Assessing Environmental Impacts of Open Water Disposal of Dredged
Sediments World Dredging j20-22 1982

243 Lee and Jones Translation of Laboratory Results to Field Conditions The Role of
Aquatic Chemistry in Assessing Toxicity Aquatic Toxicology and Hazards Assessment Sbcth Symp
ASTM STP 802 American Society for

Testing and Materials pp 328-349 Philadelphia PA 1983

244 Newbry and Lee Simple Apparatus for Conducting In-Stream Toxicity Tests
Testing and Evaluation ASTM 1251-531984

Lee Jones and Newbry WaterQuality Standards and Water Quality Joum Water
Pollut Control Fed 541131-381982

225 Nienke and Lee Scrption of Zinc by Lake Michigan Sediments Implications for Zinc
Water Quality Criteria Standards Water Res 161373-781982

115 Lee Potential Environmental Problems of Dredging and Dredged Material Disposal Proc 6th
Pacific Coast Conference on Dredging pp 62-681975

123 Lee Dredged Material Research Problems and Progress Environmental Science and
Technology jQ334-338 1976

124 Lee Lopez and Piwoni An Evaluation of the Factors Influencing the Results of the
Elutriate Test for Dredged Material Disposal Criteria Proc ASCE Specialty Conference on Dredging
and Its Environmental Effects Amer Soc Civil Engr pp.253-2881976

125 Lee Recent Advances in Assessing the Environmental Impact of Dredged Material Disposal
Proc World Dredging Conference San Pedro California pp.551-5781976

130 Lee SignifIcance of Chemica in Dredged Sediments on Estuarine Water QualityProc Estuarine PoUution Control and Assessment Conference Pensacola FL February 1975 US
Environmental Protection Agency pp 211-2261977
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Lee Summary of Studies on the Release of Contaminanrs from Dredged Sediment on
Operiwater Disposal UJ Interactions between Sediments and Fresh Water Junk Purdoc the
Hague pp 4-14-146 1977

138 Lee and Mariani Evaluation of vie Significance of Waterway Sedu1ent-Associaed
Contaminants on Waxer Quality ax Dredged Matenai Disposal Sites Aquatic Toxicoloqy Hazard
Evaluation Amencan Society for

Testing and Materials Special Publication No 634 pp 196-2131977

139 Lee Discussion of paper by MuefleretaL Contaminants in the New York Bight Journ Water
Pcflut Control Fed Lg1920.1921 1977

141 Lee Lopez and Mariani Leaching and Bioassay Studies on the Significance of
Heavy Metals in Dredged Sediments Proc of International Conference on Heavy Metals in the
Environment Toronto Canada 1975 Part

II pp 731-7541977

149 Saleh and Lee Analytical Methodology for Kepone in Water and Sediment Environ SCL
Technol j297-3O1 1978

155 Saleh Lee and Butler Kepone and Other Selected Hydrocarbon Pesticides and
PCB Behavior during Hydraulic Dredging of the James River near Hopewell Vuginia Jour Env
Science Health Al 3261 .294 978

R-20 Lee and Plumb Literature Review on Research Study for the Development of Dredged
Material Disposal CriteriaContract Report D-74-1 US Army Corps of Engineers WES Vicksburg MSJune 1974

R-24 Lee Piwoni Lopez Mariani -G Richardson Homer SaiehResearch Study for the Development of Dredged Material Disposal CriteriaContract Report D-54-4
US Army Corps of Engineers WES Vicksburg MS November 1975

R-28 Lee LarLza and Mariani Significance of Sediment Associated Contaminants in
Water Quality Evaluation Environmentaj Engineering Colorado State

University Fort Collins
Occasional Paper No 11 November 1976

R-29 Saleh and Lee
Analytical Methodology for Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Pesticides and

Potychloriniated Biphenyls in Water Elutriate and Sediments Using EC-GC Environmental Engineering
Colorado State

University Fort Collins Occasional Paper No 12 December 1976

R..35 Lee Bandyopadhyay Butler Homer Jones Lopez Mariani
McDonald Nicar Piwoni and Saleh investigation of Water Quality Parameters
at the Offshore Disposal Site Galveston Texas Technical Report No D-77-20 US Army Corps of
Engineers WES Vicksburg MS 1977

R-44 Lee Jones and Mariani Comments on US EPA-Corps of Engineers Dredged
Sediment Bioassay Procedures Environmental Engineering Colorado State

University Fort Calms
Occasional Paper No 26 December 1977
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R-46 Lee and Jones An Assessment of the Environmental Significance of Chemical
Contaminants Present in Dredged Sediments Dumped in the New York Bight Occasional Paper No28 Department of Civil Engineering Environmentaj Engineering Program Colorado State

UniversityFort Collins CO December 1977

R-47 Lee and Jones Dredged Material
Analytical Quality Control Programs and DredgedMaterial Disposal Monitoring Programs OccasioraJ Paper No 29 Department of Civil

EngineeringEnvironmental Engineering Program Colorado State University Fort Collins CC December 1977
R-53 Lee Jones Saleh Mariani Homes Butler and BandyopadhyayEvaluation of the Elutriate Test as Method of Predicting Contaminant Release during Open Water

Disposai of Drecgec Sediment and Environmerj Impact of Open Water Dredged Materials DisposalVoL II Data Report Technical Report D7845 US Army Corps of Engineers WES Vicksburg MS1186 pp August 1978

R-88 Lee F. and Jones Significance of PCBs in Dredged Sediment Final Report to US ArmyEngineer Waterways Experiment Station August 1979

R-89 Lee Comments on US Environmental Protection Agencys Guidelines for Specification of
Disposal Sites for Dredged and Fill Material Part IV Federal Register Volume 45 No 249Wednesday December 24 1980 Occasional Paper No 58 Department of Civil EngineeringEnvironmental Engineering Program Colorado Stare

University Fort Collins CC March 1981

P.97 Lee and Jones Hazard Assessment Approach for Assessing the Environmental Impactof Dredging and Dredged Sediment Disposal for the Upper Mississippi River Report to Rock Island
District Corps of Engineers Rock Island IL 1981

R-98 Lee and Jones Guideline for Conducing Environmental Study Programs for Assessingthe Water Quality Impact of Dredged Sediment Disposal in the Upper Mississippi River System Reportto Rock Island District Corps of Engineers Rock Island IL June 1981

R-99 Lee and Jones
Relationship between the Hazard Assessment Approach for DredgedSediment Disposal in the Upper Mississippi River System and the Recommendations of the GREAT

and II Studies Report to Rock Island District Corps of Engineers Rock Island IL June 1981

R-100 Lee and Jones Important Elements of Cost-Effective Watercuanty Monitoring Program
for Dredged Sediment Disposal Operations in the Upper Mississippi River System Report to Rock
Island District Corps of Engineers Rock Island IL June 1981

R-54 Jones and Lee Evaluation of the Elutriate Test as Method of Predicting Contaminant
Release During Open Water Disposal of Dredged Sediment and Environmental Impact of Open Water
Dredged Material Disposal VoL Discussion Technical Report 078-45 US Army Corps of EngineersWES Vicksburg MS 217 pp August 1978

P.55 Lee and Jones The Importance of Focusing Pollution Control Programs on Available
Forms of Contaminants Occasional Paper No 32 Department of CMI Engineering Environmental
Engineering Program Colorado State

University Fort Collins CO 1978
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R-60 Lee and Jones Research Needs ii the Area of the Role of Sor don Desorption
Predkting the Environmentai Chemlstiy..ata of Chemical Coramjnants Hazard Assessment
Program Occasbriaj Paper No 37 Deparvert of CM Engeerig Environmental EngineenngProgram Colorado State

University Fort Collins CO December 1978

R-61 Lee and Jones Water Quality Research Needs for Proposed Apalachicola Estuarine
Research Sanctuary Occasional Paper No 38 Department of Clvi Engineenng Environmerj
Engineering Program Colorado State

University Fort Cons CO January 1979
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SUMMARY RESUME

NAME Rebecca Anne Jones TELEPHQNE 6/753-9630
Anne Jcnes Lee

ADDRESS 27298 El Macera Dr PLACE OF BIRTh
El Macera CA 95618 Menominee Michigan USA

EDUCATION

Ph.D Environmental Sciences The University of Texas at Dallas Richardson 1X 1978
Areas of SpecialIzation Aquatic Chemistry Aquatic Biology Water Quality Conbol

M.S Environmental Sciences The University of Texas at Dallas Richardson IX 1975

5.5 Biology Southern Methodist University Dallas IX 1973

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSiONAL ElPERIENCE

CURRENT POSON

Vice President Fred Lee Associates

PREVIOUS POSONS

1984 1989 Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering New Jersey
Institute of Technology Newark NJ

1988 1989 Consulting Engineer Ebasco-Envirosphere Lyndhurst NJ part-time

1984- 1988 Director of Environmental Engineering Laboratories Department of CMI and
Environmental Engineering NJIT Newark NJ

1982 1984 Research Associate and Lecturer Department of CMI Engineering Texas
Tech University Lubbock TX

1982 Coordinator for Aquatic Biology Fluor Engineers Advanced Technology
Division Irvine CA

1978 1981 Research Assistant Professor Department at CM1 Engineering Colorado
State University Fort Collins CO

1973 1974 Research Technician Frito-Lay Research and Development Laboratory
Irving TX
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SUMMARY OF PROFESS1ONAL REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

Published more than 85 professional papers and co-aiihored 90 reports and occasional papers
Topic areas addressed include

Sources significance fate and control of chemical inants in fresh water marine and
estuarine systems

Environmental impact of various types of wastewater discharges including mining electric

generating station domestic and industrial

Causes and control of europhication groundwater quality impact of land disposal of municipaland indszriai wastes envircnmenzal impact of dredging and dredged sediment disposal Water quality
modeling hazard assessment at new and existing chemicals water quality criteria and standards water
supp water quality assessment of actual environmental impact of chemical contaminants on water

quality
toxicity of sediments

SUMMARY OF PROFESSlOL PRESENTATIONS

Presented 35 lectures and professional papers at professional society meetings short courses
universities public service groups and national and interriationaj conferences

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP AND ACTIVES

American Chemical Society

American Fisheries Society
American Public Health Association

American Society for CMI Engineers
American Society for Umnology and Oceanography
American Society for Testing Materials Committee E-47 on Biological Effects and Environmental Fate
American Water Works Association Past

secretary and co-chairperson of Quality Control in Reservoirs
Committee

Sigma Xi

Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry

Society of Women Engineers

Water Pollution Control Federation Co-Chairman Water Pcliution Control Federation Standard Methods
Subcommittee Interpretation and Application of Bioassays 1979-1988

AWARDS

Charles Dudley Award American Society for
Testing and Materials award for cordnbutlon to Hazardous

Solid Waste Testing Application at Site-Specific Hazard Assessment
Testing to Solid Wastes published

1984

1986 Best Paper of the Year American Water Works Association Resources Division award for paper
published in the Journal Is Hazardous Waste Disposal in Clay Vaults Safe 1986

TEACHING EXPERTISE AND EXPERIENCE

Microbiological Aspects of Environmental Engineering

Introductory Chemical Aspects of Environmental Engineering
Aquatic Toxicology

Water and WastewaterAnaysis
Introduction to Water and Wastewater Treatment

Introduction to Environmental Engineering

Faculty Director of Women in Science and Engineering Program 1988
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eAMPLES OF WORK WiTh GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES

TYPE OF ACTIVITY

Develop monitoring program to evaluate the significance of

cortarninants in dredged sediments on water quality in the New
York Bight

Assist in selection Cf the most important contaminants
entering

the New York Bight

Evaluate significance of ocean dumping of dredged sediment on
water quality in the New York Bight

Advise on lawsuit on environmental impact of citys wastewater

discharges

Advise on research program for control of eutrophication of

nearshore waters of Adriatic Sea

Advise on water quality management plans for Spanish

impoundments

Advise on control of nutrients from drained wetlands

Available forms of contaminants in Great Lakes waters

AGENCY

New York District of the U.S

Army Corps of Engineers

National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration New
York Bight Study

New York District of U.S Army
Corps of Engineers

City of Denison Texas

Emilia-Romagna Region Italian

Government

Spanish Government
Ministry of

Public Works

State of Florida

U.S.-Canada LIC Research

Advisory Board for Great Lakes

Water Quality

Fort Collins Colorado

Platte River Power Authority

Northwest Colorado Council of

Governments

Pueblo Area Council of

Governments

Cities of Fort Collins and

Loveland Colorado

Colorado Springs Colorado

U.S Army Corps of Engineers

Norfolk District

Advise on impact of wastewater discharges on water quality in the

Poudre River

Advise on water quality management in cooling water

impoundment

Advise on development of eutrophication study program

Conduct
study on impact of Pueblos wastewaters on Arkansas

River water quality

Evaluate water quality impacts of chlonne and ammonia in

domestic wastewaters

Advise on impact of domestic wastewater discharge on water

quality in Fountain Creek

Develop water quality monitoring program for dredging North

Landing River channel
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U.S Army Corps of Engineers
Rock Island District

U.S Environmental Protection

Agency

Dominican Republic

LS Army Corps of Engineers

US EPA

US AID and Jordanian Nadonaj

Planning Council

Soutri African Water Research
OECD Commission

US Congress Office of

Technology Assessment

Michigan Toxic Substance
Control Commission

US Army Construction
Engineering Research
Laboratory

Newark Watershed Conservation
and Development Corporon

USSR Academy of Sciences

City of Richmond RI

Main Watermaster Sari Gabriel

Valley CA and the Metropolitan

Water District of Southern CA

Metropolitan Water District of

Southern CA

Metropolitan Water District of

Southern CA

Port of Oaklanti CA

Advise on impacts of chemical cornaminant Ui upper Mississippi
River sedirnems on water

quality aspects of dredged Sediment
disposal

Review draft water quality criteria document for ammonia

Advise on water quality in proposed domestic water supply
reservoir

Advise on water quality significance of PCBs in dredgedsediments

Develop guidance document for implementing ammonia water
quality criteria in permitted discharges

Evaluate proposed water quality and development of monitoring
program for Jordan

Advise on application of eutrophicajon study results to South
African impoundrner

Review draft report on inadequacies at federal legislation
governing land disposal of hazardous waste

Advise on adequacy of Michigan legislation governing land
disposal of waste

Advise on the use of landfill leachate recycle for leachate
treatment and disposal

Evaluate the environmental and public health aspects of an
open-burning/open detonation hazardous waste treatment

facility

Advise on water quality management programs May 1987
present

Advise on long-term public health environmenrj impacts at
proposed solid waste landfill

Evaluate the potential impact of expanding sanitary landfill on
groundwer

quality currently active

Recommend revised State of CaWomia
regulations for landfllling of solid wastes currently active

Review
potential public health and environmej problems Of theSan Diego County Department of Public Works proposed North

County Class Ill Landfills currently active

Advise on the management of contaminated dredged sediments
Currently active
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Adve on adeqtcy of hazardot chemJ dean- as part of

iedevebpment of the Saihem Pac1c Railyard site 1990-

Review potential public health and environmental aspects of the

proposed Keller Canyon Landfill August 1990-

Assist litigation on the adequacy of CEOA review of Contm

Costa Countys Solid Waste Management Plan

City at Sacramento CA

City of Pittsburg CA
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FIRM OR AGENCY

El Paso Natural Gas Company

Genesis II Inc

Procter Gamble Company
Japan

King Industries

Norwalk Connecticut

Mission Viejo Development

Appalachian Timber Services

Inc

Grinnell Fire Protection Systems
Inc

Mobil Chemical Pasadena
Texas

Public Service Energy Gas

Kraft Foods Inc

Northbrook IL

Ebasco-Envirosphere REM Ill

Land Developer

Lake Tahoe NV

CP Chemical of Sea Warren NJ

Eon Research Engineering
Co Corporate Research

Laboratory Annadale NJ

DAMPLES OF WORK WITH INDUSTRIES

TYPE OF ACTIVITY

Evaluate environmental impact of dredging channel in Matagorda

Bay Texas

Advise on technical aspects of new product development

Evaluate significance of detergents as cause of water pollution

problems in Japan

Advise on environmental impact of dredging harbor channel on
water quality

Advise on water quality impacts of potential wastewater

discharges

Advise on impact of phenolics copper chromium solid waste on
surface and groundwater quality

Evaluate performance of plating waste treatment plant and
develop approach for management of hazardous wastes

Evaluate nipact of ammonia discharges on water quality in

Houston Ship Channel

Advise on managing gasification residues and Other areas of

water quality management

Advise on impact of ammonia in wastewater discharges on

recewing water quality in Lakeland FL

Advise on Work Plan for Solvent Superfund Contract Savers
Niagara County Refuse and Maxey Flats Sites

Rewrite Brick Township Phase RIIFS

Develop guidance document for Work Plan development

Advise on the impact of residential watershed development on
Lake Tahoe water quality summer fan 1989

Advise on control of toxicity in hazardous waste treatment

facilitys water discharge spring 1989

Evaluate the potential for algal bloom development as result of

bioremediation nutrients on oil spill beach residues in Prince
William Sound Alaska July 1989
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lEAN ANNICHOLS

eronnaeyl assessment

EDTJCAT

Mchuset Institute of Technology and Woods Eole OcnOwhic Tnsniou cint
Program Ph.D Biological OcesnoaDhy 1975

Pomona College B.A.Zoology 1969

Additional Formal Couxsework

tTniversfry of CalifozniaiMne Mr72gent Instite 1987
Stanford University Business Management Institute WACUBO 1984
California Business Law Institute California EnvfronmenJ Quality Act Sen1ar

Environmental Regulation 1982

PROFESSIONAL fflSTORY

Center for Coasl Suidies Scripps Institution of Ocesnoaphy Academic Adminisator
and Resesrch Ocnopher 1986 1991

Spps Instution of Ocnography Universiry of California San Diego Mgeniit
Fellow 1984 1986

University of California San Diego Staff Assisnt Provost 1982 1986
Lockheed Ocean Laboratories Associate Research Solendst 1980 1982
Marine Institute Sapelo Island University of Grgia Research Assoóiate 1977 1979
Southeastern Massachusetts University Assisnt Professor 1975 1977

Btidgew-zer Stale College chusetts Izsctor 1974

Woods Eole OceanogTaphic Institution Muse Rescarth Pilow 1970 1975
University of California San Fzancsco Reserrch Assistant 1969 1970

REPRESTATWE XPERECE

Dr Nichols has twenty years experience in roatine environmental analysis She has

partipated in nueous projects assessing environmental sess Project were funded byU.S Army Corps of Engineers U.S Navy RI California Water Quality Cono1 Board
and private industry Relevant project experience iniludes

Remedial Action Plan for contamiitI sediments Port of San Diego

Assessment of benthic response to Woods Hole assachus sewage ontraiL

Assessment of benthic recovery after dredging Chah2Tn Massae.hii

Feasibility Assessment of ocean disposal of baled solid waste

Environmenral Impact Assessment for Deep-Sea Manganese Nodule vEsting Claim

1OL3.S442 /91.27

EXIIIBIT
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JEAN ANN NICHOLS
page

Assessmeza Potential of Uge of Reote Sensing Techniques for Mcnitodng Outfall
discharges

Juaiion of Managemt of Antffouling Pt to advse vfronmenj
impacts

Member Board of Directors for d1opmt of Nane terpreve Czter
Gunpowder Point tThn12 Vista Califoznia

Memb SANAG Outer Conthental Sbelf Task Force for review of ohore oil and
gas developmeit in coniincon with Federal MvfS Le Sales in Southern
Ca1.ifoia_

AFThIAITONS

Mane Technology Society San Diego Se ciTressurer 1983 Secretary 1982
SigmaXl

PIJBLICAflONS

Available upon ruest
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COPif
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

IN AND FOR THE COUNTy OF SAN DIEGO

PACO TERMINALS INC

PLAINTIFF

VS
CONSOLIDATED CIVIL ACTION
CASE NOS 602586 AND 602587AMERICAN HOME ASSURANCE COMPANYETAL

DEFENDANTS

PACO TERMINALS INC

PLA INTl FF

VS

CALIFORNIA INSURANCE GUARANTY
ASSOCIATION ET AL

DEFENDANTS

SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICT

INTERVEIqOR

DEPOSITION OF GREG PETERS

SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA

JULY 24 1991

REPORTED BY CRAIG BROWN CSR NO 7440

Fivecoat and
Certified Shorthand Reporseri Inc

701 Street Sufte 375 San Dôee CalUonua 521014102

619 236.333

txhibft A1
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MORE OR LESS THE SAME ANALYSIS

OKAY THIS DATA SHOULD REVEAL IF PERHAPS THREE

REPLICATES MIGHT BE SUFFICIENT OKAY

YES

CAN YOU HELP READ THAT NEXT ONE

NWESTEC WILL KEEP ALL SAMPLES FOR POSSIBLE LATER

ANALYSIS FOR ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS SOMETHING ABOUT MAY HELP

INTERPRET TOTAL COPPER TO INTERSTITIAL COPPER CORRELATION

OKAY THE LAST PART OF THAT THING IS ALMOST

10 HOPELESS FOR ME TO READ

11 YES

12 OKAY LET ME NEXT ASK YOU TO TAKE LOOK AT WHAT

13 HAS INDEED PREVIOUSLy BEEN MARKED AS EXHIBIT 37 THE REPORTER

14 DOESNT NEED TO MARK THIS BECAUSE IT IS IN HIS FILES LET ME

15 ASK YOU TO TAKE MINUTE TO REVIEW THIS MR PETERS

16 FIRST OFF MR PETERS THIS IS MEMO IN YOUR

17 HANDWRITING

18 YES

19 AND THE DATE ON THE MEMO IS CORRECT IS IT JUNE

20 30 1987

21 THAT SEEMS REASONABLE

22 OKAY BEFORE WE TALK ABOUT SOME OF THE SUBSTANCE

23 IN HERE COULD YOU BRIEFLY DESCRIBE FOR ME WHAT CAUSED THIS MEMO

24 TO BE GENERATED

25 AT THAT TIME WE HAD NUMBER OF MEETINGS
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37

INTERNALLY AND WITH PACO AND WESTEC THEIR CONSULTANTS REGARDING

WHAT THE CLEANUP LEVEL WOULD BE AT THAT TIME INTERNALLY WE

DECIDED THAT -- WAS TALKING TO THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND HE

THOUGHT THAT WOULD BE GOOD SOUND LEVEL OF CLEANUP OF THOUSAND

WITH THE IDEA THAT AFTER THOUSAND WAS CLEANED UP THAT

MONITORING PROGRAM BE INSTITUTED TO INSURE THAT THAT WAS

ADEQUATE CLEANUP

OKAY

AND WANTED IT FOR THE RECORD SO THAT IF SOMEONE

10 QUESTIONED HOW WE POSSIBLY COULD HAVE ARRIVED AT THOUSAND

ii THIS WOULD SUPPLY RECORD OF THE RATIONALE THAT WENT INTO THAT

12 DECISION

13 THIS IS IN EFFECT MEMO TO DESCRIBE YOUR

14 RATIONALE IN ARRIVING AT RECOMMENDATION FOR CLEANUP LEVEL OF

15 THOUSAND PARTS PER MILLION IN COPPER

16 YES

17 OKAY IM LOOKING AT THE FIRST NUMBERED SECTION OF

18 THE MEMO ABOUT THIRD OF THE WAY DOWN AND YOU GOT SOME

19 HANDWRITTEN CODE ALSO AND STUFF IN HERE WANT TO MAKE SURE

20 FOR THE RECORD IT IS CLEAR WHERE ALL THIS FITS INTO THE EQUATION

21 HERE

22 IT SAYS ALTHOUCH ATTEMPTED CORRELATIONS MADE

23 BETWEEN SEDIMENT COPPER AND THEN SHOULD THAT NEXT -- THAT

24 BLOCKED IN PHRASE BE FIT IN THERE NEXT

25 YES
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OKAY IN OTHER WORDS IT SHOULD READ SEDIMENT

COPPER BOTH TOTAL RECOVERABLE AND LEACHABLE

YES

THEN IS IT BENEFICIAL INDICES WITH NEGATIVE

YES

THESE COMMUNITIES ARE ALREADY DEGRADED BY OTHER

FACTORS IN ADDITION TO COPPER

YES

THE PHRASE THAT YOU INSERTED IN HERE OR CIRCLED AND

10 INSERTED THAT SAYS TOTAL RECOVERABLE AND LEACHABLE -- WHAT DO

11 YOU MEAN BY TOTAL RECOVERABLE SEDIMENT COPPER

12 ALL THOSE ARE IS TWO DIFFERENT ANALYTICAL METHODS

13 ONE YOU USED VERY STRONG NITRIC ACID AND HEAT TO DIGEST THEM

14 AND THE OTHER ONE YOU USED VERY MUCH WEAKER ACID SOLUTION

15 THOSE TWO DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES ARE TOTAL

16 RECOVERABLE AND LEACHABLE

17 YES

18 OKAY YOU SAY IN HERE IN THE SECOND PART OF THIS

19 SENTENCE THAT THE BENTHIC COMMUNITY ARE ALREADY DEGRADED BY

20 OTHER FACTORS IN ADDITION TO COPPER WHAT OTHER FACTORS WERE

21 YOU REFERRING TO

22 THAT WAS MAINLY FROM INFORMATION THAT WAS PROVIDED

23 BY WESTEC AND THE REFERENCED OTHER STUDIES AND HAD PHOTOCOPIES

24 OF SOME OF THE PAGES FROM THE OTHER STUDIES THAT INDICATED THAT

25 DUE TO VESSEL PROP WASH INFLUENCING THE AREA AND THE FACT THAT
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IT HAD BEEN DREDGED THE MAIN CHANNEL HAD BEEN DREDGED THAT

THERE WAS SOME LIMITATION TO THE BENTHIC COMMUNITY THAT IS ABLE

TO ESTABLISH ITSELF UNDER THOSE CONDITIONS

AND JUST SO ITS CLEAR FOR THOSE READING THE RECORD

LATER WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY BENTHIC COMMUNITY

BOTTOM DWELLING ORGAN IS INS

AND SO THERE IS DISCUSSION ABOUT VESSEL PROP

WASH AND THEN IT SAYS VESSEL PROP WASH IS MAJOR INFLUENCE ON

MOST OF THE BAY AREA UNDER STUDY IS IT THERE IS THAT THE

10 NEXT WORD UNDER STUDY HERE

11 YES

12 HENCE IT IS -- STILL IT LOOKS LIKE SOME OF THAT MAY

13 BE CUT OFF CAN YOU HELP READ WHAT THAT SAYS

14 IT IS STILL POSSIBLE THAT CORRELATION BETWEEN --

15 THEY MIGHT EXIST IN AN AREA THAT WASNT SO IMPACTED

16 GOT IT OKAY LOOKS TO BE KIND OF STRAY WORD

17 DOWN THERE JUST TO THE RIGHT OF THE LITTLE BOX LOOKS LIKE ITS

18 THAT

19 YES STILL POSSIBLE THAT CORRELATION

20 IL OKAY

21 MS SCHARDEIN MAYBE YOU SHOULD HAVE HIM READ

22 IT -- IF YOU HAVE HIM READ THAT SENTENCE

23 BY MR ROBINSON

24 WOULD YOU READ THAT LAST SENTENCE ON THAT FIRST

25 SECTION THERE FOR US THE ONE THAT STARTS HENCE
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HENCE IT IS STILL POSSIBLE THAT CORRELATION

BETWEEN SEDIMENT HIGH IN COPPER ORE AND BENTHIC COMMUNITY

INDICES MIGHT BE FOUND IN AREAS WHICH HAVE DIVERSE BENTHIC

COMMUNITIES NOT ALREADY GREATLY IMPACTED BY OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL

STRESSEs

CAN YOU PUT THAT IN LAY TERMS FOR US

MR HOPKINS THINK IT SAYS INDICES MIGHT HAVE

BEEN FOUND

MR ROBINSON OKAY

10 THE WITNESS OKAY

11 BY MR ROBINSON

12 AND WONDER IF YOU COULD PERHAPS SIMPLIFY THE

13 NOTION IN THIS SENTENCE FOR US

14 WHAT WE WANTED TO HAVE THEM DO IS LOOK AT AREAS

15 THAT HAD HIGH COPPER CONCENTRATION IN THE SEDIMENT AND WHAT

16 OTHER ORGAN IS INS WERE PRESENT AND RADIATE OUT AWAY FROM THE

17 PIERFACE WHERE THE COPPER LEVEL DROPS AND FIND OUT IF YOU HAVE

18 MORE DIVERSE POPULATION OF ORGANISIMS IN THOSE AREAS WHERE

19 THERES LESS COPPER

20 SEE

21 AND WE DIDNT FIND THAT TO BE THE CASE

22 OKAY

23 BUT THE POPULATION OF ORGANISMS WAS ALREADY QUITE

24 DEPRESSED EVERYWHERE EQUALLY

25 OKAY
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AND WHAT P1 GETTING AT HERE IF YOU PUT THAT

COPPER ORE IN AN AREA THAT DIDNT HAVE PROP WASH AND THESE OTHER

STRESSES PERHAPS YOU WOULD ACTUALLY SEE AN ENViRONMENTAL AFFECT

THERE THAT WE COULDNT SEE HERE

OKAY AND HOW ABOUT THE SECOND SECTION THERE

ITS ALSO LITTLE BIT DIFFICULT TO READ AT THE BOTTOM OF THE

PAGE CAN YOU HELP US OUT ON THIS

ALTHOtJGH QUITE LIMITED THE BENTHIC COMMUNITY

FOUND NEAR THE PACO TERMINAL PIER PROVIDES EVIDENCE THAT SOME

10 BIVALVIA MOLLOSKS LIKE CLAMS MUSSELS HAVE BECOME

11 ESTABLISHED ON SEDIMENT WHICH IS -- AND THAT LINE IS MISSING

12 WHICH IS QUITE HIGH IN COPPER ORE

13 OKAY AND THEN IT GOES ON AND SAYS ON THE SECOND

14 PAGE INCLUDING

15 YES PLATONIC LARVAE SETTLING FORM JUVENILE AND

16 ADULT FORMS

17 THAT WAS JUST THE OBSERVATION THAT WESTEC FOUND

18 THESE ADULT AND JUVENILE FORMS OF MUSSELS IN AN AREA WHERE THEY

19 WOULD HAVE HAD SETTLE OUT OF THE WATER COLUMN SO IT DID

20 PROVIDE INFORMATION THAT THIS WASNT SEVERELY TOXIC OTHERWISE

21 THESE VERY SENSITIVE STAGES OF THESE ORGANISIMS WOULDNT HAVE

22 BEEN ABLE TO SETTLE OUT AND LIVE AND MATURE INTO ADULT FORMS

23 OKAY AND THEN YOUR NEXT SENTENCE READS WE HAVE

24 NO INFORMATION AS TO WHETHER OR NOT THE BIVALVES REPRODUCTIVE

25 POTENTIAL IS NORMAL
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YES

ILL LEAVE IT TO SOMEONE ELSE TO ASK YOU MORE

DETAILED QUESTIONS ABOUT THAT AND THEN MOST CRUSTACEANS ARE

ABSENT FROM THE PACO TERMINAL AREA

YES

APPARENTLY THIS WAS THE CASE PRIOR TO THE COPPER

ORE LOADING OPERATION BASED ON PRE-1979 STUDIES

AND THOSE WERE CITED BY WESTEC AND SUPPLIED BY

WESTEC INDICATING IN SURVEY DONE MUCH PRIOR TO PACO TERMINAL

10 BEING THERE ALSO FOUND THE SAME LACK OF CRUSTACEANS AND

11 CRUSTACEANS ARE QUITE SENSITIVE TO COPPER

12 THERE AGAIN THEM NOT BEING THERE WE WERENT ABLE
13 TO DETERMINE WHAT AFFECT THE COPPER WOULD OF HAD SINCE THEY WERE

14 NEVER THERE TO START OUT WITH

15 CAN YOV READ THE NEXT SENTENCE FOR US
16 STARTING WITH APPARENTLY

17 THINK STARTS THE PECULIAR

18 THE PECULIAR ABSENCE OF NORMAL CRUSTACEAN

19 COMMUNITY SUPPORTS CONCLUSION THAT THE EXISTING BENTHOS MIGHT

20 NOT RESPOND TO ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL INSULTS THE WAY MORE

21 DIVERSE AND SENSITIVE COMMUNITY WOULD
22 OKAY AND THEN HOW ABOUT THE THIRD SECTION ON

23 THERE COULD YOU READ THAT FOR US

24 SINCE THE BENTHOS NEAR PACO TERMINAL IS ALREADY

25 DEPRESSED WHY SHOULD THERE BE CLEANUP OF THE COPPER ORE WHICH
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Is JUST ONE ADDITIONAL STRESS OF NOT VERY WELL-DEFINED

MAGNITUDE

BEFORE YOU GO ON ANY FURTHER THERE ARE COUPLE OF

WORDS THAT ARE IN BRACKETS UP BEGINNING ON THE SECTION THAT IS

NUMBER DO YOU SEE WHERE AM TALKING ABOUT

SEEM LIKE PARTIAL UNDERLINE DONT KNOW WHY
OH QUESTIONS ANSWERS MUST HAVE BEEN LOOKING AT QUESTIONS

THAT WE MIGHT BEEN FACED WITH TYPICAL QUESTIONS -- IF ITS NOT
HURTING ANYTHING WHY DO YOU WANT TO REMOVE ANYTHING

10 OKAY THE PHRASING OF THIS QUESTION ABOUT SINCE

11 THE BENTHOS AND SO ON AND SO FORTH --

12 THAT WOULD BE QUESTION THAT WE SHOULD

13 LEGITIMATELY ASK OURSELVES WHEN WE REQUIRE CLEANUP

14 OKAY AND THEN SECTION WHERE IT STOPS CAN YOU

15 READ THAT

16 YES SOME RATIONALES FOR WHY YOU WOULD WANT TO

17 CLEANUP EVEN THOUGH THIS AREA IS IMPACTED BY OTHER THINGS
18 OKAY

19 YOU WANT ME TO READ THAT

20 IF YOU WOULD PLEASE

21 OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES WHICH ARE AFFECTIG
22 THE ORGANISIMS WHICH ARE PRESENT NEAR THE PACO TERMINAL MIGHT BE
23 LESSENED IN THE FUTURE WITH BETTER CONTROLS OVER BOTH BOTTOM

24 PAINTS AND PAINTING TECHNIQUES REDUCED VESSEL WASTES AND

25 REDUCED URBAN RUNOFF PROBLEMS ALLOWING THE COPPER ORE TO
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REMAIN AT THE SITE MAY PERMANENTLY LIMIT THE VITALITY BENTHIC

COMMUNITY WHICH CAN DEVELOP THERE

THAT WAS ONE OF THE REASONS

IS ANOTHER REASON

PROBABLY MORE IMPORTANT IS THE PROSPECT THAT THE

COPPER ORE WILL EVENTUALLY MIGRATE FAR BEYOND THE PACO TERMINAL

AREA AND IMPACT AREAS WHICH NOW HAVE VERY DIVERS BENTHOS

COMMUNITIES WHEREAS CLEANUP IS FEASIBLE IN ITS PRESENT LIMITED

GEOGRAPHIC AREA ONCE THE ORE IS TRANSPORTED THROUGHOUT THE BAY
10 VIA PROP WASH AND TIDAL TRANSPORT CLEANUP WOULD BECOME ALMOST

11 IMPOSSIBLE THE BAY COULD POTENTIALLY REMAIN DEGRADED BY COPPER

12 ORE CONTAMINATE SEDIMENT LONG AFTER MOST OTHER NON-POINT SOURCES

13 OF CONTAMINATION HAVE BEEN CORRECTED

14 AND THEN YOUR SECTION NO COULD YOU READ THAT

15 INTO THE RECORD FOR US PLEASE

16 ESTABLISHIIg CLEANUP STANDARD OF 1000
17 MILLIGRAMS PER KILOGRAM TOTAL RECOVERABLE COPPER AND INSTITUTING

18 AN EFFECTIVE MONITORING PROGRAM TO DETERMINE IF ADDITIONAL

19 CLEANUP IS NEEDED IS SOUND APPROACH THE TOTAL THRESHHOLD

20 LEVEL CONCENTRATION FOR COPPER IS 2500 MILLIGRAMS PER KILOGRAM

21 THE BACKGROUND LEVEL IN MUCH OF SAN DIEGO BAY SEEMS TO BE AROUND

22 100 MILLIGRAMS PER KILOGRAM OR SO
23 LET ME STOP YOU RIGHT THERE IF CAN THERE IS

24 REFERENCE IN HERE TO WHATS ABBREVIATED TTLC THE TOTAL --

25 YES TOTAL THRESHHOLD BELIEVE
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THAT IS PUBLIC HEALTH STANDARD IF YOU EXCEED

2500 MILLIGRAMS PER KILOGRAM IN DRY WEIGHT CONSIDERED

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE

SET BY SOME FEDERAL STANDARD

STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENT

ALL RIGHT IF YOU COULD GO AHEAD AND CONTINUE

THEN

WAS GIVEN RANGE THERE ONE THING WE SHOULD

10 TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION IS THE PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT LEVEL

11 FOR DISPOSAL AS LANDFILL IF ITS HIGHER THAN 2500 MILLIGRAMS

12 PER KILOGRAM ITS CONSIDERED HAZARDOUS WASTE ANOTHER ONE WE

13 SHOULD BE CONSIDERING IS THE FACT THAT AROUND THE BAY SEEMS TO

14 BE AN AVERAGE CONCENTRATION OF AROUND 100 MILLIGRAMS PER

1.5 KILOGRAM OR SO

16 THEN RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN SHOWN TO EXIST

17 BETWEEN COPPER CONTENT IN PACO AREA SEDIMENT AND THE COPPER

18 LEVEL FOUND WITHIN THE INTERSTITIAL WATER IN THESE SEDIMENTS

19 OCEAN PLAN OBJECTIVES FOR COPPER PARENTHESIS 50 MICROGRAMS PER

20 LITER INSTANTANEOUS MAXIMUM AND 20 MICROGRAMS PER LITER DAILY

21 MAXIMUM ARE GENERALLY EXCEEDED WITHIN THE INTERSTITIAL WATER

22 NEAR PACO TERMINAL THE IMPACT OF SUCH COPPER LEVELS ON BENTHOS

23 COMMUNITY STRUCTURE IS NOT CLEAR BUT MAY LIKELY HAVE AT LEAST

24 CHRONIC EFFECTS ON SOME SPECIEs

25 OKAY THE REFERENCE THERE ABOUT THE OCEAN PLAN
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REFER TO

THATS THE WATER COLUMN CONCENTRATION THAT IF YOU

WERE TO EXCEED IT WOULD HAVE SOME ADVERSE AFFECT ON AQUATIC

ORGAN ISIMS AND DAILY MAXIMUM IS THE AMOUNT OF THE EXPOSURE --

THE LENGTH OF EXPOSURE THAT THEY ARE EXPOSED TO IT

OKAY

DID GET THE LAST SENTENCE

YES

10 THE IMPACT OF SUCH -- DID ALREADY COVER THAT
11 YES YOU LEFT OFF ON THE NEXT PARAGRAPH

12 AN ONGOING POST-CLEANUP MONITORING PROGRAM SHOULD

13 INCLUDE BOTH BIOLOGIcAL AND CHEMICAL MONITORING AN EXTENSIVE

14 MUSSEL WATCH TYPE PROGRAM SHOULD BE CONSIDERED UNLESS BETTER

15 BIOACCuMULATING ORGANISM COULD BE UTILIZED LARGE SAMPLE SIZE

16 WILL BE NEEDED

17 THEN WE LOSE THAT LAST LINE AGAIN BECAUSE OF THE

18 POOR COPY

19 BUT BASICALLY YOU NEED LARGE SAMPLE SIZE BECAUSE

20 THERE COULD BE QUITE VARIABILITY IN THE WAY THE MUSSELS ARE

21 RESPONDING

22 OKAY AND ON THE LAST PAGE HERE NOW IF YOU COULD

23 JUST READ SECTION FOR US

24 THE LIMIT OF DETECTION OF INTERSTITIAL WATER

25 COPPER WENT FROM POINT 002 MILLIGRAMS PER LITER IN PHASE OF
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THIS STUDY TO POINT 02 MILLIGRAMS PER LITER IN PHASE II
IF COULD STOP YOU RIGHT HERE PHASE AND II

REFERRING TO THE WESTEC STUDY

YES THEY DID IT IN TWO PHASES THE PRELIMINARY

INVESTIGATION AND THEN THEY WENT OUT AND COLLECTED MUCH MORE

EXTENSIVE SAMPLE

IF YOU COULD CONTINUE

GIVEN THE REDUCED RESOLUTION OF THE DATA GOOD

REGRESSION LINE EXTENDING NEAR ZERO WAS NOT OBTAINED HENCE THE

10 REGRESSION LINE DOES NOT PROVIDE INFORMATION ON THE TOTAL COPPER

11 CONCENTRATION OF SEDIMENT WHICH WOULD PRODUCE INTERSTITIAL WATER

12 LEVELS AT THE POINT 02 OR POINT 005 MILLIGRAMS PER LITER RANGE

13 OF THE OCEAN PLAN OBJECTIVES SODIUM -- WAS CITED BY WESTECS

14 LAB FOR THE LESSER RESOLUTION OF 16 SAMPLES HAVING

15 CONCENTRATIONS OF LESS THAN POINT 02 MILLIGRAMS PER LITER ONLY

16 HAD SUFFICIENT SAMPLE TO BE REANALYZED

17 ILL JUST ADD IT CALLED THEM AND WANTED TO KNOW

18 IF THEY COULD REANALYZE THESE AND THEY DIDNT HAVE SUFFICIENT

19 AMOUNT OF SAMPLE TO REANALYZE THEM SO WE HAD HAVE THEM GO OUT

20 AND RE-COLLECT THEM OR THERE WAS NO OTHER WAY

21 OKAY

22 SO THEN WANTED TO LOOK AT -- WELL BEFORE

23 REQUIRE THEM TO GO OUT AND RE-COLLECT THEM LETS LOOK AT THE

24 WIDEST RANGE OF RESULTS WE COULD GET IF THEY WERE GOING TO GO

25 OUT AND RE-COLLECT THEM IF WE COULD ACTUALLY TURN THESE LESS
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THAN POINT 02S TO ACTUAL DATA POINTS TO SOME VALUE

THEN WILL READ ON

MR HOPKINS CAN INTERRUPT FOR SECOND BILL
WANT TO CLARIFY SOMETHING SINCE WE ARE TRYING TO DECIPHER THIS

MEMO

MR ROBINSON YES

EXAMINATION

BY MR HOPKINS

10 MR PETERS YOU DESCRIBED THE CONCENTRATIONS IN

11 PARAGRAPH AS BEING M1CROGRAMS PER LITER OR MILLOGRAMS PER

12 LITER MEAN

13 WHY AM DOING THAT

14 ARENT THEY IN FACT MICROGRAMS PER LITER IM
15 ASKING YOU TO COMPARE THEM OVER TO PARAGRAPH

16 YES THEY SHOULD BE MICROGRAMS

17 MR ROBINSON OKAY FAIR ENOUGH THANK YOU
18

19 EXAMINATION

20 BY MR ROBINSON

21 IF YOU COULD CONTINUE ON FOR US THE PART THAT

22 SUGGESTED

23 NI SUGGESTED TO WESTEC THAT IN AN ATTEMPT TO

24 ANTICIPATE THE IMPROVEMENT WHICH MIGHT BE POSSIBLE IN THE

25 REGRESSION LINE IF ALL THE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO POINT 02
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DIFFERENT THINGS THEY COULD DO TREAT ALL THE LESS THAN OR

EQUAL TO POINT 02 DATA PLATS AS NO GROUPS GROUP SHOULD

BE -- THEY WOULD ALL ASSUMED TO BE POINT 02 AND GROUP THAT

THEY SHOULD BE ASSUMED TO BE POINT 002

UH-HUH

THEN REDO THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS

AND THEN STATE THEY DID THIS AND WERE THUS ABLE

TO PREDICT INTERSTITIAL WATER LEVELS OF POINT 05 AND POINT 02

10 BUT STILL NOT ABLE TO GET STILL NOT -- POINT 005 SHOULD BE

11 MICROGRAMS PER LITER

12 UH-HUH

13 BELIEVE THIS WOULD BE THE BEST RESOLUTION

14 POSSIBLE

15 SOMETHING ABOUT IF THEY WERE TO REDO THE SAMPLE

16 MR HOPKINS SIMPLY REDOING THE EXISTING SAMPLING

17 POINTS

18 THE WITNESS YES THATS GOOD

19 BY MR ROBINSON

20 WONDER IF YOU WOULD HELP OR TRY TO SIMPLIFY FOR

21 US THE POINT THATS BEING MADE HERE IN THIS SECTION OF YOUR

22 MEMO

23 IN OTHER WORDS WHAT IS THIS ALL ABOUT

24 THE PROBLEM WAS IN ORDER TO LOOK AT WHAT LEVEL OF

25 CLEANUP IS NECESSARY TO ACTUALLY GET THE INTERSTITIAL WATER
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MICROGRAMS PER LITER FIVE PARTS PER BILLION WE DIDNT REALLY

HAVE ANY DATA POINTS DOWN THERE BECAUSE WE DIDNT HAVE IT IN THE

WATER THAT LOW

YOU HAD TO DRAW YOUR LINE IN THAT DATA RANGE AND

HAVE TO BRING IT DOWN AND SPECULATE AS TO WHAT LEVEL OF CLEANUP

WOULD ACTUALLY PRODUCE THAT LEVEL IN THE INTERSTITIAL WATER

SEE

SO THERE WAS -- WE WANT TO LOOK AT THIS SPECULATING

10 WHERE THAT LINE WOULD END UP BEING IF WE WERE ABLE TO GET

11 BETTER RESOLUTION ON THOSE POINT 02 VALUES AND ABLE TO TURN THEM

12 PERHAPS ALL THE WAY DOWN TO POINT 002 HOW MUCH WOULD THAT

13 AFFECT THAT LINE

14 OKAY

15 IT TURNED OUT IT WOULDNT AFFECT IT VERY MUCH

16 WHEN YOU SAY THAT LINE THAT LINE IS PLOT OF WHAT

17 AGAINST WHAT

18 PLOT OF THE TOTAL RECOVERABLE COPPER CONCENTRATION

19 IN THE SEDIMENT VERSUS THAT AMOUNT OF COPPER THAT WAS FOUND IN

20 THE WATER IN THE SEDIMENT THE INTERSTITIAL WATER

21 OKAY CAN YOU TELL ME IF YOU HAD ANY INVOLVEMENT

22 IN ANALYZING THE CLEANUP ACTIVITIES SUBSEQUENT TO YOUR MEMO HERE

23 IN JUNE OF 87
24 THINK MUST HAVE REVIEWED COUPLE OF THINGS

25 BUT DONT RECALL
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YOU DONT RECALL ANY ACTIVE WORK ANALYSIS THAT YOU

HAVE DONE IN 87 BEYOND THIS MEMO THAT WE JUST LOOKED AT
NO

OKAY THIS MEMO -- NOTICE ITS DIRECTED TO THE

FILE AS WELL AS TO LM LANCE MC MAHAN

YES

AND DB DAVE BARKER

YES

OKAY AND WERE THOSE INDIVIDUALS THAT YOU WERE

10 CONSULTING WITH OR INTERACTING WITH IN TERMS OF ESTABLISHING

11 THIS THOUSAND PARTS PER MILLION CLEANUP LEVEL

12 WASNT WORKING WITH LANCE ON THAT ONE HE WAS

13 BEING SUPERVISED BY DAVE BARKER TO PUT TOGETHER THE CLEANUP AND

14 ABATEMENT ORDER AND SD FORTH

15 WOULD SAY HAVE HAD BEEN WORKING ON THE CLEANUP

16 LEVEL ALONG WITH MY SUPERVISOR ART COE AND LADIN DELANEY AND

17 JOINTLY WITH DAVID BARKER

18 OKAY SO IS IT FAIR TO SAY THEN THAT THE

19 DETERMINATION TO ESTABLISH CLEANUP LEVEL OF THOUSAND PARTS

20 PER MILLION WAS BASED ESSENTIALLY ON YOUR RECOMMENDATION FOR THE

21 REASONS OUTLINED --

22 THINK HAD AN INFLUENCE OVER LADIN THESE ARE

23 THE PROS AND CONS OF CLEANUP LEVEL

24 OKAY WERE THERE DISCUSSIONS WITH LADIN OR OTHERS

25 ABOUT THE SUBSTANCE OF THIS MEMORANDUM AND THE APPROPRIATENESS
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TOEXET OF THIS MATERIAL WOULD BE AND HOW MUCH IT WOULD

REMOV1NU ALL

Q.\DO YOU RECALL PACO HAVING -- OR WES

SUBMITTED ANYqTA WITH RESPECT TO THE 2500 PA1

CLEANUP LEVEL

YES NREMEMBER SEEING PLOI$ OF THE PIERFACE WHEF

YOU HAD THINK THE 2500 CONCENTRAT NS THAT WAS REAL CLOSE TO

THE PIERFACE DONT BELIEVE THE WAS ANYTHING AROUND THE

STORM DRAIN AT THE 2500 LEVEL

10 AND THE THOUSAN EVEL WAS MILLION FURTHER AWAY
11 AND THE 100 LEVEL BELIEV ASQUITE DISTANCE AWAY IN FACT

12 THINK YOU CONTINUE ON ROUGHOU\SAN DIEGO BAY TO CHASE DOWN

13 THE 100

14 SO YOU ECALL SOME ANALYS\ OF DIFFERENT QUANTITIES

15 OF SEDIMENT AT TH SE DIFFERENT LEVELS

16

17 YOU RECALL ANY ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT BIOLOGICAL

18 IMPACTS AT HOSE DIFFERENT LEVELS

19 NO THATS SOMETHING WE ALREADY LQOKED AT THE

20 BIOLO ICAL COMMUNITY THERE WAS REALLY NOT
DIVERS\ENOUGH

IN

21 OR TO GET GOOD RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COPPER
CONENTRATION

22 WHAT KIND OF COMMUNITY WAS LIVING THERE

23 TRYING TO SUMMARIZE YOUR MEMO AS WHOLE IT SEEMS

24 TO ME FAIR SUMMARY THAT AT THE TIME THIS MEMO WAS WRITTEN YOU

25 DIDNT HAVE ANY GOOD DATA FROM ANY SOURCE ON THE EFFECT OF THE

HAVING

PER MILLION
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COPPER ON MORE DIVERSE BENTHOS OR BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITY IS

THAT CORRECT

YES

AND THAT WOULD BE TRUE FOR THE THOUSAND PARTS PER

MILLION OR THE 2500 PARTS PER MILLION OR ANY OTHER LEVEL IS

THAT RIGHT

YES TO MY KNOWLEDGE

ON PAGE OF YOUR MEMO YOU TALK ABOUT THE TTLC FOR

COPPER AND THINK YOU TESTIFIED THAT THAT IS STATE IL

10 STANDARD IS THAT CORRECT

11 YES

12 AND THATS STANDARD FOR PUTTING MATERIAL INTO

13 LANDFILLS IS THAT CORRECT

14 YES WHICH -- ONE OF THE THINGS -- HOW CAN YOU

15 EXPLAIN TO THE PUBLIC THAT YOU ARE GOING TO LEAVE MATERIAL IN

16 EXCESS OF 2500 THATS HAZARDOUS WASTE

17 WELL THEY ARE SOMEWHAT APPLES AND ORANGES ITS
18 LABELED AS HAZARDOUS WASTE BECAUSE IT COULD LEACH OUT IN

19 LANDFILL AND CONTAMINATE GROUND WATERS AND THATS WHAT THAT IS

20 ALL DESIGNED FOR ITS NOT DESIGNED TO DETERMINE WHETHER COPPER

21 ORE IS INJURIOUS TO MARINE SYSTEM IN THE SEDIMENT TO THAT

22 MARINE SYSTEM

23 YOU ANTICIPATED MY VERY QUESTION WELL DONE

24 BUT ITS DEFINITELY SOMETHING THAT -- IT WOULD --

25 CONCENTRATIONS YOU WOULD WANT TO HONE IN ON IF YOU WANT TO
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LEAVE IT AT 2500 AND HIGHER YOU ARE LEAVING HAZARDOUS WASTE
YOU BETTER HAVE -- AND YOU COULD AS LONG AS YOU HAVE REAL GOOD

BIOLOGICAL DATA THAT THAT STUFF IS NOT INJURIOUS AT 3000 OR

5000 WE DIDNT HAVE THAT

IS THE TTLC OF 2500 MILLIGRAMS PER KILOGRAM IN DRY

WEIGHT OR WET WEIGHT IF YOU KNOW

BELIEVE THATS DRY WEIGHT DONT KNOW ABOUT

TTLC THINK THAT IS THE LEACH THAT COULD BE WET WEIGHT

IM QUITE SURE THAT THE OTHER IS DRY WEIGHT

10 DO YOU HAVE ANY BETTER INFORMATION TODAY ON THE

11 BIOLOGICAL AFFECTS OF COPPER CONCENTRATE ON MARINE ORGANISIMS OF

12 THE TYPES THAT MIGHT BE FOUND IN MORE DIVERSE BIOLOGICAL

13 COMMUNITY IN SAN DIEGO BAY

14 NO

15 GOING BACK TO THE CLEANUP LEVELS THAT YOU BELIEVE

16 PACO ANALYZED TO THE BEST OF YOUR RECOLLECTION WERE THOSE THREE

17 POTENTIAL CLEANUP LEVELS CHOSEN BY THE REGIONAL BOARD STAFF
18 YES IM THINKING PERHAPS THAT LOWER ONE MIGHT

19 HAVE BEEN 300 RATHER THAN 100 AM SITTING HERE THINKING ABOUT

20 THAT THAT LOWER ONE PERHAPS WAS 300 AND BECAUSE THAT WAS

21 CERTAINLY ONE THAT WAS THINKING ABOUT BECAUSE AS YOU GET

22 CLOSE TO THE NAVY FACILITY ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THEM WE HAD

23 SOME VALUES BELIEVE AROUND 300 WE HAD TO BE REALISTIC AND

24 HAVE SOME OUTER BOUNDS TO THE CLEANUP

25 SOMEWHERE IN YOUR MEMO AND CONFESS CANT FIND
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IT YOU SAY LEACHABLE COPPER IS LEACHABLE COPPER THE SAME AS

DISSOLVED OR SOLUBLE

WAS USING THEM INTERCHANGEABLY THAT MATERIAL

WHICH COULD DISSOLVE

MR ROBINSON PAGE DAVE THE THING IN THE BOX

THE WITNESS SOLUBLE

MR HOPKINS VERY GOOD

BY MR HOPKINS

IN EXHIBIT 171 YOU REFERRED TO LEVELS OF DISSOLVED

10 OXYGEN AND PH DID UNDERSTAND YOU CORRECTLY THAT THE HIGHER

11 THE VALUES FOR DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND PH THE GREATER YOU WOULD

12 ASSUME TO BE THE BIOLOGIC AVAILABILITy OF ANY METAL SUCH AS

13 COPPER IN THE WATER

14 NO MOST DEFINITELY THE LOWER THE PH THE MORE

15 ACIDIC THE COPPER WOULD BE MORE AVAILABLE ILL REPHRASE THAT

16 THE COPPER WOULD TEND TO DISSOLVE INTO THE AQUEOUS FORM MORE

17 READILY AS YOU LOWER THE PH THERES SOME ARGUMENT AS TO

18 WHETHER ITS -- ONCE ITS DISSOLVED WHETHER ITS AS TOXIC AT

19 LOWER PH AS IT IS AT HIGHER PH ITS IN SO MUCH HIGHER

20 CONCENTRATION THERE IS DIFFERENT --

21 LET ME STOP YOU THERE AND UNDERSTAND ABOUT PH YOU

22 ARE SAYING THE LOWER THE PH THEN THE GREATER THE LIKELIHOOD

23 THAT THE COPPER WILL DISSOLVE --

24 YES

25 -- IN THE WATER
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BUT THAT ANOTHER FACTOR IS THAT THERE IS SOME

EVIDENCE THAT IN THAT LOWER PH ENVIRONMENT IT MAY NOT BE AS

TOXIC

YES BUT ITS ALMOST NOT WORTH EVEN CONSIDERING

BECAUSE THE MAGNITUDE OF WHAT IT DISSOLVES IS SO MUCH GREATER AS

YOU REDUCE THE PH THAT THE FACT THAT AN PART PER BILLION AT

ONE PH VERSUS PART PER BILLION AT SLIGHTLY MORE ACIDIC PH
THERE IS SLIGHT DIFFERENCE IN THE BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO

10 ORGANISIMS TO THAT THERES MUCH MORE DRAMATIC INCREASE IN

11 THE SOLUBILITY AS YOU REDUCE THE PH THAT --

12 PERHAPS SHOULDNT HAVE SAID ANYTHING JUST

13 RECALL WHEN SAW PAPER ON THAT THOUGHT THATS INTERESTING

14 BECAUSE THAT GOES JUST THE OTHER WAY AND MIGHT HELP NEGATE THE

15 FACT THAT ITS MORE SOLUBLE AS REDUCED PH ITS

16 INCONSEQUENTIAL

17 HOW ABOUT THE LEVEL OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN ANY

18 CORRELATION BETWEEN THE LEVEL OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND THE

19 AVAILABILITY OF THE COPPER

20 THERE IS -- RIGHT OFFHAND COULDNT EXPLAIN IT FOR

21 THE DIFFERENT METALS BELIEVE GENERALLY THE MORE ANAEROBIC

22 THERE IS AN INCREASE TOWARDS GREATER SOLUBILITY IN ANAEROBID

23 CONDITIONS

24 ALSO TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THAT IF YOU

25 FOUND LESSER AMOUNT OF ORGANISIMS IN PARTICULAR AREA WHICH
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HAD HIGHER COPPER CONCENTRATION THAT IT WASNT DUE TO THE

FACT THAT THERE WASNT ANY OXYGEN IN THE SEDIMENT

AND HAD WESTEC TRY TO GET AS MUCH INFORMATION AS

THEY COULD TOLD THEM AT LEAST TO MAKE VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF

WHAT IS LIVING IN THE CORES AND LIVING ON THE SEDIMENT WHEN YOU

COLLECT THE CORES SO GET THE MOST INFORMATION POSSIBLE SO WE

CAN DOCUMENT WHETHER ITS BIOLOGICAL DESERT OUT THERE OR

CRITTERS LIVING EVERWHERE

YOU ARE NOT SURE AS YOU SIT HERE TODAY IN WHICH --

10 WHETHER ITS DIRECT CORRELATION OR AN INVERSE CORRELATION

11 BETWEEN DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND DISSOLVED TOXICITY

12 IF IT WAS IN DIRECT OR INDIRECT BETWEEN DISSOLVED

13 OXYGEN LEVEL AND THE SEDIMENT OF SOLUBILITY OF THE METAL IN

14 SEDIMENT AND -- WOULDNT WANT TO VENTURE GUESS ANY MORE

15 BECAUSE SINCE THE MAIN FACTOR THAT SEEMS TO BE IMPORTANT IS

16 FAMILIAR WITH ACID SOLUBLE SULFITES

17 YES

18 THATS WHERE ITS ALL AT WOULD GO WITH THAT

19 ONE

20 MR HOPKINS WITH THE BLESSING OF COUNSEL HERE IN

21 THIS ROOM IF THEY HAVE NO OBJECTION TO SPEAKING WITH YOU IN

22 PRIVATE WONT ASK ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS

23 MR ROBINSON ARE YOU FINISHED

24 MR HOPKINS YES

25 MR ROBINSON DONT HAVE ANY FOLLOW UP ANYBODY
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
IN AND FOR THE COUN OF SAN DIEGO

PACO TERM NALS NC

PLAINTIFF

VS
CONSOLIDATED CIVIL ACTION
CASE NOS 602586 AND 602587AMERICAN HOME ASSURANCE COMPANYETAL

DEFENDANTS

PACO TERMINALS INC

PLAINTiFF

VS

CALIFORNIA INSURANCE GUARANTY
ASSOCIATION El AL

DEFENDANTS

SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICT

INTER VENOR

DEPOSITION OF DAVID BARKER

SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA

APRIL 1991

VOLUME II

REPORTED BY CRAIG BROWN CSR NO 7440

Fivecoat and \Mth
Certified Shorthatid Report Inc

701 Street Suite 375 San Diejo Calatornsa 921014102

619 236-0333

Eihiblt
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OKAY

WOULD LIKE TO AMEND THAT ANSWER THE PURPOSE OF
THIS LETTER WAS TO ADVISE THEM OF VIOLATIONS OBSERVED BY MR
BAKER ON CERTAIN DAY DURING HIS INSPECTION

OKAY WILL SHOW YOU WHAT PREVIOUSLY HAS BEEN

MARKED AS EXHIBIT 37 IT IS HANDWRITTEN MEMORANDUM FROM

SOMEONE BY THE INITIALS ON THE SUBJECT OF DATA REVIEW FOR

CLEANUP BELIEVE YOUR INITIALS ARE LISTED AS ONE OF THOSE TO
WHOM THE MEMORANDUM IS DIRECTED WILL ASK YOU TO REVIEW THAT

10 BRIEFLY

11 OKAY

12 DO YOU RECALL HAVING SEEN THIS MEMORANDUM BEFORE
13 YES

14 WHAT WAS THE CONTEXT IN WHICH YOU SAW THIS
15 MEMORANDUM

16 AT THIS TIME RECALL THAT THE REGIONAL BOARD STAFF
17 WAS INVOLVED IN FORMULATING CLEANUP LEVEL FOR THE COPPER
18 SEDIMENT AND THAT IN DETERMINING WHAT THAT LEVEL SHOULD BE
19 HAD REQUESTED THE ASSISTANCE OF GREG PETERS WHO IS OUR STAFF
20 BIOLOGI5T_HE IS AN ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST-WAND REQUESTED HIS
21 THOUGHTS ON THAT

22 IL THIS MEMORANDUM IS IN RESPONSE THEN TO YOUR REQUEST
23

24 YES IT IS

25 THE NEXT THING WILL SHOW YOU IS AN EXHIBIT THAT
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TODAY

MR ROBINSON APRIL 7TH 37 YOU SAID

MR HOPKINS RIGHT EXHIBIT 37
BY MR HOPKINS

MR BARKER THIS MEMO IS WRITTEN BY GREG PETERS WHO
IS BIOLOGIST ON THE STAFF OF THE REGIONAL BOARD IS THAT

CORRECT

YES

AND BELIEVE ITS ALREADY BEEN ESTABLISHED_...AND
10 CORRECT ME IF AM WRONG--THIS MEMO WAS WRITTEN AT THE TIME THAT
11 THE CLEANUP LEVEL WAS BEING SET THAT WOULD BE PUT INTO THE
12 CLEANUP AND ABATEMENT ORDER OR ITS ADDENDUM IS THAT RIGHT
13 YES

14 NOTE THAT THIS MEMO CONCLUDES THAT 1000 PARTS
15 PER MILLION CLEANUP LEVEL WOULD BE APPROPRIATE
16 ARE YOU AWARE OF ANY OTHER BIOLOGIC INFORMATION
17 TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT BY THE REGIONAL BOARD STAFF IN REACHING THE
18 1000 PART PER MILLION CLEANUP LEVEL OTHER THAN WHAT IS IN THIS
19 MEMO

20 CANT RECALL RIGHT NOW IF THIS WAS THE SOLE BASIS
21 FOR DETERMINING THAT THAT WAS 1000 PARTS PER MILLION
22 BASED ON THAT ANSWER WOULD IT BE FAIR TO SAY AS
23 YOU SIT HERE YOU CANT THINK OF ANY OTHER BIOLOGIC INFORMATION
24 THAT WENT INTO THE THOUSAND PARTS PER MILLION CLEANUP LEVEL
25 THERE MAY HAVE BEEN OTHER INFORMATION WHICH WAS

..
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VERBALLY DISCUSSED BETWEEN MR PETERS AND MYSELF HE WAS THE

CHIEF ADVISOR ON DETERMINING THE CLEANUP LEVEL AT THE SITE AND

WE HAD DISCUSSIONS ON VARIOUS MATTERS RELATED TO THAT WHICH

ENTERED INTO THE DECISION

AS FAR AS YOU KNOW IS THERE ANY BIOLOGIC

INFORMATION THAT WENT INTO THE THOUSAND PARTS PER MILLION

CLEANUP LEVEL FROM ANY OTHER SOURCE OTHER THAN MR PETERS

WE CONSULTED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

SO REVIEWED THE INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY THE CONSULTANT
10 ERMINALS EXCUSE ME AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SUCH

.c KESULTS FROM THE STATE MUSSEL WATCH PROGRAM

12 WAS MR PETERS THE PERSON WHO HAD THOSE DISCUSSIONS
13 WITH THE FISH AND GAME THE PERSON FROM THE REGIONAL BOARD

14 STAFF HAD DISCUSSIONS WITH FISH AND GAME

15 YES HE AND -- WELL MR PETERS WAS THE LEAD

16 COORDINATOR BETWEEN OUR OFFICE AND FISH AND GAME
17 MR HOPKINS HAVE NO FURTHER QUESTIONS THANKS
18

19
EXAMINATION

20 BY MR ROBINSON

21 ILL TRY TO KEEP MY FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS BRIEF MR
22 BARKER WE WILL MAKE OUR 330 COMPLETION TIME
23 WANT TO SHOW YOU PACKET OF MATERIALS THAT

24 GOING TO HAVE MARKED AS AN EXHIBIT TOGETHER THIS IS THE ONLY

25 COPY GOT FOR THE TIME BEING WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU TO KEEP
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Fivecoat and Mth
701 Street Suite 375 San Diego CaWomia 92101-1102

Cerfied Shorthand epo11sn Mc

619 236.0333 Exhibft

PACO TERMINALS INC

.. copy
IN THE SUPERiOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO

CONSOLIDATED CIVIL ACTION
CASE NOS 602586 AND 602587

VS

AMERICAN
ET AL

PLAINTIFF

HOME ASSURANCE COMPANY

DEFENDANTS

PACO TERMINALS INC

PLAINTIFF

VS

CALIFORNIA INSURANCE GUARANTY
ASSOCIATION ETAL

DEFENDANTS

SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICT

NTERVENOR

DEPOSITION OF LANCE MC MAHAN

SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA

JULY 25 1991

VOLUME III

REPORTED BY CRAIG BROWN CSR NO 7440
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MR HOPKINS COUNSEL WHAT NUMBERS ARE YOU

MR ROBINSON 130 THROUGH 135

THE WITNESS LOOKING AT ONE OR VO OF THEM YES

BY MR ROBINSON

WERE THESE ALSO TAKEN AS PART OF YOUR EVALUATION

AND DOCUMENTATION OF THE OPERATIONS AS PART OF THE ENFORCEMENT

ACTION

YES

OKAY

10 MR ROBINSON THOSE ARE ALL THE QUESTIONS GOT
11 MR MC MAHAN WILL LET OTHER PEOPLE TALK WITH YOU FOR WHILE

12 IF THEY WANT

13 MS SCHARDEIN DONT HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS

14 MS MANGINI NO QUESTIONS

15 MR RICHTER NO QUESTIONS

16 MR SOKOL DONT HAVE ANY QUESTIONS

17

18 EXAMINATION

19 BY MR HOPKINS

20 MR MC MAHAN IN PRIOR SESSION OF YOUR DEPOSITION

21 YOU DISCUSSED EXHIBIT 37 -- YOU WERE QUESTIONED ABOUT EXHIBIT 37

22 WHICH IS MEMO FROM GREG PETERS TO THE PAW TERMINAL FILE TO

23 L.M WHICH IS YOU AND TO D.B WHICH IS DAVE BARKER IN GENERAL

24 THIS MEMO DISCUSSES THE THOUSAND PART PER MILLION CLEANUP LEVEL

25 AND THE MEANS OF ARRIVING AT THAT IN YOUR -- WONT ASK HIM
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ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE MEMO IM TRYING TO SET THE STAGE FOR
WHERE WE ARE GOING

IN YOUR PRIOR TESTIMONY ABOUT THAT MEMO YOU

MENTIONED THAT YOU -- THE REGIONAL BOARD STAFF WAS CONSIDERING

CLEANUP LEVELS BETWEEN 100 PARTS PER MILLION AND 2500 PARTS PER
MILLION FOR THE SEDIMENT MY RECOLLECTION IS THAT 100 PARTS PER

MILLION WAS APPROXIMATELY BACKGROUND AND THAT 2500 PARTS PER

MILLION WAS THE TTLC LEVEL AND THEREFORE THAT SET THE RANGE

IS THAT CONSISTENT WITH YOUR RECOLLECTION OF THE

10 PARAMETERS THAT WERE UNDER DISCUSSION FOR THE CLEANUP LEVEL

YES

12 OKAY WANT TO FOCUS ON THAT TTLC LEVEL THAT

13 TTLC LEVEL STEMS FROM STATE OF CALIFORNIA TITLE 22 IS THAT

14 CORRECT

15 YES

16 AND ISNT IT ALSO CORRECT THAT THAT 2500 PARTS PER

17 MILLION LEVEL IS DESIGNED TO SET LEVEL FOR DISPOSAL IN

18 NONHAZARDOUS WASTE LAND LU
19 YES

20 AND ISNT IT ALSO CORRECT THEN THAT THAT 2500 PARTS

21 PER MILLION LEVEL WAS NOT SET WITH REFERENCE TO ANY MARINE

22 ENVIRONMENT MEANING AN OCEAN ENVIRONMENT OR BAY ENVIRONMENT
23 CORRECT

24 DO YOU HAVE ANY KNOWLEDGE AS TO WHETHER THE TTLC

25 LEVEL IS CONCENTRATION IN WET WEIGHT OR DRY WEIGHT
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YES

DO YOU KNOW WHICH IT IS

WET WEIGHT

WOULD BE CORRECr THAT 2500 PARTS PER MILLION WET
WEIGHT WOULD TRANSLATE TO HIGHER PARTS PER MLLWN DRY WEiGHT

YES

WOULD BE IN THE BALLPARK THAT 2500 PARTS PER

MILLION WET WEIGHT WOULD BE 4000 PARTS PER MILLION DRY WEIGHT

GIVEN CONCENTRATION OF WATER YES

10 THATS WHAT IT WOULD DEPEND UPON IS HOW MUCH WATER
11 IS--

12 HOW MUCH WATER IS IN IT

13 OKAY

14 OFF THE RECORD

15 MS SCHARDEIN YOU WANT TO ELABORATE

16 MR HOPKINS FINE WITH ME LETS JUST KEEP GOING
17 MAKE LIFE EASIER

18 MS SCHARDEIN OFF THE RECORD

19 DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD

20 BY MR HOPKINS

21 COULD YOU TAKE LOOK AT PHOTOS 125 THROUGH 128
22 PLEASE AGAIN DONT THINK YOU NEED TO TAKE THEM OUT THEY

23 BACK UP TO ONE ANOTHER

24 OKAY

25 AM CORRECT THAT THOSE PHOTOS CORRESPOND TO THE
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David Hopkins
HILLTER IRWIN

Professional corporation
550 West Street Sixteenth Floor

San Diego California 921013540

Telephone 619 5951269
Attorneys for Ban Diego

Unified Port District

CALIFORNIA BTATE WATER REBOURCEB CONTROL BOARD

Appeal Nos A-775 and A775a

Petitions of Environmental Health Coalition and

Eugene Sprofera to Review Cleanup end Abatement

Order No 85-91 Addendum of the

Regional Water Quality Control Board

Ban Diego Region

DECLARATION OF DAVID ROPRINS

REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION OP

TEE MINING COMPANY OPTION

Submission Date June 1992

Workshop Date Not set

Hearing Date Not set

EXHIBIT
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DAVID HOPKINS being duly sworn state as follows

am an attorney at law and shareholder in the law

firm Hillyer Irwin special environmental counsel to the San Diego

Unified Port District on this matter The purpose of this decla

ration is to provide evidence concerning events that have taken

place since the Regional Boards decision on December 1991 to

adopt Addendum No to Cleanup and Abatement Order No 85-91

raising the cleanup level under the CAO from 1000 ppm to 4000 ppm

After the December decision the Port District had

reason to review more carefully its expenditures incurred in land-

side remediation at the site At the Regional Board hearing on

December the Port District reported those expenditures at

approximately $1.3 million After the hearing the Port District

was required to review all such figures to prepare for depositions

noticed by Pacos attorneys for insurance company litigation pending

in Alabama review of those records established that the Port

Districts total landside remediation expenditures were approxi

mately $1.5 million All of these expenditures were incurred to

comply with the Regional Boards order to abate any continuing

discharges of copper from the site

After the Regional Board decision the Port District

had reason to recalculate the volume of sediment required to be

dredged to meet the 4000 ppm cleanup level At the hearing Port

District witnesses testified that the quantity would be 5000 Cu

yds However the testimony also established that the 5000 Cu

yds did not include any overdredge factor or additional dredging

necessary to gain access to sediments containing copper greater than
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4000 ppm Including these factors the current estimate of

sediment volume to be dredged to meet the 4000 ppm cleanup level is

10000 cu yds It is estimated that this doubling of the quantity

of sediment to be dredged subject to the 4000 ppm cleanup level has

added over $1 million to the cleanup cost

Since December 1991 the Port District and the

mining companies have been working diligently to determine the ideal

means of implementing the mining company option Attached hereto as

Appendix is the Port Districts April 30 1992 report to the

Regional Board concerning completion of the mining company pilot

project during February April 1992 The pilot project was

success in that it enabled engineers from the mining company and

consultants from the Port District to agree on the form in which the

material is to be shipped to the mining company and the method and

timing of transport

In mid-May 1992 the mining company notified the Port

District of the specifications for the material required for the

pilot project and the capital and operating costs likely to be

incurred for the project It is the Port Districts understanding

from those communications and from other communications that the

capital expenditures and the estimations of operating costs are

dependent upon the current cleanup level and on the quantities of

sediment and minimum copper content of the sediment to be expected

pursuant to that cleanup level

In 1992 additional meetings have taken place among the

parties to Magistrate McCues settlement discussions As result

settlement agreement among all the parties is almost in final
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form All of the drafts of the settlement agreement that have

circulated in 1992 have been contingent upon the cleanup level

remaining at 4000 ppm All of the parties understand that changing

the cleanup level to lower concentration of copper will dras

tically increase the cost of settlement and render settlement

through the mining company option unattainable for economic and

practical reasons Although the mining company is approaching the

project as commercial venture the mining company has made it

clear that it is unwilling to enter into such commercial venture

with parties with whom they are litigating which would be the case

if the settlement agreements cannot be consummated In addition it

is the Port Districts understanding that there are substantial

uncertainties that the mining company option could be technically

feasible if the cleanup level were rolled back to the former 1000

ppm level set in 1987 For all of these reasons all of the draft

settlement agreements are contingent upon maintaining the Regional

Boards December 1991 cleanup level of 4000 ppm

declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the

State of California that this Declaration is true and correct and

that it was executed on June 1992 in San Diego County

California

aVid Hopi1ns
HILLYER IRWIN

Attorneys for San Diego
Unified Port District
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MICHAEL MILLERICK April 30 1992 DAVID UEROOUIST
MURRAY LEWIS

JOHN ONEILL

STEVEN HILL DAVID MULCAHY
DONALD CUPIT DIACTO OP ADINIS1RAflON

MARK BLJDWIG

IN REPLY REFER TO

Mr Arthur Coe Executive Officer OUR FILE

CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY 8481.14
CONTROL BOARD San Diego Region
9771 Clairemont Blvd Suite
San Diego California 92124

Re Cleanup and Abatement Order No 8591
Paco Terminals Site

Dear Mr Coe

This is to report to the Regional Board completion of the

Mining Company Pilot Project and to report on the status of the
decision by Cyprus Mining Company Cyprus whether to accept for

recycling material dredged from San Diego Bay pursuant to the

Cleanup and Abatement Order In summary the Mining Company Pilot

Project has been completed The pilot project was success in

that it enabled engineers from Cyprus and consultants from the Port
District to agree on the form in which the material is to be

shipped to Cyprus and the method and timing of transport
Engineers from Cyprus and consultants from the Port District are in

agreement that the material should be delivered to the mine in

slurry form that is not dried sieved through 1/4 screen and

shipped by rail in solid bottom gondola cars Cyprus has also

requested that the material be shipped on schedule such that it

will arrive at the Sierrita fac4lity in lots of five rail cars

per day

Cyprus has received sample material in this and other

forms both during and before the pilot project In approximately
September 1990 Paco the Port District and Cyprus shared equally
the cost of Cyprus extracting and analyzing sediment samples from
the site for the purpose of determining whether Cyprus can extract

copper from the sediment Pursuant to Stipulated Order entered

by Magistrate Mccue on August 22 1990 all of the data including
Cyprus analysis reports or conclusions based on those samples
were not disclosed to any one other than Cyprus Cyprus attorneys
and consultants In addition as part of the pilot project the

Port District provided to Cyprus additional chemical analysis of

the dredged material See enclosure

Appendix
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As result of all the information now available to

cyprus Cyprus does not anticipate any technical problems in

handling the material or in reclaiming or recycling the copper
Still Cyprus has not yet made final commitment to the Port

District Paco or any of the other parties involved in the

settlement conferences before Magistrate McCue to accept the

material and to complete the Mining Company Pilot Project

Nevertheless the Port District is now optimistic that

such commitment may be obtained as result of ongoing multi

party negotiations under the auspices of Magistrate McCue In

fact after counsel for the Port District sent an advance copy of

this letter to counsel for Cyprus Leighton Anderson of Sinaltz

Anderson Mr Anderson sent return letter stating in part that

Cyprus has made commitment to proceed with the project subject

to the San Diego Unified Port Districts compliance with all of

cyprus technical legal contractual and economic requirements

Ewhich we will express in letter that we plan to send to

you by the end of next week The Port District is optimistic that

Cyprus conditions will constitute only normal commercial condi
tions that will be consistent with the requirements of the Cleanup

and Abatement Order and the multiparty negotiations conducted

under Magistrate McCues auspices and that final commitment will

be obtained quickly

The Port District regrets that it does not have final

commitment from Cyprus by the May deadline set in Addendum No
to the Cleanup and Abatement Order for Cyprus to determine whether

or not it will participate in the Mining Company Option As the

Regional Board is aware that commitment is solely within Cyprus
control and not within the Port Districts Nevertheless for the

reasons just stated the Port District is optimistic that final

commitment will be obtained shortly through the auspices of

Magistrate McCue In addition Mr Anderson has requested through

my office that representatives of the Port District Paco and

Cyprus including technical personnel meet with Regional Board

Staff to discuss the progress that has been made and Cyprus
position

Enclosed are the following materials related to the pilot

project an April letter from Woodward-Clyde Consultants to

Mr RO Huch Manager-Metallurgy Technical Services Cyprus Metals

Company concerning chemical analysis of two sediment samples

delivered to Cyprus during March 1992 in the form ultimately agreed

upon by Cyprus arid the Port District as the optimum form for the

project and Woodward-Clydes Project Report for the pilot

project entitled National City Marine Terminal Material Handling

Pilot Project Phase Report April 15 1992
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SUMMARY OP PILOT PROJECT

The Port District worked diligently with Cyprus and

successfully completed the pilot project on time Key dates in

completing the project were as follows

February 1992

Signing of Stipulation requested by Cyprus regarding

confidentiality of information to be exchanged by Cyprus
and the Port District regarding the pilot project

February 18 1992

Technical meeting at the Cyprus Sierrita facility

among

Representing Cyprus

Robert Comstock Copper Operations Manager Cyprus
Sierrita Corp

R.O Rich Huch Manager-Metallurgy Cyprus Metals

Technical Services

B.W Doc Adams Consultant Cyprus Metals Company

Mark Rung Esq Counsel Cyprus Minerals Company

Representing the Port District

Eileen Maher Environmental Management Dept Port

District

Robert Masterson WoodwardClyde Consultants

Jean Nichols Woodward-Clyde Consultants

The group toured the facility and discussed several options
for form and delivery of the sediment Cyprus requested
that the pilot project include shipment of both vet and dry

10% moisture content sediment each sieved to two dif
ferent consistencies as follows
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Dry Sediment 10%
Wet sediment moisture content

Sieved through Sieved through
1/4 screen screen

Sieved through Sieved through No 28

No 28 mesh screen mesh screen

March 1992

Pilot project field dredging work conducted under the
direction of Woodward-Clyde The work is more completely
described in the Woodward-Clyde Report enclosed pages
2-5 In brief eight 55-gallon drums of sediment were

collected from the North face and four from the West face

of the 24th Street Marine Terminal Sediment from the

drums was shoveled into 5gallon containers to be delivered

to several companies described at pages 45 of the

Woodward-Clyde report for studying dewatering metal

recovery and pumping feasibility and to Quality Assurance

Laboratory in San Diego for chemical analysis as well as

to Cyprus Cyprus had explicitly requested that it receive

only 5-gallon sainples

March 11 1992

Delivery to Cyprus of two 5gallon containers of wet

sediment screened to 1/4 slurry the form ultimately
determined to be the optimum form for the pilot project

March 23 1992

Receipt of chemical analysis from Quality Assurance

Laboratory of material dredged during pilot project from

both the North and West faces of the site

April 1992

Letter from Woodward-Clyde Consultants to Mr R.O
Much summarizing the chemical analysis copy enclosed

April 20 1992

Delivery to Cyprusofdried material unscreened from

Disposal Control Inc of Upland CA and screened from

Bio-Nomic Service of Charlotte NC Promptly after the

March dredging Woodward-Clyde sent shipments of the
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dredged sediment to four separate companies that had

expressed interest in the drying and screening project
The fastest turnaround was from Disposal Control which

required approximately six weeks to dry but not screen
the small sample and from BioNomic Service which

completed drying and sieving through both screen and No
28 mesh by April 13 The other two companies failed to

complete the project The apparent difficulties and long
time frames required to dry the material in these small

quantities indicated the significant problems involved in

any drying or drying/screening process

CONCLUS ION

The Port District is pleased to report that the pilot

project has been concluded on time and that the pilot project

successfully reached its goals of determining the optimum form or

constituency in which the sediment should be shipped to Cyprus and

the manner and timing of shipment

The Port District regrets that it has been unable to

obtain final commitment from Cyprus to complete the Mining

Company Option by this date Nevertheless for the reasons stated

above the Port District is optimistic that such commitment can be

obtained shortly through further negotiations under the auspices of

Magistrate McCue In addition Cyprus has suggested that its

representatives including technical personnel meet with the

Regional Board Staff along with representatives of the Port

District and Paco to communicate to the Regional Board Cyprus
optimism that the project will be concluded The Port District

also suggests such meeting

Respectfully Submitted

HILLIER IRWIN

Da id op ins
Counsel to San Diego Unified

Port District

DBHaj
Enclosures
cc John Lormon Esq Paco Counsel

Crowell Esq Paco Counsel
Leighton Anderson Esq Cyprus Counsel

Patrick Huston Esq Cyprus Counsel
Hon Harry NcCue U.S Magistrate
Settlement Conference Participants Service List Attached
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GRAY CA.RY AMES FRYE
401 Street Suite 1700 V61992
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BUSINESS
epuiy

Attorneys for Petitioner
PACO TERMINALS INC

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO

PACC TERMINALS INC CASE NC 658082
California corporation

VERIFIED PETITION FOR
Petitioner PEREMPTORY WRIT OF MANDATE AND

APPLICATION FOR STAY --

vs

STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL
BOARD OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Respondent

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH COALITION
and EUGENE SPROFERA

Real Parties In Interest

Petitioner PACO TERMINALS INC PACO hereby

petitions this court for peremptory writ of mandate pursuant to

Water Code section 13330 and Code of Civil Procedure section

1094.5 directed to respondent STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD

OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA Respondent and applies for stay

of the operation of Cleanup and Abatement Order No 8591 CAO
/1//I

20289905

1115192070
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85-91 and the addenda thereto and of STATE WATER RESOURCES

CONTROL BOARD Order WQ 92-09 pending this courts judgment

Petitioner alleges

SUMMARY OF PETITION

On December 1991 the Regional Water Quality

Control Board San Diego Region Regional Board issued to

PACO and the San Diego Unified Port District the Port

District Addendum No to CAO 85-91 which contained Order

No Paco Terminals and the Port District shall reduce the

10 sediment copper concentration in the affected portion of San

11 Diego Bay to sediment copper concentration less than

12 4000 mg/kg dry weight This case involves Respondents

13 reversal of that order

14 The Regional Board issued Addendum No setting

15 the sediment cleanup level at 4000 mg/kg dry weight1 after

16 reviewing evidence showing among other things that the copper

17 in the affected sediment is stable highly insoluble and thus

18 almost totally unavailable to aquatic life The Regional Board

19 specifically found that cleanup level of 4000 mg/kg dry

20 weight or higher will not cause any adverse effect on aquatic

21 life or the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay There was no

22 competent evidence offered to the contrary

23 On September 17 1992 Respondent after

24 hearing reversed Order No of Addendum No to impose

25 1000 mg/kg cleanup level despite the complete lack of evidence

26

4000 mg/kg dry weight means that in kilogram of dry27
sediment there is 4000 milligrams of copper or that 0.4
percent of the sediment is copper Milligrams per kilogram28
is sometimes expressed as parts per million or ppm
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that the Regional Boards 4000 mg/kg cleanup level would cause

any adverse effect to aquatic life or to the beneficial uses of

San Diego Bay There is also no evidence that 1000 mg/kg

cleanup level will provide any material improvement to San Diego

Bays water quality In reversing the order Respondent

disregarded evidence that the 1000 mg/kg cleanup level will

tremendously increase the cleanup and disposal costs to such an

extent that PACO cannot comply with CAO 85-91 -- guaranteeing

further delays and litigation

10 PACO the Port District and many other entities

11 have been working since June 1991 on settlement agreement to

12 fund the clean up and disposal of the sediment Despite

13 admitting that the 4000 mg/kg cleanup level may be appropriate

14 Respondent refused to allow any extra time for Paco to provide

15 further data Respondent ordered that Paco and the Port clean up

16 the affected sediment to the 1000 mg/kg level on the same

17 schedule that had previously been set for the 4000 mg/kg level

18 The net effect of this is to require dredging of an additional

19 24500 cubic yards of sediment2 by February 1993 The

20 increased expense is enormous with no evidence of any increase in

21 benefit to the environment Respondents decision is

22 unreasonable and is not supported by adequate findings

23 PACO therefore petitions for writ of mandate and

24 requests the court to vacate State Board Order No WQ 92-09 and

25 to enter judgment reinstating the 4000 mg/kg cleanup level to

26 Addendum No of CAO 85-91

27

Petitioner is informed of this fact by the San Diego Unified
28 Port District also responsible party under CAO 85-91
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THE PARTIES

Petitioner PACO is corporation duly organized

and existing under the laws of the State of California From

1979 through 1986 PACO was doing business in San Diego County

PACO ceased operations in 1986 and has had no income since that

time

Respondent is public agency of the State of

California duly created by the Legislature in Division

Chapter Article of the Water Code Water Code 174
10 Respondents responsibilities include the formulation and

11 adoption of water quality control plans for waters for which

12 water quality standards are required by the Federal Water

13 Pollution Control Act 33 U.S.C 1313 as well as compliance

14 with the California Administrative Procedure Act APA Govt

15 Code 11340-11356 and the California Environmental Quality Act

16 CEQA Public Resources Code 210021177

17 The Environmental Health Coalition EHC is an

18 entity conducting its business in San Diego County

19 Eugene Sprofera Sprofera is an individual who

20 resides in San Diego County

21

VENUE
22

23 10 Venue is proper in San Diego County in that CAO

24 85-91 was issued by the REGIONAL BOARD in San Diego and concerns

25 property located in San Diego County

26 /////

27 /////

28 /////
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND

11 PACO engaged in copper loading and other stevedore

operations at the National City Marine Terminal NCMT from

January 1979 through December 1986 under Lease and Terminal

Operator Agreement with the Port District The NCMT is located

on the east side of South San Diego Bay in an area that has been

dedicated to shipyard navigation and other Industrial uses for

many years U.S Navy Piers through 13 are adjacent to NCMT on

the north Several ship repair facilities are nearby Out-of-

10 state mining companies shipped type of copper ore concentrate

11 known as chalcopyrite on rail cars to NCMT and hired PACO to

12 unload it and then re-load it onto ships bound for smelter in

13 Japan Chalcopyrite is cupric ferrous sulfide CuFeS2

14 12 There are many sources of pure copper Cu in San

15 Diego Bay including copper that routinely leaches from boat

16 bottoms coated with antifouling paints and from surface water

17 run-off through the storm drains Anti-fouling paints are

18 designed to kill marine organisms by constantly leaching pure

19 copper In contrast heavy metal suifides such as the cupric

20 ferrous sulfide handled by PACO at NCMT are well known to

21 chemists as virtually insoluble Pure copper can only be

22 extracted from cupric ferrous sulfide by the application of

23 extremely high heat 2000 to 2500SF or by adding highly

24 concentrated acids Ocean water such as is found in San Diego

25 Bay is not acidic and has no way of generating extremely high

26 temperatures Thus the copper concentrate handled by PACO has

27 virtually no physical propensity to dissolve into the bay water

28 or to harm marine organisms
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THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

13 Division of the California Water Code Cal

Water Code section 13000 et seq deals with water quality The

cornerstone of Californias policy on water quality attainment is

based on what is reasonable under the circumstances

The Legislature finds and declares that
the people of the state have primary
interest in the conservation control and
utilization of the water resources of the
state and that the quality of all of the
waters of the state shall be protected for
use and enjoyment by the people of the state

10 The Legislature further finds and
declares that activities and factors which

11 may affect the quality of the waters of the
state shall be regulated to attain the

12 highest water quality which is reasonable
considering all demands being made and to be

13 made on those waters and the total values
involved beneficial and detrimental

14 economic and social tangible and
intangible hI Water Code 13000

15 emphasis added

16 14 The Legislature mandated the implementation of

17 statewide program for the control of quality of all the waters of

18 the state and found that factors of precipitation topography

19 population recreation agriculture industry and economic

20 development vary from region to region within the state and that

the statewide program for water quality control can be most

22 effectively administered regionally within framework of

23 statewide coordination policy Cal Water Code 13000

24 15 The state is divided into nine water quality

25 regions The San Diego region comprises all basins draining into

26 the Pacific ocean between the southern boundary of the Santa Ana

27 region and the California-Mexico boundary Cal Water Code

28 13200f Under the statutory scheme each regional board is
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to formulate and adopt water quality control plans for all areas

within its region Cal Water Code 13240 The water quality

control plans are to contain water quality objectives to ensure

the reasonable protection of beneficial uses and prevention of

nuisance Cal Water Code 13241 emphasis added The

Water Code specifies

However it is recognized that it may be
possible for the quality of water to be
changed to some degree without unreasonably
affecting beneficial uses Factors to be
considered by regional board in

establishing water quality objectives shall
10 include but not necessarily be limited to

all of the following
11

Past present and probable
12 future beneficial uses of water

13 Environmental characteristics
of the hydrographic unit under consideration

14 including the quality of water reto

15 Water quality conditions that
could reasonably be achieved through the

16 coordinated control of all factors which
affect water quality in the area

17

Economic considerations
18

The need for developing
19 housing within the region

20 The need to develop and use
recycled water

21

22 Cal Water Code 13241

23 16 The regional boards administer the state program

24 for waste discharge requirements WDRs as well as the permits

25 to regulate the discharge of pollutants in dredged or fill

26 material to the navigable waters of the United States under the

27 Federal Water Pollution Control Act National Pollutant Discharge

28 Elimination or NPDES permits The state law requires that any
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person discharging or proposing to discharge waste that could

affect the quality of the waters of the state other than into

sewer system shall file report of the discharge with the

Regional Board Cal Water Code 13260 The Regional Board

may then prescribe WDRs WDRs and NPDES permits are normally

issued in the form of an order of the Regional Board

17 In prescribing requirements for specific WDRs

regional board is to relate the requirements to the conditions

existing from time to time in the disposal or receiving waters

10 upon or into which the discharge is made or proposed Cal

11 Water Code 13263a In addition the regional board must

12 implement relevant water quality control plans and shall take

13 into consideration the beneficial uses to be protected the water

14 quality objectives reasonably required for that purpose other

15 water discharges the need to prevent nuisance and the

16 provisions of sections 13241 Cal Water Code 13263a

17 emphasis added The provisions of section 13241 are set forth

18 above in paragraph 14

19 18 The enforcement mechanism used in CAO 85-91 is

20 authorized by Water Code section 13304

21 Any person who has discharged waste
into the waters of this state in violation of

22 any waste discharge requirement or who
has caused or permitted any waste to be

23 discharged or deposited where it is

discharged into the waters of the state and
24 creates or threatens to create condition

of pollution or nuisance shall upon order of
25 the regional board clean up such waste

abate the effects thereof or in the case of
26 threatened pollution or nuisance take other

necessary remedial action
27

28 /////
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Cal Water Code 13304a emphasis added Section 13304 is

only triggered if the waste discharge creates or threatens to

create condition of pollution or nuisance The regional board

has the discretion to order that the waste be cleaned up or that

the effects of it be abated Removal is not the only option

19 The beneficial uses of San Diego Bay have been

defined by the Regional Board as

industrial service supply

navigation

10 water contact recreation

noncontact water recreation

12 ocean commercial and sport fishing

13 saline water habitat

14 preservation of rare and endangered species

15 marine habitat

16 fish migration and

17 shell fish harvesting

18 Exhibit 17 pp 33
19 20 Water Code section 13307 was recently added to the

20 Water Code to require Respondent to promulgate policies and

21 procedures to oversee and supervise activities of persons who are

22 cleaning up or abating the effects of discharge of hazardous

23 substance which creates or threatens to create condition of

24 contamination pollution or nuisance The evidence does not

25 show that cupric ferrous sulfide in the NCMT sediment is in fact

26 hazardous Section 13307 mandates that policies be established

27 for determining reasonable schedules for investigation and

28 cleanup abatement or other remedial action at site and
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further mandates The policies shall recognize the dangers to

public health and the waters of the state posed by an

unauthorized discharge and the need to mitigate those dangers

while at the same time taking into account to the extent

possible the resources both financial and technical available

to the person responsible for the discharge Cal Water Code

13307 The legislative intent is clear Regulators enforcing

water quality laws must balance the benefit to the environment

with the cost of achieving that benefit and the financial

10 resources available to the responsible party

11 21 Respondents action has violated the fundamental

12 principles of the Water Code in that it has reached an

13 unreasonable result which imposes costs on Paco that are punitive

14 in nature without providing any additional benefit to the waters

15 of the state

16 22 Respondent must show with specific findings

17 rational connection between the factual evidence supporting the

18 cleanup level and the achievement of specified water quality

19 objectives See United States of America State Water

20 Resources Control Board 1986 182 Cal.App 82 113
21 Respondent must do more than make the conclusory finding in Order

22 WQ 92-09 that The cleanup level that will likely comply with the

23 applicable requirements is 1000 mg/kg dry weight copper in the

24 sediment

25 PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

26 23 On November 26 1979 the Regional Board adopted

27 Order 79-72 establishing requirements for the waste discharge

28 from PACO to San Diego Bay Order 79-72 was not no discharge
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permit rather it contained Receiving Water Limitation that

the discharge shall not cause violation of any applicable water

quality standard for Receiving Waters Order 79-92 further

provided that neither the treatment nor the

discharge of pollutants shall create pollution contamination

or nuisance as defined in the California Water Code

24 On November 26 1984 after PACO had operated at

NCI4T for five years the Regional Board adopted Order 84-50

NPDES No CA0107930 Waste Discharge Requirements for PACO

10 TERNINALS INC San Diego County Order 84-50 renewed the

11 requirements of Order 79-72 and for the first time contained

12 the following prohibition The deposition of sic discharge of

13 copper concentrate ore into San Diego Bay or at any place where

14 it would be eventually transported to San Diego Bay is

15 prohibited Thus for the first five of the total seven years

16 of PACOs operation it did not have no discharge permit

17 25 On December 12 1985 pursuant to Water Code

18 section 13304 the Regional Board issued CAO 85-91 to PACO CAO

19 85-91 alleged that PACOs operations resulted in the presence of

20 copper in the sediment beneath San Diego Bay around the NCMT It

21 also alleged that PACO had caused threatened violation of the

22 Receiving Water Limitations of Orders 7972 and 84-50 The

23 Receiving Water Limitation was then ugh3 based upon 6-month

24 median CAO 85-91 required PACO to submit technical report

25 examining and determining the lateral and vertical extent of the

26 copper in the sediment and the cost efficiency and feasibility

27

ug/1 means micrograms of copper per liter of water which28
equates to parts per billion or ppb
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of variety of cleanup strategies No cleanup level was set

The order proposed three cleanup strategies remove and/or

treat the sediment to attain the same level of concentration of

copper that existed in the sediment prior to PACOs operation

Regional Board staff believed that to be 110 mg/kg The Order

allowed consideration of any other data pertaining to copper

concentration levels prior to PACOs operations remove

and/or treat the copper contaminated sediment to attain certain

concentrations of copper in the water column ug/l 6-Month

10 Median 20 ugh Daily Maximum and 50 ug/1 Instantaneous

11 Maximum or less stringent cleanup alternative than or

12 if it could be shown that the proposed level of concentration

13 -- would not alter the quality of the water to degree which

14 unreasonably affects the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

15 emphasis added will be consistent with the maximum benefit

16 to the people of the state and will not result in water

17 quality less than prescribed in the Basin Plan Ocean Plan or

18 other adopted policies

19 26 After PACO submitted the required report on

20 December 12 1987 the Regional Board issued Addendum No to

21 CAO 85-91 which set compliance dates for the various stages of

22 the cleanup and established the original cleanup level for the

23 copper laden sediment of 1000 mg/kg dry weight

24 27 On November 21 1988 the Regional Board adopted

25 Addendum No to CAO 85-91 which found Paco Terminals has to

26 date complied with the terms and conditions of Addendum No to

27 Cleanup and Abatement Order No 85-91 However experience

28 indicates that regulatory review and approval has been lengthy
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process resulting in delays beyond the control of Paco

Terminals PACO had originally submitted cleanup plan on

February 1988 that envisioned ocean disposal of the dredged

sediments on August 22 1988 the Army Corps of Engineers

ACOE and the Environmental Protection Agency EPA approved

the bioassay plan which was needed for those agencies to approve

ocean disposal However the EPA withdrew its approval of the

bioassay plan on September 12 1988 and asked for data collection

that would make it impossible to comply with the original

10 proposed cleanup schedule Addendum No therefore revised the

11 dates for various parts of the cleanup plan so that the EPA

12 requirements could be satisfied

13 28 On February 27 1989 the Regional Board issued

14 Addendum No to CAO 85-91 naming the Port District as

15 primarily responsible party under CAO 85-91 Respondent affirmed

16 Addendum No after review and hearing in Order No WQ 8912

17 29 On January 29 1990 the Regional Board issued

18 Addendum No to CAO 85-91 which required PACO and the Port to

19 assess the contamination on the land portion of the NCMT and to

20 clean up that site to avoid any future possibility of copper

21 concentrate being washed into San Diego Bay The land-side

22 cleanup was fully completed at cost of $1600000

23 30 On November 1990 the Regional Board adopted

24 Addendum No which found that the compliance dates set forth

25 in Addendum No were based on ocean disposal of the

26 contaminated dredged material1 and further found that in January

27 1990 PACO and the Port elected not to pursue ocean disposal due

28 to the EPAs indication that it would not approve ocean disposal
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The Regional Board found it was necessary to modify the tasks and

compliance dates in light of that EPA decision Addendum No

also found that PACO and the Port began negotiating with mining

company in January 1990 to examine the feasibility of removing

copper-contaminated sediment and transporting it to copper

production facility for extraction of the copper ore from the

sediments The Regional Board required PACO and the Port to

submit decision on whether the mining option was feasible by

February 1991 If the mining alternative was not to be

10 pursued PACO and the Port were to submit plan for cleanup by

11 December 1991 In addition PACO and the Port were given the

12 option to submit an alternate cleanup strategy by December

13 1991 The alternative strategy was to comply with certain

14 criteria The proposed copper concentration to be attained

15 in the contaminated sediment will not alter the water quality of

16 San Diego Bay to degree which unreasonably affects the

17 beneficial uses of San Diego Bay emphasis added the

18 proposed copper concentration to be attained will comply with

19 State Water Resources Control Board Resolution No 68-16 and the

20 U.S EPAs antidegradation policy and the proposed copper

21 concentration to be attained in the sediment will comply with

22 Respondents Water Quality Control Policy for the Enclosed Bays

23 and Estuaries of California Nay 1974 the 1974 EBE Policy

24 and upon its adoption by Respondent the Water Quality Control

25 Plan for Enclosed Bays and Estuaries of California EBE Plan
26 As of November 1990 the 1974 EBE Policy had no numerical

27 limit for the concentration of copper in the water column and the

28 EBE Plan had not yet been adopted None of these standards has
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ever contained any numerical limit for the concentration of

copper in marine sediments

31 On January 28 1991 the Regional Board issued

Addendum No to CAO 85-91 which extended the time schedule set

in Addendum and which required PACO and the Port District to

prepare monitoring program designed to identify changes in the

location and biological availability of the sediment

contaminants Addendum No also allowed PACO and the Port

District to develop additional technical information to support

10 less stringent cleanup standard and set August 1991 as the

11 last date to submit the cleanup plan the time schedule and

12 additional technical information to support less stringent

13 cleanup level

14 32 The Port District commissioned Woodward-Clyde

15 Consultants Woodward-Clyde as technical experts to prepare

16 the cleanup plan and conduct studies to determine if less

17 stringent cleanup levels could achieve the objectives sought by

18 CAO 8591 i.e protection of the beneficial uses of the Bay as

19 well as cost efficiency and feasibility Woodward-Clyde

20 submitted its report to the Regional Board on August 1991

21

22 THE CHANGING STANDARDS

23 33 Responding to the CAO 85-91 has been an extremely

24 complicated matter Although the Regional Board has the

25 authority to order responsible party to prepare cleanup plan

26 and assess the cost of various cleanup alternatives neither the

27 Regional Board nor Respondent issues any of the necessary permits

28 to actually do the work Instead the responsible party must
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deal with myriad of public agencies over which the Regional

Board and even Respondent have no control As can be seen from

the Regional Boards findings in Addenda and the EPAs

reversal of position on ocean disposal first caused delay in

the cleanup process and then totally removed the preferred

alternative of ocean disposal as an option

34 There are currently no published standards for

concentrations of copper in marine sediments The Regional

Board which has worked for many years on the NCMT cleanup is

10 acutely aware of the long history involved in trying to resolve

this matter Because CAO 8591 concerns sediments and there are

12 no standards for sediment the Regional Board staff continued to

13 recommend that PACO be allowed to pursue various alternatives

14 through the years that always included either removing all

15 sediment containing amounts of copper higher than had been

16 present in the sediments prior to PACOs operation i.e

17 background level or removing enough contaminated sediment to

18 achieve then-existing water column numeric standards any other

19 proposal that protected the beneficial uses of the Bay

20 35 Initially in 1985 the water column standard that

21 the Regional Board staff applied was the allowable concentration

22 of copper in the water column set by the Water Quality Control

23 Plan Ocean Waters of California Those limits were ug/l Six

24 Month Median 20 ug/1 Daily Maximum and 50 ug/l Instantaneous

25 Maximum At the time of the issuance of CAO 85-91 in 1985 the

26 1974 EBE Policy did not contain numerical water quality

27 objectives The EBE Plan adopted in April 1991 contains

28 narrative water quality objectives toxicity objectives and
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numerical water quality objectives There are two sets of

numerical water quality objectives one for the protection of

saltwater aquatic life and one for the protection of human

health Exhibit 30 pp and Copper is not listed on the

Protection of Human Health List4 The water quality objective

for copper for the protection of saltwater aquatic life is

2.9 ug/l based upon one hour average The EBE Plan was

intended to set WDRs not govern cleanups It contains no

numerical standards for sediments In its 26 pages its only

10 reference to sediments is in one of the five narrative water

11 quality objectives The concentrations of toxic pollutants in

12 the water column sediments or biota shall not adversely affect

13 beneficial uses The word sediment also appears in the EBE

14 Plans definition of objectionable bottom deposits If any

15 standard in the EBE Plan should be applied to sediments it is

16 the narrative standard not the numerical criteria developed in

17 completely different context The great weight of the evidence

18 demonstrates that the NCMT sediment is not adversely affecting

19 the beneficial uses of the Bay The only relevant standard in

20 the EBE Plan has therefore been satisfied Respondent clearly

21 recognizes that the EBE Plan does not set numerical standards for

22 sediment because it is currently developing sediment quality

23 objectives for the enclosed bays and estuaries of California

24 See Exhibit 32 Workplan for the Development of Sediment Quality

25 Objectives for Enclosed Bays and Estuaries of California June

26 1991

27

Copper is often added to human drinking water to inhibit the
28

growth of algae
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36 State Board Resolution No 92-49 was adopted in

1992 after the issuance of CAO 8591 and all its addenda It

contains policies and procedures for Investigation and Cleanup

and Abatement of Discharges Under Water Code Section 133304 The

part of Resolution 9249 relied upon by Respondent reads

Ensure that dischargers are required
to clean up and abate the effects of
discharges in manner that promotes
attainment of background water quality or
the highest water quality which is reasonable
if background levels of water quality cannot
be restored considering all demands being
made and to be made on those waters and the

10 total values involved beneficial and
detrimental economic and social tangible

11 and intangible and any alternative cleanup
levels less stringent than background shall

12

be consistent with maximum
13 benefit to the people of the State

14 not unreasonably affect present
and anticipated beneficial use of such

15 waters and

16 not result in water quality
less than that prescribed in the water

17 quality control plans and policies adopted by
the state and regional water boards

18

Exhibit 47 10 emphasis added
19

20 THE SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE

21 37 Pacos consultant concluded in March 1986

22 report that 100% of the area contained in the 1000 mg/kg copper

23 contaminated area is comprised of combination of shipyard and

24 navigation channel habitat The entire area was influenced by

25 pre-existing shipyard operations at the Navy Pier the Atkinson

26 Shipyard that occupied the area between Navy Pier 13 and the NCMT

27 and normal harbor activities associated with the main navigation

28 channel of San Diego Bay prior to the initiation of Pacos
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operation Exhibit 17 pp 34 This conclusion has never been

challenged or disputed It is also undisputed that the copper

contaminated sediment poses no threat to human health or safety

Exhibit 14 Exhibit 16 pp ES-3 3-108 The Regional Board has

not designated which areas of San Diego Bay contain which

beneficial uses However it is selfevident that not every

portion of the bay has every beneficial use The Regional Board

staff in November 1987 concluded that the benthic community

i.e the bottom dwelling aquatic animals in the area of NCMT

10 was impoverishedt prior to the commencement of PACOs operations

ii and Respondent agreed in Order 92-09 Exhibit 11 pp

12 This has never been disputed

13 38 The most recent scientific studies ordered by

14 Addendum established that the cupric ferrous sulfide is not

15 being discharged into the water column Because of all the other

16 documented ongoing discharges of copper to the water in San Diego

17 Bay many parts of the Bay exceed the 2.9 ug/l standard and have

18 since before Paco began its operations

19 39 Because cupric ferrous sulfide is unique

20 substance that is markedly different from pure copper the best

21 scientific method of determining an appropriate cleanup level is

22 to determine whether the material is altering the quality of the

23 water to degree which unreasonably affects beneficial uses of

24 the water That was the thrust of Addendum issued by the

25 Regional Board There are two basic questions to answer is

26 the cupric ferrous sulfide in the sediment releasing copper to

27 the water column and if so is it toxic to aquatic life

28 /////
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40 Although pure copper can adversely affect aquatic

life or the beneficial uses of water the Woodward-Clyde studies

concluded that it is highly unlikely that any copper is being

released from the NCMT sediments into the water column above the

sediments because of the insolubility of cupric ferrous sulfide

The Woodward-Clyde studies were designed to ascertain whether the

NCMT sediments taken as whole were toxic to marine life

This approach was extremely protective of aquatic life because it

exposed the test animals to everything that was in the sediment

10 not just the cupric ferrous sulfide Therefore even if the

11 cupric ferrous sulfide by itself is not harmful but might be

12 harmful in combination with other compounds that may be in the

13 sediment the Woodward-Clyde tests were designed to show whether

14 the sediments as they actually exist are toxic to aquatic life

15 Because the cupric ferrous sulfide is distributed in

16 footprint in which the higher concentrations are closer to the

17 pier face Woodward-clyde did toxicity tests from sediments

18 collected from several test stations with different levels of

19 concentration The tests uniformly found that the NCMT sediment

20 does not adversely affect aquatic life or the beneficial uses of

21 the water in sediment concentrations of copper of up to

22 18000 mg/kg or four and one-half times the 4000 mg/kg level

23 requested by PACO and the Port District These tests were done

24 using valid scientifically accepted procedures and test animals

25 and have been accepted as such by the Regional Board

26 41 The 1991 Woodward-Clyde studies also confirmed

27 that the copper concentrate in the sediment at NCMT is not

28 migrating laterally and that it is becoming more deeply buried in
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the sediment because it is more dense than the marine sediment

This characteristic decreases the chance of exposure of the

animals that live in the top few inches of sediment to the copper

concentrate and also reduces the already remote chance of release

of copper to the water column It also places it in an anaerobic

i.e no oxygen environment All of these factors even further

reduce the remote possibility that pure copper could be released

from the sediment into the water

10 THE ISSUANCE OF ADDENDUM NO

11 42 on November 22 1991 based on the findings and

12 conclusions in the August 1991 Woodward-Clyde report the Port

13 District requested the Regional Board to relax the cleanup level

14 from 1000 mg/kg to 4000 mg/kg Although the toxicity test

15 results showed that levels as high as 18000 mg/kg could safely

16 be left in place 4000 mg/kg was requested because it was

17 well within the range of sediment concentrations that did not

18 adversely affect aquatic life or beneficial uses cost

19 effective means of processing sediment containing at least

20 4000 mg/kg had been found and 4000 mg/kg dry weight is

21 approximately 2500 ppm wet weight the concentration above which

22 copper is considered hazardous material See Title 22 of the

23 California Code of Regulations

24 43 On December 1991 the Port Districts request

25 to relax the cleanup level from 1000 mg/kg to 4000 mg/kg came

26 on for hearing before the Regional Board The Regional Board

27 accepted testimony from the Regional Board staff the Port

28 District PACO and the Environmental Health Coalition EHC
20289905
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true and correct copy of the hearing transcript is

Exhibit 41 The Port District presented evidence that the NCMT

sediment does not adversely affect aquatic life or beneficial

uses with sediment concentrations of copper up to 18000 mg/kg

Significantly although the Regional Board staff opposed the

request it did agree that no adverse biological effects would

occur at concentration levels of 4000 mg/kg or higher Exhibit

41 57 The evidence also demonstrated that the cupric

ferrous sulfide is soluble is bioavailable and that it

10 is migrating

11 44 At the close of the hearing the Regional Board

12 issued Addendum No to CAO 85-91 which relaxed the cleanup

13 level to 4000 mg/kg Addendum No is Exhibit 10 The

14 transcript of the hearing shows that after the close of

15 evidence the Regional Board members understood that there was no

16 evidence of any adverse impact on the beneficial uses of the Bay

17 at levels as high as 18000 mg/kg The Regional Board members

18 recognized that lack of adverse impact is the key to protecting

19 the beneficial uses of the Bay not some artificial number See

20 Exhibit 10 They concluded in their deliberations that

21 even if the objective for copper in the EBE Plan was exceeded

22 which PACO and the Port District deny the exceedence is

23 causing no adverse impact thereby making the standard

24 irrelevant The Regional Board also recognized that if in the

25 future there is evidence of an adverse impact the Regional

26 Board can re-examine the issue Exhibit 41
27 /////

28 /////
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THE EHC PETITION

45 The EHC and Sprofera filed petitions for review

with Respondent seeking to rescind Addendum No and reinstate

the 1000 mg/kg cleanup level The petitions for review argued

that the 4000 mg/kg cleanup level would cause San Diego

Bay to exceed the 2.9 ug/l standard set in the EBE Plan the

original 1000 mg/kg cleanup level provided the minimum level

necessary to protect the public and the bay the 4000 mg/kg

cleanup level has no rational basis and the Regional Board

10 improperly considered economic concerns when authorizing the

11 4000 mg/kg cleanup level PACO and the Port District opposed

12 the petitions

13 46 Respondent held workshop to discuss the

14 petitions on September 1992 and hearing on September 17

15 1992 At the conclusion of the hearing Respondent granted the

16 petitions for review and reversed Addendum No by written order

17 served on counsel for PACO on October 1992 Respondents

18 Order concluded the cleanup level adopted in Addendum No

19 to Cleanup and Abatement Order No 85-91 does not comply with

20 Section 13304 of the Water Code the EBE Plan and State Board

21 Resolution 68-16 and the cleanup level that will likely

22 comply with the applicable requirements is 1000 mg/kg dry

23 weight copper in the sediment Exhibit 11
24 47 The actions of Respondent in reversing the

25 Regional Boards cleanup level are invalid under California Water

26 Code section 13330 and California Code of Civil Procedure

27 section 1094.5e and for the following reasons

28 /1//I
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Respondent acted in excess of its

jurisdiction and committed prejudicial abuse of discretion by

failing to demonstrate that it meaningfully considered the past

present and probable future beneficial uses of the NCNT area of

San Diego Bay as is required by Water Code sections 13307 and

13241

Respondent acted in excess of its

jurisdiction and committed prejudicial abuse of discretion by

failing to demonstrate that it had meaningfully considered the

10 water quality conditions that could reasonably be achieved

11 through the coordinated control of all factors which affect water

12 quality in the area before imposing the 1000 mg/kg cleanup

13 level

14 Respondent acted in excess of its

15 jurisdiction and committed prejudicial abuse of discretion by

16 failing to demonstrate that it meaningfully considered economics

17 and the technical and financial resources of the responsible

18 parties in violation of Water Code sections 13241 and 13307

19 Respondent made factual findings that are

20 contrary to the weight of the evidence and in some cases made

21 factual findings totally unsupported by any evidence

22 Respondent acted in excess of its

23 jurisdiction and committed prejudicial abuse of discretion by

24 establishing cleanup level based on numerical water quality

25 based standards taken from the EBE Plan Using the numerical

26 water quality standard is inappropriate and unfair for the

27 following reasons

28 /1/1/
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Respondent bootstrapped sediment

contamination case into an effluent discharge limitation case

There is no competent evidence to support that the sediment is

discharging any copper to the water column

ii Respondent unreasonably used results

from instantaneous grab samples to conclude that PACO was in

violation of the 2.9 ug/l hour average numerical water quality

objective

iii Respondent unreasonably applied the

10 2.9 ug/l one hour average numerical water quality objective

ii instead of using practical quantification levels PQLs
12 iv Respondent unreasonably relied on older

13 inconclusive scientific data instead of newer reliable data from

14 tests specifically designed to determine whether the NCMT

15 sediment is toxic to aquatic life or harmful to the beneficial

16 uses of the bay

17 Respondent acted in excess of its

18 jurisdiction and committed prejudicial abuse of discretion by

19 basing the cleanup level on numerical water quality based

20 objective contained in the EBE Plan which for the reasons

21 outlined below is invalid and unenforceable

22

RESPONDENT DECISION
23 IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE

24 48 There is no substantial evidence to support

25 Respondents order reversing Addendum No because competent

26 evidence was presented to show 4000 mg/kg cleanup level

27 for the NCNT sediment would result in copper concentrations in

28 the water above the sediment that exceed 2.9 ug/l
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4000 mg/kg cleanup level would not provide the same level of

protection for the environment and the public as 1000 mg/kg and

cleanup level of 4000 mg/kg would adversely affect aquatic

life or beneficial uses Because Respondent had no evidence to

support any of the grounds of appeal or its order and because

there was substantial evidence supporting the 4000 mg/kg cleanup

level Respondents order revising Addendum No is not

supported by the evidence and must be reversed

ORDER NO WQ 92-09 MAKES NUMEROUS
10 FACTUAL FINDINGS THAT ARE

ERRONEOUS AND UNSUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE
11

12 49 Order No WQ 9209 contains 6page narrative

13 factual summary an 8page recitation of Contentions and

14 Findings and 2-paragraph Summary and Conclusions to support

15 its order partial list of erroneous statements follows

16 That Order No 79-72 PACOs original waste

17 discharge requirements absolutely prohibited the discharge of

18 copper to San Diego Bay Exhibit 11 through 11
19 In fact Order No 79-72 only required that any discharge by PACO

20 would not cause violation of any applicable water quality

21 standards for receiving waters Exhibit

22 Respondent relied upon its own Order

23 No WQ 91-10 as having established that major source of copper

24 pollution comes from copper or deposits in the vicinity of Paco

25 Terminal Exhibit 11 26 through PACO

26 was not party to any of the proceedings that led up to Order

27 No WQ 91-10 That order concerns the regulation of discharges

28 to San Diego Bay from groundwater de-watering activities arising

20289905
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from construction in another unrelated case Order No WQ 91-10

is currently the subject of lawsuit filed by the EHC real

party in interest herein in the Superior Court of the County of

San Diego making Respondents reliance on findings made in

WQ 91-10 questionable See Exhibit to Notice of Lodginent to

Request for Taking Judicial Notice PACO is not party to the

superior court action either This finding that resulted from

administrative proceedings having nothing to do with PACO and at

which PACO had no opportunity to be heard is not binding on PACO

10 as authority for anything

11 Order No WQ 92-09 asserts that if PACO were

12 to comply with the 1000 mg/kg cleanup level only four to five

13 percent of the material it discharged into the bay would be

14 removed Exhibit 11 through This is

15 incorrect.5 This erroneous assertion apparently arose out of

16 PACOs assessment of how much sediment in the area of NCMT has

17 levels of copper in excess of 110 mg/kg compared to how much

18 sediment must be removed to achieve the 1000 mg/kg cleanup

19 PACOs March 1986 report prepared in response to CAO 8591

20 Exhibit 17 gave an estimate of the volume of sediment that

21 contained concentrations of copper above 3.10 mg/kg above 350

22 mg/km and above 1000 mg/km It was estimated that 575186

23 square yards of the Bay sediment contained concentrations of 110

24 mg/kg or higher This is relevant to the cost of the cleanup

25 i.e the more yardage that must be removed the more expensive

26

27
In fact Respondents board members indicated at the hearing
that they knew it was incorrect yet the draft of Order No28
WQ 92-09 was not changed to reflect that
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the cleanup It has no relevance to how much copper would be

removed at various cleanup levels The copper concentrate

handled by PACO contained an average 27.5% cupric ferrous sulfide

by weight In turn elemental copper comprises 35% of cupric

ferrous sulfide by weight The technical reports have

consistently shown that the highest concentrations of copper in

the sediment are located in footprint very close to the pier

face See Exhibit 25 Table Removing the sediments with

the high concentrations removes the majority of the copper The

10 recovery of copper per cubic yard of sediment diminishes with the

11 concentration The 1000 mg/kg cleanup level would require the

12 removal of an additional 24500 cubic yards of sediment but would

13 remove very little additional copper There is no volume

14 discount for disposal of this sediment The incremental cost is

15 tremendous yet there is no demonstrable additional benefit to

16 the water quality or beneficial uses In the face of the

17 scientific evidence showing no toxicity at levels as high as

18 18000 mg/kg there is no logical reason to impose more

19 stringent cleanup level

20
RESPONDENT HAS UNFAIRLY APPLIED

21 STANDARDS AND POLICIES THAT WERE
PROMULGMEfl LONG AFTER TH ISSUANCE OF THE CAO 85-91

22

23 50 In addition to the complexities of trying to

24 assess the nature and distribution of the cupric ferrous sulfide

25 in the sediment PACO has been subjected ex post facto to

26 number of new policies and standards As the ability of testing

27 laboratories to detect increasingly minute quantities of

28 /1//I
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chemicals increases the numerical objectives have become

increasingly stringent

The EBE Plan was not adopted until Nay 1991

five years after PACO ceased operations yet the numerical

objective of 2.9 ug/l in the water column has been applied to

this case

State Board Resolution No 92-49 was adopted

in 1992 six years after PACO ceased operations yet Respondent

claims that it was properly applied to PACO

10

RESPONDENT MISAPPLIED RESOLUTION 92-49 BY
11 FOCUSING ON BACKGROUND LEVELS OF SEDIMENT RATHER THAN WATER

12 51 Water Code section 13304a requires the Regional

13 Board to order persons subject to cleanup and abatement order

14 to clean up the waste abate the effects thereof Water Code

15 13304a Respondents own policy provides that dischargers

16 are required to clean up and abate the effects of discharges in

17 manner that promotes attainment of background water quality or

18 the highest water quality which is reasonable if background water

19 quality cannot be restored State Board Resolution No 92-49

20 emphasis added cleanup that promotes the attainment of

21 background water quality satisfies Water Code section 13304 Id

22 If background water quality cannot be restored then cleanup

23 that achieves the highest reasonable water quality will satisfy

24 Water Code section 13304 Thus unless background water

25 quality is considered Respondent cannot determine that any

26 cleanup will not comply with Water Code section 13304

27 52 Nevertheless in finding that 4000 mg/kg

28 cleanup level would not comply with Water Code section 13304
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Respondent never considered the Bays background water quality.6

Because background water quality was not considered Respondent

could not reasonably conclude that 4000 mg/kg cleanup level

would not achieve background water quality Moreover Respondent

could not and cannot even determine if the present water quality

is any different than background water quality because Respondent

failed to make any finding on what background level is despite

abundant information in the record Therefore Respondent had

absolutely no basis or evidence to support its finding that

10 4000 mg/kg cleanup level would not comply with Water Code

11 section 13304

12 53 Respondent has unreasonably applied numerical

13 water column copper objective that was intended to apply to the

14 issuance of WDRs or NPDES permits to cleanup that involves

15 marine sediment contaminated with copper concentrate There is

16 no evidence that the sediment is discharging copper into the

17 water column in the first instance In addition all of the

18 scientific data supports the conclusion that the sediment is not

19 toxic and is not having an adverse impact on the beneficial uses

20 of San Diego Bay Respondent is using an unattainable objective

21 as standard despite evidence that concentrations as high as

22 18000 mg/kg have no adverse effect on aquatic lIfe and the

23 beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

24 /////

25

26
Evidence of the Bayes background water quality would include
the results of sampling from various locations in the Bay27
and historic concentrations i.e before PACOs activities
around the NCMT Although the record contains such data28
Respondent did not consider any such evidence
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54 The EBE Plan recognizes that it is appropriate in

some cases to set site specific objectives rather than relying on

theoretical numbers that may be unattainable The EBE Plans

2.9 ugh numerical water column objective for copper is invalid

The EPA which established the 2.9 ug/l objective in 1986

presently believes it is significantly overly restrictive See

Ex to Ex 59 on Technical Review Memorandum by the

Division of Water Quality to the Office of Chief Counsel on File

Nos A-775 and A775a pp Ex 49 Review

10 Memorandum by the Division of Water Quality to the Office of

11 Chief Counsel on File Nos A-775 and A-775aJ pp In fact

12 the San Francisco Regional Board staff recently recommended that

13 the copper objective for San Francisco Bay be increased to 4.9

14 ugh for shallow water discharges and 37 ugh for deep water

15 discharges The appropriate copper objective for receiving

16 waters of San Francisco Bay is currently the subject of

17 litigation filed in Santa Clara County Superior Court Case No

18 724451 See Exhibit to Notice of Lodginent re Request for

19 Taking Judicial Notice Moreover in another case in San Diego

20 County real party in interest EHC contends that the EBE Plans

21 objectives including the 2.9 ug/l objective are invalid for San

22 Diego Bay See Exhibit to Notice of Lodgment re Request for

23 Taking Judicial Notice This contention is being pursued by EHC

24 in Petition for Writ of Mandate that it filed to overturn State

25 Board Order No WQ 91-10

26 /1//I
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RESPONDENT UNREASONABLY IMPOSED
THE EBE PLAN WATER OUALITY OBJECTIVE

55 Although the EBE Plan sets the state-wide water

quality objective at 2.9 ug/l 2.9 ugh is well below reliable

detection limits The EBE Plan compensates by establishing

Practical Quantification Levels PQLs which are essentially

the reliable detection levels The EBE Plan provides that when

the PQL is greater than the effluent limitation there is no

violation unless the discharge exceeds the PQL Exhibit 30

10 14 Under the EBE Plan PQLs are ten times the method

11 detection limit MDL Exhibit 30 pp Al-2 to Al-3.7 For

12 example the State has established PQLs for copper at 60 ug/l to

13 200 ug/l depending on the sampling method 22 CCR 2266264.801

14 App IX.8 Respondent however did not bother to consider the

15 PQL or MDL for copper in this case Thus according to the EBE

16 Plans provisions Respondent should have applied the much higher

17 PQLs for copper not the EBE Plans effluent standard of

18 2.9 ug/l

19 56 Respondent unfairly used instantaneous test

20 results to claim that PACO exceeded the 2.9 ug/l one hour average

21 limit Water quality standards generally set two different

22 effluent limitations an instantaneous limitation and an average

23 limitation over period of time with instantaneous limitations

24 substantially higher than average limitations For example CAO

25

26
PQLs can also be based on laboratory performance data if

27
available 2_a

These PQLs were established in connection with ground water28
monitoring requirements for hazardous waste facilities
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85-91 originally required PACO to achieve six month median

concentration level of ugh daily maximum of 20 ugh and an

instantaneous maximum of 50 ug/l The EBE Plans limitation for

copper is one hour average of 2.9 ugh Yet Respondent used

the results from instantaneous grab samples to extrapolate

hypothetical violation of the one hour average limitation

RESPONDENT IMPROPERLY USED WATER QUALITY
OBJECTIVES IN THE CALIFORNIA BAYS AND ESTUARIES

PLAN WHICH IS INVALID AND UNENFORCEABLE

10 57 Respondent proceeded in excess of its

11 jurisdiction and committed prejudicial abuse of discretion by

12 imposing and affirming cleanup level supposedly based on water

13 quality objectives contained in the EBE Plan which for the

14 reasons outlined below is invalid and unenforceable and thus

15 cannot provide the basis for Respondents decision

16 58 In judicial review proceedings commenced on

17 May 10 1991 several public and private dischargers in the San

18 Francisco Bay area are seeking review of Respondents April 11

19 1991 adoption of the EBE Plan and the California Inland Surface

20 Water Plan the Statewide Plans Verified petition for

21 Writ of Mandate Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief

22 entitled City of Sunnyvale State Water Resources Control

23 Board No 366781 Sacramento County Superior Court filed May

24 10 1991 Mandate Petition attached to the Notice of

25 Lodgment re Request for Taking Judicial Notice as Exhibit

26 PACO requests the Court to take judicial notice of this

27 proceeding

28 /////
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59 As more fully described in Mandate Petition

No 366781 petitioner alleges that Respondent violated the

PorterCologne Act Water Code 1300-13953.4 on April 11 1991

by adopting the Statewide Plans without making specific findings

or otherwise demonstrating to the public or reviewing court

that Respondent considered and balanced all

the economic and social beneficial and detrimental values

involved in adoption of the Statewide Plans

that Respondent inquired into whether these

10 specific objectives were reasonably necessary to protect the

11 designated uses of the South Francisco Bay waters and

12 that Respondent specifically considered each

13 of the factors enumerated in Section 13241 of the Water Code

14 60 The Mandate Petition also alleges that Respondent

15 improperly delegated to the Regional Board

16 the task of considering the factors mandated by Section 13241

17 and

18 improperly failed to demonstrate that it

19 considered whether alternatives to the Statewide Plans as adopted

20 could have mitigated the economic and social impacts of the

21 Statewide Plans

22 61 Mandate Petition No 366781 alleges that

23 Respondents adoption of the statewide plans violated the

24 California Administrative Procedure Act APA Govt Code

25 641 649 and the California Environmental Quality Act CEQA
26 Public Resources Code 2100021177

27 62 In imposing numerical water qualitybased limits

28 as the standard for sediment cleanup Respondent purported to
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implement the water quality objectives contained in the EBE Plan

However the water quality objectives in the EBE Plan are invalid

and unenforceable The invalidity under state law of the EBE

Plan deprives Respondent of legitimate basis on which to

establish the water quality-based cleanup level which it has

imposed on PACO

63 Should the Sacramento Superior Court hold the

Statewide Plans to be invalid under federal law Respondent will

be required to adopt new Statewide Plans for submission to the

10 EPA the Regional Administrator will have to reapprove the new

11 Plans 40 C.F.R l3l5e Administrator of EPA must disapprove

12 any state-developed water quality standards that were adopted in

13 violation of the States legal procedures governing such

14 adoption and that holding by the Sacramento Superior Court

15 Judge will provide this Court with another substantial basis upon

16 which to invalidate Respondents Order No WQ 92-09

17

18 RESPONDENT IGNORED THE
EVIDENCE OF CURRENT COST PROJECTIONS

19

20 64 After the Regional Board issued CAO 8591 in 1985

21 PACO sued other responsible parties in the United States District

22 Court for the Southern District of California for among other

23 things indemnity and contribution for the cleanup costs The

24 other responsible parties included the mining companies that

25 shipped and that still own the copper concentrate and also the

26 manufacturer of defective clam shell bucket used to load the

27 copper concentrate PACO also sued its insurers in the San Diego

28 Superior Court for defense costs and indemnity
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65 Over the last three years the Honorable Harry

NcCue United States Magistrate Judge for the Southern District

of California conducted numerous working group meetings and

settlement conferences between PACO the Port District the other

responsible parties and PACOs insurers to resolve the state and

federal cases concerning CAO 85-91 Without money from its

insurers PACO cannot pay for the cleanup at any level

66 Respondent asserts that because PACOs original

cost estimates ranged as high as $17000000 that the increased

10 costs caused by 1000 mg/kg cleanup level are of no

11 consequence Exhibit 11 14 fn 13 This gratuitous but

12 inflammatory assertion ignores the fact that PACO submitted

13 range of cost estimates for three different cleanup alternatives

14 including ocean disposal and disposal at hazardous waste

15 landfill The Regional Board chose the lowest and as everyones

16 knowledge of the nature of the copper concentrate and the cost of

17 removing it has increased over the years the Regional Board has

18 properly accepted practical and economical solutions to the

19 cleanup

20 67 Respondent has admitted that economics should be

21 considered in setting cleanup standard Exhibit 11 13

22 and has conceded that this case is appropriate for

23 relaxed cleanup standard Exhibit 11 10 yet it

24 arbitrarily ignored all current evidence of the difference in

25 cost of 1000 versus 4000 mg/kg and dismissed the very

26 fundamental fact that absent the settlement with its insurance

27 carriers PACO has no funds whatsoever

28 /////
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68 Current cost estimates demonstrate that the

4000 mg/kg cleanup level will cost approximately $5160400 and

that PACO and the Port District have already spent approximately

$1000000 on sediment reinediation assessment studies and

$1600000 on landslide remediation The Port district estimates

that the extra cost of 1000 mg/kg cleanup is $7285910 using

the mine disposal option Under Order WQ 92-09 there is no time

to pursue other perhaps less costly methods of disposal There

is no evidence that this tremendous additional expense even if

10 it could be raised will result in any additional benefits to the

11 environment Indeed even Respondent could only say that the

12 cleanup level that will likely comply with the applicable

13 requirements is 1000 mg/kg

14

15 WRIT OF MANDATE IS PROPER IN THIS CASE

16 69 PACO has no plain speedy or adequate remedy in

17 the ordinary course of the law Under Water Code section 13330

18 PACOs only avenue for relief is through the granting of

19 petition for writ of mandate

20 70 PACO has perfected and exhausted its

21 administrative remedies

22 71 Water Code section 13330 mandates that this court

23 exercise its independent judgment on the evidence Code of Civil

24 Procedure section 1094.5 authorizes this court to set aside

25 Respondents order and reinstate the original cleanup level of

26 4000 mg/kg dry weight of Addendum No to CAO 85-91 without

27 remanding this matter to Respondent for further proceedings

28 /1/1/
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STAY IS NECESSARY

72 PACO will suffer severe irreparable harm if stay

is not entered pending the resolution of this petition CAO 85-

91 and the addenda thereto establish certain compliance dates for

PACO and the Port District PACOs lawful obligations under CAO

85-91 are uncertain as result of Respondents factually

unsupported decision to revise Addendum No If PACO is forced

to proceed under the unnecessarily stringent cleanup level of

1000 mg/kg its costs will be substantially higher than at the

10 cleanup level of 4000 mg/kg PACO has no potential source of

11 funding the cleanup other than from the pending lawsuits

12 73 The CAO 85-91 and Addendum currently require the

13 dredging necessary to complete the cleanup to be done by

14 February 1993 This date is impossible to achieve unless the

15 cleanup starts immediately If PACO proceeds with the cleanup at

16 the 1000 mg/kg level it would be required to spend millions of

17 extra dollars which it does not have for no increased benefit

18 to the environment It is highly unlikely that the permits

19 required to handle the additional volume of sediment could be

20 obtained in time If PACO does not proceed according to the

21 schedules established in CAO 85-91 and the addenda thereto PACO

22 may be in violation of the order and subject to fines of up to

23 $25000 per day Without stay PACO will be denied any benefit

24 that it may derive from this petition for writ of mandate

25 Therefore PACO requests the court to enter stay of the

26 operation of CAO 85-91 and the addenda thereto and of WQ 92-09

27 pending this courts decision

28 /////
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WHEREFORE petitioner PACO requests

That an ex parte order pursuant to Code of Civil

Procedure section 1094.5 be entered staying the operation of CAO

85-91 and the addenda thereto and WQ 92-09 pending resolution of

this petition

That hearing novo be held before this court

wholly independent of the hearing and proceedings held before

Respondent and that the issues involved be adjudicated before

this court according to its independent judgment

10 That judgment vacating Respondents Order No

11 of Addendum No to CAO 85-91 and extending the compliance dates

12 in Order No of Addendum be entered

13 Or in the alternative that preemptory writ of

14 mandate be issued directing Respondent to reinstate the Regional

15 Boards Order No to Addendum to Cleanup and Abatement

16 Order 85-91 and extending the compliance dates in Order No of

17 Addendum

18 An award of costs of suit and attorneys fees to

19 the extent permitted by law and

20 An award of such further relief as the court may

21 deem just and appropriate

22 GRAY CARl ANES FRYE

23

24 By _______________________
F.P CROWELL

25 JAN DRISCOLL
ROBERT BROWNLIE

26 Attorneys for Petitioner
PACO TERNINALS INC

27

28
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RCV 5yfty GARY AMES FRYE 41785i54O-15th FLR FAX CENTER

VERIFICATION

Clenn Howel1 declare

am Vice President of PACO TERNINALS INC petitioner

in the above entitled action have read the foregoing PETITION

FOR PEREMPTORY W1IF OF MANDATE and know the contents thereof

The facts alleged are based upon iuy own personal knowledge the

records of PACO and the Exhibits referred tc in the Petition and

believe the matters alleged in the PetitIon to be true am

10 authorized by PACO TERMINALS INC to verify the Petition on its

11 behalf

12 declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of

13 the State of California and the United States of America that the

14 foregoing is true and correct and that this Verification was

15 signed November ____ 1992 at Providencp- Rhode Isynd

16

17 _____________
GLENN HOWELL

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

23

26

27

29
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EXHIBIT INDEX

The following exhibits comprise the portion of the

administrative record relied on by petitioner and are filed with

this VERIFIED PETITION FOR PEREMPTORY WRIT OF MANDATE AND

APPLICATION FOR STAY and incorporated herein by this reference

Exhibit
No Date DescriDtion

11 26 79 NPDES Permit No CA0107930 Regional Water
Quality Control Board Order No 79-72

11 26 84 NPDES No CA0107930 Regional Water
Quality Control Board Order No 84-50

10

12 12 85 Cleanup and Abatement Order No 8591
11

11 13 87 Addendum No to Cleanup and Abatement
12 Order No 85-91

13 11 21 88 Addendum No to Cleanup and Abatement
Order No 85-91

14

02 27 89 Addendum No to Cleanup and Abatement
15 Order No 85-91

16 01 19 90 Addendum No to Cleanup and Abatement
Order No 8591

17

11 05 90 Addendum No to Cleanup and Abatement
18 Order No 8591

19 01 28 91 Addendum No to Cleanup and Abatement
Order No 8591

20

10 12 09 91 Addendum No to Cleanup and Abatement
21 Order No 8591

22 11 09 17 92 State Water Resources Control Board Order
No WQ 92-09

23

12 10 28 68 State Water Resources Control Board
24 Resolution No 6816

25 13 11 00 78 Copper in the Marine Environment Part
dated November 1978 Copper in the Marine

26 Environment Part II dated December 1978

27

28
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14 10 29 84 Memorandum from Sanitary Engineering
Branch of the Department of Health
Services to California Regional Water
Quality Control Board San Diego Region
dated October 29 1984 subject Paco
Terminals Inc

15 11 11 84 Copy of article from The Reader re copper
to be policed

16 08 00 85 An Evaluation of Copper in the Marine
Environment in the Vicinity of Paco
Terminals Inc San Diego Bay California
Submitted to Paco Terminals Inc by
WESTEC Services Inc

17 03 00 86 An Evaluation of the Impact of Copper Ore
in the Marine Environment in the Vicinity

10 of Paco Terminals Inc on the Beneficial
Uses of San Diego Bay prepared in

11 response to Regional Water Quality Control
Board Cleanup and Abatement Order No 85-

12 91 submitted to Paco Terminals Inc
Submitted by Westec Services Inc March

13 1986

14 18 09 25 86 September 25 1986 letter from William
Lester to Mr Greig Peters enclosing

15 proposal to evaluate the copper
concentration in interstitial water at

16 Paco Terminals San Diego Bay

17 19 10 00 86 Evaluation of Copper in Interstitial Water
From Sediments at Paco Terminals San Diego

18 Bay Prepared for Paco Terminals Inc by
WESTEC Services Inc

19

20 03 00 87 Evaluation of Copper in Interstitial Water
20 from Sediment at Paco Terminals San Diego

Bay Phase II prepared for Paco Terminals
21 Inc Prepared by Westec Services Inc

March 1987
22

21 02 04 88 February 1988 Cleanup Plan for
23 Sediments at the 24th Street Marine

Terminal
24

22 10 17 88 October 17 1988 letter from William
25 Lester to Mr David Barker enclosing

Revision No to Paco Terminals Inc
26 February 1988 Cleanup Plan for

Sediments of the 24th Street Marine
27 Terminal

28
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23 10 20 88 Bioassay on Sediments Collected in the
Vicinity of Paco Terminals Inc Prepared
by WESTEC Services Inc

24 04 00 89 Proposal to Conduct Dredged Material
Bioassay at Paco Terminals Submitted to
Paco Terminals Inc by ERC Environmental
and Energy Services Company

25 04 28 89 Vertical and Horizontal Location of the
1000 PPM Copper Ore Contour in the
Vicinity of Paco Terminals Inc San
Diego Bay San Diego California Prepared
for Paco Terminals Inc by ERC
Environmental and Energy Services Company

26 08 17 89 State Water Resources Control Board Order
No WQ 89-12

10

27 09 28 90 Decision of the United States
11 Environmental Protection Agency on

listings under Section 3041 of the Clean
12 Water Act regarding the State of

California
13

28 02 01 91 February 1991 letter from John
14 Lormon to Mr David Barker

15 29 03 11 91 March 11 1991 letter from P.F Seligman
to Mr Chris Sandall and enclosures

16 thereto

17 30 04 11 91 California Enclosed Bays and Estuary Plan
adopted and effective April 11 1991

18

31 05 03 91 May 1991 letter from John Lorinon to
19 Mr David Barker

20 32 06 00 91 Workplan for the Development of Sediment
Quality Objectives for Enclosed Bays and

21 Estuaries of California June 1991

22 33 07 26 91 Final Report Remedial action alternatives
for National City Marine Terminal

23 prepared for San Diego Unified Port
District prepared by Woodward-Clyde

24 consultants

25 34 07 31 91 July 31 1991 letter from John Lormon
to Mr David Barker

26

35 09 30 91 September 30 1991 letter from John
27 Lormon to Mr David Barker

28
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36 11 04 91 Letter from Ralph Hicks to Mr Arthur
Coe dated November 1991 subject
progress report on Paco Cleanup and
Abatement Order and inability to meet
December 1991 permit deadline

37 11 20 91 November 20 1991 letter from Jan Shirley
Driscol to Arthur Coe with enclosures
thereto

38 11 21 91 November 21 1991 letter to Mr Art Coe
Executive Officer for the Regional Water
Quality Control Board San Diego Region
from John Lormon Esq

39 11 22 91 San Diego Unified Port Districts written
direct testimony for Regional Board
hearing on December 1991 regarding10 cleanup level and adjustment of Addendum
No timelines and exhibits thereto

40 11 26 91 Letter from Laura Hunter to Charles
12 Badger dated November 26 1991

13 41 12 09 91 Transcript of Item on the agenda for the
December 1991 Regional Water Quality14 Control Board meeting

15 42 12 09 91 Overhead transparencies shown at 12/9/91
hearing

16

43 01 06 92 Eugene Sproferas petition for review
17

44 01 08 92 Environmental Health Coalitions petition18 for review

19 45 05 28 92 Pacos response to petitions for review
filed by the Environmental Health

20 Coalition and Eugene Sprofera dated
May 28 1992 and the exhibits thereto

21
46 05 29 92 Regional Water Quality Control Board San

22 Diego Regions response to petition for
review

23

47 06 00 92 State Water Resources Control Board
24 Resolution No 92-49 Policies and

Procedures for Investigation and Cleanup25 and Abatement of Discharges under Water
Code Section 13304

26

48 06 03 92 San Diego Unified Port Districts Written
27 Response Supporting the Regional Boards

Addendum No and the Imposition of 4000
28 mg/kg Cleanup Level and the exhibits
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thereto

49 08 27 92 Division of Water Qualitys technical
review in the matter of the petitions of
the Environmental Health Coalition and
Mr Eugene Sprofera to review Cleanup
and Abatement Order No 85-91 Addendum
No of the California Regional Water
Quality Control Board San Diego Region
Office of Chief Counsel File Nos A-775
and A775a

50 08 31 92 August 31 1992 letter from United States
Magistrate Harry McCue to Mr James
Stubachaer

51 08 31 92 Letter from David Hopkins to Mr Walt
Pettit Executive Director state Water10 Resources Control Board dated August 31
1992 regarding request for

11 reconsideration of denial of stay request
12 52 08 31 92 August 31 1992 letter from John Lormon

to Walt Pettit Executive Director State13 Water Resources Control Board regarding
request for stay of workshop14

53 09 02 92 Environmental Health Coalitions argument15
re its petition for review

16 54 09 02 92 Transcription of tape of hearing on
Environmental Health Coalition and Eugene17
Sproferas petition before the State Water
Resources Control Board on September18 1992

19 55 09 02 92 Letter from Environmental Health Coalition
to Chairman Don Maughan dated

20 September 1992

21 56 09 11 92 Letter from John Lormon to Mr William
Atwater dated September 11 1992 and the22 enclosures thereto

23 57 09 14 92 Letter from David Hopkins to Craig
Wilson dated September 14 199224

58 09 15 92 Letter from David Hopkins to Maureen25 Marche dated September 15 1992 and
enclosures thereto

26

59 09 17 92 San Diego Unified Port Districts27
Supplemental Written Response Supporting
the Regional Boards Addendum No etc28
and the documents submitted therewith
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PACO TERMINALS INCORPORATED
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT IISRICT
COPPEa ORE BAY SEDIMENT CLEANUP
NPDES ORDER 85-91

ENF REPORT FILE 06/92-06/93

02-0045.06 STATUS
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Attorneys for San Diego
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Appeal Moe A-775 and A775a

Petitions of Environnental Health Coalition and
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Order No 85-91 Add.ndu of the
R.gional Water Quality Control Board

San Diego Region

SAN DIEGO UNIFIED PORT DISTRICTS
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AND IN OPPOSITION TO STATE BOARD DEAlT ORDER
RE IMPOSING 1000 ag Cu/kg CLEANUP LEVEL

Hearing Date September 17 1992
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The San Diego Unified Port District the Port District

submits this Executive Summary of its testimony and most record

submissions to the State Board on this matter directly to the

State Board The Port District and its consultants have made and

are making hundreds of pages of submissions to the State Board

record on this matter concentrating primarily on highly tech

nical issues The Port District and its consultants are

concerned that the State Board has not had an opportunity to

review the record or to hear full discussion of this issues

Therefore this Executive Summary is being submitted directly to

the Board Meinbers

The Toxicity Tests Sediment Organism Coimunity
Diversity Studies Natural Population Information
and Bioaccumulation Studies Establish That There is

No Adverse Biological Impact from the Copper Ore
Concentrate in the Sediment of the National City
Marine Terminal NCMT

Toxicity tests conducted in both 1988 and 1991 showed

no toxicity response that can be attributed to the copper in the

copper-contaminated sediments under the standardized laboratory

toxicity test conditions It was these test results in

combination with the results of other studies that had been

The only technical input going into the draft order is
Staff technical report that states that the author reviewed only
one technical document in the record and not any of the others
that have been submitted At the State Board workshop on this
matter the Port Districts request for additional time to
address technical issues was denied based on an explanation
from the State Board that the Port District would have an
opportunity to present full testimony at the hearing However
since then the Port District has received notice from the
State Boards General Counsel that no testimony will be accepted
at the hearing and that only brief comments will be allowed
The Port District has made due process objection to these
procedures and the lack of opportunity to be heard on these
issues
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conducted that led the Regional Board Staff to stipulate that

there were no adverse biological impacts attributable to copper

concentrations at 4000 ppm and higher at the Regional Board

hearing It is also this data that led the Regional Board after

much greater analysis and study than this Board to conclude that

the 4000 ppm cleanup level was conservative and would adequately

protect the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

summary of the toxicity tests follows

Toxicity tests were conducted on NCMTarea copper
contaminated sediment using nine different standard
toxicity test organisms including two bedded sediment
amphipods and evaluating fourteen response character
istics

An array of sediment samples from the pierface in the
most contaminated sediments and bayward from the
pierface were tested the samples tested contained
copper concentrations as low as 122 mg Cu/kg and as high
as more than 18000 mg Cu/kg with number containing
intermediate concentrations

The most recent toxicity tests were specifically
directed to asses potential chronic impacts those
impacts that could result from extended exposure and
exposure during critical life stages to sensitive
organisms Organisms tested with standard shortterm
chronic testing methods included the Pacific oyster
embryo-larval test which is recognized by the U.S EPA
to be one of the most sensitive organisms to copper

None of the toxicity tests showed any toxicity response
to the exposure to the copper-contaminated sediments
with the exception of one response of the Rhepoxynius
one of the two amphipods tested

The response noted in the Rhepoxynius test was not
related to the concentrations of copper and most likely
reflected an effect of sediment grain size on the
organisms Those organisms do not live in San Diego Bay
and are known to exhibit response to grain size of
sediment They are recognized to be not reliable for

testing San Diego Bay sediments The other amphipod
tested showed no toxicity
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There Was No Toxicity Shown at Concentrations of
4000 ppm Copper and Higher

There is no basis for the State Board Staff criticism

that the toxicity testing did not explicitly test at 4000 ppm

Tests were conducted at levels much higher than 4000 ppm

including tests at over 6000 ppm and over 18000 ppm In each

of the tests there was no toxicity shown at the highest levels

tested Therefore there was no reason to fine tune the test

results at each intermediate level of copper concentration The

test results at much higher concentrations support that the

4000 ppm cleanup level is conservative and highly protective of

the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay Conversely there is no

technical support for the proposition that 1000 ppm cleanup

level is necessary

Aquatic Chemistry Supports the Toxicity Test
Results

The chemistry of chalcopyrite the form of copper in

the copper ore concentrate introduced into the water at the NCMT

in marine sediment/seawater environment is such that copper

would not tend to be released from the sediment In addition

copper that might be released would be rapidly removed from

solution

Elutriate Toxicity Tests are Appropriate

There is no basis for the State Board Staff criticism

that the elutriate toxicity tests are not appropriate for

assessing the potential impact of sediment associated copper on

beneficial uses Elutriate tests provide worstcase exposure

situation In this case they were conducted using standard
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critical life stage exposure of coppersensitive organisms to

evaluate potential for chronic toxicity

The Control Water Used in the Elutriate Tests is
Standard and is Accepted by the U.S EPA

There is no basis for the State Board Staff criticism

that the test results should be discounted because the control

water was not taken from San Diego Bay The control water is

that normally used by the testing laboratory which is accepted

by the U.S EPA for flow-through testing to determine under the

Green Book whether dredged sediments may be suitable for ocean

disposal

Interstitial Waters Were Not and Should Not be Used
for Testing

There is no basis for State Board Staff Member Stephan

Loranzatos statement at the workshop that he would have accepted

the test results had they been conducted on interstitial water

The U.S EPA concedes that toxicity tests on interstitial water

do not produce results that can be interpreted to assess the

impacts of sediment-associated contaminants on beneficial uses of

water bodies One of the problems is that true interstitial

water lacks dissolved oxygen therefore test organisms cannot

survive in interstitial water Oxygenating the interstitial

water would change its chemical characteristics and would thus

alter the toxicity test results The test results would not be

representative of or reliable for assessing potential adverse

impacts of sediment-associated contaminants on beneficial uses of

San Diego Bay
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Natural Populations at the Site Support the
Conclusion that the Sediments are Not Toxic or
Harmful to the Beneficial Uses

Surveys of the NCMT-area bottom-dwelling community

diversity showed that the numbers types and composition of

organisms in the NCMT area are not related to the amount of

copper present in the sediments Significantly natural

populations of the mussel Mytilus edulis were found inhabiting

the pilings in the areas near the NCMT in which the sediments

were most heavily contaminated with copper Mytilus edulis has

been reported by the U.S EPA to be the most sensitive to copper

of all of the marine organisms it evaluated in establishing

water quality criterion for copper It was based specifically on

the sensitivity of this organism to copper that the numeric

criterion value for copper was established at 2.9 ug/L

Results of benthic organism population studies also

support the conclusion that the sediments are nontoxic The

numbers and types of benthic organisms in the NCMT area sediments

which include copper concentrations several times higher than

the proposed cleanup level are the same as those in other areas

of San Diego Bay The numbers and types of benthic organisms in

the vicinity of the NCNT are not related to the concentrations of

copper in the sediment

Mussel Watch Data Do Not Support More Stringent
Cleanup Level

The concentration of copper in mussels planted near the

NCMT area are the same as those in mussels in other parts of San

Diego Bay
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Interstitial Water Copper Concentration Data From
the Site Are Inaccurate

The State Board Staff analysis relies heavily upon

interstitial water concentrations determined early in the history

of this project by Pacos consultant The approach he used to

try to measure the interstitial water copper concentrations was

unreliable and very likely greatly overestimated the true copper

concentration The water quality objectives are not applicable

to interstitial waters but to the water column There is no

relationship between the concentration of contaminants in

interstitial water and concentrations in the overlying water

column

10 The Water Quality Objective for Copper Should Not
Be Applied in This Case

The water quality objective should not apply to

cleanup under CAO the water quality objectives of the Enclosed

Bays and Estuaries Plan applies to discharges from ongoing

operations

The current water quality objective for copper in San

Diego Bay was exceeded before Pacos operations

If the water quality objective were based on soluble

copper rather than on total copper much more biologically

defensible administratively exceeding the copper water quality

objective would likely no longer occur in any event

11 Plume or Sediment Movement is Not Valid Concern

Very detailed sediment mapping studies of the site have

been performed and analyzed in the Woodward-Clyde Report The

report concludes that there is no evidence that the copper ore
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concentrate in the sediment is moving laterally To the extent

it is moving it is moving vertically deeper into the sediment

Such movement further into the oxygen-free environment of the

sediment only increases the unavailability of the copper to

marine organisms

12 Cleaning Up to the 4000 ppm Level Will Accomplish
Cleanup Much Greater than 4000 ppm

The detailed sediment sampling map establishes that

removing all copper concentrations above 4000 ppm will not leave

an average concentration in the sediment that approaches

4000 ppm Based on 283 data points in that sediment map

removing sediments to satisfy the 4000 ppm cleanup level will

leave an average copper concentration on the west side of the

site of 1046 ppm on the north side the average concentration

would be 1873 ppm Thus even phrased only in terms of parts

per million there is only small marginal benefit to be gained

from changing the cleanup level to 1000 ppm which comes at

very high cost Moreover there is no evidence that there is any

biological or beneficial use benefit to be gained from changing

the cleanup level from 4000 ppm to 1000 ppm

13 The Cleanup Cost Difference Between 1000 ppm and
4000 ppm is Estimated to be Between $7 Million and
$15 Million

The cost of the sediment cleanup at the 4000 ppm

cleanup level using the mining company option is estimated to be

approximately $5.16 million Although the costs have not been

fine tuned for the 1000 ppm cleanup level the added cost is

projected to be approximately $7 million if the mining company

option remains available for the sediments which is unlikely
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Under the more likely scenario the mining company option will

not be available for any of the sediments if the cleanup level is

changed In that event the total sediment cleanup cost

including land disposal and pretreatment will likely increase

by $15 million to total of $20 million

14 If the Cleanup Level is Changed the Entire
Sediment Cleanup Cost Will Be Funded By Public
Money

If the 4000 ppm cleanup level is changed the pending

settlement of litigation with the insurance carriers and other

potentially responsible parties will be nullified If the

settlement is nullified there will be no funds available for the

cleanup from Paco Pacos insurance carriers the Port Districts

insurance carriers or from any other source Thus the entire

cleanup would need to be funded by the Port District The only

means of obtaining additional funding would be for the

responsible parties to continue to pursue multiple federal and

state court cases on this matter The cost of pursuing that

litigation would also be several million dollars also to be paid

from public money

15 There Should Be No Presumption in Favor of
1000 ppm Cleanup Level

The 1000 ppm cleanup level was set in this matter

before the Port District had been added as responsible party

For this reason the Port District has lodged due process

objection to any existing presumption in favor of the 1000 ppm

cleanup level The Port District should not have any burden of

proving the validity of the 4000 ppm cleanup level as opposed

to any other level The Port District has provided substantial
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evidence to establish that much higher cleanup level would be

protective of the beneficial uses of the bay By comparison

there is no credible evidence to support the 1000 ppm cleanup

level

16 The Port District Violated No NPDES Permits or
Waste Discharge Requirements

At the workshop there appeared to be misconception

that the Port District had itself violated NPDES permits or waste

discharge requirements In fact the Port District was belatedly

named to this CAO only by virtue of its landowner status The

Port District owns as public trustee the National City Marine

Terminal where Pacos operations were located When the Regional

Board added the Port District to this order which was affirmed

by 3-2 vote of this Board it was never understood that Paco

would be of the hook However That is exactly what will

happen if the cleanup level is reverted to 1000 ppm While such

harsh result might be more appropriate for for-profit

landowner in the private sector it is inappropriate for public

agency that was not operating out of profit motive but out of

its role as public trustee to provide jobs and commerce to the

area it serves
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17 The Cleanup is Achievable Now at 4000 ppm But Not
at 1000 ppm

The negotiations conducted under Magistrate McCues

auspices have succeeded in determining both the financial and the

technical means of accomplishing the cleanup provided the

Regional Boards 4000 ppm cleanup level is not changed If that

cleanup level is changed there is no available technical means

of accomplishing the cleanup Moreover any cleanup will be

delayed through appeals of this decision and other litigation

DATED September 1992 Respectfully submitted

HILLYER IRWIN

By_______________________________
David Hopkins
Attorneys for San Diego

Unified Port District
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David Hopkins
HILLYER IRWIN
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550 West Street Sixteenth Floor
San Diego California 921013540
Telephone 619 5951269
Attorneys for Ban Diego

Unified Port District

CALIFORNIA STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD

Appeal NOB A-775 and A-775a

Petitions of Environmental Health Coalition and

Eugene Sprofera to Review Cleanup and Abatement
Order No 85-91 Addendum of the

Regional Water Quality Control Board

San Diego Region

DECLARATION OF KURT KLINE Ph.D

Hearing Date September 17 1992
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KURT KLINE being duly sworn state as follows

have Ph.D in Ecology from the University of

California Davis 1978 with emphasis in general ecology aquatic

ecology fisheries biology and water quality am currently the

Vice President and Manager of the Bioassay Division of MEC

Analytical Systems Inc in Tiburon California bioassay and

toxicity testing laboratory In addition from 1981 to 1987 was

senior scientist and bioassay laboratory manager at Westec

Services Inc in San Diego While at Westec from 1982 through

1987 directed the bioassay testing for almost all dredging

projects in San Diego Bay including projects for NASSCO

Southwest Marine and the United States Navy copy of my

curriculum vitae is attached hereto as Exhibit

MEC Tiburon was subcontractor to Woodward-Clyde

for the August 1991 report on Remedial Action Alternatives for

National City Marine Terminal Our task was to conduct new

bioassay and toxicity tests from the site The tests were con

ducted either by me or under my direction The test formats were

designed in consultation with Fred Lee Associates Drs

Fred Lee and Anne Jones-Lee as well as with WoodwardClyde

and were standard test protocols following ASTM guides

The methodology and results of the 1991 tests are

set out in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of the woodwardClyde Report The

methodology and results are accurately reported therein

am informed that the State Board Staff has

criticized our bioassay testing methodology for utilizing our

usual laboratory water which is 0.45 urn filtered UV sterilized
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seawater taken from the seawater intake at Tiburon rather than

using water from San Diego Bay The only basis for such criticism

could be concern that the toxicity testing results could have

been different had San Diego Bay water been used or alternatively

stated that the Tiburon water could have caused different

result There is absolutely no basis for any such concern Never

before has there been even suggestion of any concern in using

this water For the past five years MEC has utilized water from

this Tiburon intake in testing contaminated sediments from San

Diego Long Beach Los Angeles and San Francisco The proper

test for determining appropriateness of water is the control

survival rate which is excellent utilizing this water Moreover

the U.S Environmental Protection Agency accepts this water as

flowthrough for bioassay testing under the Green Book for ocean

disposal

also understand that the tests have been

criticized by the State Board Staff supposedly for reporting only

the testing on three of five sediment samples tested In fact

the Woodward-Clyde Report includes results from all sediment

samples tested The testing protocol called for bioassay and

toxicity testing on the sediment sample with the lowest and

highest copper values against background reference site

Because no toxicity was shown at either the lowest or the highest

copper concentrations against the background site no biological

tests were conducted with the two remaining sediment samples

which were between the two copper concentrations already tested
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No biological test was oittad from the report Ibis methdology

is consistent with normal risk WSSB.flt aethodology

PinellI drsta.Dd that the conclusions of the

woedvard-Clyd Beport war criticized by the Stats Board $taZf

bcaase of mortality in the tests odtid using lD9$Y
lowever it must be noted that the mortalit of

BheDoXYfli%i1 aronius in these tests did ot appear to be related

to copper concentrations It is opinion that ths aoztality

rates were attributahl to the fact that the sedJ.msnts from Saxi

Diego ay being tested wbich ware taken from the site and from

eontrol point near the site ware fine grain sed11%tS This

species is difficult to use in fine grain test material mich as

those encountered in the sediments at the test sites in south Sen

Diego Bay The original work Dewitt at 2.PU on grain

size effects an this species found high vaxiebility in results as

the grain size became finer up to er.l of 35% fines Psrfor-

wtcs of this species in the leoratory in sediaents with

firer graiz size appears to corroborate this high variability in

the test results It is my opinion that the ses iit$ were

generally not suitable for teats using Pheqpçvriias

should also be motd that çvoxvniu$ abronius is not nativG to

and is not found in San Diego Bay quite possibly bsoaas the fins

grain .dinents there are iiical to that species

dec.ar mdr the live of the Stat of Califormia that

this declaration is tu and correct end that it was x.cut.d on

September ____ in Cotinty Californta
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JEAN NICHOLS being duly sworn state as follows

have Ph.D in Biological Oceanography from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution 1975 My resume was submitted to

the Regional Board as Exhibit 14 to the San Diego Unified Port

Districts Written Direct Testimony for Regional Board Hearing on

December 1991

have been involved in the study of remedial

action alternatives for the marine sediment at the former Paco

Terminals site at the San Diego Unified Port Districts National

City Marine Terminal since the spring of 1991 At that time

was member of the remedial action alternatives group for

WoodwardClyde Consultants in San Diego In that capacity

coordinated the preparation of the Woodward-Clyde Report entitled

Remedial Action Alternatives for National City Marine Terminal

After the preparation of the report was appointed by

Woodward-Clyde as Project Manager for the project On July

1992 left Woodward-Clyde to form my own environmental

consulting company but remain involved in this project as

subcontractor under WoodwardClyde have also been retained by

the Port District and its outside counsel to assist in the

implementation of the cleanup plan consistent with Regional Board

Addendum No

The opinions expressed in the Woodward-Clyde Report

are based on WoodwardClydes analysis and on studies and data

collected and analyzed by subcontracting experts and laboratories

in various fields including chemical analysis bioassays
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bio-toxicity and aquatic chemistry These subcontracting experts

included MEC Analytical Systems Inc of Carlsbad California

for obtaining and chemically analyzing sediment samples MEC

Analytical Systems Inc of Tiburon California for conducting

the bioassay and toxicity tests headed by Kurt Kline Ph.D

Bioassay Division Manager and Fred Lee Ph.D and Anne

Jones-Lee Ph.D of Fred Lee Associates of El Macero

California for designing and conducting the risk assessment

study based on both new and existing testing from this site and

on other literature in relevant fields In addition the

opinions and conclusions in the report are based on critical

evaluation of several reference sources listed in Section of

the Woodward-Clyde Report The opinions and conclusions stated

in the Woodward-Clyde Report are based on the special knowledge

skill experience training and education of WoodwardClyde con

sultants the subcontracting consultants and other references

all of which are of type that reasonably are relied upon by

experts in forming opinions of the type stated in the Woodward

Clyde Report

The primary issue before this board is whether to

affirm the Regional Boards 4000 ppm copper cleanup level set in

December 1991 In that regard it is important to note that

dredging all sediments over 4000 ppm in fact accomplishes far

greater cleanup Based on the 1989 sediment map which contains

the most data points of any sediment map for this site removing

sediment to satisfy 4000 ppm cleanup level will not leave an

average concentration of copper in the sediment that approaches
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4000 ppm The 1989 ERCE sediment map Figure 2-2 to the

Woodward-Clyde Report is attached hereto as Exhibit Each dot

on the map represents sediment sampling station Each sampling

station actually represents several sampling points at varying

depths below the surface of the sediment The control location

is shown on Figure 2-3 to the Woodward-Clyde Report Exhibit

hereto approximately 1000 feet from the far corner of the 24th

Marine Terminal -- approximately three times farther away from

the terminal than the outermost sampling point on that side

Based on those data points removing sediment to

satisfy the 4000 ppm cleanup level will leave an average copper

concentration on the west side of the site of 1046 ppm on the

north side of the site the average concentration would be

1873 ppm These figures are based on an analysis of 283

sediment collection samples taken at the site which have copper

concentrations below 4000 ppm and which would not need to be

dredged to meet the 4000 ppm cleanup level In fact of those

283 sample collection points only show copper concentrations

in excess of 3000 ppm And as stated the average remaining

concentrations are shown to be 1873 ppm on the north side and

1046 ppm on the west side Thus the 4000 ppm cleanup level in

fact accomplishes cleanup far greater than 4000 ppm Phrased

another way removing all sediment over 4000 ppm copper requires

removal of great deal of sediment with copper concentrations

under 4000 ppm

Similarly 1000 ppm cleanup level also

effectively accomplishes much greater cleanup level than
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1000 ppm After removing all sediments exceeding 1000 ppm the

remaining data points not needed to be dredged show an average

copper concentration of 318 ppm on the west side of the site and

173 ppm on the north side of the site

Since the Regional Boards adoption of the 4000

ppm cleanup level have assisted in the plans to implement the

cleanup In so doing greater knowledge concerning the actual

costs of the project has been gained The current best estimate

of those costs was presented at the workshop in this matter As

shown at the workshop the total costs expected to be incurred in

satisfying the 4000 ppm sediment cleanup level are now

$5160450 These costs include the following

Dredging Handling Loading etc $1500000
Rail Transport 1000000
Project Management 300000
Mining Company Capital Improvements 850000

and Overhead
Mining Company Minimum Processing Fee 423450

$28.23/ton 15000 ton minimum
Hazardous Materials Testing 537000

mining company requirement
$l790/railcar in testing costs alone

Common Costs permitting post-cleanup
sampling etc 550000

TOTAL $5160450

It should be noted that these costs do not include the Port

Districts landside remediation costs or the parties other con

sultant fees which were stated at the workshop to total another

$2.6 million dollars

The costs marked with question mark are

subject to change and likely to increase The rail transport
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cost is likely to increase because of bottlenecks at both the

National City Marine Terminal and at the mining company that

require slow loading and off loading of the railroad cars and

require paying significant additional demurrage charges to the

railroad not included in the figure above The mining company

minimum processing fee is likely to increase because of the

likelihood that more than 15000 tons will be required to be

processed to complete the project The hazardous material

testing fee is likely to increase because the fees shown above

include only the test costs and not the labor costs of requiring

personnel to take and handle the samples

It should be noted that the costs shown above for

the sediment cleanup project are more than double the cost

estimates Woodward-Clyde and the Port District provided to the

Regional Board in December 1991 The difference is attributable

to greater understanding of the actual costs of various elements

of the project and to the fact that the December 1991 costs were

based on dredging only 5000 cu yds when we now realize that

the project will require dredging approximately 10000 Cu yds

10 If the cleanup level is changed from 4000 ppm to

1000 ppm the effect on costs is substantial but not precisely

known We have revised costs for the project only at the 4000

ppm cleanup level not for any other level When we prepared the

Woodward-Clyde Report we projected the total project cost at

1000 ppm at approximately $6.18 million assuming that ocean

disposal would not be available for any portion of the sediment

Based on the fact that the projection for the 4000 ppm cleanup
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level has more than doubled since the Regional Board hearing it

is reasonable to assume that the 1000 ppm cost estimate of

$6.18 million would double as well making that cost approxi

mately $12.36 million This estimate assumes that the mining

company option remains available for some or all of the sediment

It is doubtful that the mine will accept material required to be

dredged if the cleanup level is lowered below 4000 ppm copper

See Declaration of David Hopkins However even if the mine

were able to accept all material subject to 1000 ppm cleanup

level the railroad car supply rate would require ten to twelve

months to complete the reinediation operation far past the

current April 1993 Regional Board deadline

11 If the cleanup level is changed am informed

that the mining company option will not be available for any of

the sediment See Declaration of David Hopkins In that

event it is likely that the sediment will need to be disposed of

off site in landfills In the Woodward-Clyde Report the cost of

off-site disposal of all sediment over 1000 ppm including

stabilization of much of the sediment was estimated at $10.37l

million Again based on the fact that our knowledge gained

since the December Regional Board hearing has caused the 4000

ppm cost projection to double this figure could exceed

$20 million for off-site disposal

12 Finally and most importantly the bioassay and

bio-toxicity studies summarized in the Woodward-Clyde Report show

that there is no biological advantage to be gained from spending
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any additional dollars and jeopardizing timely completion of the

cleanup by changing the 4000 ppm cleanup level

13 am informed that the conclusions of the

Woodward-Clyde Report have been criticized by the State Board

Staff in part because the test results on the species Rhepoxynius

abronius showed mortality in lower copper concentrations It

cannot be overemphasized that there is no indication that the

copper concentrations are implicated in any way in these test

results The conclusions of the Woodward-Clyde Report and of

Dr Lee Jones-Lee and Kline are that mortality of Rhepoxynius

abronius is related to its sensitivity to fine grained sediment

material such as those found in the sediments at the test sites

off the National City Marine Terminal These conclusions are

consistent with other San Diego Bay studies with which am

familiar utilizing Rhepoxynius abronius These studies have

shown that Rhepoxynius abronius actually survives better in

higher concentrations of copper In one test of which am

aware Rhepoxynius abronius showed 70% survival rate at one

level of copper and 94% survival rate at four times that copper

concentration While one could conclude that these results show

that copper is actually beneficial for Rhepoxynius abronius it

is much more likely based on other reports concerning this

species that grain size sensitivity is the cause of these

different results and that copper is not statistically

significant factor

declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of

the State of California that this Declaration is true and
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correct and that it was executed on Septenther 1992 in

San Diego County California

ean Nichols

CUT 003825

correct, and that it was executed on September~, 1992, in 

San Diego County, California. 
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David Hopkins
HILLYER IRWIN

Professional Corporation
550 West Street Sixteenth Floor
San Diego California 921013540
Telephone 619 5951269
Attorneys for San Diego

Unified Port District

CALIFORNIA STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD

Appeal Nos A-775 and A-775a

petitions of Environmental Health coalition and

Eugene Bprofera to Review Cleanup and Abatement

Order No 85-91 Addendum of the

Regional Water Quality Control Board

San Diego Region

DECLARATION OP FRED LEE Ph.D

Hearing Date September 17 1992
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FRED LEE being duly sworn state as follows

have Ph.D in Environmental Engineering and

Environmental Science from Harvard University 1960 summary

of my curriculum vitae was submitted to the Regional Board as

Exhibit to the San Diego Unified Port Districts Written Direct

Testimony for Regional Board Hearing on December 1991

am the President of Fred Lee Associates In the

spring of 1991 Fred Lee Associates was retained as

subcontractor to Woodward-Clyde for the study on remedial action

alternatives for National City Marine Terminal All the work on

the risk assessment was conducted either by me or under my

direction was primarily assisted by Anne Jones-Lee Ph.D

Vice President of Fred Lee Associates Dr Jones-Lees

Ph.D is in Environmental Sciences from the University of Texas

at Dallas with areas of specialization in aquatic chemistry

aquatic toxicology-biology and water quality control summary

of Dr JonesLees curriculum vitae was submitted to the Regional

Board as Exhibit to the San Diego Unified Port Districts

Written Direct Testimony for Regional Board Hearing on December

1991 Dr Jones-Lee and have been working as team on

these types of issues since the mid-1970s

The risk assessment study was based upon new 1991

toxicity testing and sediment characterization studies from the

site critical evaluation of historical data from the site and

critical evaluation of other relevant materials The 1993

testing was performed on samples taken by MEC Analytical Systems

Inc Carlsbad Metals lab analyses were performed by Quality
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Assurance Laboratories San Diego California certified

testing laboratory Bioassay and toxicity analyses were

performed by MEC Analytical Systems Inc Tiburon directed by

Kurt Kline Ph.D. The results of the risk assessment are

accurately reported in Section of the Woodward-Clyde Report

which was prepared by Woodward-Clyde based upon our risk

assessment report to WoodwardClyde The opinions and

conclusions stated in Section of the Woodward-Clyde Report are

based upon our special knowledge skill experience training

and education upon the laboratory and testing results of the

subcontracting consultants and upon critical evaluation of

other references listed in Section of the WoodwardClyde

Report all of which are of type that reasonably are relied

upon by experts in forming opinions of the types stated in

Section of the Woodward-Clyde Report Based on appropriate

studies our conclusion in the risk assessment is that there is

no showing of any increased toxicity or biological risk from

copper in the sediments of the National City Marine Terminal up

to concentrations over 18000 ppm the highest level tested in

the risk assessment

In addition to the preparation of Section of the

Woodward-Clyde Report and to our oral testimony at the Regional

Board hearing and the State Board workshop and upcoming hearing

on this matter Fred Lee Associates has prepared or

supported the preparation of other documents submitted to the

State Board and the Regional Board All of these other documents

or portions were prepared by me or at my direction with the
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primary assistance of Dr Anne Jones-Lee The opinions and

conclusions stated in these other papers are based upon our own

special knowledge skill experience training and education and

on critical evaluation of other references all of which are of

type that reasonably are relied upon by experts in forming

opinions of the types stated These additional submissions

include

San Diego Unified Port Districts Written Direct

Testimony for Regional Board Hearing on December
1991 Regarding Cleanup and Abatement Order 85-91 Risk
Assessment portions supporting change in cleanup

level November 22 1992

San Diego Unified Port Districts Written Response

Supporting the Regional Boards Addendum No and

Imposition of 4000 mg Cu/kg Cleanup Level submitted

to California State Water Resources Control Board on

Appeal Nos A-775 and A-775a portions concerning
risk assessment support for changes in cleanup level
June 1992

Comments on Environmental Health Coalition Petition

for Review by State Water Resources Control Board of

Regional Water Quality Control Board San Diego

Regions Adoption of Cleanup and Abatement Order

85-91 Addendum No May 28 1992 submitted as

Exhibit to San Diego Unified Port Districts Written

Response Supporting the Regional Boards Addendum
No and Imposition of 4000 mg Cu/kg Cleanup Level

June 1992

Supplemental Testimony of Fred Lee Ph.D and Anne

Jones-Lee Ph.D for the December 1991 Hearing of

the California Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Diego Region Regarding NCMT Cleanup and Abatement

Order No 85-91 Regarding Tentative Addendum No
submitted as Exhibit App to San Diego Unified

Port Districts Written Response Supporting the

Regional Boards Addendum No and Imposition of

4000 ing Cu/kg Cleanup Level June 1992

Set of seven overheads provided to State Board at the

Workshop on File Nos A-775 and A-775a September
1992

Comments on State Water Resources Control Board Staff

Document Entitled Preliminary Comment on the

Woodward-Clyde Report on Copper Pollution at the
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SEP1592 TUE 14.59 HXLLYER.XRI4IH P-06

National City Xarins Tctaiflal San Diego Bay
ripared by Stephen LorenzatQ faxed Migut 25
1992 S.pt.lnbr 15 1992

Cosnts on Draft Orsr W-92 for

Leqe jqan jprepar by Prances

Xo.sray Esq fLiOZ General Connesl3

Augu5t 20 1992 septenbar 3.5 1992

on P4m4iu avi.w by the

Cous.l 0CC on YL1s IPS k775 and

AuquIt 27 1992 prspar.d by Toa nouys fiexsd

August 33 1992 Septeaber 15 1992

Coiuuents pn Environasntll Besith Coitefli
pls1nenta1 Subaisslcn to stats water .i
Control Boar4 in fore Of Stats Board Oder
received at Stats hoard Workshop on Sapteaber

1992 Septssr 35 1992

Cosaents on Mondal Th..ip subaitted by Znviroflmsfltal

geath coalition aar Stats Board Worshop on lii
Io. 775 and k.775a received by counsel forPort

District on 9/9/92 SepteIber 15 1992

Responses to Tsohnica3 issue Ris.d at Septqaber

1992 Workshop on Ssdiint Cleanup Obl.gCtiVS ior

Nations Cy Marine erminal Sapteitber 15 19927

and

san Diego ijnified Port Dstrct Executive Suamazy pf

astimQflY and Recor bets Lone to Btts eater

asour0e5 ontroi Boa4 portions concoiriq isk
iàssernn.nt support for ctanqss in cleanup level

SepteinbX 15 1992

declare under the lays of the State of California that

this declaration is true and correct and that it was executed on

Septeiber 15 1992 in Yolo County Ca1iornia
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Commentson

Draft Order WQ 92- For Review of Cleanup and Abatement
Order no 85-91 AddeÆdum no.7 of

the California Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Diego Region1

Preparedby

Fred Lee Ph.D and Anne Jones-Lee Ph.D
President Vice-President

Pred Lee Associates

El Macero CA 95618

916 753-9630

September 15 1992

Many of the technical deficiencies in the lnformaticm presumptions conjecture and
reasoning exhibited in the Draft der have been addressed in the authers comments on the

PWthiaiy Canvnents on the Woodward-Clyde Report on Cbj.erhThvion at die National Cty
Marine Ternlnal San Diego Day Staff Counmcnts andlor the WTcchnlcal Review dated
August 27 1992

The Draft Order summarized the Petition submitted by slating

The Petitioners primary corvetion Lt that the 47 mg/kg udlment cleans
level doei wt compy ij4di the State Water Reowrec Control kwdi State
Water BoaidS Water Quality Control Plan/or the iclsed Bays and Evtuarle

of Callfirnla RBE Plan other BoaW iwdmpents

me petitioners have attempted to link sediment clean-up objective to an exceedance of water
quality objective The key facts in this matter are

The copper concentrations In the watcrcolumn in the
vicinity of the NCMT In San

Diego flay exceeded the April 1991 numeric water quality objective bcfoze the
PACO Terminal operations that lad to the spillage of cer that has accumulated
In the NCMT area sediments took place

The concentrations of er In the watucolumn the NCMr area after the
spillage took place are of the same general magnitude as those found before the
spillage took place

The copper ore concentrate in the NCMT-area sediments is not the primary eausc
and may not be responsible to any measurable extent to the erceedance of the
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watercolumn copper objective that exists throughout San Diego Bay

tenaivc studies of the impact of dieerore cmcentrate-conlrnhi2ted lediments

in the NCMT area have determined that the erin those sediments is cauauig

slgnrncant adverse impact on the deslgisted baiefldal uses of Do Bay

The 4000 mglkg wmeit quality objective adopted by the SDWQCB is highly

proIive of the declgiated beneficial uses of Sen Dio Bay That objective could

be significantly raised without Impairing those uses

the numeric water quality objective copper in San Diego Bay as Implemented
is known to be highly overly restrictive fiz petection of beneficial uses as the

application of value would be to many other mhrine bayi thmugbcut the US
Exoeedance of the numeric copper objective does not iqieaeut an Impairment of the

designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay watea

The State Board staffs review of this mtwas stated to have been restricted to

only part of the Administrative Record that was available to the It Th Slate Board
staffs review of the matter upon which It has commented sad developed this Daft
Order has thus not Included the lmlcal Information submitted to the SDWQCB
specifically in ruiallon of the

originally proposed 1000 mg Cu/kg rican-up

objective or in support of 4000 nig Cu/kg cisen-up objective or the response of
the Pact of San Diego to the specific Issues raised in the lktltion

The State Boards staff has not raised
single technical issue its Comments cc

reflected in the Draft Order that had not been addressed In the Administrative
Record or that would

justify causing the dean-up objective to be established at 1000
mg/kg rather than the SDWQCBs objective of 4000 mg/kg comparison of the

nature and strength of the technical information In support of the 1000 mg/kg
objective with that In support of the 4000 mg Cu/kg objective shows that the
evidence in support of the latter is substandafly stronger and more idiable

The Environmental Health Coalitions petition was based on faulty analysis of the
nformation available on the

potential significance of copper in San Diego Bay
sediments on the designated beneficial uses of the Bay waters

COMMENTS ON THE BACKGROUND

Presented on pages through of the Draft Order Is beckground infonnatian to the
Draft Order To the exit that the author of the Draft Order relied upon the Staff Comments
Uprelbuinsu Comments en the Weadward-Clyde Repeat on Copper Pollution it the
National City Mathie Terminal San Diego Bayw the backgrcund Information isueceri1y
incomplete since the Staff stated In its Comments that the portion of the Mmlnlstrafive Record
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that it reviewed did not Include the technical Information submitted to the SDWQCB specifically

In refutation ci the cwlginaliy proposed 1000 mg Cu/kg clesn-up objective or In auçurt of

4000 mg Cu/kg cleanup objective or the response of the rt of San Diego to the specific

issues raised In the PetitIon

The arc scvuul aspects of Imlcal iakemattcn presented In the Draft hdsr that

thould be brought to the tcsition ci the Wr Mseowces Contial .idWICH in Its

of the Daft Order On pages and was made ci the SDWQCBa adopting
sedlmcnt clean-op djccdve ci 1000 As flacussed the Wcodurd-Qyde
report and father In the mthrMls pre.nMd to the SDWQCBand the WICR by the of San

Diego In the Administrative Rccctd critical review of the basis fr etof that

objective shows that it was based en technically imreflmlik use of lnsduaM and Ineecuraic data

that purported to present concenhadons ci .oIe ar In Inlarstitiel waters sediment-
associated pore wa by the SDW stsff These Is little doubt based on the risk

assessment studies conducted after oposal of the 1000 mg Cu/kg clean-up objective dat dat
clean-up objective would be protective of San Diego Bay qadity However that objective
was not established based on technical information that would Indicate that higher .an-up
objective would not be protective of beneficial uses ci the Bay There is nothing in the technical

information available that would IdentIfy 1000 mg Cu/kg as singularly algalficant clean-up
objective The fact is as dnonstratcd in the risk assessment reported by WCC 1991 dat
clean-up objective substantially higher than the 4000 nig Cu/kg objective adopted by the

SDWQCB in Addendum no could be àstthllshed the NQCFsia sediments without
adverse impacts to the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay Comparison of the nature and strength
of the technical information In roozt of the 1000 mg/kg objective with that in support of the
4000 mg Cu/kg objective shows that the evidence In support ci the latter Is substantially
stronger and more reliable

On page first paragraph the Draft Order stated

The BoanI jbwd however thai data firmi the ate Mussel Watch Fognin
Jiidlcated that apper cosuwthvged sedimem sIgnLflcaivy contributes to wiy
elrswzd cojqer cony sjbwvd Ii nuissek In the area ofPxo TennbwJz
compared to mussels in other areas

The quoted statement is an inaccurate expression of the findings from the State Mussel Watch
Program the State Mussel Watch Program data pertinent to the NCMF area were discussed byWCC 1991 Further as discussed In the Woudward-Clyde port WCC 1991 4iIch Is pert
of the Adnthiststjve Record an this lafter the risk assessment study conducted by WOC
1991 explIcitly addressed the Issue of the bionccumulaticn body burden oferIn benthic
and utercolumn mussels

specifically In the NCMT area As reported by WCC 1991 body
burdens accumulation cicopper in watercolumn and besthic botlrmi-dwmtllng mussels
collected from heavily coppcr.coutamlnated area the NCMT were not different from the
body burdens of the same types of mussels oullected from historical NPDES reference site in
the area Contrary to the itatesnent quoted from das Daft Order the mvseels In vicinity of
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NCMT area do not contain higher concentrations of copper than do those from other areas
of San Diego Bay

On page paragraph the Draft Order stated

Thie high levcLr urpollwwi bichvling cower San Iego Bay is listed

In the age Water Bow 19k teraiAsses.psent as haAg bId
vmer qualisy and has been placed on nzlaews Ybter Act-nwsdated

Inithvger bedie The bk1a1 iur that conddered Impalted huchvie

the4flsh haiwstlng and marine habitat

It Is Important for the WRCB to understand that the so-called impairment of th designated
beneficial uses of San Diego Bay ZCLvd to in the quoted s-sis an administrative

Impairment an artifact of how the State of CillmIa deuigis impaired uses
The so-called impairment allegedly associated with the c-contaminated sediment in the

vicinity of the NCMT does not reflect diminution of shellfish harvesting or marine habitat

This State has adopted policy that an exceedanee of highly protective the of
copper highly overly protective objective in itself Is the same as an impafrmeat of__a
Designated beneficial uses of waterbodies Including as San Diego flay cus on the numbers
types characteristics and wholesomeness of fish and other aquatic life contact recreation
his very clear from the extensive studies that have been done and reported in the Mminlstmtive
Record that the copper ore concentrate in the NCMT-area I5dhnnt Is not adversely actIng
the actual designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay The administrative exceodance is not
tantamount to an ecological or public health-related impairment of uses

Further since concentrations of copper hi the watercoluma near the NCMT were
essentially the same before and after the PACO operations that resulted In the Introduction of
copper ore into the sediment It Is clear that that copper Is certainly not ignlflant math less
the primary cause of any exceedince of the numeric water quality objective Thcrckae the so-
called exceedance reported in 1986 and the claim that that exceedance constitutes an impairment
usc is an artifact of administrative policy end does not represent an impairment of actual
designated uses of the waterbody- the administrative acecdancc not manifrsted as an
impairment of beneficial uses is not something that the public or private Interesta should upend
significant amounts of money attempting to eliminate

The Important facts are

In the face of exceedunceg of the water quality objective mussels of type
recognized by the US EPA to be the meet acutely aensithe to per and uponwhich its water quality criIon ærcopper and the EBB objective was based .rc
living In the areas of the NCMT that am most heavily contaminated by copper ore
concentrate

the concentrations of copper present In the watercolumn measured in 1986 that arc
now termed an exceedance of the cuneat objective were essentially the same as
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those reported for before the PACO operations that introduced thc copper ore
concentrate Into the sediment

the contribution to the watercoiwun ccncenusjlons of copper from the copper ore
concentrate In the ifany bep the Issue of the relative ropduteneu of
the 1000 mg/kg and the adopted 4000 Cu/kg clean-up ecttve and
an esceedance of current water quality otjoctlve Is not plod an lnsirment
of desigiated benefidil uses of the watssbody but rather is an adailnltivc
exceedance careful and detailed Investigation It has been fowul that the

copper-contagnIid lvr-area sediment is not causing an adverse impact on the
beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

From the information available the adniinizlrazlve wveedance othe water quality objective and
associated administrative Impainneat of use would still be present end quite likely to essentially
the same degree If the NCMr area sediments contained no copper ore concentrate

There is no technical justification for the ptceumptlon nwfr in the upindingw for
UContentlon page

The revised clewup lewl q4nigg doer not conqiiy with the requlivmentc
applicable to cleanzip and abafemwj orders wider Water Code Sedlon 13304 aiwl
it Is Imely to violate the EB P1w Resoltakv 68-16 wid cdr
1equirenents

The technical flaws In the information conjecture and reasoning presented by the In Its

petition with regard to this Contentkm were discussed in h1bit of the of San DiegosJune 1992 submission to the WRCB In Iomae to the ERC appeal of the SDWQCBa
adoption of Addendum no.7 and Appendix of Exhibit of the Port of San DIegos June
1992 submIssion to the WRCB in response to the EHC appeal of the SDWQCBs adaption ofMdendwn no

AU of the technical Information available leads to the cwluMon that 4000 mg Cu/kg
clean-ui objective would be protective especially considering that the copper-ore contsminatIn
in the vicinity of the NCMT currently present to levels more than 50000 Cu/kg is not
causing adverse Impacts to water quality and that the moat-upercontamjeated NCMT-srea
sediments tested containing copper in conc itrationg giester than 18000 rag Cu/kg have been
found to be non-toxic to eight crganisms considerIng 12 response jsamelen some of the
organisms tested were known to be

particularly aensltlve to copper and tcd under shert
term chronic testing conditions In ftct the results from the Intensive investigation aw that

clean-up objective of more than 4000 mg Cukj dry.wt would protect the beneflclaj uses ofthe Bay in accord with the Bays and Estuaries Plan as well as State Water Resources ContrvBoard Resolution No 6846 Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Quality ofWaters in Californiaand the U.S vironmnt.j otoctjon Agencys Antldegradajjoj Policy

Under Finding page the Draft Order stated
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17b apprapriaie cleanup level it 1IX mg/kg

technica revew of the techjca1 mdation of the 1000 mg Cu/kg clean-op objective was
presented in tcstlinoiiy to the SDWQCB at the Decemb 91991 hearIng and In Exhisit of
the Port of San DIegos June 31992 submllon to the WRCB In reqonse to the applof the SDWQCBS adoption of Addendum no.7 and In Appw41x of hIb1t of die Port of
San Diegos June 1992 ibmlaslca to the WRCB In reapomas to the EHC appeal of theSDWQCBs adoption of Addendum no.7 As dIacsard In the Admjnjstrathe Record the 1000
mg/kg clean-op objective baa no intilnaic wa ality protection gn1Ianca or technical
foundation While Its adoption would be protective of beneficiel uses of the Bay it Is
unnecessarily stringent for that purpose

The Draft Order rered to requirements of Section 13304 of the Waler Code that
specify that any person who has discharged Waste Into waters of the state In violation of waste
discharge requirement or other prohibition Is required

clean up and abate She effects meof

Further the Draft Order stated

As stated in Resolution 92-49 dschargey are required to cleanup sic and
abate the ejft ci of dLvcharge.s In .er that pnwnotes auabiment of
IMMgvsmd water quality or the highest water quality nlch it rruonable
backgivwd levels of waier quality cannot be recroiwL.

Since the risk assessment studies conducted on behalf of the Port have fowid that the copper are
concentrate in the NCMT-area sediments is not adversely affecting the designated beneficial uSesof San Diego Bay there are no offectf to be cleaned-up or abated As demonstrated by the
risk assessment studies the water

quality at background conditkm Review of watexcolumndata prior to PACOs operations and post-PACO toxicity test and biological studies at the sltc
establish that the removal of copper ore concentrate from the NCMT-area sediments will not
significantly change the water quality

On page paragraph the Draft Order stated

The EB Plan establishes tanwlve and luwserical water quality obJectives
enjwe the reasonable pivtectlon of beneficial and the prevention ofnuisance

The 4000 mg/kg cleanup objective provides not only reasonable protection but also
extraordinary protection of the cgnatd beaec1a1 uses of San Diego Bay waters from adverseeffects of the copper ore concentrate

On pege paragraph the Draft Order stated that the two applicable narrative water
quality objectives included In the EBB Plan are
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The caJcentrUons of toxic pollutants In the er cokann iiln$ents or
bloW shall not adely ajict benvjldal ires Daclosed ba wesuathae
convnwiWes wit popvladons bhng wnebwe lnwubse and plant

species shall not be degraded at the iusl of the discharge ofsts

The studies conducted by the nt have
clesity iaated that the copper or ocecantrale and

all other contaminants in the copper lalminR4q4 Nr-erci solimuits thea objectives
The NCMT-ase.a sediments are not toxic to variety of highly sensitive aquatic life that the
differences and similarities between organism assemblages in and the NCW area am not
related to the amount of copper present in the sedhasats that known copper-sensitive mussels
live naturally in the most heavily copper-contaminated ama of the NCMT and that watercclumn
concentrations of copper were not different uthen measured in 1986 than they had heart prior to
the PACO operations at the NCMT Thus the narrative standards have been met There Is no
technical famdaticn for the claim that the 1000 mg Cu/kg clean-up objective would be required
to nieet the narrative objective

On page 1O paragraph the Draft Order stated

1W11h egards to conzplkmce with the EBF Plan the record Indicates that 1OJ
mg/kg is the cleaniq level that Lv moss likely to attain the nwnerlcal 1rsandatd hr
the EBE Plan of 2.9 pg/L I-hour awuge

That statement is inaccurate There Is no niljwtlflcatioi to support the position that
achieving 1000 mg/kg clean-up objective will significantly affect the frequency and magnihide
of exceedances of the watcrcolumn water quality objective or that attinmrnt of that clean-up
level Is ncccsry to achieve the numeric objective It is Important to emphasize that that water
quality objective for copper implemented is widely recognized as being overly restrictive for
the protection of beneficial uses The US EPA has recognized this Ituation and baa proposed
to alter implementation of its water quality criteria so that that objective would no longer be
implemented based on total copper concentrations In the wacolumn

On page 10 paragraph the Draft Order stated

7mtatlon provided by the Petftionerg Indicates that several species cmarine
organirrits sirtoxic efibczc sere sediment levely at or below 3% nsg/kg

Evaluation of the technical foundation for the so-called information provided by the Peiitkmers
in this regard demonstrate the technical

invalidity of the quoted statement As thscusaed at the
December 1991 hearing before the SDWQCB and in detail in Appendix of Thchlblt of the
Port of San Diegos June 1992 mbmin to the WRCB in 1eonse to the EHC appeal of
the SDWQCBs adoption of Addendum no.7 the 390 mg Cu/kg value was extracted from the
Long and Morgan Information and misapplied to this site Contrary to the
statement made in the Draft Order quoted thovc the value of 390 mg Cu/kg ii not
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concentration which when present in sediments has beeui md to cause adverse effects to aquatic
life Long and Morgan did not ci -and-et l.i.Anatin$ What they reported

was dt In dae sediments on which ccwr was measured half of the sedIments 50 percentile
diet showed

toxicity the cause of which was not ounwhicd copper at that

concentration There was no prcauntkn by Long and Morgan that that coenentrutlon of

copper or any other contlon of copper or of other dismicale mssrsred was ie.poasüe
for causing toxicity they merely listed number of cieaedst1cs of asditneats that exhibited

some kboratory tealcity There Is wide vailety of contambunits not camildared by Long
and Morgan that are much man likely to be the cans of the observed toxicity than copper
Purifier some of the ways In which

toxicity was -dsuch as the Microlox pxuccthue on
sediment extracts arc known to be Invalid and unreliable

As discussed in other matedals belag submitted to WRCB providing ooiIs the

State Board staff Staff Conunents there is no teclinlil foundation for claim that any number
selected from Imig and Morgans tables of co-occurrence for copper would or could be
expected to cause toxicity It Is well-known that the concentrations of cont21nlnnts in sediment

are unreliable indicators of potential toxic ccts The pctIiinnrs position that scdlmsnt
associated copper cauri adverse effects at 390 mg/kg is which was repealed as fact In the Draft

Order Is Incorrect and does not properly tcflcct the technicel information or the unture and
orIgin of this value review of the numerous toxicity tests on NCMT-area sediment

clearly
dispels that position

On page 10 paragraph the Draft Order also stated

baiher the Regional Water Bow concluded In OdeT S-91 and
Addendwn No that data front the sate Wu.uei Watch Pngmm denonsymse that
the copper comaminated sediment has 4Jcsed the nfiie enWmnmeu and that
the contaminated sedbnent Lc conthuting to discharge coJçer to the water
column

As noted above that statement does not properly reflect the Information available today as
presented In the Woodward-CIyde report It ii also based on information developed before the
Fort District was even party to this proceeding and the Port District had no opportunity so
address it

On page 11 paragraph the Draft Order staled

The Dischargeic acsen that Infimnadois ftn nudie peijbmsed by their

consultant demonsmzte that the copper they diuato the Bay is nat to.dc
to aquatic ft because It Is stable hIly Iivohtble and thus largeiy unavailable
to JŁct atk lee They auen that even at lewis as high as 198Ymgg no
Inpaci to aQuatic lift would occur

11ie quoted statement iian Inaccurate and mifreding rqrcaensatlon of the information provided
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In this matter by the Dirg First th COnIniim that the aedimentas.oclated cper
is largely unavailable to affect aquatic ilk wns not dcvckçcd imply on the basis of the

characteristics of the chalcopyrite the copper ore although the nature and bdavxr of

chalcopyriic support the flndb WCC 1991 report end other infcemalkxi In the

Mmlnlstratlve Record the snthon comments on Staff ucts end previous diacusalon

herein dIas the Information icon whkb the uament was made Finally the statement with

conocted concentration inkmnatlon Is ml epewI-ln of the technical bikrmallcsi It wna
not an uscitlon regarding levels of copper that did not advusaly sfkct aquatic ilk Levels

of sedlnitsit-auoclated eras high as then 18000 mg/kg watt found to be non-toxic

to embryos/larva of copper-sensitive aqtic ilk In loft-ternt chronic exposure conditions

Furthermore mussels known to be c-sensitive are livh naturally In arena of the NCMT
sediment that contain some of the highest concontrstloei of copper there

On page 12 paragraph the Draft Order stated

Ac noted abow the San Diego Bay Lc listed in the State Water Boai.s 19
Waler Quality Assesjnent tic having impaired er quality due Inpm to high
lewZc of copperY

As discussed above this so-called impaired water quality reportedly due to copper Is an
administrative exceedance impairment not en ecological or public health-related impairment
Further the role of copper ore concentrate in contributing to this excccdance ii expected based

on the findings of the risk assessment review to be tmRlt and Insignificant if any

The Draft Order also slated on page 12

lAs thIs Boon noted In Order No WQ 91-10 moJor source of copper
poliwlon cne.r from cower deposLts In the vicinity of Faco 1nn1nals

The results of the studies and review of existing Information conducted by the authors do
support that position and In fact clearly refute it

On page 13 the Draft Order stated

As noted above the DIschwger how not pmvided adequate bybnnulon to
e.ctablish that the 4Xk1 mg/kg level will pmiect bençflclal we

Thu statement is inaccurate Thare is substantial Infonnation presented in the Mmlnistrative
Record to support the conclusion of the SDWQCB that the 4000 mg Cu/kg clean-up level is

highly pwtctive of the designated beneficial uses of San Dingo Bay Much higher values could
be adopted without impairing these uses

The Draft Order also stated on page 13
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Other bpbnnatlon in the record Indicates that level of1Xk mgig will compy
wish the FE Plans nwnerical standard of 2.9 ig/L

As discussed above and at length In the Administeative Record there is no technic reason to

assert that ithieving 10X mg/kg clean-up ctivc will result In significant difference in

the frequency and magnitude of the exceedancea of the 2.9 pg/L water quality objective While

achieving that objective would protect Aiigptd beaudidal of San Diego Bay Its

achievement is not necessary to juutect biwif%ctel uses ccctives Imtantially bghr than that

indeed higher than the 4000 lug Cu/kg objective adapted by the SDWQCB would provide

protection of bcne6dal uses of the Bay As discussed above comparison of the nature and

strength of the technical information in support of the 1000 mg/kg objective with that In support
of the 4000 mg Cu/kg objective shows that the evidence In npoxt of the latter Is substantially

stronger and more reliable

On page 13 paragraph the Draft Order stated

Economic considerations while reknt ao setting cleaniqp lewLc are not the

only factors

The imicat1on of the statement quoted from the Draft Order is that the Port and PACO have

only considered economic factors in supporting the 4000 mg/kg copper clPsn-up objective That
implication Is highly inaccurate The 4000 rug Cu/kg was proposed at the aighora suggestion
to the Port based on extensive risk assessment studies that demonstrated that that objective
would be highly protective on its practical Implementability within short lime and en political
consideratlosia Ilic technical infbnnation showed that clean-up objective substantially higher
as high as is00omg Cu/kg thÆ most conlminaled sediments tested in

toxielty teats could

be appropriate At the time that the authors mide this suggestion they did not how the

magnitude of the economic impact of selecting the 4000 zag Cu/kg clesn-up objective It was
subsequently learned that adoption of 4000mg Cu/kg objective would save the Port and public
and private interests approximately $4 million out of an approximately $7 million clean-up
program While economic considerations were not the cause of selection of the 4000 mg Cu/kg
objective adopted by the SDWQCB certainly such an economic factor strungly supports not

forcing dean-up just for clean-ups askc but instead adopting the technicafly valid cost-efictive

approach for managing this material in an expedient efient manner

OVERALL CONCLUSION

It is clear that the individuals who propared the Draft Order have chosen to Ignore the
vast amount of

echnlcafly sound Information in the Administrative Rcord that supports the

SDWQCBs conclusion that the 4000 mg/kg copper clean-up objective for the NCMT area
sediments is protective of the designated bendldal uses of San Diego Bay in thu Draft Order
the Board baa been provided with highly biased technically umdiabIe assessment of the
information available on the impact of the cqconfaminated sediments in the NCfr area on

10
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beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

REFERiES

WCC Woodward-Clyde Consultants Reinedial Action AltCrnatives for National City Marine
Tcrminal Final Report Prepared for San Diego Unified Port DistrIct San Diego CA July

II
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Technical Support for

SDWQCBs Adoption of 4000 mg Cu/kg

Clean-up Objective for

National City MarIne Terminal-Area Sediments

San Diego Bay

Fred Lee Ph.D and Anne Jones-Lee Ph.D

Areas of Expertise

Aquatic Biology/Toxicology

Aquatic Chemistry
Environmental Engineering
Public Health

Experience 32/16 yrs

Evaluating the Significance

of Chemical Contaminants in

Sediments

Teaching Graduate Aquatic

Chemistry
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Risk Assessment

Chemical Contaminants Exist in Aquatic Systems in

Variety of Forms Only Some of Which Are Toxic-

Available to Adversely Affect Aquatic Life

Selective Sequential Testing and Evaluation of

Aquatic ChemistryChemical Nature Fate and

Transport of Contaminantsof Concern and

Their Aquatic Toxicology Impact in

Tiered Framework of Increasing Sophistication

of Specificity

Yield Assessment of

Adverse Impacts That the Given Situation Has

on Designated Beneficial Uses

Degree of Contaminant Control Needed to

Protect Designated Beneficial Uses

Evaluate Improvement in Water Quality That

Could Be Achieved as Result of

Implementing Various Contaminant Control

Approaches
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Summaryof Results of Lee Jones-Lee

Risk Assessment Study

NCMT-Area Sediments Contain Copper to 50000
mg Cu/kg at 2-3 ft deep

Toxicity Tests with NCMT-Area Sediments

Containing 18000 mg Cu/kg Did Not Adversely

Affect Sensitive Test Organisms

OveraU Different Types of Organisms Tested

Considered 14 Response Parameters

Shrimp Flat Fish Sea Urchin Eggs Embryos
Clams Worms Types of Amphipods Fish

Larvae Pacific Oyster Embryos/Larvae

Embryos of Pacific Oyster Reported by US
EPA to Be One of the Most Sensitive

Organisms/Stages to Copper in Salt Water

Mytilus edulls mussel Occurs Naturally in Area of

NCMT in Which Sediments Contain Some of

Highest Concentrations of Copper Reported

US EPA Found That Embryos of Mytilus edulis

Were the Most Acutely Sensitive to Copper of

the MarIne Organisms It Evaluated

Sensitivity of Myti/us dulls Basis for US EPA
Water Quality Criterion for Copper
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Summary of Findings

Dr Fred Lee and Dr Anne Jones-Lee

Risk Assessment Conclusions

Copper Ore Concentrate Now in NC MT-Area

Sediments Is Non-Toxic and Not Available

Copper in NCMT-Area Sediments Is Not

Having an Adverse Impact on Beneficial

Uses of San Diego Bay

The 4000 mg Cu/kg Clean-Up Objective

Adopted by Regional Board Could Be Raised

Substantially and Still Protect Beneficial

Uses of San Diego Bay
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Summary of Inaccurate Claims Staffs Draft Order

pgs 34 The Proposed 1000 mg/kg Clean-Up Objective

Has Technical Support NOT TRUE Based on Inappropriate

Interpretation and Use of Unreliable Data

pgs 41O Mussel Watch Data Show That the NCMT-Area
Sediment Copper Is Causing Elevated Copper in Mussels in

San Diego Bay NOT TRUE Mussels in NCMT Area Have
Same Copper Concentrations as Mussels from Other Parts of

San Diego Bay

pgs 61 Copper in NCMT-Area Sediments Is Causing

Impairment of Water Quality-Beneficial Uses of San Diego

Bay NOT TRUE Determinationof Impairment of Uses of

San Diego Bay Reflects Administrative Not Ecàlogical

Assessment Based Solely on Alleged Exceedance of

Overly Protective Water Quality Objective for Copper

pgs 1O1213 1000 mg/kg Clean Up Objective Is Likely

to Cause the Attainment 2.9 pg/L Water Quality Objective

NO BASIS Concentrations of Copper In Wat.rcolumn

Exceeded Current Numeric Water Quality Objective before

Paco Terminal Operation Would Be Present Even if All

Copper Ore Concentrate Were Removed from the Bay
Exceedance Due to Other Causes

continues
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Summary Continued

pg 10 390 mg/kg Copper Sediment Concentration Proposed

by EHC Has Technical Validity NOT TRUE 390 mg/kg
Value Developed from Co-occurrence of Few Chemicals to

impacts NOT CAUSE AND EFFECT Not Valid Approach

to Evaluate Water Quality Impacts of Copper or Other

Sediment-Associated Chemicals

pg 13 There Is Inadequate Justification to Support the

4000 mg/kg Clean-Up Objective Adopted by the Regional

Board NOT TRUE Extensive Data and Information

Presented That Justifies the 4000 mg/kg Clean-Up Objective

Adopted by San Diego Regional Board Protective of

Beneficial Uses of San DIego Bay

pg 13 4000 mg/kg Objective Based Only on Economic

Considerations NOT TRUE Value Supported by Proper

Technical Evaluation of Beneficial-Use Protection and Political

Factors That Impact Clean-Up Requirements

Proper Review and Presentation of Information in

Administrative Record Demonstrate That the San Diego WQCBs
Adoption of 4000 mg/kg Clean-Up Objective Was Appropriate

and Should Be Upheld by the Board
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Conclusion

Staffs Draft Order Does Not Provide Valid Technical

Support for Proposed 1000 mg Cu/kg Clean-Up

Objective

Staffs Draft Order Does Not Provide Valid Technical

Refutation of Validity of 4000 mg Cu/kg Clean-Up

Objective Adopted by the Regional Board

The Proposed 1000 mg Cu/kg Clean-Up Objective

Overly Conservativefo Protection of Water Quality/

Beneficial Uses Wasteful of Public Private Funds

Clean-Up Objective Can Be Raised Considerably
Above 4000 mg Cu/kg without Impairment of

Beneficial Uses of San Diego Bay
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Commentson

State WRCB Staff Preliminary Comments on

the Woodward-Clyde Report on Copper Pollution

at the National City Marine Terminal San Diego Bay

Prepared by

Fred Lee Ph.D and Anne Jones-Lee Ph.D
President Vice-President

Fred Lee Associates

El Macero CA 95618

916 753-9630

September 151992

In December 1991 the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board SDWQCB
adopted Addendum no to Clean-up and Abatement Order no 85-91 that prescribed clean-ic

otJective for ppes-contamlnated .1imit5 In the vicinity of National City Marine Terminal

In San Diego Bay of 4000 ng Cu/kg dry wt While the Regional Board staff had originally

recommended 1000 mg/kg clean-up objective after teatimony presented by the Port of San

Diego and others the staff stipulated that 4000 nig Cu/kg clean-up level or hlgI would have

no adverse biological impacts and the SDWQCBadopted the 4000 mg/kg objective Adoption
of that Addendum was appealed to the State Water Resources Control Board WRCB by the

Environmental Health Coalition EHC and Sprofera

The WRCB staff prepared set of TMPrellminary Comments on the Woodward-Clyde

Report on Copper Pollution at the National City Marine Terminal San Diego Bay Staff
Comment which provided the only technical bali upon which draft WRCB Order was

developed to overturn the SDWQCB Order and support the initially recommended clean-up

objective of 1000 ag Cu/kg Presented below Is critique and discussion of the technical

deficiencies in those comments

Introductory Material

Staff Conmients page and paragraph of page

The opening statement of the WRCB Staff Comments was

1The fillowing analysis is based an vely little reWew dnie and Lr lbnited to

technical Lcsues relevant to lie Woodrd-ayde repon enrWed Find Rqnn
Teiw4naL prepaivdjbr the

San Diego Th4fled rtDLm io date pmWded Other bpbmtwlon bi the

recoid wis not reviewed
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The authors of these comments Lee and Jones-Lee were responsible for developing the risk
assessment aspects of the Woodward-Clyde rqcit WCC 1991 It is indeed zuiwtunate that

the staff did not thoroughly review WCC 1991 or kz backup documents or the other technical

materials that have been submitted tu the SDWQCB and that the SDWQCB conidered In its

decision Issues of t1rnkl cern that the staff sued in Its Staff Comits we
addressed directly In niaterials within thc Admlnhstrathc Record many of them wese also
addressed in the Woodward-Clyde report WCC 1991 that the staff staled It bad reviewed

he fact that the staff was not provided adeqiate timefwppon to critically review all of
the Information in the Administrative Record on this iaLIar should not be used as Justification
for recommendation to the WRCB that it overturn the SDWQCBs analysis of the situatkin and
thereby cause the Port of the San Diego the pçIe In the San Diego region an sdthtlonel
several millIon dollars In NCf eiIment cleanup to renieve copper from the aoms%tl that

Is clearly not having significant adverse lmpct on the degnised benefldal urea of San Diego
Bay As d1scuscd below critical review of all of the Information in the

Record as well as this diecusslon of the 1ues raised by the WRCB staff in its Conunenti on
the Woodward-Clyde report that have not been raised previously dues not support the WRCB
staffs position that 1000 rug Cu/kg clean-up objective Is appropriate for the memedlatlon of
the copper-contaminated sediments in the NCMT area It also scorns that the ataff did not even
review Woodward..Clyde report In any detail or with particular objectivity

On page the Staff Comments listed four provisions that the preparer indicated must be
considered in order to support particular clean-up level of residual copper that greater than
background Thc staff stated with regard to those provisions

The infwmation allthle must be s.jc1eu to allow for pnbsIonal
judgement that the renedfation alternative ainplle.r iWth the four pmvisloM

As discussed further below review othe Administrative Record would show that the technical
information does not support 1000 mg/kg eln-up objective over 4000 mg/kg objective
As discussed in the materials submitted to the SDWQCB the 1000 mg/kg clean-up ctccdve
was based on faulty analysis of Inadequate data on the coer concentrations In interstitial waters
taken from the sediments in the NCM area The technical information in thc Administrative
Record shows that the 4000 mg/kg clean-up objective adopted by the SDWQCB is highly
conservative in protecting the designated br1a1 uses of San Diego Bay This Is aiqcrtut
by the

Integrated use of wide
variety of technical information and good and experienced

profassional Judgernent that shows that clean-up objective considerably higher than 4000 mg
Cu/kg could be justified and still protect the designated beneRcial uses of San Diego Bay

In the following paragraph on page of the Staff Comments summary was presented
of the staffs assessment of how well the Woodward-Clyde report addressed the four provisions
noted

The Staff Comments staled that the Woodward-Qyde report adequately addresses pmrIon
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iawnber which was That the conceiunztlon of copper or other meraLc associated vrnh the

our In tissue of organisms at the site riot exceed level hwwdowi to human health

The Staff Commfls then asted however that the Woodwszd Clyde report pivvIdes satne
adequate bylinnadon tO ressproWskmsJ jawtiic wee That cvwnwilt1 and

popidotlone of organLcnu at the site not degnided ar sweult of the residual a.çper oi
and lutt the corvmzuilon of copper In sediment water or tissue of organisms not uult in

adveise ejcts on beneficial ies

It was the authors finding as uorted in WCC 1991 that considering

ali of the information on communfties and populations of aquatic organisms in the

NCMT area and elsewhere In San DIo Bay
the lack of toxithty of whatever chemicals are present In the copper-contaminated

NCMT-area sediments

the aquatic chemistry of copper and

the technical basis and rationale for the curin water quality objective for copper

there is substantial technical justification for the conclusion that the uer-centamhiviJ
sediments that currently exist in the NCfr area arc not adversely aflŁctlng the beneficial uses
of the area Thus It is imflkely that the cower ore remaining after unwIion to whatever
level Is sdccted would adversely affect beneficial uses of San Diego Bay These Issues am
discussed forther in subsequent sections of this report

The Comments continued on to claim that the Woodward-Clyde report pnMde.r no technical

bbnnatIon to evaluate proi.irlan which was That the residual sediment copper am
coiupfbute to exceeding vwer concentration of 2.9 ppb Cu/L copper the water quality
objective adopted for San Diego Bay in April 1991

Had the staff been provided with the time ncccssazy to critically review the information
that is in the Administrative Record and that was provided to the SDWQCBin connection with
this matter including the WooduÆd-Qyd report WCC 1991 they would have found several
important aspects of that expressed concern

First the issue of exceedance of the water quality objective was not raised by the

SDWQCB or others until few weeks before the December 1991 SDWQCR hesring on the

proposed clean-up objective Watercoiwun concentrations of copper in the NChf area were
not an issue raised by Mdendum no which provided guidance on the Information requested
in support of sediment clean-up objective alternative to the then-proposed 1000 rag Cu/kg

Second that notwithstanding the Woodward-Clyde report WCC 1991 dId provide
discussion of the Infomiaticn available pertinent to concentzt1on of copper in the watercoluran
in the NCMT area Section 3.4.4 Copper In the Watercolumaw of that report pages 3-18
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through 3-25 specifically discussed copper concentrations reported In the literature for San
Diego nay that wue itlnait to the evaluitlon data later served as bela for the

allegitions that the copper in the NCMT-rea sediment was contributing In significant way to
eceedanoe of the 2.9 tg Cu/L water quality cctlve as well as the implications of the

farina and concentrations of
copper famd In the walercoiwen After four pages of discussion

in the first paragraph of page 3-22 of WCC 1991 it was concluded

77efir the range of dissolved copper concentrations jbwad by S1EC
98 In accosd n4th at been Jbwid In other pants qthe Hay Isee

the sbnent conceumgjons nu lower than In the NChfr area This

suggests that the higher sediment copper concenwatkm.s at NCMT are not

signjflcw 1y ckalng tercolumn coiweurailon

Furthermore WCC 1991 discussed data reported in the literature on the concentrations of
copper in the area of the NCMT prior to the PACO operation there After piesenting summary
description of the data and findings WCC 1991 reported on page 3-20 samples co1ted from
the upper in of waler at the 32nd Street Naval Shipyard Navy Pier Just north of the NCMT
see WCC 1991 Figure 2-1 monthly between July 1978 and June 1979 showed that

total copper present in the S7ieer Island Yacht Basin and Nawj Pier ten
erceeded the water quality objective adopted by the State Water Rewwvec
Control Boani In AprIl 1991 of 2.9 gg/L

WCC 1991 concluded on pages 3-2 to 3-3

7iz previous studies It jbw.d that concentrations of copper In the
watercolwv akve NCMT-area sediments contained elevated conc itratlais of
copper higher than the CalljbniIa erquality jecilve cwrentiy applicable to
Son Diego Bay Similar situations wereibwrd In other paris of San Diego Bay
even prior to the initiation of copper ore cormete twtr operations at the
NCMT In Its sgwiles to establish the water quality cr1wonfir apper rec.watJy
adopted as the water quay ab/ecilw by the state Water Resowces Cowivl
Boani the U.S EPA jbund that the embryo of particular mussel Mytilus
edulls were the most acutely sensitive to copper of the marine oianlsrny it

evaksateL That species of mussel presently ow naturally in the vicinity ofNCMT In art area In nIch the sediments contain .ronae of the highest
concentrations of copper This Indicates that the conceruradcwjs of capper
reported In the watercoiwun near the NCMT sediments frstW present are not
awil Fable/toxic to those organLsnu

Thus contrary to the claim made in the Staff Commt that WCC 1991 pmWde.r no
technical lnfinnation to ewzluatepnvlsgon clearly it did provide and discuss the implications
of the technical Information with regard to the evidence icr the NCMT-area sedit-associateti
copper to be contributing to an exceedance of the current water quality objective for copper of
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2.9 iig/L Pwtl as discussed subsequently herein WCC 1991 provided detailed technical
review of the nature of the forms of copper measured with analytical methods used by various

investigators and the Unplicatlons of the chemical concentration data as well as toxicity test and
other biological data for adverse Impacts on the beasficlal use of San Diego Bay That
tecimical review included consideration oldie seinIe.J basis and raliceale for the US EPA water

quality criterion copper and the California water quality Jecrtve of 2.9 ug Cu/L and their

tonship to the findings of the authors risk srv1v1t as pruented by WCC 1991

Third when the Issue of alleged ____of the water quality objective in the NC
area was raised just prior to the SDWQCBhearing the auIs provided in-dqith discussion of
the pertinent technical Issue to the SDWQCB which caused dds Board and Its Executive Officer
to conclude see transcript of the December 1991 hearIng that the copper In the sediments of
the NCMT area was net having an adverse Impact on the designated beneficial uses of San
Diego Bay This conclusion Included consideration of the odances of the water quality
objective for copper that have been established for San Diego Bay

4ft making its overall assessment of how well the Woodward-clyde report addressed the four

provisicns the Staff Comments stated

The proposed remedlation sediment concentration q4Yppn copper total thy
WeIght not spec$cally evabiated testy that wre conducted wIlftr4
sedbnen substantially above or below tld wzliie

The study approach developed and followed for the risk assessment portico of the work
was technically sound and conservative in accord with die standard tiered hrd risk
assessment approach As discussed by WCC 1991 in the Risk Assessment section Section

and at various locations including page 2-2 the approach was to teat the most contaminated
worst-case sediments area sediments containing little if any copper-ore contuminatlon well
as sediment with intermediate copper concentration Again In keeping with standard haiard
assessment approaches thejustiflcatkm for that approach ii that if thc most copper-contaminated
area of the NCIfr does not cause toxicity thcze would not be

toxicity associated with lower
levels of contaminatinn by that conterninint The Intermediate and low coppcr-conlaminatjon
semples were tested to screen for possible unusual behavior or Indications of other consandnanta
causing toxicity Such testing regime would signal the potential need for higher-tier testing
Further the fact is that NCMT-area sediments cont2lnlng copper concentrations above but close
to the 4000 mg/kg iesn-up objective 6067 ing Cu/kg were tested with iii different test

species evaluating eight response characteristics In previous studies WESTEC ERCE 1988
the results of which were provided in the WCC 1991 Table 2-2 As discussed by WCC
1991 there was no toxicity response in those tests

After substantial disiaslon of the pertinent technical aspects WCC 1991 page 3-7
concluded

Therjbre there nre slgn7cwt quertlou about the need to remove or all
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relationship that could provide insight Into appropriate clean-up levels

In keeping with principles of technically appropriate hrd assesenwit die first tier of

toxicity testing focused on the worst-case situation sediments with the highest conceatradan of

copper and included toxicity testing of the low-copper ilmwt and one sediment with

intermediate copper concentration If there was no to4clty associated with the most heavily

ccppcr.contamIntcd NCMT-arca sediments it would be willWy that therm would be toxicity

caused by copper associated with area edImnts leas-coetsmJnatod with copper It however

there was toxicity with the most heavily per-contuilassd sediments uncles with two

additional inteznicdiatc copper levels were readily available for toxicity testing to whether

there was relationship between the concentration ci copper in die NChCI-area sediments and

the toxicity caused by the sediments

With the exception of the tests with Rheparynhu no toxicity was found in teats of

sediments containing the highest concentrations of copper In the cue of the Rhepoxynius teats

as discussed further below as well as in the WCC 1991 rqxnl and elsewhere in the

Administrative Record the toxicity response was found to not be ielated to the concentration

of capper in the sediment Thus contrary to the claipt made in the Staff Comments ample

technically responsible provisions were made In the risk assessment study program to Investigate

the sediment-associated copper as cause of toxicity the fact Is that there was no toxicity in the

most heavily contaminated sediments tested

As noted above by testing the intact sediment the cumulative impact ci all ci the

sediment-associated contaminants could be determined Then If no adverse impacts were found

as was the case for the NCMT-aiea coppezcuntamlnated sediments It is
logical to conclude that

copper in those sediments is not having an adverse Impact on the designated bdju1 uses of

San Diego Bay It is also important to note dt that Information was riot die only Information

considered in the assessment of potential Impact of the NCIfr-azea copper-contaminated

sediments on water quality In addition to the finding that the whole sediments were not toxic

to eight different sensitive test organisms considering 12 response parameters it wu found that

the natural populations of sediment-associated orrnin1 in the vicinity of the NCMT area in

which elevated concentrations of copper were present arc not significantly different in terms of

numbers and types of species than those that are present In other areas of the Bay that do not

contain the copper ore concentrate and that copper-sensitive mussels are found to naturally

inhihjt areas of the NCIfF area In which some of the highest concenirationa of copper were

found in the sediments These findings provide very strong technical foundation for the

conclusion that the copper In the NCMT area sediments is non-toxic and unavailable to jatIc
organisms in the NCMT area as well as other areas of the Bay

Third it Is unclear what type of testing the staff had in mind when It fau1d the WCC
1991 study for not conducting tests that wosdd Isolate cower as connbwIngftsctor So the

adwe Łar inwiigated even if it were appropriate It Is not possible to reliably selectively

extract the per-orc.ccnoentrate-deaivcd copper from the sediment for toxicity testing The

only other approach that the authors can guess the staff had in mind would be spiked
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of th copper-contaminated sediments from sl NCMT area In order to protect
beneficial uses Qf San Diego Bay

While the focus of the discussion hi the 1991 risk assessment was on whether the
originally proposed 1000 ing Cu/kg clean-up oIj dive would be protective as diacutiM therein
that value was established without iWibk tcdth1 fotincletlon Tedeed the risk aesament
demonstrated that there was technical justifl.iadon fee

substantially higher dean-up objectiveOn the basis of those findings the niath dean-up dcciive of 4000 mg/kg was proposed
to the SDWQCB and substantiated with technical infoimation available Thus die risk
assessment cannot be viewed as deficient for having not specifically evaluated sediments
contaIning 4000 mg Cu/kg The technical Information and discussion In suwort 4000 mg
Cu/kg dean-up objective should not be dind zlmply berause the staff did not by its own
admission review the entire Mmlnlsirative Record upon which the SDWQCB made its decision
in favor of the 4000 mg Cu/kg clean-up objective

The Staff Comments continued by stating

Generally the WCC 1991 report provides some siçportjbr remedlcion
level 1XX ppm awer some indication th.t 210 ppm copper shadd be
considered wvd no siqpportjbr the proposed 410 ppm copper remediatlon level

although ppin level cannot be r1ecied as non-protective on the basist
the frbnnadon owrllable

As noted above in the materials submitted to the SDWQCB and to the State Board by
the authors provided ample evidence to justify 4000 mg/kg cer clean-up objective
including the fact that

11 copper-conmin1nt sediments in the NCMT area were found to be non-toxic
to eight different sensitive aquatic organisms under extreme exposure conditions
most of which were likely worse that what would be found in the NCMT area and

Aquatic organisms of type known to be highly sensitive to copper toxicity are
present in large numbers in area near the NCMT that contain the highest
concentrations of sedlment-sssocIaecj copper they axe apparently rioducing In the
vicinity of the coppcz-ccntairijnared sediments

These findings also noted in WCC 1991 lead to die unequivocal conclusion that the copper
present In the NChr-arca sediments Is In form that is non-toxic and unavailable to adverselyaffect the designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay waters While the staff attempts to find
flaws In this analysis the data and discussion analysis provided In the Administrative Record
clearly demonstrate the technical

validity of it end justification for the conclusion that 4000mg Cu/kg clean-up objective would be protective of the beneficial uses of San Diego Bay

The staff stated on the last pamgrapb of page and the first paragraph of page ottlie Staff
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Comments with reference to the Woodward-Clyde Report

AjWUng qf the iepon is that It aJuaIM no tests that iuuld isolate copper o.c

arnrribwlngftctor to the adverse effects InvestigateL

The quoted statement of the staff represents highly Inaccurate userof the work that was

done It also does not reflect an understsrhg of how to proceed to evaluate the potential of

particular contaminant such as copper assv.iclated with seiment that could contain myriad

known and unknown chemical coataminsetta from the copper ore concentrate or other sources

toadvcrsrly impact the designated beneficial uses of waterbody seth as San Diego Bay

There are several aspects of the response to that claim of the Staff Comments

First Dr Lee has been involved In work on Impacts of contaminants in sediments since

the early 1960 Dr Jones-Lee since the mld-1970s Since the 1970 they have been

pioneers In the development and application of the tiered hazard assessment approach for

investigating the unpacts of chemical containhifints on water quality and for developing and

evaluating the expected Impacts of control programs on water quality they are well-published

and weli-recognized nationally and Internationally in this arena

Second the authors designed the hazard-risk assessment studies requested by the

SDWQCB to screen for adverse Impacts of the Iinit-aaaociatcd chemical contmin.ta in the

NCMT area that had elevated concenhdona of copper While the copper In the sediment was

the main focus there was also concern about potential effects of other heavy metals also

constituent of the copper ore concentrate Thus isciatlon of the per from the sediment for

testing were It possible would not have provided an assessment of the toxicity of the real

world situation that exists near the NCMT Had the sediment-asatiatcd copper been able to

have been isolated for toxicity testing alone in the early-tier hazard assessment the data would

not have been Interpretable It would also not have been advisable to makes this isolation because

of other contaminants potentially associated with the copper-oie-concentrate-contamiiiation of

the sediment

The study proam rqorted in WCC 1991 was in fact established in accord with

standard tiered hrd assessment technique specifically to Investigate the role of the sediment-

associated copper in causing tosicity The approach was guided by existing Information on the

concentrations of copper in the area and the results ofpreviously conducted toucity tests Those

toilcity tests showed on toxicity to NCMT-area sed1mams cneialning as much as about 6000

mg Cu/kg However toxicity teats had not been previously conducted on sediments with the

highest copper concentrations The WCC 1991 study thus cused on collecting Ilmtts
from the most heavily copper-confsnhinlted area near the NCIf from an area of the NCMT
with little or no copper contamination and from three locations with Intermediate levels of

copper WCC 1991 page 2-s By conducting toxicity teats on area jdhn.iiti cntinlng
various concentrations of copper it is poedble to evaluate whether the copper in the sediments

were causing incremental toxicity
In the tests and hence to examine potential role of copper

in the sediments in causing observed toxicity i.e whether there was dose-response
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bkc2ays Such an approach wld yield no usefbl Infurmation pertinent to aseng the

bficia1 use Impact of the r.orc.concentrate-contaminated NCIfI-ttea

sediments Any Information developed from di testing couki In be highly m1ifrThg

In gomnits they subinlued to the WRCB Lon and bites 1991 the auUxra have diacussed

in detail the severe technical deficiencies in the splked b1oy apiwach Ibe sediment toideity

assessment For example In their diacumioti of toxicity identification evaluations flEs

Ankley et al 1991 Rim noted these piublerns in the context of spiking to try so confirm the

cause of kedcity in sediment They stated am manber ftxtors to consider en
using spiAisg as coqitmation tool For tnpIe lng may tiui well fiw anspound.f

such as netals weie their Is lint or no wvkrvaivling ithe speclatlon Ions that may

OCCNT Ii compl solufloas Becauae nsfrnns jasatals baie dJPrent tadcttles knicUy

the spiked metal may d1 fiom that the meed lit the orjginal saiçk This would make

it appear that the ldeufflcadon the suv7 uuYPW 1I5 iiefl It was b.Jbct coned..

similar type arsIjIct cheoiwlcally also co4 occar eir spiking chendcals i.4th great

affinity to dissolved or particulate orgwdc cwoss.. Binding to organic cathon cm redUce

bloavailablilty and toxicity a/many ioipolar orgwdc c1inkaZc however this pnreu may

reqrdr slgntficant epdlibnailon elite Thus eah iioipolar organic spiked Iiuo ample

may appear une toxic thon comparable unhiwit a/ Me swne nonpolar organic alady In the

test sample.. This would make It appear that the lisconect radcont had been ld.iutfted when

in fact there had been correct lde.ntjftcatlon

In general chemical hspike added to sediment cannot be expected to be present in

the sediment In the same forms and same propoitlons as the chemical in the unspiked sediment

the spike may well not come to upiilibrium with the citesnical of focus or oII constituents in

the sediment prior to the bioassay Thus it cannot be assumed without major research effort

that chemical spike will behave In manner in any way related to that of that chemical in

the unsplkd sample This Is well-establithed In the aquatic and sediniesit chemistry literature

The authors have found that quad binassays may be useful for some chemicals such as

ammonia whose chemistry in acduncnta is relatively simple and straightforward However

such chemicals are few spiked aedimftt bloassays are totally unreliable for most of

contaminants of greatest concern such as heavy metals and many chlorinated hydrocarbons for

their potential for affecting sediment and water quality Therefore for moat chemical

contaminants of concern it cannot be aisumed that the toxicity response to spike has any

relationship to the toxicity associated with the seine chemical already present in tim sediment

Since the reliability of that auuim$on is key to the spiked sediment bioassay methodology the

spiked sediment bivamsay approach ii not in geneml one that can be used to reliably swas the

waler quality significance
of contaminant or group of contaminants in sediment

The spiked bioassay approach Is particularly Inapplicable to the copper-ore-concentrate-

contaminated sediments in the NCMT area owing to the form and nature of the copper

discussion of key aspects of the chemistry of edIment-assocted copper overall as well as

focused on the copper ore concenteste was provided in WCC 1991 pages 3-7 to 3-18

In summary since no adverse effects can be found for all of the contaminants In the
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NCMT area sediments including copper why would the staff conclude that there is need to

isolate hypothetical adverse effects of copper on ihe designated beneficial uses of San Diego

Bay

The Staff Comments concluded that because WCC 1991 report allegedly did contain

teats that would Isolate copper as contributing tor to the adverse effects Investigated

Theiibre en effects are noted as In the low diversity reported In the benhk

znaIysLr or the tadcltyfiwld In the anqthlpodtest cannot conclude uether

coRJerfrrYJt the ore Is or is not connIbwIng to the ct
There are several aspects of that statement that must be addressed

First WCC 1991 discussed in detail the issue of the evidence for the NCMT-area

copper to have an adverse Impect on community diversity In Section 3.5.3 pages 3-43 to 3-44
and Section 7.L4..1 pge.c 7-5 to 7-8 The discussion In Section 3.5.3 refened to the findings

of WESTEC 1986 and stated

It is clear from the discussion presented it Section 7.14.1 lof WCC 1991

pages 7-5 to 7-8 the previous Investigation done by WESThC 1986a on the

benthic organism covnmwally ainparitlon nwabeic and diversity at the NCMT
area has shown that differences and .rindlwlties between organism assemblages

In that urea are not related to the wnount of copper present its the sedbnents

These flndingc are consiff en with the of taTlclty of the sediments In the

NCMT area to variety test organisms

The key figure from the cited WESTEC study that summarized the findings of the community

character and diversity studies was provided to the members of the Regional Board at the hearing

and is thus part of the hearing record

Section 3.5.3 continued with discussion of literature pertinent to the potential impacts

of copper in San Diego Bay waters on cokithing organkini Thcrc it is stated

Even though the concentrations ofcopper vere above the water quality objective

for the sanqler collected within she Shelter Island Yact Basin the mouth

of San Dlegb Bay there was appreciable colonIzuIon of the plexiglass sheet

suktrates as well as qf the edstlg asnoclures Since Johnston wced that

colonization was largely by larval jbmu of the organisms the concentratlos of

copper that exceeded the water quality objective qf Z9 gsg/L nere not sitU kient

to be toxic to the larval and otherflnns Qforgwdsnv that colonized the plexiglass

sheets and existing structures

Section 7.1.4.1 pages 7-5 to 7-8 presented detailed review of the WESTEC 1986
infaunal organiuns living within the sediment community diversity study In the NCMT area

10
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and noted the WTEC finding that the numbers of individuals and the number of species did

not appeaz to be rcted to the concenbationi of cper found in the sedimeidi In repoiting on

the WESTEC 1986 study jesuits WOC 1991 noted en page 7-6 paragraph

walwer analysis ears iwd to inveatgaae the areal dimThidon of canvnimIty

structure parwneters genemed by the 1986 study WES7EC 1986 The duster

grolq dsaractedzed by the highest levl offa.al orajnI deuky
cawensswed hr the terminal ar she draslnaat organiou ww the inaU

imcsel Musculista sens an opr.tns typicayftntnd In high abwvdance in

relatively widictwed arqMnó San Diego Day WESTEC bsjbct

the highest density ofMusda observed sanleMzc collected iWJhbs 275

ft of the pIeftrce at the sonh end of the w7nlklL

WCC 1991 went on to note with reference to Ihet study page 7-6 7-7

Slgnflcant relwioiiships or strong trends betven the biological variables and

copper concentrations were not observed In single case amined strongly

indicating the lack of effect of the copper ore on the lifauna In the area

WESTC 1986

Based on the WESTEC 1986 findings and those ofothcrinvcatigators WCC 1991 concluded

Thee obserwsions itggest that the mc1or eiwlronmentalftatures contsTiling

blotic distribution in this region of San Diego Bay Include relatively

stronger water moveMeu In the navigation channel sediment instability and

sedfrnent deposition rates In the bed of the nafgatlon cfwimeL Such hJacLs

have been reporteipreviously for other area In San Diego Bay and eenere..

Additional insight into the issue of whether the copper ore In the NCMI-arca sediments

is contributing to the effectsv was provided by WCC 1991 In Section 3.4.4.3 pages 3-24 and

3-25 The authors noted page 3-25 paragraph

According to U.S EPA 7985 the anbryos ofthe blue mussel Mydhrs .thgli

were the most sensitive organism/stage to copper af all the saltwater species for
wIch acute tasicity data were awllable and coruWered In the developswit of its

marine water quality criterion ft is thus on the basis of that tadcisy to

Mdhis edull embiyos that the final duvnk value criterl on value of 2.9 ug
QiIL was developed Mytilus hdte live natuwilly In the NCMT area and hvftct

were harvested as the present study flrnrv an wea mthepleftce of the

NCMT at v1th the highest concentrations of .cetliment-assodatl per in the

area have been fowuL It is therdbir oppareirt that ithatewr the concentration

of awsilableforms ofcopper in the watereolwm it Is riot szdent to prevent the

existence that organism

11
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Second as discussed in the materials in the Administrative Record the issue is not

whether San Diego Bay sediincnta shew low diversity based on bcnthic nrpnim analysis

The issue that should have been addressed Is whether the NCMT-area sediments show low

diversity in bithic organisms that can be related in any way to thc pree of coxr in the

sediments specifically from the er-ozc concentrate The Inkrmatlon available In

the Administrative Record shows that while thus is reduced diversity of the types of aquatic

organisms In San Diego Bay sediments this reduced diversity Is teva1eatt thronghout the Bay
and Is not in any way related to thepieaei of copper In the sediments in the NCICr area or

elsewhere Therefore the staffs asaeroa lI the low diversity Is related to copper in NC
area sediments Is flawed conclusion that is not qçoded by the data readily available for

review

Third the quoted implied that the apparent toxicity reported for the amphipod

test lthepo.zynlus abronlus by WX 1991 can be coildered to be an efct pMnUal1y
related to copper in the NCMT-azaa sediment WCC 1991 specIfically discucd the iuue of

the toxicity response found in the Rliepoxynlus abnmlus toxicity tests conducted as part of the

study The results of those tests were also discussed in materials submitted to the SDWQCB and

that are part of the Administrative Record Th results of the Rhepoxynlus abronlus toxicity

tests In particular conducted as part of the risk assessment were discussed on page 3-29 of

WCC 1991 There it was stated

Table 3-1 swnmarlw the types qorganlsnw and NCMT-are sedtments on winch

toxicity tests have been conducted the general findings ftven eiich As
indicated hr that table of the nine sensitive organLvn types tested a.vasldedng 14

Te.Onse pwuinaei only one seer sypeh.çonge resulted In adwrse Impacts

wider the labonuosy conditions the surviwsl of the ainphlpods Rhepoayniw
abronlus The mortality of those tel oganfrme was indçpeadut of cogner
concentration in the zedhaeat ToiLs with .sedinwiu contaIning 122 ing Otg
by weight showed as much mortality as teats wish sediments flvm dw NOdT
pleiface that contaIned more than 18CbJ ing Cu1rg diy weight wid those with

sediments contaIning 1174 and 1372 Qi/g diy weight While the survlwd

ofthe Rhepoxedus In all NCMT area sediments rested ww statistically lower than

that In the anneml test on sediments ftvn Taqidna Bay OR the survival qthat
amphlpod In seditnents fivm the NCW weae a/greater contandnatki tw
statlsally different fiom that In sediments 160ft from the pies/ace containing
122 and 151 nig CWkg diy weight

The ebsirlal behavior a/the surviving rest Rhepoxynlus abvnlus eipol to the

NCMT-gnea sedbsenLc was not sIgn47cwit1y d4flrentfrin the connW test on
sediments from Taquina Bay The NCMT wee sedlmeir were not toxic to the

other wnphipod tested lrwithdlerella Jcpwslca For the seasons discussed

below the response qfRhqiarynlus abronlus In the present Investigation needs

to be inteipreted with caution the results obtained cannot be asawned to Indicate

that this organism is the mo.u sensitive Qf those testeS emphasis added

12
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Section 3.5.1.2ofWCC 1991 pages 3-3Gb 3-33 as weiss some accts of Section 3.5.1.3

pages 3-33 to 3-38 discussed the technical issues pertinent to the use of Rhepoxynlus abvnius

as test organism for San Diego Bay sediments WCC 1991 page 3-33 concluded fnxn

careful review of the technical Information

It the authors crJncllLviofl that based on the Ibnnation aw4labk the

toxicity response of RhepoxyIus abronls In tests qsedlments new the NCMT

should not bplsence decLku on she detWon sfthe reaatkm objective for the

copper ore cOncetltrete-COiUdJPIMated The preponderance ije1dence

from the sew of the eight other oanlmu the exLsting Iiptwwl ppdWIoM

prevent In the subject and the presence Cf native Mydlns eduls In the

contaminated was near the NCMt cvwpled with the ipwae Qfqsaxynhts

to iazknonsJbctotT andfiicsors not related to the presence ifkiowa contwnlnaluLc

causes us to conclude that the copper ore in the WdnIly if the NCMT Lv not

causing toxicity so aqsw4c lift In the sediments or water of San Diego Bay

While Rhepaxynius abronlus can be useful toxicity test organisms In some

circumstances it is not native to San Diego Bay for some yet-undefined isason it has not been

found to occur any location In San Diego Bay- even though It occurs naturally in areas afew

hundred miles north of the Bay IL is clear as discussed In the Woodward-Qyde report that

there are factors in the San Diego Bay sediments preclude the normal survival of this

organism in the toxicity test environment with pethmnts from San Diego Bay 11 US EPA

Region IX representative Pat Cotter 1991 has concluded that Rhepoxynlxu abronlus Is not an

appropriate organism for evaluating toxicity in San Diego Bay sediments

The Staff Comments regarding effects of the ampliipod test Ignored the

results of the WESTEC toxicity tests on Gvwadldlerella another amçhipod which ii more

appropriate test organism for San Diego Bay results reported on and discussed in the

Woodward-Clyde report e.g sections quoted above Those toxicity tests showed 100%

survival of Grandkilerella in tests of NCMT-aiea sediments containing more than 6000 mg

Cu/kg The staWs statement indicating that the copper in the NCMT-area sediment is c2nsIng

an adverse impact on amphipods Ii not In accord with the data provided In the Woodward-Clyde

report much less was available to the staff in their review of this matter It is clear that the

results of the ampiripod tests do not show that the copper-contaminated sediments are adversely

affecting anything in the Bay

The Staff Comments next asserted

H77 Woodward-Clydc report Lv dStIgulshed by la if ewduation of the

Oecrs frorn any of the proposed remedlatlon leveLs

This issue was addressed above the quoted statement was shown to be inaccurate and

13
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misleading

The Staff Comments continued on to claim

In genen7l the studies psunre4 WCC 1991 were designed to eddress

whether the remediation site Lv adversely effected sic kt vere not designed

dlscsnlnate wnong w1oiu concentistlou qcOçer

That quoted statement is Inaccurate In sevarsi iepldL First the ne assessment presented by

WCC 1991 was in designed to 1nvwgate the.potentil impacts of varlesis entratk

of cower in the NCMT azes As discussed above the ctionof aedijnnt sampling locations

was done to obtain samples with aiof coppar cencestratkig se that iftoxicity fcamd

In the toxicity tests the clationship between the toxicity response and the coppar costcemtratkn

in the sediment could be assessed The ftct was however that none of the key toxicity tests

fish larvae survival fish larvae growth oyster larvae survival and oyster larvae Incidence of

abnormality showed any toxicity front any of the sediments tested which included sediments

contn8 as much as more than 18000mg Cu/kg The same was found in the previous studies

by WESThC with six different types of organism with NCMT-area sediments containing two

different concentrations of coci 1520 and 6067 reg Cu/kg While the mortality of the

Rhepoxynius was greater in the enpoenle to NCMT-area sedIns than that In the control

sediments from the state of Oregon the toxicity response of that organism was as great In the

NCMT-area sediment containing 122 mg Cu/kg as it was In NCMT-srca semnt$cosLtannig

more than 18000 zag Cu/kg AU of this was dIrtiv4 plainly and at length in the Woodward

Clyde report and was presented to the SDWQCB and is thus in the Administrative Record

Contrary to the implications of the Staff Comments the design of the risk assessment

studies was such that they provided ample technical foundation to support clean-up objective

of at least 4000 rug Cu/kg In ct from the lnthrmadon available clean-up objective in

excess of 18000 mg Cu/kg could have been Eeadily justified This finding was noted In the

Woodward-Clyde rort cited and quoted above as well as in testimony before the SDWQCB
included in the AdmInistrative Record As discussed In the materials provided to the SDWQCB

the Administrative Record because of time constraints and political
considerations the

authors did net recommend an 18000 rug Cu/kg clean-up objective but rather 4000 mgfkg

clean-up objective in order to not surpass the then-DHS now DTSC ThIe 22 levels by which

copper-containing materials are classified as hazardous waste While In the authom opinion

it would have been possih1 with ndd1tk1 study to demonstrate that variance from the

hazardous waste designation could and ildbe provided to thePont withoid ndverselinpscts

to beneficial uses of San Diego Bay so that clean-up objective higher than 4000 rag Cu/kg

could be porsued the time constraints Imposed by the SDWQCBfor clean-up of the cpcr
contaminated sediments precluded the possibility of undertaking the necessary studies to obtain

the variance

Therefore the ataffs claim that there was inadequat consideration given to the specific
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role of copper in causing adverse effects on the designated bcaeflclal uses of San Diego Bay and

its claim that the Woodward-Clyde repot failed to spefly address the dn-up objectives

reflect the staffs limited review of the Woodward-Clyde report and its having admittedly not

reviewed the other material In the Administrative Recd on the matter

ProvisIon Csnnmunlty and PopuisHnhl analysis

Staff Comm-nft page

In Its more detailed diicusaion of the rovislcna toted at the outside of the Staff Comments

the staff stated on page In the first paragreph wi the heading of ProvIsion CommunIty

and Population analysis

The 1991 repon provides swnnsaiy ftrconducted by WES7EC

pail of me initIal site ewsluadon The report covends that this .udy shows

no efficLsjvn the renediatlon site but acknowledges lack of spedes diversity

throughout the area The Wutec data Li sic not provided for review

By that statement the staff has Implied that the handling of this matter by the authors and in the

Woodward-Clydc repod was inapproçrlatc and seems to suggest that there Is some question

about the appropriate xaportlng and analysis of the ista from the WTEC work However

such implication and suggestion axe highly Inappropriate and reflect the fact that the staff did not

have or ta the time to review the nWi21 readily available to it As discussed previously In

this report with citations to and cpiotadcii of the WCC 1991 report the Woodward-Clyde

report did contain detailed summaries of the pertinent
deli from the previously conducted

WESTEC studies Key personnel Involved In the WESTEC studies contributed substantively

to the Woodward-Clyde report Not only are the WESTEC reports available in the SDWQCB

files and well-known to the Regional Board the amimary figure regarding infaunal species

diversity study results for the NCMT area from the cited WESTEC was provided to the

SDWQCB as part of hearing submissions and is hence part of the Administrative Record

Paragraphs end in the Provision section on page stated

The wcc 1991 repon otes that the density ofwibnais seems to be aftuiction

ofdisturbance This Li nonwatd by animaL w1j of undisturbed areas of

the bay pruent ott the shebareas wvi wvbtvis suited ta disiwbed habitats hi the

drwuad areas subject to high current pn iwih dredging Correlatlrnu

between population parameters and copper concentrations were not detected

This study provides some Indication that the copper ore Li erenbtg eureme cLT

on the biotu However the flict that the entire study site appears to have depressed

species diversity inipllex that adw ejbcts may exist over the entire area this Li

true copper may be contributing and the adverse effecLi due to copper may riot be
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disTinguishable The study does not contain bybnnatlon that Muld clarLi this point

These quoted comments give the qpeaXai of grasping at bypothetkIS to cast question on the

data available First number of key aspecta of the WThC study of specacs
diver5lty

in the

NCMT usa were quoted previously herein The charsclsrizadcii
of the wl study as

having provided aome Indication that the cer ore Is not exerting extreme effects cii the

bjota is significant undexstatcnlt and could seggest predisposItion cii the part of the author

of the Staff Comments The bw densIties and dlvaaltki of ln6unal crpniims reported by

WCC 1991 based COWESTEC 1986 throughout the adhe area canci be idiably used to

suggest an impact of the xpcr-contain1natcd sediment in the NCMT area- Indeed the technical

jnftrmatlon strongly Indicate otherwise as was reported by WCC 1991

WCC 1991 noted page 7-7 that the absence of certain species
from the entire sampling

is consistent v.4th historIcal trends noted in sonijpes fivm the swne general

vicinity In studies conducted in 1974 aM 1977 bejbre operations at P4CO

Terminal conimenced SDUPD 1977

WCC 1991 also notcd that the distribution of number of species

supports the hypothesis that disturbance Qf the slments Is slg4flcant

isence on dLstributkn wad abwadance ifsome of the major resident liiunal

organlsnls

WCC 1991 concluded as quoted previously from page 7-6 and 7-7

SlgniftcwU reladonthips or strong nvwL between the biological varIables and

copper conceitnuIomr v.s not observed In single case aamlned stivngIv

indicating
the lack of effect of the copper ore on the hjbuna In the was

WES7EC 1986

Second the Staff Comment statement quoted In passage above 7f this is true copper

may be contributing and the adverse qffe due to copper tnay not be disthtgulshabk is

obtuse It is not clear what is meant by ucifects due to cper may not be dlstingIthll%le

The quoted statement seems to suggest the argument that the hypothetical effects could be

contributed to by copper in the NCMT-area sediment but that that contributicu to the effects is

too subtie to be seen over the factors that are primarily responsible fee contrulhlog the

populations The studies indicate WCC 1991 page 7-8 that the major environmental features

controlling biotic distribution In the NCMT area are ftctors that are not contrclleblc e.g

strength of water movement sediment Instability sediment dspositlon rates such as have been

reported elsewhere If the effects from capper-contaminated sediments some of which currently

contain on the order of 23000 mg Culkg are too subtle to be seen this would not provide

technical justification
for reinedlatlan of the cvpya It Is certainly Inappropriate for the Staff
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Comments to suggest that that situation provides any support for the need for 1000 reg Culkg

clean-up objective or for the insufficiency of the 4000 mg Culkg clean-up objective adopted by

the SDWQCB

Provision Protection of fluinP ffkh

tafT Comments page

Staff Comments on Provision stated

The irjonnatlon In the repon oppew so adegpate siqport the contention that

exposure so copper at the site iWll not result In btoaccwiutlatlcfl that will create

threat to human health

ProvisIon ProtectIon of Beneficial Uses

Stiff Connents pages to

paragraph In the Provision Protection of Beneficial Uses section on page stated

The ewzhiadon of thu provision prImaily wet tarlclry testing and sedinient

chemlstiy data to evaluate CjCT in the 4YJer and ethment

That quoted assessment is incomplete and hence somewhat misleading The results of toxicity

tests contributed to the assessment of existing se nt-contaminltlOll conditions on

beneficial uses The sediment composldafllccpper concentration information the so-called

chemistry data does not provide and was not used to make an ssesmNit or indication of

the potential impacts of sediment-associated CCCT the benefldsl uses of the Bay or on

potential toxicity in the water or sediment This point and its loetmical basis was made dear in

the risk assessment section of the WCC 1991 report and thewlwe In the Administrative

Record Par the risk assessment of potential Impacts of the existing condition on beneficial uses

of the Bay the determinations of oonceatrati of copper In NCMTarca sediment were used

only to guide the selection of sampling locations so that bgh1y coer-contamlnMed areas areas

essentially
uncontaminated by copper and areas with intermediate copper-contaminatiOn could

be sampled As discussed earlier by selection of such sampling sties for toxicity testing If

toxicity were found Its relationship to the concentrations of copper in the sediment could be

evaluated

In addition to the toxicity teat information the results of pcevious studies on numbers

types and distribution of organisms in the NCMT area the results of observations of copper-

sensitive mussels living in the most heavily copper-contaminated areas near the NCMT results

of other itudles reported In the llteraflmre the adhori understanding of the nature behavior and

water quality impacts of various forms of copper and the senior authors 30 years and the

Junior authors 18 years of professional expcrtie and experience in evaluating the impacts of
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sediment-associated contaminants on water quality all contributed to the eva1uation provided

in the Woodward-Clyde risk assessment This Information was all dr1y presented and

thoroughly discussed in the Woodwaxd-Clyde report

The Provision section in the Staff Cornmthti continued on to state

Most of these species cre tested using elwrlate tests s1ch utilize 41 ratIo

Qf water to sediment

elutriate test cannot be used so lnteipret the taTlclsy fbtId4ed sediments

nwnber of technical detaiLs can bpluence the lntepretatlon of eliWiate test

suhs For the mosi part these details are not dLscusseii so the swwnarles must

be taken aiftice value

As noted previously the senior author has been involved In the awmcnt of the behavior and

water quality iniplicatioos
of sediment-associated contaminants for the past 30 years Dr Jones-

Lee for the past 18 years The authots are thoroughly familiar with the development inben

appropriate use and limitations of the ebitlWPt test In 1970s the senior author was

responsible for helping to develop and evaluate the reliabthty of the elutriate test that was

adopted by the US EPA and US Army Corps of Engineers as standard teat procedure He

conducted more than $1-million in research on the development of the elutriate test definition

and accommodation of factors affecting ehriate test results end evaluation of the reliability

results Interpretation and applicability of the clutriate teat pticedwe was the igw author

and his graduate students çincluding the junior author who developed the toxicity testing

component of the elutriate test and promoted its use in dredged sediment evaluation that

fundamental procedure is widely used today as truly effccta-based evaluation procedure to

evaluate sediment toxicity While the elutsiate ted was developed for the purpose of evaluating

the potential worst-case effects of open water disposal ci hydraulically dredged sediments the

approach has substantially wider appilcabifity when applied and evaluated pwpctly The

admonishment of the Staff Comments in this regard ii misplaced

In the second paragraph of page the Staff Conunaits stated

The 1991 report states that five stations were tested and chemical data

sheets in the appendLt support thLr ajsert1on Honewr toxicity data Is lc only

supplIe4 for sties Ondzslon of the iarIcLy data for 40% of the sites tested Is

s1gnflcant problem

The Staff Comments presumption that 40% of the toxicity lest data were omitted from the

report is incorreci As stated on page 2-2 of WCC 1991 under the heading
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Co1lectlOn emphasis edded

Based on copper concentpuilons rponed In RCE 1989 fiw stmapilng

locations re selected br the cwaw1U xhmse These i.tv lVwsrect

Ofeetfmm the pier Ow 2/eat deep In the lment the area containing the

hLuorlcally highest ntrat1oits copper ore concentrate on the olr

4Omg/kg thy Ight Transect 160 feesfnim the pier Ow 1/eat deep

an area in close pmxiralty to the tenninal catWalnbzg wiy low lewis coppei

Transect 80/eel Pcwn the pier to feet deep an containing copper

concentratIon tjapp1rednkVelY 1Lt nig/g diy 1ght 2wuect 80/eat

from the pier to 1/eat deep an anttebdng about 1001 mg/kg thy itelghe

cpei and Transect ftetft.n the pier to 2/eat deep an area

ctMtdIJblg about 20111 mg/kg weiglv copper

Thcrc was no statement that each of the samples was used In toxicity tests As discusscd above

this sampling scheme was developed to meet the needs of the tiered hazard/risk u.ewit for

worst-case low/no contamination and Intermediate copper concentretioni hi keqlng with the

tiered hazard assessment approach described above the first tier of testing lnvcived toxicity tests

of the worst caSe Low/no contaminHon and one intermedis onentsatlon sediments Hence

toxicity tests were conducted on sediment samples from three not five sites

While all of the chemical composition data for samples from those five Iocat specified

were presented in the report appendix the fact that only some of the sediment samples collected

were used in toxicity testS should have been clarified by the subsequent statIn1ts In the WCC

1991 repoit page 2-6

The results of the sediment thenlcal analyses for the sediment samples tested are

presented in Table 2-3...

The text proceeded to describe those data and Thble 2-3 clearly showed the results of the

sediment analysis
of duplicate samples from locations on two sampling date The text

noted which ad of samples was used for the various toxicity tests Further the risk assessment

section of the report stated in inhoduction to the use of the toxicity test results pages 3-28 and

3-29

Three specks ire tested during the present zti4y considering sedimenr haWng

conceniradons ofcopper as great as 18750mg Ot/kg thy weLght the remainder

hxi been tested by WES1EC 1988 consldethig sftment having ceer
corcerttyjtlons as high as 6J7 mg Qt/kg thy weiglu see Table 2-2 results of

WBS1C toxicity tests 2-3 composition of the sediments from the

three locations on which toridty tests were conductedl 2-5 2-7 wul 2-9

of the WCC 1991 toxicity testsJ

While the WCC 1991 could have further belabored the point of which samples were used for
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toxicity tests the manner in which the data were eaented and handled was sufficiently clear

Raising the specter of impropriety In accusing Woodward-Clyde or utheil of iiittqg data

from report of this type was totally unjustified If the staff believed that te dthfid

disompancy In the information presented it siiould have Sed just that without making

statements of ft jt ese tj5 the Staff mflients made not CmC but thme.

references the third being on page 4o the Staff Comments to staffs supposed knowledge

presumption that data were omiUcd In the çinion of the authors1 Staff Comments

repeated presumption of impropriety In this regard was unaeos$wr/ unoibsilomal and raises

question about the objectivity of those who prepared the Staff Comments

In the paragraphs and under Provision Staff Comnits asserted that the conclusion

that the copper-one concentrate In the NCMT-area sediments Is not having significant adverse

Impact on the designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay waters is not iupported by the data

presented It stated

On the basis mete test resul .. and the swnngarles It can be

amcluded that significant tadc effects issld not be likely dwg large scale

distwbance However the repon contends that these data Indicate no bqialrment

can be associated with the range 4f sediment copper concentradons/bund at the

site

Thth conclusion Is unsiçportedjbr thepblloWng reasons

1irt as stated these data do not reflect
the heilied sediment conditions

but rather the results of clutriate testing First the staffs statement with respect to the toxicity

data being based solely on elutriate testing Is Incorrect As was clearly discussed by WCC
1991 and above in this report toxicity tests ware performed en NCIfT-area sediments with

two different amphipods Those tests involved exposure of those benthic organisms under

standard US EPA- and Corps of nneerspecifled conditions designed to simulate bedded

sediment conditions These agencies use these same tests to evaluate whether there would be

expected adverse effects on organisms that live within the sediments The naiwe and results of

those tests were discussed in detail by WCC 1991 in Section BiologIcal Studies e.g
pages 2-2 2-4 2-7 2-8 Tables 2-4 and 2-5 and in Section Risk Assessment e.g pages

3-2 3-28 to 3-33 Table 3-1

As discussed by WCC 1991 and as iunted above with citation and quotations from

WCC 1991 e.g pages 3-29 to 3-33 and oniof pages 3-33 to 3-38 thetests conducted

by WESTEC 1988 on sediment COflfRinir sediments containing 1520 and 6067 ing Cu/kg

using the ampldpod Grandldierellajaponlas showed no toxicity for either the survival orzthurial

response The apparent toxicity eflbct exhibited in the toxicity tests with the amphipod

Rpo.ynIus abvnlus was found to not be related to cojer It appeared to have been relaxed

to physical or other unknown tors which are present throughout San Diego Bay which
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apparently preclude the native esistence of that organism in the Bay cvcn though it is found as

resident species several hundred miles north of the Bay As was dlscusad above and in

materials in the Administrative Record aqwynhsr abronlu.t cannot be considered iultable

organism for toxicity testing
in San Diego Bay This was anAIIary finding ci the risk

assessment suppoztcd by subsequent duscusskea with those involved In us of this organism

Had Its unsuitability
been understood at the outset of th risk asseiwc study another

arnphlpod or organism would have been selected for inclusion In the WCC 1991 study

As discussed in the Woodward-Clyde report and the materials minnilted

to the SDWQCBin the Administrative Record snd as recounted cited and qtd previously

in this report the results of the toxicity testing that was done for the risk assessment of the

NCMT-ama copper-contamlnatcd ed1mta we supported by the field survey data of the

numbers and types of oriljms present In the NCMT area with the Ijgiwit er
concentrations versus od areas of Bay The numbers and types of jntiii1 sediment

dwelling organisms in the regions of NCMT area with highest aed1mnt-COpper

concentrations were similar to those found in regions of the NCMT area In whiCh the sediments

contained much lower copper-ore concentrations There Ii no evidence that the native species

found in the bedded sediments that are in contact with the high concentrations of copper ore

concentrate axe adversely affected by the copper ore concentrate Further and moat Importantly

the finding that the mussel MyIIIILS etMir inlmblt the pilings
in areas of the NCMT in which the

sediments contain some of the highest concentrations of cower provides edditlional strong

evidence that the copper ore concentrate In those sediments Is not adversely affecting the

designated beneficial uses of San Diego Bay It is lthporIant to remember that the embryo form

of that species was found by the US EPA to be meat sensitive to copper of all organisms tested

Its sensitivity to copper was used as the basis upon which the US EPA developed 11$ water

quality
criterion for copper which in turn now serves at the California water quality objective

applicable to San Diego Bay waters

It is Important to note that standard toxicity tests of bedded such as the

amphipod tests which were conducted on the NChfF-area sediments as discussed by WCC

1991 and flutl In this report incorporate substantial alteration of the beddcd sediment

condition Furthermore the results of such tests ate desgned to be mt eted relative to some

reference sediment Thus while the results of the test are highly dependent on the nature of the

reference site selected the Issues of the impact of sediment-associated contaminants on water

quality have nothing whatever to do with what may or may not happen at the reference sita

Therefore what may ostensibly appear to be more direct or appropriate tests to assess of the

impacts of contaminants associated with bedded sediments can in feet be highly unreliable

As discussed below properly devdpcd and executed elutriate teat bloalI2ys such as

those Included in the WCC 1991 risk assessment out provide conidcrable and reliable

Information on potential impacts of contaminanti associated with bedded sediments

In furtherance of its claim that elutriate test bloassays do not provide uaeful information in

support of the finding of no adverse impacts associated with the Nc1fr-aiea copper-
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contaminated sediment the staff stated in paragraph on page of the Staff Comments

Copper has been demonstrated to xhibit swdgoiu in rddty wills Increases in

total suspended solids Iansen 1992 ie eqlaiotlon fir this is the

panicidate phase scawges free awerfrv the thereby rednclng

diuolwd cower concenutlans The thailate technlqrat maxbn .nispended

solidr

That analysis Is misleading in it application from cvual points of view

First it should be understood that the elutriate test bioassay provides for the test

organisms more acve exposure dan would walercolumn organhim would be enpeoted to

experlme In the field In relation to bedded sediments As was clearly described in the

Woodward-Clyde report SectIon 22.2 1at Medads the 41 4iilisI weraediment ratio

clutriato preparation was not maintained during the tests but rather the supernatint from the

settled elutrlate system was used The test organisms larval sad embryo stages were tested in

chronic exposure estimation assessment tcst wateroolumn organisms In San Diego Bay would

not be expected to recuve chronic cxpcuwe lifetime or extended critical life-stage exposure

to the limited area of the NCMT-area sediments in which the greatest .Mmiit-copper

contaynrnatino exists Thus the .lu1riite test hinessays that were conducted were conservative

in their indication of potential impact of conteminnts associated with da copper

containliited sediment in the NCMT area Even with the comparatively more severe exposure

conditions of the elutriate tests bicassays the most heavily copper-contaminated NCMT area

sediments tested containing more than 18000 nig Cu/kg did not cause adverse iwps to the

embryo and larval forms tested

Second the issue of availability of the various forms of copper pertinent to the Issue of

the PACO peration-derived chalcopyrite form of copper in the NChfF area sediments and its

potential impact on beneficial uses of San Diego Bay was discussed in detail in WCC 1991
e.g pages 3-7 to 3-28 As discussed by WCC 1991 and addltkwally below one of the

masons that sediment-associated copper when suspended into the watercolumn is non-toxic Is

the ferrlc hydroxide scaveagthg It would appear to be the position of the Staff Comments that

all particulates should have been removed from the clutriale seat bioassay system However that

would not have been indicative of how ambient water organisms would be exposed and such an

approach could have been criticized lbs not incorporating potential continued rr1eae of copper
and other sediment-associated contaminants over the period of the toxicity test

The risk assessment testing scenario was not developed lightly or without the substantial

understanding of the authors of the nature and behavior of meat-associated contaminant

relative to beneficial uses of waler the authori have had many years research experience and

publication In this area which has earned them substanthi stature In the field

Third contrary to the Staff Comments statement it is inappropriate to characterize the

elutriate test huiu2y as an approach that max4nth suspended snJldl.a it dO$ not
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